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EYES of the world today are ,on the militant youth of oul
f
y, struggling against the evil war in Vietnam, for Blaok
"orrnt
liberation, and for a renewed society.
In devoting this issue of Npw Wonr.o Rrvm'w to youth we are not
essentially deiarting from our usual custom of marking the two anniversaries that fall in this period.
This November 7 ma;ks the 52nd anniversary of the Russian
Revolution ,that gave birth to the world's ffrst socialist state. November 16 marks trrJ sotl, anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic
relations between'the Soviet Union and the United States'
Yo'utlfs Heritage in the Russian Reoolution
HE MEANING of the Russian Revolution, oPening the era of
f socialism and providing the stimulus for national liberation movements everywhere; wifl be more fully ex-Plored in our Lenin Centenary
issue. This coming issue will deal with the impact ol1 oYr own country
revolutionary leader'
of
- the work and ivords of the great
The heritage left by Lenin through his successful guid-anoe of
the socialist reiolution and the early difficult years of the development
and srowth of the ffrst workers' and farmers' state, belongs above
t"1n" youth of today, black and white, students and young workworks
"tt
ers. This heritage is a iiving thing, accessible to all in Lenirt's
increasand in the greal body of Marxist-Leninist literature. This is
ingly recogiized in current literature and discussions of the New
lJft, refleclng the views of a large -section of US yolth who-previously fett thef could change the world.without any i{eo}oqy' Leninis
heriiaee also lives in the ieality (not the distortionst) of the-matrue
sociali?t society in the USSR, now 52 years old, and in the development of the socialist community of nations, embracing a thfud of the
worlds PeoPle.
Who'hai said that the teachings of Lenin and the exPerience of

mHE
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the Russian Revolution have no relevance for the problems of today?
Listen to what Lenin wrote in the midst of the 1905 Revolution:

although it would have preferred a more far-reaching treaty.
The Soviet Union has long expressed its readiness to enter into
negotiations with our country on disarmament questions, especially
coicerning strategic weaPons. The delay has been due to the faot
that the Ni*on Administrition ignored all the warnings that pushing
through the Safeguard ABM system and starting manufacture of
MIRV (multiple independently-targeted reentry vehicle) could only
make US-USSR negotiations more difficult. In spite of this the USSR
has indicated that it is prepared to set a date for such negotiations.
At this writing, it has just been announced (October 25) that
preliminary US-USSR &scussions to curtail the strategic-arms race,
will begin on November 17, in Helsinki, Finland. The announcement
was made simultaneously in Washington and Moscow. It followed
by a few days a visit by Soviet Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin to the
White House to inform President Nixon that the Soviet Union was
ready to proceed with the talks.
Secretary of State Williarn P. Rogers, at a State Department news
conference the same day, said that whenever representatives of the
United States and the Soviet Union talked, it tended to improve
relations. He said that the preliminary discussions would determine
the weapons to be discussed in later sessions (The New York Times,
October 26).
Throughout its history, the USSR has fought consistently for complete and universal disarmament. Its latest sweeping disarmament
proposal, addressed to all the nations of the world in July 1968, with
a call for a World Disarmament Conference to consider this and
otler proposals, remains as a challenge to mankind.

. . all that is needed is more widely and boldl)',
more widely and again more boldly to recruit
agaiu
more boldly *a *ia"ty,
yorrrrg p"opl", and. rwt to be afraid. of them. Ttris is war time. The youth witl
^th" issue of the whole struggle, the student youth and still moro the
ieciil""
We need young forces .

working-class youth, (The You,n[-Genarutiort,

Publishers,

p.

V. I. Lenin,

Internadonal

12.)

Along with revolutionary theory and practice it is of course essenital to rinderstand fully wiiat the people have gained by the actual
building of socialism. What we are seeking to do in_this issue is to
help bing an understanding of the life_ of youth unde-r socialism to
the'yo.rth" of America so tfiey may iudge for themselves what the
socialist way of life has to ofier, not'in ihe sente of copying-it' but

dealt with
in a sociafst society, how socialist patterns of living might be applied
under our own neids and conditions. This issue is only a beginning.
We urge your help in continuing our search for answers to the many
questions that keeP arising.
Youth's Stake in US.USSR Peacelul Coexistence
EACEFUL coexistence is closely bound up with the question o[
f American-soviet relations. The stake in peace of the youth of
today, brought up in the shadow of the atom bomb, the draft and
t-he war in vietnam, is very great. Let it not be forgotten that the
ffrst act of the Soviet Governitent in international relations was the
to
decree of peace, and that its struggle for peace has- never. ceased'
com'
socialist
the
and
be the coie of its foreign policy.-the USSR
munity of nations are indiubtedly the most powerful.force in the
world'today for peaceful solutions and for the prevention of world

of learning from it, exploring how

thermonuclearwar.

youth s Problems are

Normal US-USSR relations are an essential safeguard against new
imperialist adventures. That the Soviet Union is the forernost enemy
^imperialism is shown by the unending anti-Communist, anti-Soviet
of
drive^which is the heart'of our country's policies, frantically continued by the Nixon Administration which at the same time has been
forced by the American people's desire for peace-to move reluctantly
toward better relations .iittt th" Soviet Union. The greatest obstacle
to an improvement in relations has been US intr-ansigeanc_e in pursuing its'worldwide militarist and imperialist- policies and.most of
in Vietnam. The USSfi has shown its goodwill and
*U ii,
"ggr"ssion
insistence on measures to end the arms race by reaching agreement
with the us on prohibiting use of the seabed for nuclear arms,
2

Gromyko on Sorsiet Peace lnitiatioes
rnHE MOST comprehensive current review of Soviet initiatives fbr
I p"u"" was presented by Soviet Foreign Minister Andrey Gromyko
at the opening session of the UN Assembly, September 19. He called
urgently for immediate concrete steps to strengthen international
security and avert the threat of world nuclear war.
He stressed that the Soviet Union is ready at all times to settle
international issues by negotiation, but with full understanding that
his government will continue its invariable support of victims of
aggression and the liberation struggles of people ffghting for their
freedom and independence.
As the chief and most immediate expression of this policy, he
cited Soviet aid to Vietnam, increasing its defensive might in its
"arduous and heroic struggle" agains't US aggression. Gromyko d+'
3

END THE VIETNAM WAR NOW!
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clared that the United States could not expect to achieve at the conference table in Paris what it had failed to achieve with a half-million
men on the battleffeld, that is "to entrench itself strategically and
politically in other people's land in Vietnam and to impose the corrupt Saigon puppets on the Vietnamese people." He said the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, and the Republic of South Vietnam set
up by the people's liberation forces and their allies, had put forth
constructive terms for settlernent. He hoped that on that basis, and

the renunciation by the United Sta'tes of "military and all

other

forms of interferenee in the internal aflairs of the Vietnamese people"
a settlement could be achieved; the end of the aggressive war in
Vietnam is essential not only for the sake of the Vietnamese people,
but for the sake of the people of the rest of the world, and those of
the United States as well, he declared.
He called also for an end to all suppression of national liberation
movements everywhere, the withdrawal of all troops holding back
such movements, and liberation of all remaining colonial territories
and of Black victims of white supremacist policies in such places as
the Republic of South Africa and Southern Rhodesia.
The Soviet lfnion, as is known, has made strong efiorts to achieve
a settlement in the turbulent Middle East, holding several meetings
with US, British and French representatives for this purpose.
The Soviet Foreign Minister reiterated the Soviet position that the
indispensable condition for peace is for Israel to withdraw its troops
from the occupied Arab territories in accordance with the resolution
of the UN Security Council, and recognition of the 'tight to independent existence for all the states in the Middle East including
Israel," as the decision also stipulates.
Gromyko warned sharyly of the dangerous situation in Europe
"saturated with armaments, including nuclear ones" and bisected by
a line of direct contact between the armies of NATO and Warsaw
Treaty states. He recalled Warsaw pact and Soviet proposals during
the past year to replace those two opposing blocs with an all-European security arrangement, to be worked out by a conference of all
European states.
He also called for the checking of the dangerous militarist and
revanchist trends in the Federal Republic of Germany while at the
same time expressing readiness to improve relations with the FRG
if it woulil abandon efiorts to revise its postwar borders and recognize "the immutable fact of the existence of the socialist GDR." (With
the defeat of the Kiesinger Government, the failure of the Neo-Nazis
to win any seats in the Bundestag and the formation of the Social4

America roas beautiful from sea to ehining sea as the people in
their millions raised their voices to demand an end to the war in
Vietnam. trn all our countryts history nothing has equaled the mas'
sive October 15 protest against orrr goverrunentts war on the Yiet'
namese people. America's conseience came alive. AII the lrest of our
country surged into the streets and meeting places of a thousand
cities and towns across the nation.

Every kind of people took part. Black and white, long'haired
and shorto old and youngr hippies and sguares, people from every

walk of, life*and most of all the youth.
The Moratorium started with young people active in the Presiden'
tial 'campaigns for Eugene McCarthy and Robert Kennedy, joined
by campus groups, student leaders, faculty members and others.
But it soon passed far beyond its originators and became the posees'
sion of the whole people, Senatore and Congressmen joined, gov'
ernors and mayorsr Nobel laureate scientists, writers, actortr college
presidents, religious leaders and high school kids, bankers, housewives
and thousands and thousands of ordinary working people.
Many collegee and schools canceled classes or turned thern over
to discussions of, the war. Biggest demonstrations were in East and
West Coaat siliss-100'Q00 in Boston, 50,000 in New Haven, many
thousands in San Francisco and Los Angeleso thousands marching
past the V/hite Houe€.
In New York Mayor Lindsay proqlaimed a day of mourning, with
flags at half mast and church bells tolling. He addreeeed a dozen
different meetings as people with black arm bands gathered all over

the city to hear top-flight gpeakers all through the day and then
filled the streets with candlelight processionso singing, talking, pray'
ing for an end to the war, Broadway shows closingo their stars joining
the rnass vigil at St. Patrickts cathedral.
The American Labor Alliance, combining almost four million
workers in the United Auto Workerso the Interrrational Brotherhood
of Tearnsters and the Chemical Workera, declared in a Nero Yoilt
Tinre* ad, "We take our stand rvith the millions of our fellow
Anrericang who call for an end to the war in Yietnam.tt Unions repre'
senting e quarter of a million workers took part in New York.
Counter-demonstrations were few and ineffective. Widely disparate
views were expressed by speakers. There seemed to be a tacit agreement that this was a day when all should have their say, with the
demand for ending the war nou transoending all the rest.

'October 15 leads on to November 13, 14 and 15' with the New

Mobilization Committee, a broad coalitiono organizing great national
antiwar demonstrations, the Moratorium group coneentrating on local
actions and mutual support announced. The New lllobilization actions
open November 13 with a March against Death, from Arlington
Cemetery to the Capitolo led by Mrs. Coretta Kingo memorializing

both Americans arld Vietnamese slaughtered in the war. November

14, a student strikeo sponsored by the Student Mobilization Comrnittee
arad others. Novernber 15, big protest day in San Franeisco and
Washington. The whole world ic watching and joining in the protest.
We urge every reader of Nero Vorld Reoiew to take part in these
ongoing, escalating activities, never ceasing until the war in Yietnam

is

end€d.
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Democrat/Free Democrat coalition government, the Soviet Government has already in&cated that new possibilities exist for normalization of relations with the FRG. )
Other important steps outlined by Gromyko included norrnal
international economic and trade relations, an end to discriminatory
trade practices, coupled with constructive economic aid to developing
countries, free of all imperialist efiorts to impose neo-colonialist poli
cies on tJrem; and also the setting up of regional security systems,
including a collective security system for Asia, fulfflling the Bandung
conference principles of peaceful coexistence based on sovereignty,
equality, territorial inviolability, non-interference in internal afiairs
and the rights of all peoples freely to choose their social system.
Mr. Gromyko dwelt on the need for further disarmament measures, such as the expansion of the Moscow Treaty partially banning
nuclear weapons tests to include the banning of underground tests,
the extension of the nuclear non-proliferation treaty to additional
nations, and more resolute measures to end the arms race. He repeated the unswerving Soviet demand for ending all production of
nuclear weapons and abolition of all their stockpiles, so that nuclear
energy could be used only for peaceful projects, the creation of
nuclear free zones and measures to end the rising new threat of
chemical bacteriological war.
The main proposals outlined by the Soviet foreign minister were
given concrete form in a proposed draft Appeal by the UN Assembly
to all the states of the world "for strengthening international security," and a draft convention'bn the prohibition of the'development,
production and stoc$iling of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and on their destruction." In these two important initiatives to further international peace, included in the UN agenda
for discussion and action, the USSR was ioined by the delegations
to the UN of the socialist countries : Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania and the Mongolian People's Republic, and the Soviet
Socialist Republics of Byelorussia and the Ulaaine.
No recent move can give greater satisfaction to supporters of
peace and socialism than the determined initiative of the Soviet
Union, described in the following article, to endthe tensions between
the USSR and China. The process of normalization of Soviet-Chinese
state relations is already under way. The healing of the tragic breach
between the two great socialist powers would be the single greatest
contribution to world stability and progress, the strongest of all blows
against aggressive US imperialism, the best kind of aid to all liberation movements everYwhere.
6

DAITIEL MASON

The Soviet'Chinese
Negotiations
since the account balow was written, the sooiet-Qhinese negotiotbr*
haoe begun. on october I8 Tass announceil on behalf of the sooiet
Gooernrient, that First Deputy Foreign Ministet Vassily V'-Kuznetsoo'
had, floan to Peking as hiad.'of the-dolegation to opetu talks toith the
peopie's Republic o1" Clrlno on October ZO. fhe Tass annourwement said
thai the Soaiet tJnion anil China had, agreed to illscuss "questions of
interest to both siiles," Tho Chinose news agency arpurwed' thot tho
Chinese delegation uould. be headed. by Chiao Kuan-Ha, a Deputy
Foreign Mdnister,

,T!HE FIRST resDonse to the Soviet initiative for the lessening of
I turriom b"t*"in the Peoplds Republic of China and the Soviet

Union became }mown October 7, when the Chinese Governrnent re'
leased a statement agreeing to meetings with the Soviet Government
-the
Soviet-Chinese boundary dispute and
to resolve the problJm of
normal state relations and trade with
resurne
to
its
dLsire
indicating
the USSR.
The result of that soviet initiative could very well be the be$nning of a shift in Chinese policy toward a detente with the Soviet
step forward in promoting world
Uniln, which could only be-a great
-have
a tremendou-s impact -up-on t}e
will
peace. It unquestionabiyit strengthens the diplomatic
because
rLhtions
io*ru of inteina'tional
with
the governments of the
in
dealing
world
socialist
hand of the
capitalist sector.
The initiative was undertaken by the Soviet Government just
before Soviet Premier Kosygin went to Hanoi early in September for
the funeral of chairman trb chi Minh of the Democratic Republic
of Vietnam. The Soviet Government asked the Chinese Government
for talks in Hanoi between Kosygin and chinese Premier chou Enlai. But the Chinese Government did not accept until Kosygin had
already left Hanoi for Moscow. Kosygin's ql1ne w9s dive-rted from
Tashkent and he met with chou En-lai in Peking september 11.
At that meeting, Kosygin proposed a three-point Program, including speedy negotiations to stop the border clashes, resurnption of
7
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diplornatic relations at the ambassadorial level and also trade talks.
The ffrst report on what occurred at the Kosy$n-Chou En-lai
talks came in an interview with Harrison Salisbury of The New
York Times (September 2{ by Gus Hall, General Secretary of the
Communist Party of the United States. Hall based his report on what
had taken place in the Kosygin-Chou talk.s on discussions he had
held with Leonid Brezhnev, the Soviet Communist leader, September
16 in Moscow, where he had stopped on his way back to the USA
from attending Ho's funeral.
Hall said that many Communist leaders had become gravely concerned over the rapidly deteriorating relations between the Soviet
Union and China and feared that unless immediate steps were taken
toward resolving the disputes they could lead to a war which could
become worldwide in scope. The US Communist leader asserted that
he and other Communist leaders felt that a Kosygin-Chou En-lai
meeting would prove to be a hrrning point away from war and toward
improvement in Chinese-Soviet relations.
Kosygin's proposals at that September 11. meoting in Peking, according to Hall, called for:
e Immediate negotiations at the deputy foreign minister level to
halt the border clashes and resolve the boundary dispute.
c Speedy return of the Chinese and Soviet ambassadors to their
embassies in Moscow and Peking.
o Meetings to discuss resumption of trade and economic relations
between the two countries.
Hall expressed the view, which he said was held also by many
other Communist leaders, particularly those of North Vietnam and
North Korea, that both internal and external pressures were impelling
the Chinese leaders to seek a shift in their policy toward the Soviet
Union. According to Hall, the internal pressures s'tressed. by the
Asian Communist leaders are grave economic problems, including
the malfunctioning of their industrial system, widespread apathy
among the Chinese people and outbreaks of actual armed battles
between factions in their country. External pressures, particularly
from the socialist countries and other Communist parties, Hall said,
were also having their efiect.

economic and trade relations on the basis of peaceful coexistence.
This does not mean, however, that all existing disputes between
the two countries will come to an end swifty, not even the resolution
of the boundary dispute. A docurnent distributed by Hsinhua, the
Chinese news agency, October 8, makes it clear that, even on the
border question, long and arduous bargaining can be expected. And
there remains a wide disparity of views between China and the Soviet
Union concerning the application of Marxism-Leninism to present-day
conditions, how socialism can be developed in various countries and
on international aflairs. That the present Chinese leaders are not
ready to move for the resolution of these questions was emphasized
in the October 7 Peking statement, urhich declared:

TN ITS October 7 statement, Peking accepted the

I

Soviet proposals

for immediate negotiations at top leve1 to eliminate border clashes
and to settle the boundary issue, declared that there was no reason
for China and the Soviet Union to go to war over the border issue,
and apparently expressed a willingness to return to normal diplomatic,
8

The Chinese government has never covered up the fact that there exist
irreconcilable differences of principle between China and the Soviet Union
and that the struggle of principle between them will continue for a long
period

of

time.

Nevertheless, the October 7 statement marks a signiffcant shift in
Chinese policy toward the Soviet Union. It should be recalled. that
there have been no negotiations at a high level on the boundary dispute since they were broken ofi in November 1964, when Chinese

Premier Chou En-lai was in Moscow. The fact that Peking now declares its agreement to move back to the negotiating table in itself
reflects a change.
The Chinese action will undoubtedly have international repercussions. The Nixon administration's foreign policy has been predicated upon the continuance and further exacerbation of tensions

between China and the Soviet Union, including the possibility of
war between the two great socialist powers. Up till now, Nixon and
his advisers appear to have believed that they were dealing from
strength in negotiations with the Soviet Union on the major international questions because of the grave Chinese-Soviet tensions. Now,
Washington will have to recalculate its strategy in talks with Moscow
on such problems as disarmament and trade.
The Nixon administration may also have to reexamine its Vietnam
war strateg/, where at least a paft of the basis for the stalling on
complete withdrawal of US troops from that invaded country has
been the belief that the continued tensions between the USSR and
China would weaken the ability of the Vietnamese people to resist.
It can be expected too that the lessening of tension between China
and the Soviet Union will strengthen the solidarity of the socialist
countries and increase their power to deal with the grave international
problems now affiicting mankind.
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The October 7 statement was the ftrst public Peking response to
t'he Soviet initiative. It indicated that the ffrst stage in the negotiauons
between the two countries will be over the question of the SovietChinese boundary and how to avert further border clashes. But there
was some indication that China rnight be interested in fur,ther steps
to relieve tensions between the two countries. while emphasizing the
*irreconcilable difierences of principle between China
existence of
*tlis
and the Soviet Ifnion," the Chinese statement asserted that
should not prevent china and the soviet union from maintaining
normal statJrehtions on the basis of the ffve principles of peaceful
coexistence."

Sueh 'hormal state relations" have not existed ever since Mao Tse-

tung and Lin Piao began their struggle for power against their
inteinal opponents and especially since the beginning of the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution of 1966.
The chinese Government statement of october 7 was the resPonse
to the Soviet initative, presented by Kosygin in Peking September 11.
It must be noted that lt had many harsh overtomes. Most of it was
concerned with reiterated justiftcation of China's actio,ns in the border
clashes, and placing the blame on the Soviet Union. It argues that
the "Chinese-Goveinment has consistently stood for peacetul settle'
ment of the Sino-Soviet boundary question through negotiation. On
May fu4,1969, the Chinese Government-issued a statement in which

it reiterated

this stand."

that the Soviet Government on March
29, almost two months earlier, after the bloody border clashes, had
called for general talks to settle the entire border dispute. This pro.
posal had been spurned by Peking.
But all this does not weaken the positive aspects of the Chinese
statement. It asserts that there is no reason whatsoever for China
and the Soviet Union to ffght a war over the boundary question.

It

shoutrd. be noted, however,

The statement concludes by announcing:
The chinese Government and the soviet Government havo now decided
throush drscussion that negotiations are to be helil in Peking between the
Chine"se and Soviet sides oi the Sino-soviet boundary question at the level
of Vice Minister of Foreign Afiairs. The date for restarting the negotiations

is now under discussion.
trt must be stressed that these negotiations will probably be long
in duration and that the border question will not be easily settled.
But, on the basis of the information now at hand, it would aPPear
that ,this could. be the ffrst step toward normalization of relations
between the Soviet Union and China.
October 8, 1969
10
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A Letter from Moscow
Saru Harrls Kammshlkooa ds on American who first attend,eil Moscotts
lJntoercity in 7963-64 for a epecial training course in the Rwsian lmtgnge,

foUouing her graduation from Qamegie lnstitute of Technolngy dn Pittsburgh. After her rcturn to this country, sIle uorked for two leors 6 ilfuector
ol the louth Dioisdon of the National Crunci,l of Amerdcan-Sootet Frionil
ship, A trip back to Moscoro dn 7966 included. ma.rriage ta Alernniler
Kamanshi,koo, cuhnirwting a rofitatuce that started when they uerc fellow-

at Moscou Unioersity. Andtre Kammshikoo, oge two and a
half years, k the beafiiful fntu of this exornple of Amefican'Sooiet ftiendshi.p raised to its highest leoel. Sara is the daughter of Lement Hamis,
usell knoon to our readers through hi,s orticlos for New World Review on
questians of Sooi,et agriailtnre, Thb leuer ilescrdbes Sarals netD life as a
stuileds

stud,ent

d Moscoto

U.

EAR JESSICA:

I'm a sophomore againl But here there is no registration. All I
had to do was get a new signature on my student pass. Then I got
all my books from the library in an hour's timet The economics
oourses this semester are challenging. I'm taking Political Economy,
Dialectical Materialism, History of the CPSU, Linear Programming,
Theoretical Statistics, and French. There are electives only if one
wants to take them beyond these course. I chose to stick with these
six whoppers.
Rather than each student having an individual program, we are
split into groups of about twenty to twenty-ftve. All our classes are
together, except for language classes which depend upon the country
in whose economics we are going to maior. Mine is the United States.
The big difierence between studying here or at a US university
is in the attitude toward the student. Once you enter the university
here you are considered an adult with responsibility. That goes for
the dormitories as well as the classroom. If you want an education
you1l get it-and a darn good one. But it's up to you. AII the equiPment is here-but there's no one going to spoon-feed it to you.
The course is a combination of lectures, seminars and individual
study. Lectures are given once a week in each subject to the whole
sophomore class. The seminars involve just your group of twenty to
twenty-ffve students. During the seminars we often but not always
rehash what was presented in the lectures and then take on new

l1
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material. Here we solve mathematical problems and can discuss any
questions that come up in the course of our reading.
Seminars are where you really get to size up your classmates.
The teacher does almost no talking. He merely asks leading questions,
so that it's immediately clear who has understood the reading material and who is faking it. A fair amount of "praying" goes on too
if youte not prepared that day. But there are always one or two
angel students who raise their hands when no one else can and save
the day. They are the students who get an education to be envied.
It took me a long time to get the hang of seminars. Even now
a lot of it goes over my head. It's not just a matter of remembering
what you have read-but of understanding it. For example, in our
Dialectical Materialism class we not only discussed the substance
of Kant's Subjective Idealism but got into a wild discussion when
asked how we would disprove his theory, that the world is unlcnowable in its pure state, as all man's knowledge of the world is interpreted through rnart's ffve senses.
Shrdying is a serious matter. It's not frosted over with a lot of
p.rs lif.e iazz. But don't think the students don't have
rah-rah
"an
their fun. It takes a saner form than the panty-raids and pledge
pranks. You go to the university to study and_ not lvhen youte
merely after a social life. Nontheless, when you have thousands of
students in one place and all imaginable sports and cultural facilities
help but have a social life. It's iust not the planned
available yo,
"ri't
insanity of faculty egg rolls, spring carnivals and homecoming queens'
Although, I must admit even those time-stealers have their merits
if it m;ans that you can ffnd a more relaxed approach to, P-rofessor
Barkley than before you saw him crawling on all_fout-t *,F his nose
in the mud. However, I prefer the idea of student-faculty lunches
where you can approach Professor Barkley in- a more sober- atmosphere and discusi seriously questions that didn t or wouldnt come
up in class. Some day I'll try to initiate them here.
Hiking and camping out are favorites among the students here'
The university has a rental office for sleeping bags, tents, etc., where
you can get fully equipped for a weekend for a couple of rubles.
Right now canoeing has become the most popular sport. The rivers
near Moscow have become a traffic problem in the summertime.
Skiing and skating are favorites from November through March. A
rink is made out of any yard by hosing it down in November.
Let me tell you about the main Moscow Uniyersity dormitory
and sorne of the extra-curricular activities that go on there. It took
me a long time to get used to seeing a row of baby carriages in the
L2
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foyer. The seeond surprise was to learn that this building is a city
in itself. ft contains food stores of all types, kiosks which sell school
supplies, books, drug store supplies, sportswear. There are all possible
sports facilities (sports equipment is usually for free or low rental),
a movie theater, concert halls, even several museums. There is a
post office, a bank and a polyclinic. In other words it is possible to
live through the winter and never go beyond the courtyard of this
one buildingl
But the biggest burprise was realizing that the attitude of "once
in the university you're an adult and responsible for yourself' applied
here especially. Saying good-bye to housemothers and curfews was
a most welcorne relief. This dorm is more like an apartment house
with private and semi-private rooms. There are two or three kitchens
on each floor. Every pair of rooms has a private bathroom and shower.
Most revolutionary of all, from my memories of dormitories at home,
is that men, women and whole families live on each floor.
The dormitories are the scene of constant spontaneous parties.
A party can involve from two to twenty people all squashed into
the tiny individual dorm room. The only required ingredient is something good to eat. The guests and the occasion determine the nature
of the evening-whether light and gay with emphasis on dancing
or of a more serious nature where discussions and debates drown
out the record player. But one thing I've always encountered, whatever the nature of the party, is a warm relaxed atmosphere where
you needn't wonder "Do I ftt in?" or "What should I say to keep the
conversation going?" You can relax and be yourselfl
Dating too is a simpler, more spontaneous phenomenon. Rather
than calling up on Wednesday to make a date for eight dclock on
Saturday to go to the local movie, Yury will stop by your room about
ffve on Saturday, or any other day for that matter, and say "I've got
two tickets for the seven o'clock showing. Got some free time tonightfl' Or he'll stop by without any tickets to chat for awhile. If
you've got some salami or cheese you put it on the table and make
a pot of hot tea. More often than not he brings some fruit or something to add to the supper.
This casual approach to dating and parties is one illustration of
a certain self-assurance which I have observed in Soviet young people.
They dont seem to be tormented with the same confusion and doubts
as to their purpose on this earth. I remember all too well the painful
questions, "'Who am IP''\Mhere am I going?" "How can I ffnd myself?" which seem to inflict all American young people, with the
exception perhaps of those movement youth today who are so
13
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wrapped in the real world that they don't have time for "self-analysis."
These questions that buzzed over me and over my Carnegie College
colleagues like an ornery fly never leaving us alone and never landing
on anything more than briefly, were a constant torment. '\Mhere am
I going?" "How can I ffnd myself?" I've never come across this
confusion here. Young people seem to larow where they are going.
If you ask a student he'll say something like, "I'm studying economics
so that when I get my degree I can do research in one of the new
economic institutes. Economics is a popular ffeld these days. They
need young specialists. I'm most interested in industrial planning."
Part of the difference is that Soviet young people complete in their
ten-year elementary schooling the equivalent of high school plus
two years in a liberal arts college in the States. This makes it considerably easier for them to choose their area of future study
(whether a university course or a technical training institute). By
the time they enter the university, between the ages of 18 and 22,
they are ready to major in their chosen ffeld. This is why elective
courses are not a necessity.

-Soviet students seem to come to this decision with fewer growing
pains than at home. Besides regular school, the Pioneer palaces and
clubs make it possible for children to experiment in all areas of culture and handicrafts so that by 1B they lnow where their interests
and capabilities lie.
If you ask a student of that age, '\Mho are you?" he's likely to
think you're half mad. '"\Mhat do you mean, who am I? Im a student.
I'm a male (or female). I'm a Soviet citizen. I'm a future physicist.
I hope to become a scientist and advance some branch of physics.
I want a family; I'd like to travel. But what do you mean, who aml?"
The biggest factor, which cant be overlooked, is that young people
here feel that their abilities and labor are needed. They are building
a society for which they are responsible. The society is in sincere
need of honest workers, engineers and scientists. Therefore, they
don't have to look far to ffnd themselves.
I must say I ffnd great satisfaction in the Soviet students' interests
in American youth. I'm not alone in wishing the American movement
well. It's exciting to see with what enthusiasrn my Soviet classmates
want to learn about our youth movement, especially the Black Freedom struggle and the anti-Vietnam war movement. They have just
about worn out my 'Autobiography of Malcolm X' and Cleaver's
"Soul on Ice." ft is hard for students here to understand the depth
of 'the freedom struggle. Despite the existence of over 100 difierent
nationalities within the Soviet Union, there is nothing here that even
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to compare. I am constantly asked, "Can the situation really
be-as bad as we read about?" It's worse! "But uhyY
Their next question is about the peace movement. "How efiective

begins

is itP" "Are th6re ordinary people who actually support the warP'
and again, Why?"
The other day a seven-year-old friend of mine described to me
how at the beginning of the sehool year each child in each class in
each grade in each school in Moscow brought in two notebooks, two
"three
pencils, an eraser and a ruler which were sent to the
pens,
school children of vietnam. can you imagine the efiect on American
school children if they could do the same? That is assuming that
every American school child could afiord to participatet
I;ve wandered on at some length, and there's still a lot I d like
to write about. But I've still got to read and digest 50 pages (in
Russian! ) for tomorrods seminar. What I really wanted to say,
summer, I'm sincerely glad
Jessica, is that despite the pleasures of
time in my nineteen years
the
ffrst
is
to be baek at the grind. This
It's a great
studies.
excited
by
of schooling that I am really
-feelingl
me
will
keep
you
hope
that
I wish you all the best and
-sending
of
thousands
may
homeI
be
at
clippings on our student movemeni
all
the
wayl
miles a-way-but I'm with them
Love to you all,
SAn-q.
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DAVID LAIBMAII

People, Ideas, Places:
A Personal Account of
A Soviet Journey
are easier things to do than to travel in the Soviet Union
I-IHERE
r for a month, then come back and write "about Soviet youth."
But I would ffnd it even harder to say nothing at all, and readers
will just have to weigh my impressions, as they come leaping onto
paper, aganst their own and those of other travelers. Imagination and
reason are always mixed in with raw experiences, especially if one
is tying to penetrate the gxperiences, reach the reality underneath.
I was in the USSR as a guest of Novosti Press Agency; later I was
joined by *y wife and three other young people, forming a delegation
on behalf of the National Council of American-Soviet Friendship,
Our purpose was to meet Soviet young people, to meet them at work,
at play, as they live; and to bring back ideas and ways of opening
up wider contacts between youth of the two countries. We visited
Moscow, Volgograd, Leningrad and Baku, and found young people
in those cities eager to talk, highly knowledgeable about the United
States in general, but especially anxious to know about us as individuals: what work do we do, how much do we pay for rent, educatiorl
books, theater, what careers do we plan, etc.
Within the limits imposed by tight schedules and the language
barrier, we also tried to learn about them. What follows is a personal
report, with individual and group experiences mixed together. The
interpretations especially are all in the ffrst person singular.
My ffrst Russian youth, of course, turned out to be my interpreterguide, Tanya, who absolutely insisted that she was not "typical" of
Soviet youth. (I never did meet a "typical" one-they were all different.) Tanya is 24 years old, works at Novosti Press Agency, and
releases the secrets of her life one by one over a period of time.
Her ffrst job was to show me Moscow, and we walked along its

wide streets, the stately yellow, green and blue buildings creating
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a subtle symphony of color; through the fascinating back streets and
eourtyards, where the real living and working goes ory along the
banks of the Moskva river. Tanya grew up here, and I think she loves
the city more than she admits ('It hasn't got the aesthetic charm of
Leningrad," she says). We walked through Red Square at night, experiencing the mystery-colored domes of St. Basifs Cathedral, the
intricate cornices of the Kremlin Wall, the solemn dignity of the Lenin
mausoleum, all bathed in a crimson hue from the red stars atop the
Kremlin towers. We joined the human and avian activities on the
square, the people and pigeons strolling in twos and threes. It was
solemn-gay, and the singing of a merry group of teenagers did not
of closeness to history.
jar
- against my inevitable thoughts
Tanya seemed to sense that I was groping for history, taunted
and teased by these Byzantine dornes and ancient buildings with thoir
wonderful secrets. She hit upon one of the best ways to start learning
Russian history-the Tretyakov Art Gallery. This remarkable Russian
and Soviet coliection begins with painters of the early Renaissance and
goes right up through the contemporary period. Russian painters have

a tradition of recording-oftheir history in imaginative ways; as you
the Tretyakov the story of Russia under
walk through the halls
the Tsars-the plots and counterplots, the agony of the serfs, peasants
and workers, the luxurious life of the nobility-unfolds itself.
The collection from the Soviet period seems quite representative,
from the heroic imagination of the early revolutionary painters to
the stark political representationalism of the thirties and the searching,
fervent moods of recent decades; from Serov and the burst of ffre upon

the Winter Palace in 1917 to Saryan, who captures the bright colors
of his native Armenia in every cup and flower he paints.
I talked at length about socialist realism with Tanya, who turns
out to be a warm and sensitive girl with a lively mind, an active
belief in socialisrn and its creative development, and a quick hatred
for anything false. She believes that the future of Soviet art lies with
soeialist realism, but in its correct, deeper, meaning; art whose content
lies in the communicatron and interpretation of the inner and outer
reality of Soviet life. She argued passionately against those painters
who restrict socialist realism to the representational form, and who
slur over the complexity of human emotions and events with a false
heroism.

It was in a fulfflled and refective mood that we left the Tretyakov
to wander along the bank of the Moskva river' Ilere we stopped and
looked across to the stately facade of the building housing the USSR
Supreme Soviet, with the letters CCCP glistening along the top. Lookt7
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ing down from this building with its impressive

associations to the
river embanlonent underneath, I noticed that some cheerful soul (a
creative specimen of Soviet youth) had painted, in true graffitti style,
\a lyublyu tebyai-in the familiar form, "I love you." Since Tanya had
been looking the other way, I decided to try it out on her. She blushed
just a little, missing the joke, and said that love just doesn't come that

easily ('love coming hard" is an important element in the Russian
I saved the situation by showing her the graffitti,
she smiled an utterly untranslatable smile, and we continued on
our way. The following day, when we took the "Raketa" (boat ride)
up and down the Moskva, *Ya lyublyu tebyd' had been efficiently
youth culture). After

erased.

CAREFUL, leisurely walk through the Gorky Park of Culture
and Rest reveals many facets of Muscovite life. The park is a
favorite recreation spot for working people. Admission is ten kopeks,
and as you wait on line for tickets a band plays Russian music. As
we walked past the bandshell, an old man was doing an impromptu
comic dance, and an appreciative crowd had gathered around, clapping in time to the music and encouraging him (not, as it seemed to
me, laughing at him). fnside, the park consists of wide dirt paths,
reddish-brown in color, with flower beds on all sides. There is a modern-looking cafe serving refreshments, and many young people inside,
grooving while we were there to strains of Chuck Berry. There are
amusement-park rides, with long but pleasant lines of parents and
children waiting in turn: ferris wheel, airplane spin.
Most interesting to me were the assorted amphitheaters, each with
an activity in progress. One was fflled with people listening attentively
to a young poet, declaiming in the distinctive, emotional Russian style
about life and feeling and love. In another, a quiz-show competition
was in progress, with mirthful audience participation. In still another,
the audience seemed especially young. ffere a very difierent kind of
competition was going on. Two young men each assume the identity
of a nineteenth-century Russian writer. They reveal their identity
to the master of ceremonies, but not to each other or to the audience.
They then question each other about their philosophies of life, and in
the conversation each is pledged to interpret faithfully the philosophy
of his chosen writer as he understands it. The object: To guess each
other's identity, of course.
This would have been a little heady for me even were I fuent in
Russian, so we didn't wait for the outcome, although I did get a
sense of how deeply the Soviet people love their writers. We wandered

nA
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on, past athletic competitions, to a children s kiddie-car race. Here,
boys and girls in turn get in their shiny blue vehicles and pedal to a
pole about fffty yards distant, turn and come in for the home stretch.
The children, as always, are indescribably beautiful, but the wonderful
thing about this event was the warm wa), in which the adults were
involved, standing around the race area, enjoying the events for
the intrinsic pleasure which they afiord. In Gorky Park, I felt that
the parents and children did things together, and enjoyed each other
in a way for which an American childhood had not prepared me. Such
genuine excitement as the cars come in to the ffnish!
The slowest of the three contestants in one race, however, was a
little girl, littler than the others, and she took the race just a bit too
seriously. Abandoning her car halfway to the ffnish line, she ran weep*Ysyo
khorosho,
ing to her mother's lap. Mama stroked her hair, saying,
osyo khorcsho" (*Everything's ftne, darling, nothing to cry about"),
and in a few minutes this medicine worked and the incident was for'
gotten in the sun and the fowers and the trees.
IS hard to judge the intellectual atmosphere of the city in a short
fT
I time, but the experiences I had belie the common impression that

there is anything stilted or stifed about it. After some hesitation,
Tanya agreed to invite me to her home, which turned out to be a
modest third-story apartment (we would call it "three-roorn') in an
old but clean and comfortable building on Gorky Street. 'lhe only
member of the family who was not present was Tanya's father, who
is a professor of history. Tanya's mother, a simply-dressed, kind,
unassuming woman, turned out to be a professor of chemistry.
The parents are involved in an exciting Proiect. They are in process of moving to the Kalmyk Autonomous Republic, to be part of a
team setting up a new university there. The Kalmyks are the descendants of nomadic inhabitants of northwestern China, Buddhists who
migrated during the seventeenth century to their present home on
the western bank of the Volga. Numbering about 125,000 people, the
Kalmyks built up their autonornous republic on the basis of cattleraising and ffshing. Recently, plans have been set forth to intensify
the development of the republic, and part of the development plan
beginning in 1970 is the establishment of a state university there.
Tanya's parents were amon[J those answering the call for participating
scholars, and the family seems imbued with the inspiration of a new
institution of higher education for a people that was nomadic and
illitera'te a bare two generations ago.
Tanya's older brother is an economist, who specialized in Latin
19
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America, ibut is switching back to the problems of socialist eeonomy.
"Developments in the economic reform and the changes in methods
of management are just too exciting for me to ignore them," he says.
His wife is also an economist, a quiet girl with a shy smile whose fteld
is rrr-athematical economics. She works in a laboratory of the Central
Economico-Mathematical Institute of the Academy of Sciences, chipping away at difficult problems of integer programming.
We talked for an hour or so, until I had to leave, about socialist
economics and Moscow economists. Since my own ffeld is economics,
I appreciated their casual opinions about the various personalities and
schools and projects under way. The entire family participated in this
discussion-no narrow specialization here, and the fact that the economists had their own technical knowledge didn't keep the chemists
and literary scholars from getting their two kopeks in.
I had already talked with Prof. Mark Galansky at the EconomicoMathematical Institute, listening to his excited elaboration of work
on models for price formation and criteria for investment planning,
for individual economic sectors and for the socialist economy as a
whole. The spirit was thoroughly critical, and Galansky and his assistants were intimately acquainted with the work of American economists. They felt that Marx was now, as always before, the basis for
modern economic work, but that some crude, "textbookish" interpretations of Marx had to be rejected, and that new approaches were required for the socialist economy, modifying the classical formulations
in many respects. Economists in various institutes in Moscow emphasized, in different ways, the distinctness of the market mechanism

under capitalist production relations, and the market mechanism
subordinate to socialist planning; the real dogmatism, they insisted, is
to import simplistic concepts of market economics into a complex
situation.

The reform of planning and management, now under way in the
USSR and other European socialist countries, reflects the complexity
of the task set: to improve and develop systems of total socialist
planning, with no historical precedents or guidelines. The atmosphere
is quite exciting, since much of the work is necessarily experimental,
and economists state frankly the feeling that they are only beginning
to master their subject. The pace of change is breathtaking; one Mosoow economist, asked whether he would describe to me the latest
steps in the economic reform, demurred, saying he had been away on
vacation for two weeks, and so was not really up on the latest developmentst
One clear impression, from economists of difierent institutes with
20
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clifierent emphases and areas of concern, is that the economic reform
in no way iveakens planning. Enterprises are now increasingly responsible for planninf many targets-often concerning product assortrient, labor productivity increase, material use, etc.-that were formerly planned by central bodies. This increase in the planning resPonsibility of the enterprise should insure better precision planning and
more precise information flows to the higher bodies, especially since
economically substantiated plans increase the funds at the enterprise's
disposal. The higher bodies are left free to concentrate on better substantiation of the main proportions and rates of development, which
remain in their jurisfiction.
It was emphasized that, while charges for the use of capital equipment were being introduced, and experiments even begun in the area
of direct contracting with material supply organizations, the enterprise
continues to "rent" its basic equipment from the state, which is the
sole owner of means of production. Although they have some autonomy in the planning and use of capital resources, the enterprises do
not own these resources, and cannot "buy" or "sell" them in the ordinary sense of these words. Decisions over resource allocation and
use are political decisions-this in fact is a crucial element in the
deffnition of socialism. The purpose of the economic reform is to draw
wider circles of working people into the making of these decisions,
and simultaneously to create the means for making them in a more
systematic way, according to more effective criteria.
A week with Soviet economists is enough to get a beginner like
me only a bit more confused than he was before; but I have a new
fascination for the subject of socialist planning, and a new inspiration
to study more.

I would like in any case to record my profound feeling of awe,

standing beneath the portals of the building which houses Gosplan,
the State Planning Board of the USSR. Somewhere in this incredible
beehive, the Five- or Seven-Year Plans, and the yearly and quarterly
operative plans, of the Soviet economy are created, and the giant machinery is made to turn, the world's frrst interrtional econom/, man's
ffrst step toward scientiffc control over his relation to nature. And the
sense of awe is not diminished by the knowledge that the machinery
sometimes turns too slowly, that certain parts need oiling or replacing. One Gosplan economist, when asked to explain what goes on
inside this building, implied that he wished he had a complete answer
to that question! But one cannot help wondering at the enormous and
fast-growing and highly productive economy presided over by the
thousands of workers of Gosplan.
2L
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who is not an economist like her brother and her sister-in'TANYA,
r' law, preferred to talk about literary subjects. She is studying for
the degree of candidate (comparable to our doctorate) in American
literature, and is planning a thesis on T. S. Eliot. You couldnt throw
a stick in her apartment without hitting some dog-eared, annotated
piece of Eliot writing or criticism, from the USA, England, or elsewhere. I'm afraid she found rne disappointingly weak in literature.
She would mention works of Salinger, D. H. Lawrence, Faulkner,
Hemingway, Dreiser, etc., etc., and all ,too often I would have to
admit that I hadnt read this or that work. She would look at me with
big, sad, disapproving brown eyes. Once I said to her, "You lcnow,
you really are an intellectual snob." Not a bat of an eyelash. She
thought a moment and said, "No, I'm not being a ,snob if I ask you
whether you've read something ,by Lawrence or Carson MeCullers.
Now, if I asked you whether you had read Henry James, then I would
be a snob."
I really grew to love Tanya's delightful sarcasm, her quick, critical
wit. Walking in front of the Hotel Rossiya one day, we watched a
Moskvich plow crunchingly into the rear end of a Volga. The drivers
got out of their cars, and like drivers all over the world began arguing
and gesticulating. Tanya's eye twinkled, and she said, "It must have
been an illusion. Such things dort't happen under socialism."
She had her opinions about other things also. The Lenin mausoleum: 'Coing through there doesn't make you a better Leninist," we
agreed quietly. ( Many Russians do not share her attitude, and the
huge lines waiting to see the founder of their socialist state, winding
down from the mausoleum, past the Museum of the History of the
Revolution, past the eternal fame for the unknown Soviet soldier,
and around along the park outside the Kremlin wall-this is a moving
and impressive sight in itself. ) On the subject of patriotic songs
Tanya felt that "no patriotism is better than false patriotism. When
they iazz up the songs of the Revolution, they weaken the meaning
and lose the signiffcance."'IMe've got to ffnd rnusical forms which are
new without being commercialized."
The Soviet young people I met were, for the most part, actively
involved in their work, serious in the search for truth, very hungry
for their own country's history. hostile (sometimes with a certain
naivete) to superftciality, falseness, bureaucratic behavior; and deeply
committed to socialism, perhaps more than they themselves sometimes
realized. I spoke with Sasha, who also works at Novosti Press Agency.
After greeting me with that inexpressible Russian warmth, he pumped
me hungrily about the United States: Is it,true that,the antiwar move22
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ment is weakening, or is there some hope that it will pick up? What
-American
workers toward the Vietnam war? What
is tho attitude of
does the sDS convention mean; where is it heading? TelI me about
the united front conference against fascism called by the Black
Panthers. Do US students really think they can win their demands?
We got 'around to the Soviet Union again, this time the confict
betweeri the two literary rnagazines for young people, Molod'aya
C.oarilia amd Yunost. Yunost, the Writers' Union monthly on youth
questions, has grouped around it some of the more critical writers;
Molodnya Goardia is published by the Komsomol (Young Communist
League), and is often thought to be vory rigid and orthodox' I was
rrrrJthrt Sasha would side with Yunost. Once again, as often on this
trip, my simple notions were sha'ttered. "The issues in the debate over
th6 young *rit"tt are very complex," Sasha said. 'Actually, I take
a third position, closer to Moloil.a.ya Gaardia than to lunost. But you
can t arxwe,r one kind of superffciality with another."
Sasha found it hard to eiplain just what he rneant by that. It's
a very hard thing to understand from the outside, you have _to live
with it, be part of the debates as they unfold. Some of the literary
discussions concern the correot appraisal of a writer or piece of writing, such as, for example, Nel'rrassot's novel about World War II,
*ritt"r, in the early postwar period. Do you write about the war "from
the trenches," conveying your message through the medium of mud,
blood, fatigue, boredom, tension? Is this the "trutn"' about the war
and its meining for Soviet people, or is it just empty formalism? On
the other hand, how do you'iise above the trenches," grasp and" convey the deeper meaning of the struggle against the fascist invader,
without becoming false, depicting a sort of heroism and grandeur
which is lifeless and unreal? Moloil'a"ya Gaardia tends to ask one kind
of question, Yunost asks the other. Young Soviets like Tanya and Sasha
seem to be deeply i,nvolved in the debates, believing that the approaoh
to historical and literary truth lies in the contest of the several approaches. And they d'o not hope for some simple "golden mean" or
asynthesis."
The struggle for truth, they seem to be saying, will always
impale us on this sort of contradiotion, and it should-you accept it
if you accept life. This is also implied by Yevtushenko's famous
dilemma: To be forever suspended between the "city of yes" and the
*city of no."
*angrt''
We talked with the editors oI [tl.olodaga Goatdia about the

young writers. They spoke about this circle critically and sadly,
claiming that their protest was by nature shortlived, a "candle brief
and bright." They admired the talent and energy of some of these
2,8
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young people, but argued ,that their individualism, their unwillingfor them and through them,
have drained away their creativity, and that in such a situation, an
artis,t will cease to function artistically. They expressed the hope that
the potentials of these young writers would ffnd new life, and they
did not seem to be trying to "demolish" anyone-these were honest
opinions. We all laughed when I said we would now go over to Yunost
to getthe other side (we never did get there, due to a full schedule).
The problem of bureaucracy is very much in the consciousness
of Soviet young people and Soviet society generally, and the struggle
against it seems to be a part of the people's cultural life. A Volgograd
water circus, combining the regular Soviet circus with acts and
aerobatics on water, included social satire sketches. Example: Three
young fellows with guitars, singing a song of satire. O,ne rthen says,
*'Hey,
here comes ttre direotor of my factory. Help me out, maybe
I can get a promotion." He grabs his guitar and leaves. When the
director enters, the other two, behaving like real Soviet hooligans,
to the strains of Trini Lopez,,throw the director into the waten with
a comic splash. The ffrst friend comes back, mockingly surveys the
situation, pulls his boss out of the water, dries him o{I fawningly, and
then, with indignation, 'beats up" and scolds his friends (who coopera,te in the pranl<), and chases them ofi. The director, who has a
characteristic big paunch, then says, "My boy, yorr're a ffne fellow I
see, I'm going to make you an engineer. How's thatP" The audionce
laughs approvingly at all this, not so much in appreciation of the
successful prank as in lrrowing condemna.tion of the director's standards for promotion.

pu,blic defense of a diploma project which mus't represent original
iesearch. The basic curriculum is compulsory, with all of the courses
in the student's ffeld of study prearranged for him. Are there electives?
Certainly, after the core requirements have been met, but in practice
there is insufficient time for elective work, after the required lectures,
seminars, laboratory work, twice yearly oral exams, etc. "The average
student needs about a 25 hour day," says Prof. Kovalev. "We dont
have that many hours in a day, of course, so how do the students
survive? It's easy: They take evasive action." The "evasive action" apparently refers to techniques of compressing, dovetailing, shortcu,tting
work; but after learning the course of study in the English deparhnent
for the freshman year (whioh we took as an example of a typical stu'
dent year), we were convinced that no evasive action could enable
the student to avoid total immersion in his studies.
We asked whether students can choose their courses or participate
in planning courses in any way. Prof. Kovalev: "Students play a creative role in the seminars. That's what seminars are for. But they do
not as a rule determine their own course of study, and they do not
choose from among alternative courses in the program they are following. We listen to the students' complaints, try to meet their needs.
fn a word, we are compassionate. But the stafi has experience, is in a
better position to know what subjects the students will need, and
can make these decisions better rthan the students themselves can. I
think the students here understand that. Students do participate in
the running of the university, through student orga'nizations which
have representatives on the Dean's Council, the University Council
and other leading bodies. They advise the faculty and administr,ation
on all questions, and can arbitrate questions of student tenure, special
scholarships, hostel rules, the budget for cul,tural events, and so forth."
If the stafi sets the colrrse on the basis of its experience, what purposes guide its decisions? What does the university try to accomplish?
"Our goal," Prof. Kovalev continued, "is to create specialists with
,deep understanding of their speciality, and to do it with maximum
efficiency in a minirnum of time." We ask: In the United States, the
student movement demands the opposite-that the university p*y
attention to the needs of the whole pers'on, instead of stamping out
narrow specialists. How do you react to thatP "The job of the university is to produce seholars with a specialty, prepare sfudents for a
scientiffc career. Graduates of pedagogical institutes, for example,
rnake better ,teachers, as a rule, than our gaduates do, but ours are
better equipped to do original research, to be scholars. We don't try
to stufi in a given amount of knowledge, but to impart techniques,

ness to go to the Soviet people and write

IS somewhat difficult to ffnd out about student life in the USSR
IfT when schools are not in session, but ,the way Prof. Kovalev of
Loningrad University described it to us, it is an awful lot of hard,
serious work. Leningrad University is the second largest in the country, with 20,000 students, the ffrst being Moscow University. Which
is better? "It's disputable," says Prof. Kovalev. "They have more

buildings and such, but we have better professors." Would the people
in Moseow agree with that? "Of course not. You see, we are sort of
like Harvard and Yale, or Oxford and Cambridge. Nobody ever wins
these disputes."

What is the life of the student like here? Maior factr All tuition
is free, and all students get modest stipends. Still, it's a hectic five
years, beginning with stifi competition for admission (25 applicants
per place in Prof. Kovalev's Philological Faculty), and ending with
24
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tools, an approaoh ,to a subiect matter. That's 9T iot' Now about
your'.wholJinan.'In your siiuation in the United States, the student
h"*rod, may be corrlct. But I don't thin\ any- univusity, acting on
its own, can treate a'whole man.' The totally educated man,-the'new
man' we are trying to evolve, is inevitably a product of the entire
society, and his dJvelopment involves the entire structu're of social

tice sessions that are part of the polytechnical education, results of
exams, criticisms of teachers. Are there ever any student protests? we
ask. "No. But this is not due to oppression, but to the fact thart we
respond to problems, and not by administrative decisions but by consulting wi,th the students themselves. For example, when the students
arrived on campus yesterday, the canteen in the students' hostel was
closed for repairs. I was there last night, and again this morning, and
we have taken the necessary steps to open it. Students know that we
are aware of shortcomings when they exist, and that we try to overcome them." I did sense a warrn, give-and-take relationship between
the rector, a Doctor of Technical Sciences, and the students who were
with him.
We later spoke to some of these students, including participants
in student construction teams. These are grouPs of students who volunteer for work at construction sites during the summer. The program
started in 1957, and this year 500 young people, boys and girls, lef;t
Baku to work at the Fiat auto plant site in Togliatti. Some of the teams
are international, and one of special interest is a Vietnamese-Soviet
team that was working in Shemakha, a town of Azerbaidzhan.
Why do the students volunteer? First reason $ven is the romantic
aura attached to ,these projects, the camaraderie and excitement of
living together with other young people, all engaged in work involving a social cause. Also, the teams provide students with an oPportunity to earn their own living, away from home, something many of
these students are doing for the ffrst time. In addition to the relatively
high rates of pay (for students), there is the opporhrnity to travel,
see interesting places, meet interesting people. Of the shrdents in the
Petroleum and Chemistry Instifute who were free during the summer,
60 per cent joined the cons,truction teams.

life and activity. You can't cut the university o-fi from the sgciety,
treat it as an entity unto itself. In our society, the university is tied
in with a whole network of institutions-cultural organizations, sports

organizations, student organizations and trade unions, the Komsomol
uria ,fr" Party-all of wh"ich work together in, creating_ rounded and
cultured individuals. It would be wrong to place all that in the lap
of the university."
Prof. Kovalev described what he called the "petriffed period' in
Soviet academic life, the period during Stalin's rulo when "everything
worthwhile had already 6een said." "This principle is a thing_of the
pas! but we did ffnd-that it is easier to change the rules than to
ieform tfie teachers." I asked about the Marxist-Leninism course,
which is obligatory for all students. I had heard that many Soviet
students did not like the course, feeling that it was taught in a rote
and uninspired manner by insufficiently trained insbuctors. "No,
my experiJnce is that mosf students now like 6ho course," said Prof.
Kovalev. "Of course, it is harder now. Before all you had to do was
memorize the correct answers. Now Marxism-Leninism is again regarded as a living, growing philosophy, and students are asked to

think;'

we had another surprise when Prof. Kovalev defencled the-'p1blish or perish" dictum] We told him many shrdents and faculty
memberJ in our country were against the requi,rement that professors
or g€t promotions'
constantly publish in order to keep their
-iob-s

Doesnt this- encourage useless, careerist publishing efiorts? "No, we
feel that a university" teacher must be more than just a teacher; he
must do independent research of some kind. Now, we arent fussy
about the fori, but a person cart't iust car,ry the results of his work
around in his head. In s-ome form, if good work has been done, it should
be published."
^we
also spoke to Ismail Ali ogli Ibrahimov, Rector of the PetroChimistry Institute in Baku, capital of Azerbaidzhan. He
and
leum

too emphasized the role of students in decision_-taking, citing student
particifation in (but not a student veto over) decisions ol th: elaboiation of the courses, within the outlines laid down by the Ministry
of Higher Education of the ussR, the tirning of the production prac28

The Komsomol organization here, as elsewhere, takes the construction teams very seriously. As early as January and February, meetings
are held and the volunteers form into teams, usually 10 to 12 strong,
and begin organizing according to skills and interests. The teams
meet continuously throughout the spring, getting briefed in labor
skills and information about the area to which they are to go. By the
time summer rolls around and the teams leave, some for Siberia and
parts North, others for diverse regions in the Russian and other Union
Republics, the students are more than mere "volunteers"; in speaking
to students from the Baku teams; one S€ns€s the seriousness of their
purpose, the feeling of importance, even grandeur, that comes from
their Inowledge of being a vital detachment in socialist construction.
And we learned that the labor performed is far from "busywork."

tl
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It s for real. In one year ( 1968 ) a quarter of a million students put
up projects valued by the economisis at 820 million rubles, divided
u*o"g'over 7,000 individual installations, from nPartment houses,
schoois, kindergartens, clubs and stores to large production premises.
some teams d-rain marshes, lay highways, string up high-tension
power lines. At the sites of particularly important -projects, such as
'the world's largest hydroelectric sta'tion at Bratsk, y-oung people
actually found clties, which come to be known,_as "youth cities."
It,s not an easy life. The very idea of it all is to go where it is
extremely cold, or where there are no electric or plumbing facilities
(thats *hut yo., are doing, bringing in the first high-tension lines)
o, plr"", Iike the virgin Lancls. so even the students of an advanced
sodafist country doJt grow fat and lazy, because there is always
more advancinf to do. the teams also view themselves as political
and cultural tJams, running cultural events and educational classes
in conjunction with the local population in their work area' others,

of a Volgograd
construction site. In Azerbaidzhan, the posts of First Secretary of the
Central Committee of the Komsomol, Minister of Higher and Secondary Education, Secretary of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet, and Minister of Foreign Affairs, as well as other high posts, were
all filled by women.
We were shown around the magniftcent Volgograd Hydroeleotric
Station by Nina Tikhomirova, an engineer who had worked at the
station almost from the beginning of the prol'ect. She is a young
woman, whose natural beauty is enhanced by her radiant enthusiasm
for her work, and for the power- and life-giving hydroelectric station. The station, bloeking the Volga river, prevents the sturgeon from
swimming upstream to spawn. How did we solve this problem? Come,
says Nina, and she takes us to the "ffsh lift," a giant elevator which
liflts the ffsh to the higher level so they can continue their swim upstream. Nina describes the Process to us in vast detail, and shouts
with joy as she points out to us the giant sturgeon squirming ,1d
squiggling in the lift; soon the rnighty engines turn and_ swirl the
sllek caviar producers out toward their breeding ground. Nina is
indeed a beautiful socialist engineer, an engineer who is also intimately concerned with the relation of her engineering miracle-to the
entire process of nature, which she loves. This, I thought, must be one
of those "narrow specialists" turned out by Soviet universities.
Nina's city of Volgograd (formerly Stalingrad) is of course a symbol of the Soviet Union's travail and triumph, and experiencing this
city overall is a way of grasping Soviet reality in miniature. Vglgogr*d ir, in a way, a "youth city," because its large, bright, -buildings
and wide, green thoroughfares are all the same age as the young
people who sing in its streets and work in its factories. In the [rattle
of Stulirrg.rd, winter of L942-4$, the people of this city held it against
the Hitler fascists, and ffnally turned them back, but not until many
hundreds of thousands had died, in battle or from cold and starvation;
and when the German divisions were ffnally encircled and forced to
surrender, they left the city literally in ruins, without a single s'tructrrre in usable condition.
It was youth who fought in the front lines in the battle for Stalingrad, and their heroism is imprinted. deeply into the consciousness
of tn" city. There are numerous markers, in the form of small tanks,
tlong the line marking the front, and any Volgograder can tell you
where the line was broken, which buildings were held by the fascists
rnd for how long, and the particular acts of heroism that took place
nlong particular streets, or in particular areas of the city.

who don't necessarily brave the Siberian cold, do what might be called
"socialist social work': Tutoring rural secondary-school graduates to
bring them up to urban levels and ease this still-existing gap, staffing
pionler Ca*ir for children of collective farmers and state farm workers, or forming medical detachments to work in rural areas'
sometimes-the students volunteer for unpaid work; in harvesting
emergencies on collective farms; to meet special-targets at^construction lites; in case of natural disasters; and in fulffllment of political
pledges, such as labor donations to send aid to Vietnam'

TTIHE construction teams form a link in life-expcrience between stuI dent youth and young workers in faotories' We met many young
full iime-who seemed to have the same sense of inpeople working
"th"
students on their adventures. At the Krupskaya
irol.ie*ert
^,
the averaB! age- of the workers is about
in
Volgograd,
Textile Faotory
around the Place like they owned it
us
25 or 26, urd they sh-oried
equiprnent' exdemonstr-ating
(which of course they do),
lhelatest
pledges
workers'
individual
the
pt"irirrg the wall charts containing
telling
worke-rs'
leadingthe
out
ior the"crrrrent plan period, pointing
plaees
this
responsibilities
ahout the economic ieform and the new
unions.
trade.
the
and
upon the collective leadership of the enterprise
We were impressed by the position of young *9*:1 at this enterhead
prise, where the'chief tecirnolofist, the ec-onornist, the Komsomol
'"rd *arry of the brigade leaders are girls in their twenties. Yo*ng
in the working world-rve saw: As curator
women appeared
"'"tj'*h"t"
in the L#ngrad Hermitage; atop a trolley car in Moscow untangling
28

a rat's nest of wires; scampering around on the beams
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All of this is recorded in what may be the most massive and moving memorial monument in the world, Mamayev Hill' Here a giant
stitue, representing the Motherland with her sword raised and her
uyu, ,"r"i*ing deEance as she pass-es the torch of victory on to Ber-

1n which the names
lin, overlooks i complex
*are of memorials: a pant-heon
of
flame, a
eternal
an
inscribed around
of 7,000 who died
-pool
ruins."
of
the'walls
and
tears, a statue portraying "mother and son,"
This last consisis of twolaces of rock, in which are carved depictions
of battles, heroes, symbols of heroism. "There is no land beyond the
Volga": There is no retreat; we will stay and defend the Volga' Here
"immortalized
the Komsomols who carried their Komsomol memare
their hear'ts as they -went into battle; cards
against
cards
bership
them were later found among the -debris.
through
holei
with 6dlet
such a thing, one knows here that the
know
arid
If one can visit a city
the hearts of the rebuilders
Hill_Iive1
spirit captured on Mamayev
i1
"There is no land
of
Volgograd'
Jrrd ,o.iivors, the working people
beyond the Volga . ."
It woutrd haie been easier to plow under the ruins and build
again somewhere else; but the people who defended and died for
th'is city would not abandon it. Today it stands beside the Volga,
buildinfis gfistening, power lines hummjn', paradoxically new and at
the sarie time soaked in its tragic yet heroic history; a monument in
itself to the Soviet people who have built, against terrible odds and in
a short time, a be-au,tfuut modern society with almost unimaginable
promise for the future.

people lived and died for this promise. For 'those who defended statingrad and later rebuilt it life was hard-also unimaginable to those of irs who have never lived through such experiencesbut the way forward was clear, and the meaning of l'fe did not have
to be sought after consciously-it was embedded in one's every thought

\rOUNG

I

and actio-n. Young people in Volgograd today, such as the young
workers at the N"a..iUa, Krupskaya Textile Plant, seem to share this
sense of Pu{pose, of belonging, and at the same time tackle new,
complex

**irg,

foobi"*r. Soviet yorrth *ry at times be troubled o{.war
lnd failures in Soviet socilty, but the experience-

about short-

and

reconsLuction gives their criticism a certain depth, and the busy run
of activities in-which they are involved always seems connected by
a red thread with the hLor of construotion and reconstruction and
with the defense of their country against invasion, and informed, by
an aura of experiment that must accompany the experience of building
a pioneering socialist societY.
80

ALMONT LINDSEY

Life in the USSR:
The Reality vs. Mr. Shub
AVING twice been in the Soviet Union in recent years, spendrrg several months traveling in that country and visiting over
"20 citiJs,
some in Transcaucasia, Central Asia and Siberia, I become
disturbed at oibservations such as those of Anatole Shub, which were
set forth in a series of articles published by The washington Post
in July of 1969. His remarks on the economy and living standards
pr"r"rrt a lack of balance and obiectivity, and raise a serious question
as to his motive for writing so disparagingly.
From his comments, the uninformed reader would get the impression that the Soviet retail markets have virtually no meat and few
vegetables, that living conditions have improved little since the war,
that the economy is stagnant, and that the housing situation is especially bleak. His refeience to the "sullen faces" and the "dead
iouls" of the "soviet masses," like all such stereotyped characteiza'
tions, is as absurd as it is meaningless. And the allusion to soviet
women 'still working as hoit carriers, street cleaners, houseu
painters , , . projecis a completely false picture of their role in
society.

The Soviet Union is an enormous country with eleven time zones
and a population of 240 million people. For such a nation it would
the meager evidence that Mr. Shub had marshalled to
"pp""ithrt
rriiport his sweeping allegations ill serves the cause of truth, good
jouiralism ot , *orJ*eaningful understanding _of the Soviet-peopleNeither rny observations nor the information I have gathered would
sustain his conclusions. I found the Soviet people friendly and optimistic. The markets visited seemed reasonably weII supplied with
food, and in the stores there was an impressive quantity of goods.

A"*o", L"-sry is Professor o[ History at Mary washington coltege of ttre
Universitv of Vireinia. He has published two scholarly works: The Pullman
Strike (tuversity"of Chicago Press), selected jor -the I:y:$y White-House

Librarv and latei reissued i-n paperback; and Socialized Medicine in England
and \iales (The University oi iJorth Carolina Press). He has recently comfl"t"d u new book: The Sooiet Union After Fifty lears: lutrnoy to Underaaniling.
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other
had the opportunity to take a careful look at some of the
hydromining'
facets of Soviei life such as farming, manufacturing,
proielectric clams, schools, medical and health institutions, housing
kindergartens'
and
ects, palaces of culture, youth camps, nurseries
What'were some of my ffndings with supporting data?
What particularly impressed-me was the scope -of the social. services'
and
Such matters as diet,'housing, education, working conditions
less
no
recreation are of vital interest-to the Soviet Government, but
i*pot*", is the adequate protection for all citizens against the
for
hazards of life. A comireheniive sche*e has evolved to provide
the welfare of mothers^ and children, the aged, disabled 1nd s]ck'
in all areas of social welfare are broadened from
The coverage
"as
the resources of the nation permit; and as the natime to time
tional income grows, the material beneffts improve-for all segments
of the populatiin. Since salaries and wages are largely determined by
the wJrkir's contribution to society, there is a marked disparity beintween the highest and lowest levels of remuneration. But this
important
increasingly
the
equality in iniome is being minimized by
,oi" ,rligo"d to the public-Consumption Fund, which is that part of
the natiJnal income utilized for reslarch centers, pensions, disability
grants, medical services, education, scholarships, cyl11al ^services'
subsidies for state
[aid sick leave and other welfare grants, and as kindergartens,
and
tousing, sanatoriums, Pioneer ca-ps, nurseries,
homes for the aged.
Since the puf,lic Consumption Fund provides free cultural and
material beneffts, it constitutes a distribution of a part of the national wealth based uPon need.
In real wages the iverage monthly pay in 1960 was 80 rubles; in
1968, 112.b r"rrbl"r; and iJ scheduled to reach 115 rubles in 1970.
Including beneffts and paynrents from the Public Consumption Fund,
the totaf amount received by each worker would average monthly
for these years-108 rubles ($114'33), 151 rubles ($167'61), and 156
rubles ($iZS.fOl respectively, which would rePresent an in_crease of
over 5O per cent in real wages and beneffts during the decade of
the 1960s-. Since most wives work, the average income for most families would thus approach twice this sum.

I

Meilicine, Ilealth, Maternal Care

A program designed to promote the well-being of the people,
fN
[ ,o phrr" is more important than health. Maintenance "in old age

and al-so in case of sickness or disability'' is garanteed by the Soviet
Constitution. The establishment of a free health service goes back to

LIFE IN THE

USSR

and the
July 11, 1918 r,i,hen the medical service was nationalized
created.
was
Health
of
Ministry
The program is financed from national funds, and all services are
free with ihe exception of a nominal charge for dentures, nurseries,
frames for glasses, and prescriptions dispensed by the drugs stores'
Everything is free in the hospital including the most inbicate sugery
or prolonged treatment, and there is no charge for, any- services
reniered by the medical personnel. Medicine is free when furnished
in the hospital or s'anatorium, or when given on a two or three day
ltasis in tfe polyclinic, or when prescribed for certain diseases such
as diabetes, tuberculosis and dysentery.
In the care of teeth, all conservative work is free in the polyclinics.
Dentures are furnished without charge for invalids, pensioners and
clisabled war veterans.

Polyclinics, which exist all over the Soviet Union, are of three
types: for children, for adults, and those maintained ,by the more
prestigious industrial concerns for the benefft of their employees,
Some polyclinics are attached to hospitals, but the majority are not,
tnd yet all cooperate closely with the hospitals, there being an interchange of personnel. Stafied with general practitioners, surgeons, dentists, opticians, nurses, technicians, radiologists and other specialists,
rnd having its own X-ray, dental, laboratory, surgery and nursing departments, the polyclinic can diagnose and treat most ailments.
A health program as comprehensive as that of the Soviet Union
requires a large medical staff. In L967 there were 580,000 doctors
and three times that many nurses, which equaled one Physician and
three nurses for every 425 cittzens or less. With only seven per cent
of the world's population, the USSR claims one-fourth of all the
doctors in the world.
Preventive health plays an important part in the medical program.
Many factors are recognized as contributing to health as diet, housing
and sanitation, but no less important is the early detection of disease. Medical examinations are required for all people every two
years, being conducted in the polyclinics. Pregnant women, tubercular
patients, and those with ulcers and cardio-vascular or rheumatic discases are examined more often.
Mr. Shub claims: "Educated young women who, despite the hardslrips of Soviet life, insist on the experience of motherhood, often
tcnd to regret it during the baby's ffrst squalling years. . . . Nurseries
are neither so easy to enter nor so beloved by Soviet parents as official
rnyth maintains. Household help is difficult to obtain, diaper service
a Utopian dream."
&3
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before birth' The physical wellThe care of children begins long
"is
by forbidding them
b"i;t"i;"*"o U"ror" pt"!"u""y safeguariled
to be iniruious
jobs
known
to be hired for certain typJs of industrial

to

health.

oo:,Pregnant wornen and mothers while nurling ,"t"
!:T'n"tl
asthey-are
heavy'
is
work
to labor overtime or at night; and if the
is
There
,igrua to hghter emptoyfient 1t ]he same.comPensation' of days
number
same
piia *rturriiy leave Ir io auyt before and the
to her regular
after conffnement, and the *o*'o is still entitled
paid vacation.
of antenatal
Pregnant women are under the medical supervisioa
sent to speand those requiring adilitional care are usually
at least
and
cities
"1i,,id
cialized health centeis. Ali of the babies in the
hospitals', When
three-fourths in the ,oiul u'"" are born in maternity
are supplied tl.u*gl
the mothet's milk is i*om"i""t, special mixtures
need sp-ecial food'
milk kitchen, *ithorri-"h"'g", "h where children
the parents
it is free, if recommended [y the doctor' If the wages of
them'
n'o
at
year
ffrst
the
are low, the child g"is iood'd*ing
:otl 11
ffrst
the
during
times
threi
The pediatriciai *ill '"" *te 6aUy
old'
year
a
is
baby
the
until
rnonth, and once a month thereafter
whooping
smallpox,
for
ffr, "irifa wi[ be vaccinated or inoculateclIf the child needs orthoJipUttre'ia and polio'
"""gfr,-i"t"tculosis,o, ,iy other treatient, he will receive it. Hearing
pedic,'orthodontic
arms,'legs and eyes are furnished free. After one
i;;il-;fiff;;i
ages.of three
,"r, of age, the child is e*'amined annually, but at the
t"-*iir- ru""ive a much mote ihorough exa.llation with
eheck-up
various rnedical tests. In the schools, there is a medical
child comeverv three months for each student, but whenever a
well, he will promptly be given a medical ex-

ffi ;;,

;i;ilr "i ""i]""rr"g
amination.
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THERE is a privileged class in the USSR, it is the children,
rfFwhose well-being is of primary interest
to the government. This
is evident not only in the ffeld of medical care, but also in education
and a broad spectrum of other servioes and institutions available
for boys and girls of all ages.
A carefully integrated program has thus evolved which stresses
ethical values and provides purposeful direction for the energy of
youth. The family and the schools are important in the development
of the child, but there are other infuences-designed to ffll the vi"rrr*
that might arise after school hours. To help the children develop
mentally and physically during their spare time, there are reading
rooms) technical hobby centers, playgrounds and sports facilities.
There are children's music and dancing schools. Trade union clubs
have their ehildren's sections. School clubs for teenagers flourish in
substantial numbers in such subjects as art, dramatics, music, nature
study, athletics, chess and model-making.
For the use of children and young people in 1g67, the Soviet Union
could point to 2,535 stadiums and sports centers, 8,5@ palaces and
houses of culture for Young Pioneers, 7,000 Pioneer camps, I2S
theaters, 200 parks, and 685 technical stations and young naturelovers' stations. Thirty-three railways were being operated by adolescents. During the summer of that year, L6 million young people
went to tourist and excursion centers, sanatoriums, and young
Pioneer and school camps.
In addition to the libraries at each of the public schools, there
were in L967 several thousand special libraries and reading rooms
for children with 120 million books. In no country in the *orlld *"ru
there as rnany children's tooks published, and they were produced
in as many as 60 national languages, many of which were not even
written before the Revolution. There were more than 200 youth rnagazines with a total circulation of over 48 million copies.
Mr. Shub says: 'TVomen are 'guaranteed the right to worlC in the
Soviet
Union, and since Stalin's time have had to do so simply to
make ends meet. They are still working as hod carriers, sneet heaners,-housepainters, in heavy and light industry, as well as the professions."

employment in the USSR, there is equal pay
- Concerning
-female
for
equal work, and no apparent discrimination in employrirent opportunities. with the educational facilities
au lob,s (except
-and
dangerous ones) open to women on a non-discriminaiory
basis, it
35
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is not strange that they are found in virtually ey9r1, branch of the
in
economy. R"epresenting fS p"t cent -of-tfrose- gailfully employed
per
63
engineers'
1967, womeri comprisJd one-third of all qualiffed
of
cent of the economists, 68 per eent of th6 teachers, 72--per cent
workers.
office
and
the doctors and about-orre-frau of the industrial
Fifty-eight per cent of all professionally trained people were women;
of
,rri'in i-hut^y"ut, they oc&pied 425 slats in the Supreme-Soviet
-the union and
the usSR, 3,000 seats in ihe supreme soviets of
e"t""r*""s Republics, and they^constituted over 43-per cent of
the delegates in the local soviets. eu of this was in striking contlast
to the ple-Revolutionary era when B0 per cent of the Russian working wolmen were domeitic servants and agricultural labore.rs'
"A Westerner, after observing female employment in the- Soviet
Urion, declared: "They compllin that their husbands dort't help
them lnough . . . but it ey ao not complain about being unfulfflled
or about n"ot having *""t irg to their lives' They do not have the
vacant, tense, unsatiifted look of many Western women"'
Mr. Shub charges that "on the most optimistic -proiection of
Soviet plans, the liousing space per p€rson in 1999 will still be less
than thit available to the imperial subiect of 1909"'

Housing Construction

HE TALL cranes that dot the suines of the cities attest to the
marrilr" housing Progmm. It is in the fteld of housing where
Soviet industry has made its greatest efiort to meet consumer
needs. The colossal demand foi this comrnodity arose from the
phenomenal increase in the size of the urban communities-from
iess than one-fffth of the total population in 1926 to nearly onehalf by 1960. The restoration bf- th" 70,000 villages a-nd 1,700
towns and cities left in rubble by the Nazis was in itself a herculean
task. Among other factors was' the policy to replace substandard
dwellings wlth modern ones, and at the same time to provide shelter
for a burgeoning population.
A erash" progr"** i'as instituted and a sustained efiort has been
maintained yeir after year in seeking to deal with the -problem'
The magnitude of the achievement becomes apparent when it is
recognizfd that during the ten-year period, 1957-66, almost half of
the lopulation rnoved- into new or renovated accommodations. In
1967^and Lg6B, 4,575,000 new apartments and dwelling houses were
erected, and the total for the entire 1966-70 period is expected to
reach an estimated 13,500,000 units, sufficient to provide new or
better housing for over 65 million people.

I
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The apartments are small, but the trend is toward larger units,
and those now being erected have more living space than formerly.
Some are efficiency apartments, and others have as many as three
bedrooms, but the one and two bedroom units predominate. Exclusive of bathroom, kitchen, hallway and storage facilities, the floor
area of the average apartment (bedroom and living space) is between 300 and 400 square feet. Divided bathrooms, cabinets, builtin closets, a range, refrigerator and sink are standard equipment
for most apartments. Some of the old apartments share the same
bathroom ,but this is not true of the new ones. The plumbing is inferior by American standards, and the ffnishing work reveals rough
edges, which may be the price paid for speedy construction, but
the structures are solidly built. Although still rather crowded, the
new apartments are comfortable. The per capita living space for
the Soviet people in 1967 was said to average g7 square feet, and
by 1980 is expected to approximate 161 square feet.
The rental cost is ffxed by law and may not exceed 13 kopeks
per square meter of actual living space. In the case of pensioners,
the charge is often reduced one-half. The rent is less than six rubles
per month or not over five per cent of the family irrcome.
In 1968 the US Department of Housing and Urban Development
in a report asserted that the soviet people have the "most progressive
rein{orcecl concrete building techniques in the world." end in the
same year, Under Secretary Howard J. Samuels of the Commerce
Department said that the USSR has 'Tar surpassed the US in solving
the low-cost housing needs of the people and may well be on its
way to becoming the ffrst nation in the world to eliminate the
blight of slums."
Consumer Gooils and. Capital Good.s

THE production of consumer goods, the Soviet Union has made
fNappreciable
progress. In the manufacture of cotton textires and

other fabrics, for example, the quantity increased by threeford between 1928 and 1965. In linen and woolen goods, she led the world;
and- although behind the united states in the output of cotton
cloth, soviet production was growing steadily. In rg6g it exeeeded
six billion square meters.
In some of the other areas of consumer goods, the ffgures were
even more spectacular. The production of leather footwear, for instance, enjoyed
phenomenal increase of over 10 times during the
-a
forty-year period ending in 1968, with nearly 600 million pairs f,eing
produced in that year. But only in recent years have durible goodi
87
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come into substantial production, and this has been p-articularly
true since 1960 when tire manufacture of consumer goods became
one of the main priorities' By 1968, the annual ouQut of radios
and radio-phonogriphs had risen to seven million units; television
sets to 5,7OO,OO{ iefrigerators to 3,200,000; washin-g machines to
4,200,000; urd f*rritore"to the value of 2.4 billion rubles. The overall
rate of increase for durable consumer goods in that year was 12
oer cent.
' D*irrg the 1961-65 period, heavy in{r1try had- a 50 per cent
higher ite of developient thal tI-rat of light industry, but with
fus more
thL,"* ffve-year pta-n, 1SOO-70, the propgrtlol
favorable for the prdduction of consumer goods. Light industry would
have an average anoual growth rate of 7.7 Per cent instead of the
6.8 per cent irhich it h;d before, while the rate of increase for
the iapital goods industry would b9 8.7 per cent instead of 9.6
Reiaii trade for the 1966-70 period was exPected to rise
ou,
^+S.tr "it.
p", cent above the level o! th9 preceding ffve years'
l,li Snuf insists that 'hearly ffve years after the advent of
Brezhnev and Kosygin, the Soviet economy remains an incredible
mess."

Russia was only four per cent
19661t was 20 per cent. During that period

In 1913 the industrial output of

of world production; in
the induJtrial production of the Soviet Union increased sixty-six
times. In the iwo decades following World War II, the average
annual rate of industrial Sowth, as reported by the Soviet Government, was slightly over 11 per cenq and for the years 1966-68 it
jn the USSR
was nine per Jent. The volume of industrial production
rose from^80 per cent of the us level in 1950 to nearly two-thirds

in

1966.

In the seven years ending in 1967, the production of coal in the
USSR increased t9 per cent; electric power, 100 per cent; ferrous
metals, 70 per cent; non-ferrous metals, 78 per cent; -chemicals, 100
per cent; c6nstruction materials, !5 per c-ent; Processed foods, 50 per
ient; soft goods, 84 per cent; civilian machinery, including electronics,
106 per cent; and civilian industrial production in the aggregate,
66.5 per cent.

In-the production of such items as housing, glass, timber, machine
tools, dieiel and electric locomotives, harvesting cornbines, cement,
coke, coal, iron ore and precast concrete, the Soviet Union has surpassed the United States, but not in the output of electricity, autoinobiles, oil, gasoline, mineral fertilizers, plastics, steel, pig iron,
cotton textiles, footwear, refrigerators and a large number of con98

USSR

sumer goods. In some of these products the United States has maintained an impressive lead but in others the gap is narrowing.
In any comparison between the two countries, it should be remembered that none of the US cities or any of her countryside

was laid waste by war or civil strife during the last half century
as was true of the Soviet Union. And in 1917, Russia was an impoverished country with a small industrial base and little technical
knowhow while the Unitod States at that time was emerging as a
creditor nation and one of the great industrial powers of the world,
with nearly a century of industrial growth behind her.
In comparing the aver.age annual growth rate in the years between
1956 and 1967, all of the more important industrial countries with
the exception of Japan suffer by comparison with the Soviet Union.
In the periods 195&61 and 1962-67, neither France, Germany, Ital/,
the United Kingdom nor the United States could claim a higher average gro\Mth rate than that of the USSR, and in almost every instance they trailed, and in several cases by a wide margin. Among
the economies of the world, the Soviet Union had come to occupy
a position next to the United States, and the two closest rivals to
the USSR for second rank were West Germany and Japan, eaeh of
whose gross national product in 1966 was about two and one-half
times smaller.
The gross national product, however, does not necessarily refect
living standards, and in the case of the USSR, owing in part to her
Iarger population, the per capita share of the GNP in 1966 was
only $1,532 or well under half of the $3,777 ffgure for the United
States.

The Soviet people, however, have reason to believe that this disparity in per capita wealth will shrink as the Soviet economy continues to surge forward. In viewing the past, they can perceive the
substantial gains achieved in their living standards measurod in
consumer goods, improved housing and a better diet.
Mr. Shub writes that "their oppressivg anarchistic system cannot
produce meat, apartments or even h*ppy smiles."
Improvement of the diet was characterized by the consumption
of more quality foods such as meat and milk and less starchy foods
such as potatoes and bread. In 1965, the per capita consumption
of meat was 90 pounds or 57 per cent more than in 1950. The
Iigures for other items were: milk and diary products, 554 lbs. (46
per cent increase); ftsh and ffsh products, 28 lbs. (80 per cent increase); sugar, 75 lbs. (194 per cent increase); vegetable oil, 16
lbs. (163 per cent increase); vegetables and melons, 158 lbs. (43
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per cent increase); and l%4 eggs
plr cent less' and bread nine
capita consumption oi fotatoes'ivas'41
was a further signiffcant
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Shildren-',would
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CLARA JACKSON BROW}I

Enough Is Enough!
(A Letter)
Dearest Youth of the World:

am a proud grandmother (waitl dont turn me ofi yet. . .) who
is fully awire of the generation she belongs to, but humbly activates
in the present day movement.
Don't retire all of my generation, don't reject all of us. Be suspicious

I

of us-then use usl

enthuiastically relate to you under-30-ers, because I have dared
to assess the measure of the success for which many of my Pompous,
power/money-driven upper/middle-class
chauvinistic, hypocritical,
-are
scrambling at the same time as they ignore the
contemporaries
fact that too many others remain prey to more and more exploitation
and utter hopelessness.
Hence, purposefully, I've turned to where the astion is, to see,
to hear arrd ,rnde.stand what your generation has to say. It's greatl
I get your message, and you must continue saying it, because your
concerted, vocal protests are long overdue.
At your ages,hany of us were speaking similar truths and "dging
our own thint,'but failing to check often enough to determine if we
"doers" were acting on the '"brothers-keeper" philosophy or the "soulsaver" or "winner-take-alf' hypocrisies.
Therefore, now, you're correct in being suspicioust Look well at
us older activists, see to it that we who profess to be with you in
1g6g are activating only with the Brother-theory (basically reiecting
the other two). And make certain that we understand the serious need
for overt action no,to-not always in front of, but beside and behind

I

the youths.

and its Supple'
Board' USSR: Quesd
E?;:!"*is Book' Report of the 23rd
tions and. An*wers, rnn^si'lii'u;;
of Novosti Press Agenry as
Consress of the (iPSU,I966";J;*t'-f1fy6"1ons in the USSR' In Additian to
Educatton
Health Seroice: USSR t i6id-zoJ' rl ealti
our Prioilesed clnss. Also: Sooiat

C"""" T. Bg]117N is an Afro-American, a former teacher, an education consultant
."a lUi,t liberation activist. Her international affiliations are through the National
Co"""it of American-soviet Friendship, the American-Arab Relations Action

in the USSR.-A.L'

USA.

Moscotl> Naurs

in-3!11e^arti,c\:
Sources of facts and statistics
the USSR Cerfiral Sta*ti"ot
ments; Soaiet Life, Repts

wases (Left8_tO), nauiiiy" iidit?0i; ""d prenared foi the Subcommittee on
Eco'rwmlc Performance:iiioo)oi' lrtl'toi"ft
of the unitecl
r"'"""*i" c<i"iiii"t' Congressduring
Economic Policy of tr-r" i"i"i
my travels
pttto"uity
i;ft;i"*ta
ti"'Iil"'y}"""
states.) And of
"o,r,,"
4A

committee, the committee on Africa,-the world council for Peace. she was
pr"ria""t of th" co**ission on "Education for Peace" at the 1969 World As."*Ur, ]"r p"rce in the GDR. She is married to a professor and .athletic coach,
Mrs.
;;thJ, of three children aged 25, 20 and 10 years, three g_randchildren.
Egyft, Moroccq I1a9.,-Jordan, Iran'
ii;;; h;t tavelled to Ni[eria, Senegal,
ildi;, C"/r;, tfr" So"i"t U"nion, many Europirin countries altd 44 states of the
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If we thus prove that we have your message -of

*Enorrgh-is

Enough,. so that'we can accept fellowship as well as leadership roles
need is too great-use usll With
-dont turn us out, the imm6diate
combined, then perhaps we
ours
and
the values of your generation

could put this woriS on its right axis. -(N-ote: "tght" here means
,rs as-the Establishment does and retire us
at our chronological age. Give us the oontempo-ra"y 9""-ully'ce over
and accept or i"y""t ,ri by o* quality_ of relatedness in 1969 activity.
Then lett gut oo with the busiiess of _peace and s_ecurity for alll
me
Extensiv"e, worldwide contacts, worf and travels have made
outline
Africans
y-oung
brilliant
the
heard
quite hopeful. As I have
ti"i, olins for self-determination; and seem ,those numerous Arabs
strolliig under palm trees, eagerly reading and studying',Then as I
receiv# greetings and fowers from the young peoplelt" German
pu*o"ruti" Repi,blic, who know so well our own Paul Robeson, and
nroudlv included his contribution in their 20th anniversary celebraold
i;;i;i p"u"" *a freedom. And when I e.hatted with the,2O-yearthem
heard
and
Tashkent
route
to
en
me
Soviet yiuth sitting beside
the sa*I desires for a better world'that were exPressed by
all
"*pr"ttirg
i# 20-6r-olds in Watts and Chicago, I realized that it is onmus'
world
The
hope'
and
y'*tfrs
activism
that I stake my
itou
get your messagel
" ioo have cJnvinced me that youths linow the true meaning of -a
:
verv old child-rearing proverb: Enough is enough, and too much
*X"r , dog sick." Ai a^matured Afro-American activist intoothis world
much of
half cenhry, I've witnessed and learned
ifr"
i*f"g
..t?o fiast to permit me to react as the proverbial'sick d,oS."
mrr'cn'the
.
who
So, for *or" ,"irorrs than one, I'm proud 9f -y-o" world youths
determine that "Enough will be Enough-and Nowl"

MIKTIAIL PBOKOTTEV

.."orr"#t) Don't do with
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*
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The
ttip'
another
arrange
probably
*o"la
rrrl
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'-"t
olcl, spoie of their experiences with the p99ple- they met
il-;J u y;ars
llt
Gilmer,
*", thJ friendliness of the people," saiil Glenda sessions.
il R;H.
"counterPart"
in
similar
age
youths
of
tetns of meetinq Russian
tt &p was undei the auspices of the Citizen Exchange Corps'
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The Soviet Sehool:
Current Problems,
Future Goals
Soviet school has a right to be proud of the fact that out of
THE
r' every thousand people employed in the country's national economy 564 have a higher or secondary (complete or incomplete) ed.ucation.
But the further progress of the country's economy and the resulting
enhancement of labor productivity, as well as the growing living and
cultural standards of the people call for improvement of the school

and of the entire educational system.
One can talk of concrete methods of school improvement only on
the basis of an analysis of the social, economic and technical processes
at work in modern society. The school is called upon to serve society,
promote its progress. At the same time, it is a social institution bearing the imprint of the social system.
The problems of continuous, never-ending education has grown particularly aeute nowadays. Knowledge, understanding of the laws of
social developrnont cannot be acquired onoe and for all. One must
improve one's }erowledge all the time.
This necessity arises also from the rapidity of scientiffc-technical
progress. Some sociologists maintain that every 25 years half of the
existing scientiffc data loses its validity and is replaced by fresh information. One must also keep in mind that the modern development
of production calls for workers with high cultural and educitional
standards, able to master new technology quickly.
What is the position of the Soviet school in the light of these
problems?

A minimum of eight years of schooling has been the law up till
now in the Soviet Union where there are 210,000 sehools attended by
some 50,000,000 children. Active preparation is under way at present
for transition to universal ten-year education in 1970.
Mrxrran Pnororrsv is the USSR Minister of Education.
dB
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THE SOVIET SCHOOL

The existing network of the country's elementary ani ten-year
schools thereflre calls for serious examination. The fact that attendance is rather small in a considerable number of these schools, sihrated in sparsely populated rural areas, creates considerable organizational

-and

pedagogical difficulties. The process

of

increasin_g

attendance at sluch s-cliools depends, to a large-degree, on the growth
of these areas. This is naturally a slow process. consequentl/, in view
of the actual situation, the educational bodies focus their attention on
the improvernent of functioning of such ,schools, particularly elernentary schools with a small number of pupils.
Universal education, of course, can be implemented in various
ways, and not only through the system of secondary schools. One
method already triLd out iuccessfully in a few places is vocational
schools for teenagers, where general educational subjects are also
taught within the framework of an eight-year Program. The existence

of a certain number of trade schools where pupils learn a

simple

trade and get the general educational minimum as well, has also
justiffed itself in practice.
From B0 to BZ per cent of last year's (1968) eight-year school
graduates continued their education in the upper two -grades or
it specialized secondary schools providing both specialized and -generai secondary education. Admisiion of our students to specialized

educational establishments will continue to grow.
As for vocational schools, the number of those adrnitting ten-year
school graduates will also grow. One further way of acquiring education is also possible: through a trade school functioning on the
eight-year schooling basis and providing general education in addition to specialized training. Our educational authorities are now engaged in searching for the best system of coordinating these different educational methods.

The transition to obligatory ten-year schooling is in preparation. Especially qualified pedagogical commissions have worked out
optimum curricula for general ten-year education. New programs
have been compiled, or are in process of being compiled, on their
recommendations, and Soviet schools are gradually introducing them.
Preparations for going over to new programs in the junior grades
are particularly important.
The initial experience and extensive experimental work of the
laboratories of the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences show that
the replacement of four years of primary schooling by three years,
which has been under discussion for some time, is a useful and
feasible undertaking. This makes a whole additional school year
44

available

for general educational subjects on a higher than

ele-

mentary plane. The same experience has already shown the great
importance of the preliminary training of teachers for junior grades.
We cannot overestimate the need for good school textbooks, study
aids and textbooks on methods.

The Soviet school develop_s as a general educational and

poly_

tlch.nica] school._Polytech-nical traininf is one of the basic piinciples
of the soviet educatio-nal system. It means that every cfiild must
knowledge of the basic processes underlying all labor,
,r"q"T" -

both industrial and agricultural. Thi science of pedago[ics is faced
with the task of ffnding ways of improving poiyt""tni"""r naining
which is not only of great practicar -varue 1* dt vast educational
importance as well. It seemJ obvious that diversiffed manual training would be good for junior grades while a senior grader should
be given
opportunitl' f_o conientrating on more spe"cialized types
-an
of work for
which he feels particularlyLcfined.
Polytechnical training at the soviet school
_
is not divorced from
the basic- ge-neral eduiationar subjects. The crassics
of the soviet
system of education warned against such
a divorce in their time.
Polltechnical knowledge is- maie a natural
part of the school sub_
the laws of the development of the material world.
.",.phi"ing
iu"lt
A Dndge trom theory to practice, to life, is built precisely in the
process of inshuction in tf,e fundamentais
of scienJe, for Lxampre,
from the- theory of elementary n,r"lu* i.arrrfor*utions
to an atomic
P.ower plant, from the theory of plant nutrition to applied agro_
chemistry.

The Soviet school has accumulated a wealth
of experience
methods, b3t
proll"-* of improving methods is eternal. It inis
$e
important that the methods of edu&tion
lhoutd be such as to awaken
in a pupil inquisitiveness, a.nd creativity,
io i*prrt to him the abirity
to think and understand instead of i-p1y
fir*rig.--i;r"""o",

school subjects is inseparabre from

,,

A Iesson shourd
have both informativ6 and morar -orur'"du"rtion.
educational varue. Morar educational work at school lies ffrst of all in
tUe p"J;g"gt;;i'p"ro."r,
itself' such morar education through the pedagogicar
process is

complementug

a_system of e*t icrrri""rl-"ii""*"Ir"r"r
!y independent
tivities for which
initiative of the p"pff, ,#"il*, ""_
or_
ganizations-is particularly important.
The teachey's efforts ihouti be bent towards
awakening in his
pupils a wish to add to their knowredge continuousry,
even after

graduation.
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ALL MY CHILDREN OF THE
o.

SON

We found somo floating logs,
We founil some sharp stones,
We cut somo vines and made a raft,

It

was our only hope.
The navigator said he thought there was

A town somewhere

PETE SEEGER

So now each man

downstream.

tried to do his best

To paddle as a team.

All My Children of the

All my children of the son.

Son
4.

fq yr.youth
his. coy
Nsue, tn tni prm of a song abortl a Aoutug ttuttt sttcking ry for
p!3
hie!,
pay-ing
and.all,of
actiig in ih" tnt"irrt
;;;t";,
lY said. we'oef'!triecl
,!:
*we thought ir, ,* only trying to d,estroy," the adults
tl* toig iut h*" ln the i'lw-a iffce, a,d suggest a stratght thythm ^ccotn'
line'
Pete Seeger, well'known folksdnger, hos sent

i*iiirrr,

u; a fllessage

tnglng chant-xyb, u:itt lots of pattt'clpotion

F r eel,t. r^t

;

th

i

om

l.

The

nav

the chotus

Norls anl lltustc

nfe,n si f .t

except one young guy

[v

PETE SEEGER.

(eel'io^+s at nt.elel)'

All

Who kept arguing with the navigator.
He said hdd read about a waterfall
We would come to sooner or later.
At a river's bend he persuaded us
To bring our raft to beach.
But a search party found the river mouth
As far as eye could reach,
All my children of the son.
D.

Once again he persuaded us to stop,

We cursed at the delay.

- i - 8a-tor said to the

en -

gin-eer, "I

ou! ra- di - o's

thtnk

Once again we found the river
Flowing on the same old way.
We said, "Shut up your arguing,
You give us all a pain.

dead

Why dont you pitch in and do your part,

Do something constnrctive for a

change?"

AII my children of ttre son.
pi - lot

said to. the co - Pi - lot,
6.

Still egghead kept on talking

In the

make it

2.
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o-Yer these

moun _

t4ins, per _ haps

Five hundred mil65 f16r1, nowhere

We bellvlanded on a river,
We bid'a quick goodbYe
To that ship of silver.
Twenty-Eve Piled out the window,
Twenty reached the shore,
And turned to see our metal bird
Sink to rise no more.
All my children of the son.

same longwinded way.

We said, "If you wodt paddle,
Get the hell out of our way."
We told him to go sit
Far back at the stern.
Then we strained to paddle harder
And then the river made a hrrn.
All my children of the son.

I catr 6et her down"'

7.

One paddler heard sound of tapping.
What he saw when he did turn
Was egghead with a sharp stone
Cutting the vines that bound the stern.
With a cry of rage the paddler
Leaped up to his feet.
He swung his long pole,
Knocked egghead into the deep.

I n"p"rt tune of
rc rour rrnes.

f
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But now the logs were sPlaYing out,
The raft had come unbound'
Like mad we Paddled for the shore
Before we all woulcl drown'
All my children of the son'

A

search party went

to ffnil more

YYACITESL$ KOSIIKOV
vines

To tie the raft up tight
In twentv minutei theY returned,

Student Power

Their faces pale with'fright.
They said a quarter mile downriver

In the USSR

We found a waterfall.

It's over a hundred feet in height,

We'd none of us lived at all.
All my chil&en of the son.

The folluaing report on student participatdon im the running of uni-

oersities

And that is why on the banks

Of a far off

wilderness stream,

Which none of us, none of

us

Will ever see again'

There stands a cross for someone

Hardly older than a boY, Who, we thought, was onlY
Trying to destroY.
A1l my children of the son.
Copyrfght 1969 by Sanga Music lru.
Atl rights reseroed. Used. by permission.
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797 O B ALLET COMFETITION

THE FIFTH INTERNATIONAL BALLET competition will be held in
V"i.,r, n"lguria, from Jtiy 12-25, it has been announced by the Bulgarian
Committee"for Arts and' Culture. Ballet dancers of all nationalities are
to take part, The competition is divided into two sections:
invited
--,l-ci.rr urrd boy, from lt to 19 years old, l'e', born not earlier than
Tanuarv 1, 1951 and not later than ]anuary 1, 1955.

b)

Ballet dancers not

i,ia"" tiu" 28, i.e', they must not have been born after January 1' 1942'
The partieipants in the two sections comPete in separate gJo1ns 11d
cl"rrld separately, Classiffcation is indiviilual no matter whether the
"re
soloists or in duos' The candidates who appear in
"pp"rt
"urrdid*tut
tt "ttwo difierent sections "a" and "b.''
oi
U"
may
duos
---irr"-'""*petition

" will be held in

air summer theater, The
an
-open masters, dancers, ballet
ballet
of
world-renowned
lory-*it-u"'composed
than
i-f"rr, from 16 6ountries. {pplications must be subrnitted not later
Miy 15, 1970, accompanied^b-y-fu11 d*ai\ on education, ballet training
birth certiffcate, four glossy Photos' two
and artistic caxeer, a
in

coshrme.

"opy

"f

For further information, write to: secretariat of the Fifth International
Ballet competition, Blvd. stamboliisky 17, soffa, Bulgaria; or write Nero
Woild. Reaieu>, Suite 808, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York City'
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USSR should prorside student actirsists in the tlSA uith
for thwgL*, The auth.or is a staff writor for Noaosti Press Agency.

AST YEAR saw large-scale student unrest in many countries of
the West. fn sorne of t]lem the unrest eontinues. At the same time
such developments did not occur in the Soviet Union, although the
student body hele, 4.5 million strong, is quite a large segment of
society and plays no little part in the life of the country. Does this
rnean that the educational system in the USSR is perfect, without
any faults?
Hardly any Soviet specialist in higher education and student
problems would claim that the system of higher education in the
Soviet Union is ideal. This is shown, for example, by the fact that
every year, on the eve of the academic season, heated discussions
flare up and critical articles are published in the national and student
press. Some of the controversial subjects on which the Ministry of
Higher Education is subjected to most scathing criticism are: imperfection of the system of selecting and assigning the graduates, optional
attendance at lecfures, overloaded curricula, student self-government
problems, etc. All this shows that Soviet schools of higher learning
have quite a number of problems calling for sotrution.
Features

of

Stud.ent Self-Cooernment

foreign specialists in the field of education and youth problf,/f,ANY
rrr lems have visited the USSR in recent years. On getting acquainted with the Soviet system, most of them conclude that at
present the educational system in the old university centers of Western Europe and America is far more complicated and difficult than
in the Soviet Union. These old systems are burdened by traditions
which have grown stagnant in the course of time. These heavy chains
of the past, ftrmly established in university statutes and rules, inhibit
the advance of the whole educational system. At the same time the
49
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young system of higher education ln the Soviet Union is better
adapied to the dynamics of modern life.
indeed, following the victory of the socialist revolution in 1917,
the old ,yrt"* of u#versity edutation, w_ith its class character, p9li-ce
surveil#ce and the students' complete defenselessness in face of the
university authorities, was eliminated. Guidance of education was
iut i" o"Lr by the most progressive scientists and teachers, including
many young'people. They ingoduc-ed into both the old and new
oo#rriu"r""tt- th-ose ideas and bold schemes for which, before the
revolution, representatives of the advanced univ_ersity intelligentsia
were thrown into prison and deprived of the right to teach'
The social composition of the student body likewise.underwent
a radical change. fhe lecture-halls of universities and colleges were
fflled with *ori"rr' and peasants' children, in place of_ children from
aristocratic and bourgeois families. Together with the progressive
,"""fr*g stafi they salw to it that the new university statutes and
p.'ogessive
everything oj
regulatiins would inco-rp-orate
,nature
-by
"
the overhaulin-g of
Thus
revolution.
the
suggested
be
ihit
"oota of hi[[er education, which the rebelling students of the
it .yr,""
West are now ,r[ing, took place in Russia 40-50 years ago'
The new university regulations have assured the students' partake Part in drawing
walk of
ticipation in practically
.life, S"y
"uiry
^"*ri""f,
in
the departnaents and
work
rnuppirrg out research
"ra
"p
societies; there is
scientific
they thems6iu"r ,rrn the student
"Jil"g"r, ,"U-gorr"ro*ent and students' control in their dormi"orpi"t!
etc.
tories,
Observance of all these aspects of self-government is guaranteed
bv student representation in every official administrative organ o{
iliu .,riu"rrity.'Public student councils function in the chancellor's and
d;;J; officei, and they are fully informed about all the activities of
the administration. ThL councils exert a considerable influence and, if
necessary, emphatically uphold the students' interests'

d

the Unhtersities
CTOVIET students make extensive use of the freedorn to form social
J organizations of which the Komsomol (Young _ Comm,nist
Leasu"e) is the most numerous and popular. I(pmsomol now has a
*"rib"rrt ip of 24 million young pe_o_ple, representing over 100 nations and riationalities of the Soviet Union'
since the Komsomol entrance age is 14, the overwhelming- mai"riry of Soviet students are memberi of this organization. The adminiJ"lf"" of colleges regard the young communists as the vanguald

Young Communists
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of the student body, and does not inaugurate a single campaign without the counsel and support of the Komsomol committees. The activi
ties of the student Komsomol combine general university interests
with satisfaction of the speciffc needs and requirements of the young
age group, which in turn coincides with the general interests of
Soviet society.
The wide representation of Komsomol in the life of students enables it to serve as a huge forum, allowing students to express their
opinions and views on the various aspects of college developmen!
to criticize the shortcomings of the university administration, including the chancellor, and to take part in discussing local and alluniversity questions at rneetings and in the student press.
Representatives of the student Komsomol are always included
in the entrance examinations committee and in the committee assigning the graduates.
Outside the higher educational establishments, the Komsomol
helps secondary school pupils to choose a trade. In some towns
there are "universities" for senior pupils of secondary schools, where
the teaching staff is made up of students, members of Komsomol.
They assist the senior pupils in their professional orientation and
prepare them for entrance to schools of higher learning.
Participation in Komsornol activities enriches the young peqple
with experience in practical organizational work, the ability to raise
and resolve questions and to take part in the proceedings of a
collective body.

Protecteil by Trad,e Unions, Not Cops
NO little importance to student democracy in the USSR is the
llF
v fact that both students and teachers have the right to ioin a
trade union, or found one. Afiliation of most students to trade union
organizations is an important guarantee of their rights: since no
question of any importance can be resolved in the USSR without
the Inowledge and participation of trade unions, the students'membership in trade unions provides them with additional access to the
control levers.
Participation in trade union activities is advantageous ,to students
from yet another point of view: the trade union may provide an
allowance to a student who ffnds himself in an awkward ffnancial
predicament, as well as accommodations at health resorts, tourist
centers, sanatoria, holiday homes or sport camps managed by trade
unions. Such assistance is used most of all by married students.
Trade unions partly reimburse the expenditures of educational
51
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establishments on all kinds of cultural and educational social events:
recreation parties, coneerts, and the upkeep of amateur student
groups, m*ical and theatrical companies. This is of great help,
considering that the students' trade union dues are of a purely 'token

nature, amounting to 0.5 per cent of their scholarships.
The trade union committees which function at each department,
the maiority of which are students, take an astive part in assigning
accommodations in the dormitories and supervise tl.re distribution
of scholarships. In a number of colleges they participate in drawing up examination schedules and determine the time required to
prepare for a speciffc subject.
Over all the ffve years of my shrdent life ('the present author was
himself a student three years ago) I have never seen a militiaman
in a university campus or building. The students themselves ac'
tively assist the authorities in keeping order. M,any of them ioin
the volunteer brigades for keeping order in the district where they

Iive or in places where large numbers of young people gather.
If a studenf violates public discipline (p'rovided his conduct is not
very evil), the "case" is taken uP by a students' court functioning
in each department. Students take an active par,t in deciding whether
or not a student should be expelled for systematic poor progress
in his or her studies or serious violations of discipline. Naturally
enough, this calls for a considerable consciousness and sefi-discipline
on their part.
Can Stud,ent Power Be Misused.?
PROBLEMS connected with assignment to work are the most
and sometimes the most dramatic for graduates. In such
instances too the possible conficts are resolved with students par-

'T!HE
I exciting

ticipating in every case.
The system of job placement is the same at every educational
establishment of the country. Here is how it works:
The list of vacancies ( demands for graduates come from state
institutions and industrial enterprises in need of specialists) is
handed over to the council of the last-year students. Apart from this
the list is of course posted for general information. Such lists outline in detail the nature of the suggested employment, the pay,
the living conditions, the amount of the bonus granted -for ,settling
in a new place, etc. The students ftll in applications for the iobs
that thev have chosen. The administration, the sfudents' council, and
representatives of the Komsomol and trade union committees, meetin! lointly, examine the applications. In assigning 'the places of
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wor\ account is taken of the graduate's individuality, his capabilities,
state of health, family status, etc.
Thus students aie given the right to decide by themselves a
specialists mainlaPel wide range of problems. Nonetheless, many
tain that the- granting of too great autonomy to 'stridents, however
paradoxical this may
may infring" ,rpor, ,the rights of indi-sound,
vidual persons. And they
have their r"aslons.
student, Boris Levin, for example, was expelled
- A second-year
from
Moscow university on the recomrnendauon^ oi the sfu-dents'
council, approved by the All-university council. His colleagues in
the same course accused him of possessing ofiensive egotistic qiralities,
"who
of
hid great
_arrogance, etc. The _ dean of the dlpartment,
difficulty in reinstating him, believed that in this case the reverse
side of student democracy had manifested itself, a sort of "collective
despotism." 'A student should not be expelled,', he argued, ..because
the maiority of students are not pleased with his chiracter or because his manners are not conventional."
In addition, a number _of specialists came ou,t against further
extending the students' rights, fearing that the "lecirre-halls will
turn into arenas for endless discussions," and the students' passion
for administering educational establishments will divert thei from
studying, their chief task.
However, as in any disputable matter, there is a difierent opinion
on this point. cultivation of habits in administration and ,irporsibility is indispensable in ,the students' future activities-th" -rt itt
of
with people and managing industry in a creative and
-worlcing
bold way. This is particularly attractivJ to the itate since, with the
current growth rates of industry in the ussR (from,three to four
hundred
facto-ries alone are under construction annually as
_large
well as thousands of medium- and small-size industrial enterprises),
the demand for well-educated executives is extremely gr"it, ,rrd
as a rule, they are college graduates. Hence the s,tate- is highly
interested in a reasonable combination of discipline, control :and
independence in student communities.
cooperation between students and the administration, wiilingness
of- the parties 'to accept reasonable compromises, and not to exact
imrne&ate solution of all complex questions; all this makes it possible
to avoid bitter conflicts. This is also why change in soviet universities is calm and business-like, not full of acute conficts and
explosions.

It
ment

seems

to me tha,t everything connected with the student movetestiffes to the fact that the interests of the

in the usSR
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student body and of the university and college administration, far
from being antagonistic, usually coincide. Both sides have equaJ
interest d creating the best conditions for a fruitful educational
process and, in thJ ffnal analysis, for the successful training of fullfledged specialists for the country.

of higher learning in the USSR with its flexibility, qppotrunities
for student self-government and the development of creative activities is self-operative only on account of its own intelligent dynamic
organization. No degree of self-government and freedom could be
anything but an empty phrase were the students in the Soviet
Union not able to avail themselves of free education, free libraries
and laboratories, cheap dormitories, state scholarships and stipends
and guaranteed work in their specialty upon graduation. It would
be unnatural and absurd for students to rebel against such conditions. This is one of the reasons why Soviet students are so devoted
to their state which has granted and safeguarded these student
privileges, and made them available to all sections of society.

In Llau of a Conolwion
HAT THEN can a student choose?
W Freedom of choice begins after the completion of secondary
school studies, where education is on the whole standardized. For
the ffrst time in their lives school graduates are faced with the
necessity of making their own choice: if the studies are to be continued,'where then? ,q,nd supPose a mistake has been made in
this ffrst serious choice? Won't this lead subsequently to disappointment and frustration, and possibly to embitterment? And so the
state gives the student the right, in the ffrst few years of studies
"specialization
has not yJt advanced too far, to transfer withwhen
out any great complications to another educational establishment,
thereby changing his or her future calling.
In the long run, this flexibility is advantageous both to the students and th6 state: First, the students have no reason to feel
disappointed". And then, the overwhelming majority -of university
grudoirt"r work in their ffeld and do not need to change at this
l-ate stage; the state after all spends a lot of mone_y on training
specia[sIs (upwards of ffve thousand rubles per student).
Toward the end of their college career students enoountet a
similar fexibility of the educational system. The student himself se'
lects his speciai ffeld, the subject of scienufic investigatio:r and ot
his graduation thesis, and chooses the instructor to guide hirn in
this ivork. On ffnishing the complete course of studies, the diplorna
specialist is in a position to choose the place and nature- of his
fit*u employrnenf (though within certain boundaries conditioned
by the ofier-of vacancies and the economic situation): scientiffc
work at a research institute or in industry directly at'a factory or
plant.
And if a capable graduate is inclined to continue his studies
and scientiffc actit itiet, he has the opportunity to take a postgaduate course, after presenting a paper-at an appropriate scientiffc
Ievel on the subject he has selected, and passing the examinations.
This freedom of choice is highly conducive to the students' preserving their personality and creative individuality.
It would be naive to assume that the entire intricate system

il

STUDENT$ INITIATII/E UNDER SOCIALISM
Asrpp esour REcENT pRoBLEMs of Soviet universities, Kiril Kondragev,
Rector of Leningrad University, said in part to the correspondent of the
Canadi,an Tribune (September 24), discussing the importance of encouraging students'initiative: "In 1918, Ivan Pavlov, the genius of physiology,
read a public lecture 'On Intellect.' A disciple of his kept a record ol
the main points in his thesis. Here they are:
"1. Concentration of thought on one subject. 2, Direct contact with
reality, bypassing misleading 'signals.' Dont be satisffed with things halfunderstood. L Complete freedom of thought. The intellect must not be
imprisoned by habit. It is impossible to see anything truly new without
freedom of thought. 4. Attraction to an idea, combined with readiness to
reject an idea should it be found to be faulty. 5. Detailed study. Complete
acquaintance with details and discovery of them. 6. Clarity and simplicity
is the ideal of the intellect. 7. Aspiration to establish the truth by means
of constant personal check-ups. 8. Restraint. In the last of his thesei Pavlov
said: 'Beware of the brazen braggadocios, of know-alls and shallow ment'
This is the old idea of Leonardo da Vinci who spoke of the empty wheat
ear that sticks up proudly in its emptyness, whlereas the full iar bends

down to its mother-the earth.
"We've reduced the number of obligatory lectures, increased the
amount of individual consultations, etc. But certain experiments are inevitable, if we wish to organize the process of study on a scientiffc basis.
"For example, tluee years ago lecfures and seminars were halved for
four groups in the Physics Faculty, Results of several examination sessions
show that these students made better progress than those in conventional
groups, that students in experimental groups acquired knowledge in a
more conscious manner, more creatively, and that they do much more
independent work, Another innovation is the transfer of students in their
8rd or 4th year to studying accorfing to an individual curriculum so that
they can master a related profession, providing for a more flexible and
rational employment of future specialists."
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SCIENCE AND MORALITY

Science and MoralitY:
A Discussion
A iliscussian hel.il, by the stud,ents, postgtodmtes, deportment heads'
ol M-osc9t: Urrtoorsity and the Moscoo lrwtit"it y members and,asotilers
reported, by Literatutnaya Gozeto'
t"t" i1

Philosophy,

ROF. LEONID VOROBYOV (Dr.Sc.Phil.): The views held by
f participants in this discussion stand, in the main, at two extremes,
orrJ thut frolds that science and morals are not connected with each
other, and another that not only are morals and science closely interlinked, but that present-day morals should be gognd-ed. in science'
As a supporter, oi the whoie, of the latter view, I think that the gist
of the iitt"r iies far deeper. It can be summed up in the following
premise: science is turnin^g into a direct productive force. The quesiion is, what should be sLessed in this premise? What I hold most
i*portr"t is that today science is not -only 1 sum of theoretical
lniwledge, but something that the fate of -people hinges on' Whereconever th""qrrestion of the fite of peoples and of society arises, the
the
picture'
into
comes
"rirorality''
immediatelycept
- -'Inof
tobt tt position that he was engaged in
th" past tire scientist
ucognizer,"" and was not interested in what
a
was
his own neta; ne
hrpp"o"d afterwards. Todaylwhen science has become a tremendous
i"i"'.,, it is amoral to take no interest in the conseguences of one's
scieniiffc discoveries. That refers to the scientist's morality. Changes
taken place in the broader aspect of the problem' In the
f,r""
"fto
the sense of the morally
fart, everything'that had to be done (in
or within the
spontaneously
intuitively,
iosuhrblej was" determined
conre for scihas
time
The
world-outlook.
irr*"*ork of a religious
science and
Thus
do.
to
have
we
what
fr"fp us unierstand
"r*"-,o
morality have merged.
Of Lourse, I ha've no intention of imposing my stand- upon the
audience but I would simply like to present it as a point of departure

in this

discussion.

Y. Petrorssku (post-graduate student): There exists such a science
are
as mathematics. Iriany-of its departments are quite abstract and
departments
of
those
a
study
makes
It
not connecteil with prroduction.
Uy *a for itself. Hiw is one to link up such departments of mathe56

matics with morality, this through the concept of a "productive
torce r
L. Vorobyoo; I think that this is one of the inescapable contradictions in the development of present-day science. On the one hand,
we have theoretical thinking soaring to new heights, in advance of
the present level of thinking; on the other hand, we have the urgent
needs of society, many of which cannot be met at the current 6vel
of scientiffc development. On the one hand, we are acquiring what
seems to be unnecessary knorvledge which will prove useful at some
unspecified time; on the other hand, we are not yet in a position to
cure cancer, or control therrnonuclear reactions. In the contraposition
of these two extremes science is present as a single whole, the practical
solution of the inevitable Faustian tragedy-that of boundless cognition.
About mathematics: will people need everything it studies? The
answer is indeffnite. Th"y rriay, or perhaps they may not, But what
has that to do with the frame of mind of mathematicians engaged in
"abstract" problems? Let us conduct a mental experimentiplace
several mathematicians on board a space-ship bound for some star,
without any hope of ever returning to Earth. Will such people busy
themselves there with their science? Believe me, they will-not, for
tlrey will realize the senselessness of their occupation. One thing is
clear: the meaning of knowledge lies in its application. One should
not cognize just for the sake of cognition; something has to change
outside of us or within us.

Shoulil the Sci,entist Keep Silent?
It usus not clecr u:hether the audience u)as satisfi.eil uith this
reply,_whether they were in agreement usith a purely utilitarian approach ta science. In ona DaA or another, the discassion did not
depart beyond the framework of the moral aspec-ts of the utilization
of the achieaements of science. Suppose a scientist has mad,e a discoDer7 u:hich presents a poturrtial d.anger to mnnkind,. Should, he
make his discoaery known or not? This is no neu) question, Norbert
Wiener once arote that if he tried, to keep silent aborrt certain resalts
of his work, ha felt sure tLrnt the sarne results rnould eaerrtuallg be
arrioed at by somebodg else, uho u:ou,M not fail to make his work
public. But perhaps the fi.rst discoaerer uould feel a clear conscience
if he made a secret of uthat he had di,scooered? Perhaps the same
should be expected of all scientists? This i,s a problem merely of the
establishmant of certain moral criteria, The discussion contirutes.
D. Schteingradr (student): Why, after all, should the scientist
gt
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be faced with the dilemma-to make public, or not to make public?
I think that the responsibility for the application of science should
be borne by society as a whole. It cannot- rest with only those who
are immediately concerned with certain discoveries. Society should
stand at a certain level of civic conscience.
s. Ali.marin (student): But the problem of science and morality
has arisen in our time, as I see it, just because the scientist cannot
trust any kind of society. I am referring -to capitalist society. There
the scientist hands over'the results of his discoveries without }rrowing
in what way theY will be used.
A,. Zoikir; (stuhent): Yet difierent things should not be confused'
cognition is one mg, while- the utilization of its results is something
be amoral.
etJ.
--- It a man aspires"towards cognition, that cannot
"scientists"
!. Lutostanslcy lstuaent): Good, yet Hitlerite "moralP' studied
Similar
the effect of poison gases on humans. Was that
(say
purpo_se
research corldbe Coniucted with an entirely difierent
at
accidertts
to determine the degree of danger to people dyring *modeling"
(!y
by quite difieren[ methods
ohu*i""I plants)
"rJ of'animals or certain apparatus); that would
,"r" ,frtorigh the use
difierent.
be
-- something quite
deffne
In the ftrst-place w-e
i. Zlotntloi (posrgraduate):
-word "scientist" and then_ sp_eak lust
scientists
of
what is meant by^the
in general. I cannot use this word in respect_to the Hitlerites' Roger
BaJo, once divided people into three categories*those who do everyihirrg ,o as to rise ,6o.16 others; those who do so in order to elevate
theii caste, and such that do so in order to elevate the human race.
scientists.
It is to the latter category that I would refer the genuine jtself
can
K. Iegoroa (studenl):'In an amoral so-c1et;l cogniti-on
the
only be imoral.'In such conditions, one could theoretically_iustify
sciJntist who, after weighing everything soberly and following his
conscience, keeps certaii results oi his work secret. Actually, however, the questi;n stands in a somewhat difierent light. The scientist
is unable to k""p certain information secret- if only because it does
not belong to hiir alone, as a rule. He usually works in,a.group, not
on his o*i. Corr"quently, he must make uphis mind whether or not
he should work on-a given problem. That ii how the question stands,
matter since the scientist cannot always
and that is a more
"6mplei
foresee the results he will arrive at.

Which lnfluence ls Stronger?
Tha speakers began to plaru eoer n1,ore sttess on the moral asyegts
of t\a very process"of cognition, of scientifw actiaities, of knowledge
58

in the broad' sense of the word. ch.aracteristi,cally none of the speakers
erpressed the l.east doubt of the existenca oy i ll,nk batueen'lmowledge and morality. BM hont i"s trtd hnk gioen effect? rs it bila.teral
or unilateralP
P. Ryabushkin (student): There are two questions here: how does
science influence morals, and how do morals infuence science? which
exerts the shonger influence? I think that morality should exert the
sho-nger infuence. The rnoral criterion is drawn from a

wider sphere

of human relationships than that which is connected with science
alone. For instance, an important infuence on the development of
morality is exerted by art.
_ Y. Nooikoo (student): I agree. In practice, moral values are rarely
drawn from the propositions of scienie or frorn the experience of i
mant activities as scientist.
might seem that the pnfoose of such
-It
a man's life, his main aim, should-be
r-eally

cognition. Thaf is iow matters
if- we look at the young sci-entists. However, as soon as
_stand-

they defend their candidate's LhesiJ the incentive begins to flag in
some of them and the meaning of life changes. wti ir thatp it is
because some of them think that you are not"a full-{iedged member
of society unless you are a candidate of scienc e (lauihter). such
p"gllg g-o in for scientiftc work only to build up their"own status.
I think that is quite wrong.
.o, voronko (girl student)r It has been said here that not onry
science exerts an infuence on morarity. But then, it is
not morarity
alone that has an influence on science. such infuer""
i,
for examp-le, by the economy. Much depends on ;;";y;;'i"rr"l"*Lrt"a,
opme-nt of some branches of science is encouraged
m#e than that

of others.

K. raanoo (student): our state naturaly directs the activities
of

scientists in one degree or another. In the genuine scientist,
conscientiousness does not
on how moch -he is paid ard [he toors
t:n""_6
he is provide-d with. The driving force in him is Ltri"irrs-;rra,

the truth and to promote the welfare of the p"opt.. Ho,iu""r,
tfr"
state may_ interfere when it sees a non-rationil ,ise of funds
or an
unreasonable expenditure of the scientist's intellect, a leakage
of
scientif,c forces from areas that are of greater importance from
the
viewpoint of society's urgent needs.
siforoo (shrdent): In any case it is not moraritv that exerts
- A,greater
the
influence on science but science which h"J th" gr""tu,
infuence on morality. Morality- is a superstructural pherrofienor,
while, as has.,alre-adybeen said here, scieice is-actively entering
the
category of "productive force." Morality is difierent 'rrdu,
various

s
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SCIENCE AND MONALITY

science is always
social systems while, in the full sense of the word'
its own moralcreated
has
and
road
own
orr". S"i"rr"" lays down its
or to make
corPse
a
dissect
to
sinful
ity. In the past it was considered
show staunchness
use of contraception. It is sufffcient for scientists to
contrary were
e9
tj
appear'
to
norms
in their views ior new moral
rn questrue we would still be marking time at the medieval level
tions of moralitY (and science).
like'
D. Schtaingradt (student): I fully agree with that' If youmind'
andthe
*o*iiry i. , fi"a of inert element between cognition justifiable, but
ffi;t,we say that heart transplantation is morally
the
,r, ir61"t"d head is ,rot. thu shi'per the spurt made by science'
ofiered
opposition
more it feels the operation of the inertia of iest-the
bv moralitv. However, the mind will follow in the wake of science
,ia these so-called moral problems will fade away'

ffrst and foremost, a system of human relationships. As distinet,
for instance, from law, morality presupposses the freedom to choose
a line of action. It is of course best for that choice to be made on
the basis of knowledge, this comprising an area in which science,
knowledge, comes into contact with morality. This area (or areas)their number is growing all the time-should be studied and elab-

"U

Specily the Meaning ol the Concepts
groups-those
Thus the participants in the d'iscrtssion formed-tuo
supporters
and
mnralitg'
of
influence
whi iood. loi the "preilominant"
'science
of
the
concepts
Horueoer'
respect'
this
in
of
of the primacq*morality"
were treot;il in too namoa a sense' The
"scienca" and'
initial posing
*ei,aning of these concipts had to be specified and the
of the problem returned to.
' P. ilbokon. (docent): Professor Vorobyov suggested the{ollowing
formula, incidentally a widespread one: since science is becoming
a direct productive iorce and a synonym for life, it permeates everything anh affects man's every step, almost from the cradle' That is
;ii,h";" is nothing strangl in iaorality also being permeated by
science.

But what is meant by science? I will make so bold as to observe
that science is, ffrst ,rrd fo.u*ost, a system of lcnowledge' and not
knowledge. Besides science is a system of methods-experiormental, practical" and theoretical. Moreover, science as a certain
administration'
and
planning
j^t irrUJ"d structure me-ans personnel,

;;*t

do the categories of moiality infuence the work of the various
departments of science?
'A scientist has discovered a new phenomenon while using an
accelerator and makes a contribution to science. Is that in keeping
*th -orrl norms? I think that is a question which cannot be an-

f{o*

in simPle terms.
An experiment in medicine-heart transplantation-- is something
else. Here science obviously meets with a moral problem. Morality,
as distinct from science, includes not only a system of knowledge but

swered
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orated.

But is it possible, in principle, to build up a universal ethical
theory, the use of which will fully preclude moral errors? Such a
theory probably can be built, since there exists another and principal
distinction between science and morality.
Let us say that a student has skipped a lecture on quantum mechanics. Is he to be censured for that? We are told that he should
not because we should ftrst ffnd out the reason for his absence. Good,
we have learned the reason-the student was at a library reading up
on the works of Max Planck, the founder of quantum mechanics.
Thus, we have acquired simple knowledge outside of any system.
Are we now in a position to give an objective appraisal of the student's behavior? Obiectively we cannot; we can do so only subjectively (some will say he was wrong, others that he was right because
-and so on and so forth). Thus we are unable to speak not only of
the full merging of science and morals but even of the full scientification of morality in respect of all possible situations. These questions also call for further studv.
Courtesy Nooosti Press Agency
TTIE STARS OF YOUTH

Tasnrrurneuro Keny-Nryezov, veteran member of the Acailemy of Sciences of the Uzbek USSR, was asked by a Nooosti, correspondent whether
there was not a paradox in the fact that he, representing one of the oldest
sciences of the world, astronomy, shows so much concern for the problem
of the education of today's youth. The Academician answered heatedly;
"Why is my science necessarily associated with antiquity? Can the
young ignore the stars and fail to feel themselves part and parcel of the
entire universe

in our

age, the age

"Tlroyghout my_long life,
_
been dedicated

of outer

space?

for more than half a century, my work has
to the youth, above all. Among those who have studied
under me there are quite a few eminent teachers, engineers, professors,

masters and even academicians. Naturally, I am proud of them. . . . For
each of us, especially the youth, the problem of how to lioe is the most

vital. , . . First of all the instructions of a teacher should never contradict
his actions. That the meaning of his life be free of falseness, free of empty
phrases, free of inertly lived days outside of the struggle for justice, ior

truth.

"I have dedicated myself to astronomy, a science the ffeld of whose
quest is the boundless starry sky in which the brightest, closest and most
durable star is the star of youth-of our future."
6L

THE YOUNGER GENERATION
groups and often in the same places (Moscow, Krasnodar, the Mountainous Altai) as before, using the same questions and methods.

I

RENATA GUROVA

The Face of the
Younger Generation
fT IS a vety difficult task to single out the typical features of the
f Soviet yorrrrg", generation of the 60's from -among the great variety

of features typlcat of young people in general'
The young *"r, *ho rE'"gi"t his iridependent fife "lYiyt thinks
feelings
a lot abou,t the meaning of fif6, about happiness and duty' His
it'
realizes
he
and
shape
to
take
just
Leginning
are
and his views
attitude
lncompromising
and
new"critical
thE
of
feeling
A sharp
to the wirld on"the one hand, and alas, insufficient experience,
excessive belief in words and maximalism in demands and appraisals
on the other hand, are typical of the youth' Such a contradiction
life
sometimes rnakes the youn[ man too eaiily hurt and his future
him'
who
person
the
on
and career largely depend
-guides
This articlJ deals with the social values of contemporary Soviet
yo""! people. I believe that the best way to reveal.the speciffcs of
it uir"ioir", *orld is to make a direct comparison of their ideals with
the ideals of the younger generation that developed,under difierent
,o"i"i ryr,"*s. This is"one"aspect oJ the Broblel. The second and,
no less important aspect is to trace the tendencies in the development
of Soviet lorrrg people, the changes in their views, social values and
requirements ,tlat Gve taken place over the period of the past 30
to 40 years.
To make a scientiffc comparison it is necessary to Possess cornparable data. That is why when I organized a number of youth
opinion polls in the soviet union I ffrst examined_ questionnaires
distributed in France and Britain, the ques,tions included in an intervi"w orgarrized in the Federal Reputrlic of Germany, a1d the m-aterials
of seveial sociological studies rnade by Soviet scholars in the 20's
and 30's. I also studied the works of psychologists Kolotinslcy,
Montelli and vilenkina, researchers at the Methods of school work
Instihrte. These sociological studies were repeated with the same agc

Rr""r" G*""" is heacl of the Educational Sociology Section_ of the USSR
e""d"-, of Pedagogy, Her article, received through courtesy of Novosti Press
Agency, was translated
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by Feofanova of the Novosti

staff'

have also conducted mass questioning of people of different
ages to ffnd out the most typical features of contemporary Soviet
youth and to understand what makes them different from the older
generation, their strong and weak points.
This research has shown that, generally speaking, the Soviet young
people's world outlook, their ideological and political views and their
social values, meet the requirements of communist ideology. Speaking
about the positive quali,ties of the younger generation, the teachers,
parents, workers of industrial enterprises and college teachers (altogether 750 questioned ) listed such qualities as the young people's
love for their country, their willingness ,to defend it against any
enemies and to participate in all its great undertakings, their ability
to overcome difficulties, their sincerity, honesty, the independence of
their views and opinion, their striving for iustice, and their attitude

of collectivisrn.

The results of mass questioning of the young people reveal their
great interest in social and political problems. Eighty per cent of the
15,000 boys and girls questioned said that what interested them mos,t
of all was the struggle for peace, the growth of people's material
well-being and the struggle against the red tape that hinders the
development of the new communist society.
To take France, for example. According to the data cited by Duquesne, a sociologist, only three per cent of ,the young people questioned showed interest in major social and political issues.
It is interesting to cite the answers given by the Soviet, French,
and English young people to the question about happiness. ft turned
out that the Soviet young people had much more meaningful and
socially important values in life that the young people in the capitalist countries. Soviet young people believe that a clear conscience,
the fulffllment of duty to their country, true love and interesting work
are necessary for a person to be happy, while the English young
people spoke ffrst of all abou,t promotion, fame, popularity, a high
position in society; and the French spoke about good health, rnoney
and love.
The questions which M. Chevalier, a French journalist, asked the
young representatives of the FRG were repeated in Moscow. He
asked themr '?lease tell me in two words wha,t is your purpose in
life?" And the answers he heard in the FRG were as follows:-.Work
and money," "Good family and money," "A lot of money, a lot of
money." Not a single one of the 100 Soviet young people who were

THE YOUNGER GENERATION
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SOYIET YOATWS INTERNATION AL SOLIDAR.ITY
Ar rrm Srarp Ben-r rN Moscow there is an account No. 70072. Money
orders aro sent to it from all over the country, from funds earned by
youth. This banking account belongs to tlle Viebram Solidarity Fund'.The
inoney is osed tJ purchase medi"it e, indusHal equipment, vehicles;
clothes and other items which are then sent to the Vietnamese'
Young Soviet people aro rendering concrete assistance to their counteroarts in" Asia, Xri"a and Latin America. Young Soviet workers and

'.ngirree., can be found at the construction site of the Euphrates hydro'
en[ineerir,g project in Syria, the Aswan High Dam in the UAR, the alum-

in;m facfti in India, the cement factory in Mali and many other
g9ologlttt,. many of
projects in dozens of developing countries.
-sowiet
Syria, for-natural
and
India
oil
in
for
have
ptosp""ted
*to-,t" young,
gas in Afghanisian, for- diamonds in Guinea, and for sulphur in lraq'
ioung Soviet doctors have carried out a large scale vaccination

campaign

the refugees from Angola.
Jboot 2E,O0O Ioreign students,at Soviet educational instrTfiuru

amon"g

"r"
Friendship University and other higher,schools throughtutions, Lumumba
of yorrttg people from more than 40 countries
Hundreds
out the country.
in Asia, Africa and Latin America have been trained in the soviet union,
carrying the skills they have acquired b-1ck to their own countries. while
stuclyirft dtey receive-grants to cover all-expenses from the Commitee ot
Youih 6rganizations and the USSR Student Council'
Moscou Neos, No. 27, 1969
asked the same question spoke about money as the chief purpose in
life. Instead, thJ following answers were pxedominant: "To study,

to be useful to the people," "Io go to college, to have interesting
work,- "To ffnish coilege with flying colors, to take a postgraduate
course and to do something reaIy useful for the country."
A new correlation betwen the personal and social is the most
typical feah[e of all Soviet young pe-ople. They thing ffrst of all
adout the people and then about themselves. The most popular phrase
among thJm is, "If I am only for myself then who needs meP'

be noted that the plevalence of important social interests and requirements over narow, personal ones has grown considerably among the Soviet youth during the past 20 to 30 years. In
\g27 Montelli ievealed in a rather indirect way the wishes and requirements of senior graders. He 3s]3lthem: "'What-would you do
ii you could do anything you wish?" Then most of the answers reve;led the young people's desire to travel in the ffrst place, for
material values in the second place, and striving to improve the life
of all the people, only in the third place. The same questioning repeated in ig68 yielded quite difierent results. Most of the answers

TT SHOULD

I

u

(56 per cent) showed their concern for the people-the struggle for
world peace, ;the shuggle against disease, the struggle for communism
in the ffrst place, their interest in broadening their outlook (84 per
cent) in the second place, and private requirements in the third
place-only 18 per cent of the answers.
The theoretical views of contemporary senior graders, which reflect their thorough Inowledge of the dialectics of social development,
are of special interest. "Suppose that an honest man, the proponent
of progress, became omnipotent. He would immediately rid mankind
of world imperialism, nuclear weapons, diseases, narcotics, alcohol,
gambling and delinquency. Then eternal peace and prosperity would
reign supreme on our planet," says one of the senior graders. Another
young man adds to thisr "The essence of progress is the fact that the
common people who don't have any magic wands are building their
future, are improving the level of science, technology and culture and
improving the.mselves in this process. The rnain thing is to insure
that the man could work and realize his personal plans."
The results of the series of studies once conducted by Kolotinsky
testify to the same process of the growth of impor,tant social values
at the expense of private egoistic interests. Beginning with lg1g and
until 1929 I(olotinsky systematically questioned, ffrst, tsarist school
graduates and then Soviet school graduates in the city of Krasnodar,
according to the same program. These are the results of his questionings.

I9I8

Unselffsh 20
Selffsh965tz

r916

20

1921

22

192A
ZL

In 1969 we conducted questioning again using the same system,
in the same school in Krasnodar. There was not a single one among
the M graduates who would say that a purely selffsh outlook was

most important to him.
While- the young people's ideals are expressed in their purposes
in life, their main requirements are expressed in their aniwers ,to
the-question:-_'What would you like to have more than anything else
in the world?"
In 1926, 68 per cent of the lOth-graders said that they would
,_
like to have material beneffts (to be rich, to have money and good
things). In 1969 only two per cent spoke of material values. The ffrst
place in all the answers now is given to intellect, lanowledge and
talent.

Kolotinsky's questionnaire also contains the question about the
65
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1969

purpose and meaning of life. Unlike the experience of the past years,
when one out of each ffve questioned said that there was no purPose
or meaning in life, all the young people questioned in 1969 mentioned
what they believed were the purpose and meaning of life. Using

Kolotinsky's classiffcation we obtained the following picture:

7926
827
984

1969

tnpercent dnpercent
Personal selffsh purposes in life
Unselffsh social pulposes in life
Vague

700,000 Komsomol young men and women cultivate virgin lands,
thousands of them volunteer to work in the Extreme No*h and the

Far East, to build railways, power sta,tions and new cities.
Lofty strivings and ideals, restless characters, an uncomPromising
attitude to shortcomings, willingness to ftght for iustice, for people's
happiness-these are ,the ffne, strong qualities of today's Soviet youth
to whom the older generation passes the baton of life.

2
I

Self-improvenrent pu4roses

"Ttre struggle for peace,o "To bring communism closer," "To
serve my country," "I want our genera ion of the sixties to leave
something useful and valuable to our descendants," "To live so as
to have no torturing regrets for years without purpose, for pitiful and
mean existence," "To do something useful for the people, to clo everything to make people around you happy," "To bring people happiness," "To make life still more beautiful." These are the main purposes
whieh the Soviet young people pursue.

rfrHUS WE can state that the Soviet system of education has sco.ed
I considerable success in developing ihu yorrrg people's ideological
and political views.
But the most important thing is that the younger generation lives
up to its word. Three and a half million Komsomols (Communist
Youth League members) were awarded. orders and medals for their
heroic exploits in the battleffelds of the Great Patriotic War, while
seven thousand young people, the best of the best, the most courageous and unselffsh, were awarded the honorary title of Hero of the
Soviet Union.

of our educated classes have proved-and sealed
the proof with the blooil of thousands of revolutionaries tortured to death
by the government*.their ability and readiness to shake frorn their feet
the dust of bourgeois society anil join the ranks of the socialists. The

Tnr sssr

We all take it for granted that the young people, and Komsomols
in the ffrst place, go wherever it is more difficul,t to work. Some

rq>resentatives

worker who can look on inilifferently while the government sends troops
against &e student youth is unworthy of the namo of socialist, The students came to the aid of the workers-the workers must come to the aid
of the stuclents.

V. L Lenin,

1901

from Lentn on Yornh, p. 67

TAMERI,AN YESENOV

Youth in Factories3
A Social Portrait
OWADAYS many Soviet sociologists, economists, journalists,
the life plans
and interests of factory youth. According to the latest data the proportion of workers unde 30 years of age in the decisive branches
of the national economy is as follows: in industry, 42.2 per cent, in
construction, 60.8 per cent, in transport, 46.7 per cent. More than
half of the young people employed in industry have secondary or
higher education. Educational standards determine the degree of creativity in the labor of the young worker. Investigations reveal that
young workers with seeondary education master new machinery
twice as fast as those who lack it. Young people strive for creative
work, prefer activities that contain elements of creativity. This desire
was voiced, according to the sociologists, by 56 per cent of the workers polled in Rostov Region. Fifty-two per cent of young workers are
improving their qualiftcations; 45 per cent of young men and women
combine work and studies at higher educational establishments, technical schools, schools for working youth, and advanced training

lll
I\

philosophers, lawyers and educators are studying

courses.

Right after the establishment of Soviet power, it was decreed that
young people should work only six hours a day but get eight-hourday pay. For the ffrst time in history the youth received political and
social rights. The young have the right to a free choice of profession
and receive free professional training. More than 23 million young
workers went through the vocational training schools, with their upkeep fully provided by the state.
Asked "Are you sure you will be able to learn the trade you want
g7
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and then to

saro

get a job

in your line?," 94 per cent of the boys and girls

yes.

Soviet working you,th associate the realization of their life plans
-the improvement of educational, cultural and weUare standards and
living conditions*primarily with production, with the raising of their
qualiffcations for the mastering of a new (and second) trade. Out
of 233 young workers, 100 said their chief aim was to master their
trade; 64 wanted to improve thein qualiftcations; and 59, to master
a new trade. These ffgures ,testify to the striving for growth, to an
unwillingness to be content with what has been already achieved.
Investigations stress the vital importance of the possibility of
choosing a trade and perfecting one's skill. According to Leningrad
scientists, 880 out of the 2,665 workers polled think there is nothing
more important in life than interesting work, although wages also
matter a good deal; 617 think that the content of work comes first;
and only 899 named wages as the criterion of their attitude toward
work.
The general improvement of the cultural standards of the young
workers is conducive to the enrichment of ,their spiritual world, to
the development of their talents, aesthetic tastes and requirements.
They strive to master the wealth of Soviet and world culture, the
achievements of literature and art. The Soviet youth never cuts itself
off from the culture of other peoples.
Here is what the da,ta of a sociological poll conducted in Leningrad say in this connection: 86 per cent of young people go in for
art, 77.L per cent for sport, 61.6 per cent for tourism.
The most characteristic thing is that more than half of young
factory workers are keen on reading, with 87 per cent of them having
a collection of socio-political ,books. A poll in which more than
youths and girls of a group of Urals enterprises took part showed that,
on the average, every young u,orker subscribes to two or three news
papers.

of young workers is a growing interest in theory.
in the laws governing social phenomena,
philosophical essence of scientiffc discoveries, the shaping of the perCharacteristic

They are interested

sonality and such moral categories as honor, duty, happiness.
*I think that the task today is not just to copy the revolutionari
of the early years of Soviet power," one of the Rostov pollees writes.
"Each new generation of revolutionaries solves its historical
and ffnds for itself the appropriate methods and its own style of stru
gle and life. We want to take over the very essence of the revolu
hardened characters, their deep communist conviction."
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IN

FACTORIES

Asked 'lMhat do you need, above all, to be happy?", young workers answered: to have an interesting iob (73.5 per cent), always to
have a goal in life (78.5 per cent), to be useful to people (54.8 per
cent), to ,be respected by comrades (49.8 per cent).
The returns of sociological investigations show that as a whole

working youth are intolerant of such human vices as cowardice,
overindulging in alcohol, subsewience, egoism, hypocrisy, money
grabbing, indifierence.
It is obvious to any objective observer that there has evolved a
new type of the young Soviet worker in the USSR. This, as a ru1e,
is a man working in his line and having at his disposal broad opportunities for improving his qualiffcations. He is well-educated and
highly-cultured, has a developed sense of collectivism and strives
for the ideals of humanism.
Courtesy Novosti Press Agency

LAYRENTYEI/ ON FREEINC CRE,4TIYITY
Trrrns anr cREAT sEnvrcrs to the credit of our systefir of education. To
our schools we owe the Iiteracy of our people. Today the school system
is called upon to provide a secondary education for all our citizens. That
does not mean that our system of education is not open to criticism and
that there is no room for improvement. Quite the contrary, the more
complicated the tasks confronting our society, the more changes and
improvements must take place in our system of education. It is advisable,
I think, to go on teaching the same general subjects as before until the
seventh or eighth grade. But in the eighth form difierentiation should
begin, with teaching of a deffnite bias-physics and math, biology and
agronomy, technical science, history and philology. Our schools would
then provide early training in a $ven ffeld and promote thinking along
the lines of that ffeld.
I am well aware of the responsibility of such a step. But I have before
me the example of our physics and math general education school in
Akademgorodok (Novosibirsk) with six years experience behind it now.
At this school Russian, a foreign language, history and other subjects are
taught, but the stress is on math, physics, chemistry and biology.
We are planning to open a few more specialized schools in our Academy
town, one of them stressing the technical sciences and invenHon. . .
It would be a good thing to have schools stressing biology, agronomy,
medicine or chemistry.

To scout for gifts and the gifted is to tap our greatest resources. And
the wealth we possess in terms of capable people is fabulous. We must
create a system of education in which the loss of talent would be reduced
to a minimum. Gifted people in all ffelds of scierace and technology will
enable us to scale the greater heights.
Academician Lavrentyev is head of the Siberian branch of the
USSR Academy of Sciences and of Akademgorodok. The above
is quoted from a recent article,
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SOUTH VIETNAM

NGUYEN NGOC DT'NG

Youth of South Yietnam
Fights US Aggression
Mme. Nguyen Ngoc Dung, a l,eailer of the South Yietnamese Studpnt
Liberation Mooernent, has been gooil enough to reply to a mt"rnba of
qtkstions setrt fu her la* sutrlrner by NWR edi,tor lessica Smith.
Mme. Dung otstteil Catada thls past IulU 6 a guest of the Canadinn
peace organlzatlott, Volce of Women, The too other members of the delegdion @ere Mrnp, Yo Thl The, professor of li.terature of the Uni.oersi.ty
of Hatnl, anil Mme. Le Thl Cao, teacher, Catholic, member of the Natiannl
Ldberution Front. YOW organlzed meetlngs for the Yietnamese uotnen
alJ aooss Canad.a, tn ohtch many American tDomen, from Women Strike
for Peace and other organizations, also participated,.
Mrs. Mwlel Duckwofih, YOW President, daclored, u:hereoer meetings uith the Yietrwmese uamen were held people becarne ooerahelmingly
*tLv only uay to end the war is by the unconditional
conoinced that
uithdraual of all American troops from Yianam to alloto the Yiotnamese

to

settl.e

their own future."

Through the courtesy of Mrs. Kay McPherson, Chabman of the VOW
Vi,$it Conunittee, NWR receioed, the folloroing anflDers from Mme. Dung
as oell as rcplies to si,miku questions d,uring moetings in Canad,a,

WHAT have been the effects of US aggression on the student
movement and young people of South Vietnam?
A. Almost a century of French colonial rule thoroughly taught
Vietnamese youth and students fiat foreign domination, no matter
what its form, in practice means plunder, economic exploitation,
obscurantism and contempt for our national culture.
With the American aggression which followed the departure from
Vietnam of the French colonialists, the students and young people
of South Vietnam saw their villages reduced to ashes, their families
persecuted, their sisters ravished ;by the G.I's. Students have seen
their teachers and professors sent to concentration camps for refusing to serve the US aggressors. They have seen their schools and
universities transformed into centers for recruiting vile servants of
the US war machine. The students are compelled by the Saigon
puppet administration to renounce their own heroic country, they
themselves are conscripted and forced to serve the war plans of the
Pentagon by taking up arms against their own brothers and relatives.

O
"
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Happiness, the joy of studying or of scientiffc or artistic creation
which are the birthright of all the youth of the world, have been
reduced to meaningless words in South Vietnam. It has become a
country where incessantly, every moment, American bombs, napalm
and toxic chemicals are exterminating human, animal and vegetable
Iife without distinction. It has become a country where the dollar
and the prison are employed in turn to push young people into crime

and treason.

That is why students and South Vietnamese youth of conscience,
and rnost of these are in our liberation movement, are obliged to make
their contribution to the struggle of our people to put an end to the
unspeakable sufiering and humiliation. Many of them are $ving their
lives in the ffght for our country's liberation.
Q. How does life go on in the liberated zones under the rain of US
bombs and shells?
A. An immense number of bombs are dropped. I wont go into
details-you must know about this. Our people have already a great
deal of experience about the kind of plane to watch for and where
it will drop its bombs.
We work in the ffe1ds only at night because of the bombings.
Meetings are held at night. We do our shopping at night. Especially,
the children go to school at night. This is difficult for them, because
children are already sleepy by eight o'clock in the evening. We try
our best to get them to go to classes from five to seven in the morning.
In places where it isn't safe for the ehildren to go to school at night,
there are home shelters.
In many places we must cook our food only before dawn and late
at night. In the iu-ngles even a little smoke can invite bombing. In
the places where food is cooked, we have a system of re-direiting
the smoke. When we are in an enemy area we have only cold meali
Everyone must have camouflage. fn many places toric chemicals
have destroyed all the leaves, so peasants in the riceffelds and children going to school must use dry straw and things like that for
camouflage. We try not to concentrate too many people in an area.
As in North Vietnam, there are air raid shelters everywhere in
South Vietnam. In the schools there is a special person who sounds
the alert when neeessary, and all the children go to the shelters.
There is no electricity, so they ring a bell. In places subjected to
heavy shellings, people build their homes in tunnels. In places where
artillery units are stationed, puppet soldiers sometimes come to the
village to warn them of the time of shelling so people can go to
shelters.
7L
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We can't dig deeply enough to have real shelters in the lowlands,
full of watery swamps, such as the Mekong Delta. It is dangerous
to channel off the water because it would spread disease. We can
only have tunnels, near the surface. This is especially hard on women
with babies. They have to put their babies in plastic basinettes that
float, since the water in the tunnels comes up to the women's armpits, or they hang up hammocks for their babies, to keep them dry.
It is especially dificult for pregnant women or women giving birth.
Yury women simply die from shock while in labor-if they are not
killed by bombs.
The Americans also use various types of delayed bornbs, that
explode only after the children come out of the ihelters. Mothers
and teachers have to examine areas that have been bombed, and put
markers where such bom-bs have fallen, so that they can be avoidld,
children have to be carefully taught not to pick up unfamiliar objects,
because_they are attracted to such things and often bring them home
where they explode later, if not on the way.
- Q. How does the student liberation movement carry on its struggles against us aggression, and what are its plans ior the futuie
and relations with the Provisional Revolutionary Government?
. 4. Tf" plan of the youth and students is to cany on their struggle for the liberation of their country until the complete realization
of their fundamental national rights of independenci and self-determination.

- Concretely, in the regions still occupied by the Americans and
their puppets, they- work against conscription, against compulsory
military
$aining in the universities and colleges, against fascist-repression by the puppet Saigon administration, for the defense of the national culture. They do everything possible to rescue the wounded
and to free political prisoners.
Many of the youth enlist in the liberation armed forces or volunteer
the yndSrgrould work of the NLF in urban occupied regions.
fo_r
Many join the medical service, the teaching service o, ih" sonfi arrd
dance ensembles in the zones liberated by th'e NLF in south vietnam.
The students and youth have won the respect and esteem of the

pgpylriigland they

are represented in all [he leading committees
of the NLF. Now mary of our students and youth ,r""to be found
at various levels of the Provisional Revorutionary Government.
For example, Ho Huu Nhut, former reader of'the Generar union
of students of saigon and leader of the students of the Alliance of
the National Democratic and peace Forces of saigon was recerdy
named PRG Vice-Minister of Education and youth."
72

Our students wholeheartedly support the PRG l2-point

pro-

gram of action,* which corresponds cornpletely with their aspirations
for national independence, peace, democracy, neukality and the
gradual reuniffcation of the country.
Q. What is their position as to the prospects for a peaceful solu-

tion of the Vietnamese problem?
A. They ffrmly support the NLF IO-point solution* advanced
May B at the Paris conference which the Provisional Revolutionary
Government has adopted as its own.
In short, the students and youth of South Vietnam lnow there is
no way to true and lasting peace in South Vietnam except through
the unconditional, total and immediate departure of all the American
forces of aggression and those of other foreign countries in the American camp, and through self-determination by the South Vietnamese
people. The latter must freely decide the question of their future
regime without foreign interference and establish a coalition government in a spirit of national reconciliation by truly free and democratic
elections.

If the United States

sincerely desires an end to the war and really

right of the South Vietnamese people to self-determinait
has
tion, as
always pretended, it must withdraw not a part but all
of its troops, not little by little and with an indeftnite delay, but
immediately. It possesses means of transport that are sufficiently modern to complete this very rapidlyl It must renounce imposing on the
South Vietnamese people the present vile and corrupt Saigon administration-its own creation-and must accept as the basis for the
peaceful settlement of the Vietnamese problem the reasonable proposals of the Vietnamese people embodied in the I0-point program,
- Under the present situation in South Vietnam, all intelligent and
objective persons must see clearly that truly free and dernocratic
elections could not be held either with the presence of the American
trgops or under the exclusive-auspices of the NLF or of the Saigon
administration. That is why the formation of a provisional coalit-ion
govern-m€nt composed of elements of all the nationalis! peaceful and
neutral forces of south vietnam is clearly indispensable }or that end.
respects the

The rigged up proposals for elections by the United States and the
Saigon puppets, which ignore these fundamental conditions, can have
no other purpos_e than_ to avoid negotiation on the NLF proposals.

They _are intended only to hide the intention, disavowed 6y the
united states, of perpetuating American control of south vietnam.
* For details of NLF 1O-point program and PRG program
of action see Znd
Quarter 1969 NWR.
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NIXON'S WAR

Q. Would you send a brief message to American students who
will be rea&ng this Youth Issue of NWR?
A. To you American students, engaged in deeply felt search to
gain new understanding and better solutions for a just and happy
society in your countly, we wish to tell you that this war of
aggression that your government is waging in your name in Vietnam
is completely contrary to the traditions of liberty of the American
people and is an indefensible crime condemned by all humanity.
We Vietnamese students have no ambition other than to live in
freedom and peace on the land that our ancestors bequeathed to us.
We are ffghting only for our national independence just as formerly
Washington and Jefierson, with the American people, valiantly fought
for the independence of the United States. We greot with deep erno'
tion the antikar movement led by American students and youth, and
particularly the anti-draft movement. We e-xPress our solidarity
wittr ttre American people of conscience who have courageously opposed this war of aggression agalns! our people' We will work together to win respect for our will for peace and_ justice. The Vieti"*"r" are ready to sacriffce everything rather than be slaves. But
we have complete con-ffdence in our victory in the near future.

Stappeil Up B-52 Bombing Raiils

I\VER the last six months, B-52 stratofortresses and other modern US planes
\-l have dropped 130,000 tons of bombs on a monthly avetage (inclu&ng 4
or 5i-.ton bombs), 15,000 tons more than during the last montls of 1968' In
Dien Hong (Quang Nam), a narrow strip of land, each inhabitant received an
5 tons from B-52's.
B-59's also devastated crops and villages, particularly in Thu Dan Mot province where many villages were burned down. On March 28, 1969, Defense
Secretary M. Laird acknowledges that 129,000 toas of bombs were monthly
dumped on Souttr Vietnam, i,e., L2 per cent more than during the last months
average of

of

1968.

On June 21, 1969, US and puppet planes flew 5,000 missions, transporting
18,000 raiding troops and air striking Long An, Tay Ninh, Kontum.
In Duong Minh Chau area, within L5 days ending May 5, 1969, B-52's carried
out 800 sortres, dropping 24,000 tons of bombs. In Tay Ninh, on May 11, 1969,
US and puppet planes used different types of bombs, including 15,000-pound
bombs.

Toxic Chemicals and Poison Gas Against Cir:ilians
URING the last six months, according to incomplete ffgures, 22 provinces
in South Viet Nam have been struck by toxic chemicals and CS poison gas:
many people have beerr killed, crops and fruit trees destroyed, thousands of
people seriously poisoned.

At

Mount Dat

(Ba Ria)

Australian trooPs sprayed CS

for I0

days on

civilians.

NIXON'S WAR ON VIETNAM
Mme. Dung sent us as supplemantary material o copy of the English-language
neu)spaper prfulished. in Cambodia, South Vietnam in Struggle, containing tlw
following mateNal under the heading "Facts and Figures on First Sia Months

of the Ndron Wot Intersificatiort!'

tr\URING the last six months, the number of "mopping-up"

operations has

-[-l dorbl"d in cqmparison with the previous period.
In January 1969, large-scale US-puppet "sweeps" in Gia Dinh resulted in
23,000 houses deshoyed and two villages (Hhai My, Tan Thanh 'tay) ruzed
to the ground.
In February 1969, 1,200 civilians were massacred in terrorist raids aimed
at wiping out the Ba Pang An area. In March 1969, the American and puppet
c,ommand launched 5 important "sweeps" in Da Nang, Quang Ngai, Quang
Tri and Cong H'Rinh. In April 1969, a 9,000-strong enemy task force mounted
large-scale "sweeps" in the heart of Saigon-Cholon.
In ]une 1969, the US-Saigon command ffelded 7,000 troops to sweep the
coastal plain of Da Nang; six villages of Dien Ban district (Quang Nam) with
an area of 400 sq. kilometers were levelled,258 of. the 487 hamlets north of
Da Nang were blotted out. An

unprecedented number

of

planes was massively

deployed in bombings of densely populated areas including the periphery ot
Saigon, Hue and Da Nang.

Six mountain districts of Quang Ngai anil many plains districts of Quang
Nam were attacked with chemicals at the end of May and the beginning of
(less than one lcrn from
June 1969, In the last days of June, the Vuon Dieu area
Tay Ninh City), turned into a "strategic hamlet," was raided wirh explosives
and poison gas! over 100 people were killed, 150 people critically afiected,
300.houses demolished, crops ruined.

What was more atrocious, on May Day and Buddha's birthday anniversary
1969, enemy planes doused with I50 barrels of chemicals, thickly populated
areas with many pagodas, close to Gia Dinh city, to prevent workers' demonstrations anil Buddhist festivities'

"Freedonf' and, "Democracy)'i a Moekery
QINCE the beginning of the year, over 20 Saigon papers and magazines

have

l)

been banned, others have been stringently censored and many people have
been detained, In some areas near Saigon, 4 out of every l0 inhabitants have
been put in prison and two out of every ten subjected to pressganging. On ]une
28, 1969, Ly Q"y Chung, member of the "Lower House" and editor of The Nation's Voice wrote: "Under the regime of Nguyen Van Thieu, there is no fre+

dom whatsoever."
NrxoN on antiwar protests: "Under no circumstances

whatever. ." f'Our job is to keep up unrelenting
'be
is

will I be afiected

pressure until the
forced to
Administration
afiected' by the protests"-Anne M, Bennett
at planning meeting for Fall ofiensive against Viebam war.
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HO CHI MINH

An editorial on September 5, in Nhan Dan, ofrcial Party PaPer,
pledged continued unity around the collective of Ho Chi Minh's
"closest comrades in arms," and promised to carry out Ho's demand

Tributes to Ho Chi Minh
,THE DEATH of Ho Chi Minh

on September I was mourned all
over the world. Tributes poured in to the Government of the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam and to the Vietnam Workers Party
from heads of government and people of all the socialist countries,
numerous countries of Africa, Latin America and Asia, and from
the heads of many capitalist countries as well as people's organizations. Condolences were sent by government heads and leaders of
Sweden, India, Pakistan, Canada, France and many other countries.
In the United States the big metropolitan dailies devoted many
columns of space to news, editorials and stories of the remarkable
life of this remarkable man. Harrison Salisbury wrote in The New
'[ork Times that even in 1969 "Ho still would have won any popular
referendum honestly and fairly conducted in the whole in Vietnam."
So laudatory were the commentaries that the Wall Street lournal
(September 9) was constrained to complain editorially that they
had been "disturbed . . . by the tone of panegyrii' that had crept
into so many of the stories on the death of Ho Chi Minhl
On the foor of the US Congress, Rep. Edward I. Kpch, a freshman Democrat from Manhattan, rose to urge that the United States
should say to the Vietnamese, "Let the death of I{o Chi Minh end
the war and end it now with an immediate ceaseffre." He reminded
the members of the House that to many of the Vietnamese people
"Ho Chi Minh is George Washington, Abraham Lincoln, and John
Kennedy. Whatever we may think of him and knowing that he was
a tough and dedicated Communist, we must recognize that he was,
above all, a patriot in his own country" (The New York Times, September 7).
On September 10, Senator J. W. Fulbright (D.-fuk.) chainffin of
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, disclosed that he had suggested that President Nixon send a delegate to the funeral of Ho Chi
Minh in Hanoi, in the hope that this might lead to better relations
with North Vietnam. He received a brusque reply that "it was not
a good idea."
On September 28, former DRV Vice President Ton Duc Thang
was elected to succeed Ho Chi Minh as President of North Vietnam.

r
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to continue ffghting "until there is not a single aggressor in the country'' and to stand by his declaration that "the Vietnamese people
ffrmly demand the withdrawal of all US and satellite troops, not
the withdrawal of only 25,000 or 250,000, but a total, complete, unconditional withdrawal."

HO CHI MINH'S
I,AST WILL AND TESTAMENT
The Last Will and. Testament of Ho Chi Minh, wrdtten last May, oas read
ceremonies by Le Duan, first secretary of tha Vietnam Workers
Partg. Ercerpts of the testament, uhich shou Ho's special concertu for gu.mg

at the funeral
people, follou.

I will speak about the Party. Thanks to its close unity and total dedi-E' cation to the working class, the people and the fatherland, our party has
been able, since its forrirdiog, to unite,'organize and lead o,r, p"oflu io un
ardent struggle and conduct them from victory to victory.
Within the party, to achieve broad democracy and to practice seff-criticism
and criticism regularly and seriously is the best way to consolidate ancl dwelop
the union and unity of mind in the party. Genuine affection should prevail

ETIRST

among all comrades.

The Working Youth Union members and our young people as a whole are

of an excellent nature, ardent to volunteer for vanguard tasks, undeterred by
difficulties, striving for progress, The party must give much attention to their
education in revolutionary morality, and train them into continuators of the
building of socialism, both "red' and "expert."
Training and educating the revolutionary generation to come is a highly
important and necessary task.
Our laboring people, both in the plains and in the mountain areas, have
for ages suffered hardships, feudal and colonial oppression and exploitation.
Furthermore, they have experienced many years of war.
Yet our people have shown great heroism, great courage, ardent enthusiasm,
and are hard-working. They have always followed the party since it came into
being, and they have always been loyal to it. . . .
Our rivers, our mountains, our men will always remain. The Yanla defeated,
we will build our country ten times more beautiful. No matter what diliiculties
and hardships may lie ahead, our people are sure to win total victory. The US
imperialists will have to pull out. Our fatherland will be reuniffed. Our compatriots in the North and in the South will be reunited under the same roof.
Our country will have the signal honor of being a small nation which,
tluough an heroic struggle, has defeated two big imperialists-the French and
the American-and made a worthy contribution to the national liberation
movement.

About the world Communist movement, having dedicated my whole life

n

4tI QUARTER, 1909
to the cause of the revolution, I am the more proud to see the growth of tle
international Communist and workers movement. I am the more deeply griwed
NWR,

at the dissensions that are dividing the fraternal parties.
I wish that our party will do its best to contribute efiectively to the restoration of unity among the fraternal parties on the basis of Marxism-Leninism
and proletarian internationalism, in a manner consonant to the requirements
of heart and reason. I am sure that the fraternal parties and countries will
unite again.
My ultimate wish is that out whole party and people, closely united in the
struggle, build a peacefd uniffed, independent, democratic and prosperous
Vieham, and make a worthy contribution to the world revolution.

SoYTET.DBV COMMUNTQUE
Sooiet Prime MinWq Alereg Kosygin anil a d,dlegatton of Sooiet Cooernmont

anil Partg baderc lwld discwsions with DRY Gooernmant and Party leaders
iluring theb stq in Hatwt, Septornber 6-70, to atmd the fuineral of Ho Chd Mtnh,

The ilelegation, dn th.e conttrutnlque lssueil at the enil of the corwersddons, stated
that the CPSU Central Committee and the Soai.et Goaemmmt had adopted a
decieion to lmmartalize Ho Clrt Minlfs memary in the Soodot tJnion os afi et'
presslon of profound, looe of Cunmuni,sts and, the entlre Sooiet people for lfun.
The communique contirwes, dn part:

HE PARfi and Government delegation resolutely

denounced the aggressive

war of US imperialists against the Vietnamese people and conffrmed

-f

lution to

reso-

giving the necessary assistance to the Vietnamese people and
support them in the struggle, in socialist construction in North Vietnam, in
liberation of the south and peaceful uniffcation of the country. The Soviet union
supports the ten-point overall program of the south viehram'National Liberation
Front and the Provisional Revolutionary Government of the Republic of south
vietnam and strongly demands that the united states should stop the war of
aggression in vietnam and that all the troops of the united states and its
satellites must be unconditionally withdrawn from South Vietnam. The United
states must respect the basic national rights of the vietnamese people and
enable the population of south vietnam to decide their afiairs withiut any

sin_cere

-expression

of fraternal friendship and militant solidarity between

peoples of the two countries.

the

_ A_ DRv delegation lpaded by Premier phan yan Dong oisdted, Moscolt)
october 14-75, corilial meetings usith prernier Kosygin and,-others resulted, ln
agteement prcaid,ing new free aid, and lnng-term credits, The US press
falsety
(porte! reduction i,n Soaiet aid,, si,nce cessation of tJS bombing of the North
has reduced,_need of anti-aircraft defense, soaiet aid lrrlill tn
faa incr"ose, inctudn
ing material for restori,ng and, detseloping DRV econmny as well as for defense,
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TIIE COMMUI\IIST PARTY OF TIIE TTNITED

STATES

CPUSA cotuilolences aere sent to the Central Committee o! the Vietutam
Workers Partg tn a memorial sdgned, by Hmry Winston, Chairm.an, Gw Hall,
Cmeral Secretary and, larnes E. lackson, lnternational Sectdaty, on behalf ol
the National Committee of the Party. The sta.tement sai,il in part:

IUI-ANKIND has lost a great revolutionary leader, a brilliant Marxist-Leninist

J.VI teacher. So much of the poetic longing in the heart of man for a kind
world gentled with the perfumed beauty of flowers and the joyful sounds of
chil&en's laughter entered into the all-sided humanism of the personal life he
lived, the prodigious works he performed, and the cause he served throughout
his lifetime. The name of Ho Chi Minh will ever be associated with the noblest
deeds and loftiest dreams of mankind to achieve on the earth a truly fraternal
community of the people, all enjoying equality and full satisfaction of their
material and spirifual needs: for a world without war, t)'ranny, Poverty or
preju&ce. The father of the DemocraUc Republic of Vietnam, the creator and
Ieader of the Lao Dong (Communist) Party, this man of consummatepatriotism
-tl-uee times the liberator of his country frorn the successive imperialist invaders
from Japan, France and the United States-was at the same time an international-revolutionary of the highest purity. He fought for the brotherhood ol
man, for the heedom and advancement of the peoples of all lands and climes
and colors, no less ardently then he fought for the liberation of his own homeland from the heel of the invaders.

_continue

outside interference.
The vietnamese leaders expressed warm gratifude to the party, Government
and-the-people of the soviet union who gave and are giving all-round assistance
to- the vietnamese people in the struggle against Americai aggressors, for the
s1[1!on of the country, and in socialisl construction in the Deir"ocratic Republic
of vietnam. The vietnamese leaders stressed that the fact that the soviet-party
and Government delegation came for the funeral of president Ho chi Minh is

a

HO CHI MINH

GUS

IL{LL

From an address deltoered, at tha Memorial Meaing for Ho ChC Minh on

Septernbu 78 xponsored by the New York Communis't Pafiy, reporting on hts
attenilnnce d the funeral of Ho Chi Minh. Gw Hall, CPUSA General Secretarg,
uos the onlg Atnerican present at the funeral.

T WAS more than a funeral. It was a moment of great poUtical significance.
It was an historic occasion for an oath of rededication, for a pledge to carry
on the struggle symbolized by the life of Ho Chi Minh.
It was a moment of a nation in tears*but with clencheil ffsts, a people in

mourning and ffghting. . . .
He was a leader of the revolutionary processes. He had a most clear understanding of its direction and goal. He knew the dl"namics of the revolutionary
tide.
He clearly saw the unity of the different currents in this process. For Ho Chi
Minh, the historic revolutionary transition from capitalism to socialism and the
struggle for national liberation were two currents in one stream of history. . . .
Sooner or later, US imperialism will have to face the hard realities of Vietnam. . . . There can be no political settlement of any question with a puppet
government that is ffghting against US troop withdrawal. There can be a
political settlement only through a coalition government that supervises
both the elections and the troop withdrawals,
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CUBA'S MESSAGE TO VIETNAIVI
Flilel Ca.stro, Cubals Prlme Ministq and First Secretary ol the Communtst
Partg of Cuba, and, PrcstiLent Dr. Ossald,o Dotti,c6s Torrada sent the follnaing
rnessage to Pham Van Dong, DRY Prime Ministq and, Political Bureau rnernber,
on belwfi of the Cuban Goaernmerrt and Party, on the d.eoth ol the "deat anil
ailmiredi' Ho Chi Mtnh,

If/E

ARE deeply moved by the loss of t}re unyielding combatant for the

HO CHI MINH

is gone? I can see many, they still stand. Theret That mountain will always
stand and Ho Chi Minh is that mountain-a death heavier than Mt. Thai.
66UNCI.E

HO: A QUIET GIAIYT,,

W. F. Bossette, Black Press Intertwtional writer, utote a tri,bute to Ho CM
Minh under the abooe tdtle tn M,thammad Speaks, September 19, Ercerpts follow;

VY independence of the Vietnamese people, the cause of socialism and the
right of all the oppressed peoples to be the masters of their own destiny.
His life was a luminous example of the highest revolutionary and human
virtues. Very rarely did a leader, at times of trial, give such exceptional proofs
of intelligence, coolheadedness, courage, self-denial, firmness and skill, Never
before, in such a small geographical space and brief span of time, was a more
decisive battle waged for the sake of humanity than that which was led by
Comrade Ho Chi Minh against Yankee imperialism and its satellites in Vietnam,
impregnable bastion in the world revolutionary struggle and generous example

O CHI MINH, who is being mourned by freedomJoving people everywhero
in the wake of his untimely death, was a revolutionary who devoted his
entire life to the struggle to free tle people of the world.
He travelled across the earth in his youth, studying the oppression of peoSle
all over the globe and the proposals' of mankind'J think&s for solvin-g the
dilemma of the common man.

of sacriffcg heroism and dignity.
Comrade Ho Chi Minh belongs to that exceptional breed of men whose
death constifutes a seed of life and a constant source of stimulus, and, therefore,
he will continue to lead the Vietnamese people to a total and ffnal victory, already

other cities.
_ During _his travels, Ho's_ eyes were open. He was effecially drawn by the
plight of the earth's non-white population. His essays on the' Black situation
in America and other parts of the world stand among maris most moving

in the offing. . .

.

BLACK PA]YTIIER PARTY TRIBUTE
The Black Panther of September 13 pubtishecl tlw folloaing tribute, sdgwil
by the Black Panther Party and. ad.dressed "To the courageous Yietnamose peopl.e,
comrnemorating the death of Ho Chi Minh."

T:tO DIE for the fascist imperialistic warmongers of the US and others in the
I world; to &e for the oppressive ruling circles of the bourgeoisie exploiters;
to die for the capitalistic, aggressive, inhumane, atrocious, genocidal regimes
is a death lighter than a feather which a destructive windstorm can blow about
at random will.
But to die for the people; to die for the correct socialistic dwelopment of
mankind; to die in the midst of socialistic revolutionary change foi human
survival; to die for your nation and peoples' right to self determination in their
land, home and community; to die for the freedom of all from oppression that

lanller Party has wi-tnessed in the proletarian internationalism practiced by the Vietnamese peoples' revolutionary representatives that we -have
met; to die after all the g-reat hero,n and dedicated years of sacriffce to bring
to- the w-orld and its people an end to the murderous, stormy winds of capil
talism's fascist, _aggressive imperialiyl to die because he loved the people -of
his nation and humans of the world (and Brother Ho chi Minh had praicticed
this all the days of his life); to die for all of this is a death heavier ihan the
highest mountain in_ the world of which no, not any destructive fascist impethe

-Bl-ack

rialistic storm can blow away at will.
who can ffnd the feather or feathers that were blown away by the deshuctive
windstorm? r cant ffnd any. who can see the mountains since the windstorrr
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Always a simple man, despite his immense intellect and dedication to freedom
people, Ho,is r_ememtered,well by the oldtimers among the poor in

-all
Harlem (where he lived while working as'a bus boy and waitei), pais, and

...
In Viebmm, North and South, the people know him as Uncle Ho-a modest
man who cared about them and all of the oppressed people of the world. . . .
His own example was the greatest lesson. The Vietnainese will ffght, in the
{remory of Uncle Ho, for their freedom-against even more impossible odds
if necessary, And even if the victory is slow in coming, his life will be used
by the revolutionary Viebrarnese people to begin again-unHl truo freedom is
analyses.

ffnally won.

IIARRY BRIDGES
Prosidmt of the Interrwttonal

Harry Bri,ilges,
Longshorerneis ond Warq
housemeis Union, orote a cohmtn ileooteil to Ho Chi, Minh in his union paper,
fhe Dispatcher, of September g, which saiil in part:

Cltt MINH, a great statesman, and certainly one of the worlds greatest
}{O
I! historical ffgures, dieil last week at the age of 7g.
He was a Communist. He became one as a consequence of a lifetime struggle
against colonialism and for the defense of his country.
1!" most important statement anyone can make in reviewing the life of
-,
Ho chi Minh is that he fought for his_p-eople . . . placing above everything
else the independence of his country and-hii people, ind vJwing to free theri

from foreign exploitation and control. .
t\e yorld has produced all too few men who struggle to advance the interests of the poor people of their lands.
Ho chi Minh was one of those rare human beings .
and to assess what
he has meant to the millions of poor people who fought with digrrrty and pride
for the same^ind"pendence and freedom that our corr,ty foughtior'at its 6irth,
is to hy to ffnd the true measure of the history of our -timesl
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*#H::::;r,,viacong,,!

Men cannot r" ou,
lf roe kill men, uhat brcthers uill toe Lwoe left?
With u:hom shall ue lioe then?

THE

MESSAGE

Life has left her footprints on my foreheail
haoe become a chilil, again this morndng,
The sni,le, seen. through leaoes and, flouers, is back.

NIIAT HAIIH

Bd I

Yietnam Poems

As the rains uipe awag footprints on the beach. Agah a
Cgcb of birth and death begh*.
I ualk on thorns, but firmly, as mnong fl.ooers.

To emaoth aoay the orir*les

The author of the poens ali,ch follao, the Yen. Thtch Nhd Honh,
ts a Budilhtst monk, who has lectured, on Comparotioe Religi.on in Saigon'

Yan Hanh, Cohtmbta, CoflLell anil Boston (Jnloerslti,es, He kms ari'tten
rnany books, tnclud,tng Viotnam: Lotus in a Sea of Fire, and is the founder
and Direc'tor of the School of louth for Soctal Senslce tn South Vietnam'
These poems, uritten dhectly tn Engltsh by Nhat Hanh to cotrespond
aith the Vletna.mese ortgtnals, ate representattae of an lrnpofiant carrent
of feeltng among the peace forces tn South Yietnam toiLag.

CONDEMNATION
Listen to thts:

Iesterilag six Yiatcang came th.rwgh my

oi,llage.

_

Because-of this rny olllage lrrlas bombed-complaelg ilesfioyed.
Eoery soul uas kilbil.
Whin I come back to the oilhge nou, the d,ay after,
Therc ts nothing to see but clou'd* of dast and the iloer, still flowing.
The pagoda has netther roof nar altar;
Onty th.e foundfrians of hot^tses ary left;,
The barnboo th,tckets lwoe been burned aoay.

Here in the presmce of mdi*urbed stan
ln the irwisdble presence of all the people still alioe on earth,
Let me ruise my oolce to denutnce this filthy wa4

I

keep my head, high,
Rimes bloom among the sunds of bornbs and, rnortav,
The tears I shed. yesterd^ay haoe become rai,n,
t legl,-caly. heafing lts sounil on the tltatched roof,
Childhood, (O mg birthlanil) is call,ing me

Anil the rain melts mg

daupai.r.

I arn still here al,ioe, able to tmile quietly. The sweet fruit
Brouglrt forth by the tree of sufferingl
Carrying the dead corpse of my brother, I go across the ricefielil

ln the d,arkness,
Earth will keep thee tight within her arms, dear one,
So that tornorrotD thou wi,lt be reincarnated in flowers,
These flaroers mr.iling quietly in this morning ligh.t.

This mommt yolt @eep no ,rwre, dear ome-ue haoe gone thraugh
Too deep a nightl
yes, this morning, I
!!t
When"y?r"g,
I feel yu"tr prcsence.

kneel doum on the green grass

cany the smile of ineffability
The message,
The message of loae anil sacri,fice has indeed, corne

O_-flawers rohich

to

us.

This rrutrder of brothers bE brothers!

I hmte a queitont wln

pttshed us into this kfmtug of one another?

Wlneoor ls listening, be my witnessl
I camat accePt this wat,
I neaer could,, I neoer shall,
I nuxt say thi,s a thowattil ti.mes before

PEACE
Thoy woke me this morning

I

am killed'

am kke that bird akich -dies for lhe sake of its mate,
Driyping blood from its brcken beak, and' ctylng ottt:
Berird Turn around, to face you teal onemtes'

I

fezl

I

Ambtttan, olalence, hatred, greed.
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To tell nle my brother hail
Iet in the garilen, utcurling

been killed i,n baule.
moist petals

A neu rose blooms on the bush,
Anil I am aliae, can still breathe the fragrance of

roses and, d.ung,

Eat, pray, and, sleep.
But ahm can I break my long silence?
When can I speak the ututteied uords that are choking me?
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I

North Yietnam,
Summer T969
Rerurie Daois is one of three Americans representing the US anthoar
maoemmt who recently oisited the Democratic Republic of Yianam in
connection wi.th the release of tlwee American prisoners'of'war, Mr. Dutis
k National Coo,rdinator o! the New Mobili,zati,on Agahxt the W3r in
Yietnam. He is also one of the eight people on trial in Chicago on chmges
of "conspira$' to oi,olate the anii-ri.ot lao in connectian uith the ihmot
stratiorx at the tim"e of the 1968 Demouatic Conomtion.
we are prioileged.'to brdng our reodzrs-this account of his oisii, based,
on an, intercieu: *,"ltl, nltt schechner broadcast oaer WBAI Septwnber 79,

7969, For rec&ona of space it has been necessarY to d,elete Portiotts of the
i,ttreroi,eo containing detoils abortt the relcase of the p*qrers of uy ytd'
some of the lnforinl gioe anil take of the interoieus. Tha mdenal herc
pubtghLd, is all in Aerile Daois' outn worils. Despdte the pressureg of tle
'tr'*1, hu has been good enough to go ooer the interoi'ea and' make some

additions.

Tnp Eorrons

S This trip was not Your first?
rJo
D: No, this is my second trip. I
1967,

at a

was in Hanoi in October of
time when the bombardment was savage, even in the

capital city.
^S: What's it look like in Hanoi now as opposed to what it looked

like

then?

D: In

1967, the children and many adults had been evacuated
from the cities and towns to the countryside. There was a general
feeling that Hanoi, Iike all the other cities, _wa-s going to b-e devastated. But now hundreds of thousands of children are back on the
city streets, which is nice.
In 1967, state stores opened roughly between ftve and seven in
the morning and then closed through most of the day. Now there's
daytime and evening shopping activity in Hanoi. But reconstruction
of the cerrter of Hanoi and other cities that have been bombed has
not yet begun. The emphasis remains on continuin_g the war as long
as tire United States ii in Vieham. There has been considerable
reconstruction, but it has been designed to strengthen the defense of
Vietnam against US aggression.
There's a new mood, a new attitude, a spirit if you will, that was

u

in small and simple ways. When
was in Hanoi in 1967, the Viehramese talked repeatedly of how,
no matter how massive the bombardment, how ferocious and savage
the air attacks, they would survive, they could withstand, they were
prepared to carry out a 2O-year war if necessary for the independence
of their nation. Throughout the countryside I saw a people mobilized
and united, repairing roads and rnoving targets in a giant nightly
-day.
waltz step, recreating by night what had been devastated by
This was a struggle of life over death. It was a struggle for survival,
a grim, determined kind of struggle. Now, 20 months later, the mood
has shifted. Vietnamese no longer speak of survival; they speak of
victory. The mood is no longer simply one o{ determination. It is a
mood of total conffdence.
Sr What kind of contact did you have with the civilian population,
and do you think they feel they've won?
D: Well, the coutact we had was unprecedented in the short
history of these American trips to North Vietnam. There have been
nearly a hundred Americans who, in the course of the air war have
traveled behind the so-called 'lenemy lines," have been beneath the
bombardment, huddled in bunkers and road shelters with Vietnamese,
while American pilots bombed and strafed overhead. A hundred
citizens of the United States have been on the other end of American
gunsights. It is testimony to the unpopularity of this war that in
anti-communist America people have returned as partisans, rather
than traitors, in the public mind.
During the bombardment there were necessary restrictions of
these American travelers due to the problem of security. From L965
until now, visitors were based in Hanoi, and then made short trips
in the early morning or by night out into the countryside. Occasionally two or three nights could be spent in a remote village and
back again. The furthest that any American has traveled since 1965
is about a hundred miles sor.rth of Hanoi, to the edge of the 20th
dramatized to me again and again

REI\IME DAVIS

parallel.

On this trip in late ]uly, 1969, seven Americans traveled from
Hanoi to the 17th parallel, seeing for the ffrst time what had occured
in the region known as the panhandle, and meeting hundreds of
people, peasant teams, women's militia groups, grey-haired militia
groups, young people, old people, army people and so on.
In 1967 I had seen indescribable destruction of population centers
like Nam Dinh. I was in an air attack that used CBUs. A cluster bomb
unit when dropped on a city demonstrates the real mentality of the
Pentagon. Here's a weapon that explodes across a city and takes life
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frorn everything it touches, whether it's a water bu$alo or water
bufialo boy, but leaves buildings intact, taking life but leaving all
property. It has been estimated by various people who have made
sfudies of weapons used in North Vietnam, that one out of every
two bombs dropped on North Vietnam in 1967 was a cluster bomb
unit, an anti-personnel weapon. And 1967, you reeall, was the time
the US military was claiming to be hitting only steel and concrete.
This is a weapon that's useless against steel and concrete.
I thought I had seen devastation in 1967, although I knew that &e
ce,nter of the bombardment was the panhandle area, that narrow strip
of land roughly from the 20th to the 17th parallel that no American
had ever seen.
In March 1968, when Johnson announced on the eve of April
Fool's Day that he was limiHng the bombing to "essential rnilitary
targets," and that food-producing and population centers wouJd no
longer be hit, fie bombing was restored wholly to the panhandle area.
What occurred was that all the sorties were moved frorn all of
Vietnam down to that area between the 20th and the 17th parallel,
and then very shortly after March 81, between the 19th and the 17th
parallel. That's about 150 miles of fairly narrow land, that holds about
one-fourth of the population of North Vietnam's 17 million people.
It's one of the more heavily populated sections of Asia.
And during the time that this bombing was being 'limited' in
area, the number of fying missions actually was increased by about
one and a half times. So going into the panhandle area meant confronting the real question of whether anyone had survived.
There were two almost contradictory perceptions that I had as
we 7 Americans and 27 Vietnamese crossed the l9th parallel. The ffrst
was total devastation. The ffrst rnaior city beyond the 19th parallel
is Vinh, a crty formerly of about 80,000 people. This was not the
usual sight of buildings caved in on themselves and churches gutted.
In Vinh, it was not enough that a building be gutted. It had to be
pulverized. The attacks had occurred again and again. Yinh looked
like the empty lot of an urban renewal proiect after the bulldozer
had made its last push. Vinh is a city that has been 100 per cent
destroyed. Not a single building remained.
S: Are people still living there?
D: Yes, because the people in Vinh and other cities and towns
went underground into tunnels and caves. Down Route One beyond
the 19th parallel, it's the same everywhere. I did not see a single
cement, brick or stucco structure anywhere from the 19th to the 17th
parallel in the entire trip. And in the villages which have been re86
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built, that were formerly of bamboo and tl:atched straw roofs, I
estimated that at least 80 per cent of the construction was new, which
rneant that 80 per cent of the ordinary households as well as the
cement structures had been leveled. Dykes had been hit. Rice paddies had been pounded again and again.

You enter the southernmost province of North Vietnam, Quang
Binh, and the local officials there proudly talk about already fflling
in a half-million bornb craters, yet it's clear that millions remain.
- Thig is a society where the American military policy was clearly
burn all, destroy all, kfll all. I think we really had for-the ffrst time
an understanding of what the term genocide means in all its impli,cations. The only question I had after seeing the devastation was
how anyone could have survived.
Let rne talk about my second perception, which ran head-on with
the ffrst: the tens of thousands of people lining the road, carrying
food in baskets suspended on thin bamboo polei across their shoulders, armies of people in the rice paddies carrying on agricultural
work, women along the roadside singing, mending roads and bridges,
a people totally mobilized, at work everywhere. They looked like a
people who has misseil the war. We noticed. very few cripples or
people without arms or legs or scarred by napalm or phosphorous
burns. There had obviously been many casualties, but what-was so
strikin-g and remarkable was that they had not only survived physically, but their spirit survived as well.
We were told that in this orre province, Quang Binh, with a popuIation of 400,000, there were 1,600 miles of underground tunneli ind
trenches. This is roughly the distance from Hanoi to Saigon. In a
village of mayb_e 4,000 p_eople we_would ffnd that a person could go
a mile in any direction by tunnel. We were in tunnels that had Z0
feet of dirt and rock overhead, and a thousand-pound bomb could
make a direct hit and people underneath could survive.
S: Were these machine-built tunnels?
Dr No, no, all hand built. Dug out by hoes and shovels and so
o_n. So we began to san in a kind of blas6 way, as a'Westerner might,
that it was the tunnel system, this fabulous tun:rel system, that has
its roots in a tunnel technology built upon since 1800 when the French
ffrst invaded that nation, this is what explains the survival of the
Vietnamese. But then yom ll look at the school kids coming home from
classes, skipping, holding hands, laughing, and that answer of tunnels seemed just too simple. They just did not look like kids who had
been tapped in underground dungeons for three years. Everywhere
I went I would ask people, what was life like during the war and
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how long were you underground. The answer was three years or
four years. But I tell you they did not look like people who had been
underground for three years.
So we began to push further with our search for answers. What
organization were you in? I would ask someone from a woman's
militia unit. What was the purpose of your organization? What were
the problems the organization faced and how were they solved? And
as we began to talk to people, what began to emerge was an infrastructure, an organization of people that really much more explains
the survival phenomena than the tunnel system itself. The tunnels
wo found were really the result of people's organization rather than
the cause of survival.
For example, in one village that we visited, of 4500 people, there
were 26 reading teams each with ffve or six people on a team. Their
task each day was to go frorn bunker to bunker, tunnel to tunnel,
reading newspapers, or books or periodicals that the people had
requested. Theater groups would perform before an audience of eight
people at a time. A oultural or theater performance would go on all
afternoon underneath the ground. There were special guiding teams
in each hamlet whose task it was to mernorize the complex network
of tunnels in that village so that when bombardment was concentrated on a speciffc area they could move in and evacuate the families
through a network of tunnels, so that even if that set of tunnels
might collapse the people would live. There were rescue teams, ffre
brigades, all kinds of special organizations geared to underground
life rnushroomed underneath the bombardment.
Imagine the problems of how you organize a market, an economy, that basically operates underneath the ground, or how you
organize distribution so that people don't hoard, don't panic. So
that there's a sense that food will always be available, so that markets
are open three, four times a week, all underground-the examples
just go on and on. We began to sense a power that we hadn't really
appr,eciated, a power that comes through organization, that literally
involves a whole population, that helps everyone to ffnd a role, and
that was geared to try to normalize life functions for a family in a
community, in an underground civilization where problems are really
unprecedented. Problems, for example, like a special skin disease
that people in Vinh Linh, a district right on the edge of the DMZ,
get from lack of sunligtrt.
We went into a mountain one day. Our jeep traveled up this
roelsy path that twisted around the base of a stone mountain &at
shot up straight over our heads about 150 feet. Our jeep stopped

and people started to emerge out of the mountain. The top of the
mountain had been sawn off in continuous air attacks. we went inside
a small entrance and, back through a long passageway, and inside
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was-

a factory; p-uryh

presses, metal lathes, poliihers, grinders. A

machine tool workshop and a generator inside a factoryithat made
the
opelation_
_totally self-sufffcient, whatever was happening
-whole
"outside" world.
in the
I asked how many casualties had been suffered during the air
war in this factory.- The_ factory director shook his head] smiling,
and said none. r believed him, just looking at this incredible stone
room, buried several hundred feet under solid rock, and these people
going about their_work. Then we went into a second room andiitting
around a
table_ we got a report frorn the factory director aboul
-long
how this factory had been in the city, and had had to be evacuated to
mountain caves, and.'that this was only part of the whole shop; and
how the producuon had continuously gone up through the war, etc.
Gradually tre workers, about 25 or B0 men and women around.
him, began to sort of pull at his shirt and look anxious, and it was
clear that they wanted to move onto something else. So he abruptly
stopped,-and said: "I want you to,know that the slogan in this factory
is 'Let the sound of song overwhelm the sound of bombs., ,, Witlr
that the factory population broke into song. Ancl they sang about
life in a factory under a cave, they sang about how -beauf,ful the
mountain range was un-til the American bombers came. They sang
about their own struggles and shooting down American pranes. The!
sang_about a policeman in the DMZ, who s)rmbolized the hope of
all Vietnamese for reuniffcation. There were love songs, war songs,
revolutionary songs. These people were just very togefher.
S: This is something-now, I'm not old enough to lirrow about it
ffrst-hand, but from reading-this is sornething of the resson of the
T,ondon subways. That in adversity, even though there are reminders
all around you-crippled people, devastated buildings-that if there
is a certain amount of supportive structure, organizational structure,
t\at-ap-pa-rently_people are able to function in a sane and reratively
whole fashion. Is that what you found there?
D: r think that's
cornparison we have some understanding
-one
of in the west. I've often
made that comparison with the vietnamese,
the experi_ence that agains,t the Nazi airforce the peopre of England
united and became rnore determined, mo e togeth6r, iather than the
breakdown of peo,plet will as was the military objective of fascist
Germany in Wor1d War II.
I mentioned this analogy once in a museum in Hanoi, in 1g6-/, and
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the director of the museum said, "Yes, I quite agree. That is a very
good example. But there is one difierence between Vietram and

England. During World War II the British Museum shut down,
whereas during this war, our museum opened up."
And it ,eally is the case that the number of new institutions that
under the bombardment, especially cultural and
have been
"t""ted
service, or human institutions, is remarkable. The number of hospitals and schools that have been built would suggest that curtis
i; tr,l"yr promise to bomb Vietnam back into the Stone Age has
tumed-into its opposite. Vietnam is pushing itself into the 21st
Century.

S: There must be bitterness though?
D: We had our minds blown again and again by an incredible
experience. After we crossed the 20th parallel, most of the Vietnamese
people had not seen anyone from America,- fe'w_ people had seen
Americans, except of course, the pilots they shot down. So we were
all o,n a small ferry, with 75 to 100 people crowded on it along with
jeeps and a couple of trucks, crossing u ,tYuI. Behind us was a
our -that
had been absolutely obliterated. And here we were surcity
rounded by these Viebramese who were very curious and excited.
They thought, I guess, that we were Russians or Cubans. And one
of tLe Vieiramese translators with us announced to a group around
him that these seven were Americans and they responded with applauset And I said, "Has anyole__lrge..seen an American?" and a girl,
i""yU" 18 or 19 years old, said "Yes." She had captured a-pilot, she
trad treta a gun at his head. And she went through _the whole story
about the frane being shot dornrn and cSptun"g F". pilot' And I
said, "How did you feel about the pilot?" She said she hated him,
that the pilot had taken the lives of friends, that her own mother
and fathd had been killed by American bombers. I asked why was
the pilot not killed, and she said because Vietnam has a whole hi-storl
of aitit rd", toward captured prisoners, and when a man is shot down
he is treated humanely. And when I asked, well-what do you feel
about us? And she smiled and said, "You are not pilots," and she
began to spill out her feelings about our country'
She said, as many people have told me in Vietnam, that their own
constitution was modelled on the American Declaration of Independence, that Ho chi Minh borrowed the language of Jefierson in

framing the constitutional government of-North Vietnam. She said she
Inew fitat America was a counhy founded on a revolution, as Vietnam was. She knew that millions of Americans were opposed to the
war. She lnew that many Americans were going to iail in opposition
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to the war, rather than ffght in Vietnam. And she felt that the American pe,ople were allies, friends, that the enemy was Nixon and
]ohnson.

S: When you were in Hanoi, you spoke with people in the government. Who did you get to speak to?
Dr We met with the Premier, Fham Van Dong, for about two
hours.

S: From that conversation, what did you get of his views of the
Nixon administration?
D; Well, Nixon had just made a trip to Saigon, and this was regarded in Hanoi as an indication of a hardening US position towards
the war. It was regarded as an indication that the fallback position
of Nixon was to hang onto the corrupt fascis! and totally rulrepresentative regime of Thieu-Ky in Saigon. He said that the troop
withdrawal of 25,000 was a deceptive trick, aimed at defating antiwar sentiment in the United States. He said to me, 'You lirrow, that
while Nixon was withdrawing 25,000 troops, the troop level in South
Vietnam was increasing," and I didn't comment on that, but I returned to New York City and Senator Stennis was saying exactly
the same thing.
Pham Van Dong said that the two principal ob1'ectives of the Vietnamese are ffrst for a total and unconditional withdrawal of all
American troops from South Vietram, and secondly the formation
of a broad eoalition government that would include
,r"6e1alist
and patriotic forces in South Vietnam, that would then"rt
take responsibility for organizing an election and organizing a government that
would assume responsibility for governing South Vietnam.
S: Which is what Ky has reiected time and again.
D: Yes, and then he went on to say that Nixon reiected both of
tlese principal positions. And so we asked what is the prospect for
peace, and Dong said that the only prospect is time, that Nixon in
his estimation, is making the same mistake made by the French,
which is to assume that the Vietnamese are running out of breath.
He said, 'You know as well as I do from your trip to the countryside
that we're not running out of breath, that every day we grow stronger
in the South, every day we grow stronger in the North, and that
we're steadl, and that we're prepared for a twenty-year war. The
only way that Nixon is going to end this war is to be compelled'to
end it by the Vietnamese and by the struggle of American people."
He predicted that 1970 would see the ffercest ffghting of the war.
He thought that if it was ever a time for the American people to
press for an end to the war it was now, because he thought that the
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war was at a crossroads. He felt that from Nixort's point of view
he is facing the alternative of getting out of Vietnam with a decisive
military defeat, going down in history as the President who turned
Asia over to the Communists, or trying to hang on by any means

on bridges, on steel
-were
beams awaiting transport along the road, less than a ireek after it
was issued, from Hanoi to the DMZ. I felt I was in a Vietnam prepa.ilg fo_r victory as I traveled through the countryside.

necessary.

I

think that these two roads staring Nixon directly in the face
would suggest that Nixon might very well take the road towards
military escalation. I think there's a general sense in this country
that there are so many people against the war it can't possibly go
on, that Nixon and the generals have to get out. But I think it's a
misreading of everything that's going on in the Pentagon right now
and very dangerous, to assume that we have somehow turned the
corner in the war on Vietnam. Every indication has been t}lat since
the beginning of the Paris talks the war has steadily escalated. It
certainly has escalated in terms of the saturation bombing in &e
South. It's escalated in terms of troop level. Nixon's position is that
the Thieu-Ky re$me must be preserved against the overwhelming
nurnbers of people in South Vietnam that want to see its elimination.
That's why the New Mobilizatio r and other organizations feel that
this fall is the critical time to mount an offensive here in the United
States against the war. We absolutely must build the largest and
most militant demonstrations possible against the war this fall. Everyone who has ever carried an antiwar sign-and thousands who haven't

-have got to be in Washington November 13 to 15.
S: In this oountry, the press at least has been saying that the
initiative in the war has passed to the North Vietnamese and the
NLF. From your observations in Hanoi, do you feel that they do
indeed hold the key?

D: Yes, the Vietnamese hold the initiative. It's well documented
by Western iournalists, including Americans, that since Junction City,
the maior battle of the 1967 dry season, the United States has been
unable to mount large-scale strategic ofiensives, and that since that
time, the National Liberation Front has held the initiative in the
South. The United States is essentially reduced to sweeping missions,
bombing missions, missions that try to detect movements so they can
move to a defensive position and try to stop major ofiensives.
My feeling is that the Vietnamese are much stronger in the North
today than they were in '67. There is a total mobilization of the
population at this time that goes far beyond anything I saw then.
On the anniversary of the signing of the Geneva Accord, July 20,
while we were in Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh had an appeal read to the
Vietnamese people, that was treated as a routine memorandum by
the US press. It called ftor total oictory. And the slogans of this appeal
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splatterecl brightly

in paint in

villages,

I think all this oomes from a nation that has a piofound sense of
its future.
There's a little story that sort of ffts into where theyte at, that's
worth telling. There's_ one_bridge
- I think probably the only bridge
between the twentieth and the seventeenth
faralrel ihat has not been
destroyg{ by the American Air Force. It's a- bridge called Ham Ron
by the vietnamese. Pilots call it the Devil BridgE. According to the
Vietnamese, 99 planes have been shot down t yr"g to take -out this
one target._As you come to this bridge along Route One, you turn a
sharp righthand bend, and you se" o, the other side of a valley this
gigantic rnountain that has been sliced and torn and ripped apart
at the top, from air attack after air attack. Massive rock -srtdes have
been generated by attacks on this mountain, and the slides have
spilled into_the valley below. You corne closer to the bridge and you
see the valley, and there are bomb craters every ftve feet, 20 to g0
feet deep, running a mile in both directions.
Then you see the bridge; it's a steel frame structure, about a hundred and ftfty feet long, resembling the aftermath of an attack by
steel-eating locusts. It's torn aparl and ripped with shrapner. Iis
massive cement-pillars rest precariously on the edge of these huge
bomb craters. There are two road lanes and a railro"ad line down tf,e
oenter. A Vietnamese told me 3,000 tons of bombs have been dropped
at the base of this bridge but there's never been a direct hit;- and
that after the ffrst air attack the people of the area built six alternative routes across the valley. They never had to use any of them. The
bridge was always intact. For every air attack tha[ occurred, the
vietnamese brought in more anti-aircraft guns. The more anti-aircraft
guns tlat were brought in, the more the Americans were convinced
that this bridge must be strategic and very important. The more
bombers the generals brought in, the more convinced they were that
the Vietnamese had something vital to defend. It was the perfect
trap, a Vietnamese official said-9g planes shot down and never a
direct hit on a bridge that was replaceablet
I asked would the bridge be repaired one day, and the craters
fflled in and they said no because the whole valley wourd be turned
into a museum to show their children and their children s grandchildre-n something of the cost of freedom and independence.
And as we went across this teetering, butchered bridg", a Viet_
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namese interpreter turned to mo and said, "Here you see the result
of two nations who in all their history have never lost a war." And
then he said, "The difierence is that our history is longer and our

NORTH VIETNAM

I\[VYR,

ffght is just. We have won this battle just as we are winning the war."
Today Vietnam occupies the center of the world stage and is the

most important struggle in the world, and it's that understanding
that is a part of the consciousness of ordinary people you meet. And
I think we really have a sense of this society and what it's about,
through its type of organization, through the public consciousness
and the sense of itself is a nation and the role of the people in all
tho aspects of building a society. Our movement has much to learn
from Socialist Vietnam. And the United States has much to learn
from Viebnam about how to be civilized.
S: In a few minutes that remain I want to ask you about the trial
you face in Chicago, as part of "the conspiracy''-when is that trial?
D: We're going to trial September 2t4, as eight people who more
or less ioined every conceivable strand of the movement that has
emerged in this last decade. It's unprecedented in the history of this
reprbli" to have such a trial. Even the Smith Act trials went after
spiciffc organizations rather than a whole span of ideologies and
organizations. And we're being tried on a law that is the clearest
challenge in our history to the First Amendment-the so-called antiriot law which outlaws future demonstrations in this country and
lays the legal foundation for a police state.
S: Who else will be on trial with you?
D: Tom Hayden, an SDS founder and co-project director with
me of the convention demonstrations last summer; Bobby Seale,
Chairman of the Black Panther Party-recently iailed on a framed-up
charge; Yippie organizers Abbie Hofiman and Jerry Rubin; Dave
Dellinger, Chairman of the New Mobilization and editor of Liber'
ation magazine; and ]ohn Froines and Lee Weiner, two academic
radicals who were active as members o{ the demonstration staff.
S: Is there any way of knowing how long the trial will last?
D: Four months-maybe years. We're afraid we are going to be
denied appeal bond by our lynching judge and may have to sit in
the can two or three years while it goes to the Supreme Court, unless
we can get mass popular opposition against the whole trumped-up
charge.

S: I'd like to ask one last question which really is not germane
to anything except the Movement. We iust saw some 400,000 people
up in the Catskills for a festival. As someone whds been in the
Movement for year, what do you make of that?
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- D: It's an expression of our culture, and it's also an expression of
the way our culture is commercialized and de-politicized. It represents the best and the worst. One day
'that mysterious Woodstlock
monster is going to move on washington and devour that imperialist
government. It is resting now, experimenting with its peace iy:nbols
and its V-signs and its talk of a changed world. But it's got io ffnd
a_-way to turn that into power for change. Maybe it will come to
Chicago for the conspiracy trial.
S: It is potentially political?
D: Our ffghting force must come out of that culture. A political
movement that cannot relate to youth culture can only be irielevant
to the future of this generation.
o
Rennie Davis and his seven co-defendants went to trial on september 24,
Trial Judge lulius J. Hofiman showed his bias against the defendants at the
outset by refusing, their appeal to- postpone th9 aial pending recovery from a
serious operation by w-est co-ast lawyer, charles Garry, who represits Black
Panther chairman Bobby seale. sealg framed on a- murder charge and kept
in jail during the trial, was thus forced to go to trial without a la:wyer.
trial opened, Judge- HofirnL ordered the arrest ori
. Then, the atto-rneys
charges of-as^
yho failed to appear. These lawyers had "orrt"rrpt
been asfory

sociated with the defense o-nly
lor -the pruparation of necessary papers and making. preliminary motions.
Jhey had sent telegrams announcinf ttr& withdrawat,
yhiqh -was acceptable to their clients. The judge was forced ti reverse this highhanded action because of immediate protest actions, including the deseent o,n
Chicago of 150 lawyers from different-parts of the country.

A story in the Nato York Times, october 16, reported the testimony of
stool pigeon Dwayne oklepek who had posed as a irember of the National
Mobilization committee Against the

war in

vietnam. Asked under

cross-

examination whether he understo-od and agreed with the aims of the committee,
he declared: "They wanted to in-fluence the nominaHon of a president who would
serve the people's will. They wanted to demonstoate against social iniustice
and

against the war, And I'm for that too." He testiffed that he had ,,".,r". ,u*
any_gf the defendants pers_onally cornmit violence against the police,
The trial makes clear the government's attempt io use the
"'anti-riot-, pro,

cMl Rights Act to stife the peaci and Black liberation movert is in line with a whole series of repressions against the panthers
and other Black liberation ffghters, student demonstrators ind anti-war advovision of the
ments.

cates. In this category, too, are the continued prosecutions of communists under
the Mccarran Act, and the action of the ucLA Board_ of Regents in attempting
to fire Prof. Angela Davis, teacher of philosophy and Black" communist iart|
member, These growing repressive meas,res must be fought and the right Jf
dissent and demonstration must be defended with all our"strength.
_ -The outrageou,s courtroonl gagging anil shackling of Bobby se:ate, by oder of
ludge Hoffman, reported, 6 @e go to press, calts fi an aoalaiche o!'yitests.

Tnr Eprrons
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CUBA

All the material
GIL

GREEN

Cuba's Accent

On Youth
qHE

WAS quite young, of average height, slim ffgure, with dark
hair hanging in ponytail style and fastened in the rear with
a white metal clasp, such as girls and women all over Cuba wear.
She was not beautiful in the conventional sense, but nice to look
at, with clear complexion, bright twinkling eyes, and a catchy smile.
She looked far too young to be the assistant principal of a boarding
school. Yet she had been introduced to us as such. We learned later
she was all of 21.
This was in San Andres, in the province of Pinar del Rio. San
Andres is a newly constructed model farm town of some 8,000
people. It is called "model," because it was built to show farming
families the cultural, social, educational and medical advantage of
living in a common community as against being spread thin over
miles and miles of countryside.
Before the revolution this entire Organos region had no full-time
school, not even a full-time school teacher. Once a year an itinerant
teacher would arrive and stay for 15 days. That was all. This was
the extent to which the rural children in this area received education. Now the town has two brand new schools serving the community. One is a primary school with 1,061 pupils; the other, a
boarding school for 800 children. The latter school had been opened
nine months previously and taught children from the fourth to the
ninth grades. Their average age was 14.
The students are the sons and daughters of peasants in the region.
They are not handpicked or above average. All that is required for
enrollment is the permission of the parents. The children stay at
school for L2 consecutive days and then are taken home by bus on
alternate weekends. Parents may visit every Wednesday evening
and on the Sundays when their child is at school.

v

Gu- GnrrN has been a Communist Party leader for many years, is the author of
The Enemy Forgotm, a study of US monopoly capitalism (International Pub.
lishers), and has written many articles and pamphlets on questions of the working
class, socialism and peace.
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needs

of the children are met without

charge.

Th-ey are fed, clothed, housed; there is a school hospital, a nurse,
a doctor who comes in once a day, and a dentist in torin. fhe school
bas 24 teachers, one of whom teaches English. Each teacher sleeps

with a group of children in a dormitory.lh"r" is also a princifal
and an agronomist. The assistant principal also teaches.
This is one of the typical boarding lchools being built all over
cuba to give the children of
_the very poorest fatilies the very
best in educational facilities and to imbue-in them cooperative, coilective ways of- thinking an{ high moral principles at in early age.
There is much that I could write about this
iarticular s"t oot. n"ut
the point I wish to stress for this article is the signiffcant fact that
the oldest teacher in this school was the 2l-year-old issistant principal.
AII teachers only recently had been students at the uni'iersitf of

Havana.
this example of how young people take over major responsibilities
in the new cuba is not an isolated one. It is happening ill over the
island.

qOMETIME before my visit to san Andres,

I had been to cienon
the
Southern
coast
of
Las
Villas
province, not too far
:
from where the swine were routed at the nay of figs. A young man,
wearing a metal helmeg was pointing to a vast construction iite all
around us. Hundreds of men were busily working, huge overhead
cranes were ciuryrng mortar, walls were rising on all sides in what
appeared to be a complex of buildings in various stages of confue-gos

struction.

An immense, ultra_-modern Jertilizer plant was being built. It
woutrd be ffnished with all machinery ins6iled and ready"to operate
in December 1970. when under full steam, it is expected to priduce
465,000 tons of chemical fertilizer a year, or from one-fourth-to onethird of the planned fertilizer needs of the country for 1g71. what
this means for cuba's economy can be grasped when it is lmown that
Cuba today buys its fertilizer abroad
th" cost $g0 a ton.
"t It is of
S-o this is a very, very important project.
costing Cuba $40
million to construct the plant and about g60 minion irore to install it. with an investment of that magnitude and with the need
for more and more fertilizer, it was tremendousry important to push
the building of this complex as rapidly as possiblL.
The plans for the unit are of British origin and eleven British
engineers supervise construction and installation. Two tasks must
be fulfflled simultaneously. competent workers must erect the plant.

w
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time men and women must be taught to install the
machinery and learn how to operate it. The problem of overcoming
underdevelopment, I learned, is not only that of getting modern
machinery; it is guaranteeing that this can be run efficiently.
Here, too, the youth were called upon, and the very best of

increased the need for doctors astronomically. More than half of
Cuba"s M.Ds were located in Havana. And when the revolution
came many doctors fed to the United States.
To meet this crisis the government agteed to pay doctors 600
pesos a month for their work in public health. This was far below the
3-4,000 pesos they had previously eamed, but still very much above
the average wages and salaries in the country. In addition, doctors
who wished to engage in private practice could still do so, but
only after their hours of public service.
This is still the arrangement. But the last graduating classes of
the three medical universities in Cuba started something new. The
graduates took a voluntary oath that they would nevei engage in
private practice as long as they lived. They also agreed to reduce
the 600 pesos salary they were legally entitled to, and start with a
salary about half that amount. This would bring them more in line
with salaries in other occupations and remove from them the stigma
of serving people for the sake of money. These young graduates also
agree to go into rural areas for their ffrst two years after graduation.
ft was one of the older, gray-headed doctors at the hospital that
described this change to us. He himself still gets the 800 pesos a
month,- although I surmised that he had given up private practice.
But when he talked about these young doctors, their dedication,
their determination to make the Hippocratic Oath mean something
once again, his eyes glistened and his voice bespoke both admiration
and envy. He told us: "We now have more doctors than before the
revolution and believe me they are better doctors. Better, because
of their love for humanity; and because medicine now serves all
the p_eople and not only a few well-to-do, and thus our doctors get
a wider experience in treating a greater variety of illness than was

At the

same

Cuba's youth. A nationwide Communist Brigade was organized to
work on this project. When I was there, 1,588 workers were on the
job, the overwhelming majority of them young and 254 of them
under the age of 20. Six hundred and thirty-four were proud members of the UJC, the Communist Youth Union of Cuba. Of 80 technicians, 21 were under 80; of 24 professots, 28 were under 80; and
of 547 in the advanced training school, 415 were under 30.
The British engineers had asked for a minimum of 900 workers
to be assigned to the single task of construction. DespAe protests
on their par! they were given less than 500. But when I was there
plant construction was 40 days ahead of schedulel
The rest of the workers are divided into four separate departments
of work: technical; equipment and transportation; installatiory and
administration and supplies. All the workers were going to classes
as part of their jobs, with the largest single number taking cram
courses about the machinery going into the plant, the scientiftc
principles involved, the ways of installation, and the efficient operation of the new technology.
To speed the project, the youth were !\,orking in ten hour stretches
of 25 consecutive days, including Saturdays and Sundays. They
were then taken home by bus for ffve days of rest. AII of them had
voluntarily given up their vacations and had turned down overtime pay. For them this was their own Moncada assault, their own
Granma landing. They too had to make the revolution, this time
a revolution against economic and cultural underdevelopment.

THE city of Holguin, in Oriente province, we visited the new
The Soviet Union had made a gift of this hospital
with equipment for 450 beds. The Cubans had raised the difierence
to increase the hospitafs capacity to 900 beds. Fourteen Soviet medical specialists still assist the hospital staff.
Before the revolution this region, with some 400,000 human beings, had only ftve small hospitals and no polyclinics. Now there are
26 hospitals and 29 polyclinics. In 1958, 40 thousand pesos were
spent on hospitals in this area; in l-968, 10 million pesos.
Socialized medicine, plus the construction of hospitals and clinics
and the spread of medical services to the rural communities, had

TN
f,
Lenin Hospital.
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possible before.''

What the young doctors are doing, other young people are also
_
doing. University professors were previously getting 750 pesos a
month; the new ones receive 300 to 850 a month. Tlhe same thing is
happening elsewhere as well.

CAN therefore be seen that

a new crop of Cuban youth is
rT'Tfast coming up behind the barbudo
generation. They remember

little or nothing of the old cuba, but are never permitted to forget
what the old cuba was like. Nor are they likely to forget that it
was young people like themselves who laid down their lives at
Moncada, who went into the Sierra Maestra as boys and girls and
came out two years later as mature men and women.
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In Cuba the accent is still on youth. Everything is done for youth;
everything expected of youth. The swankiest residential area of
Havana is the Miramar section. This is where thousands upon
thousands of scholarship students now live in spacious seashore
residences. These students come from all parts of the island, especially from the homes of small peasant and working class people.
Youth also lnows that they now have unbounded opportunities to
live fully cultured creative lives. Every ffeld of endeavor beckons
them. If they wish to be men and women of the sea, there is now
a merchant marine. If they wish to be foresters, a half-billion new
trees have been planted. Every branch of science, technology, medicine, pedagogy and agriculture is open to them. Only one avenue
is closed. They cannot live idle, selffsh lives at the expense of other
peoples' toil. But that is no avenue, only a blind alley.
In contrasting the exciting present with the dismal past, there
is no attempt to paint the present as if it were already the bright
future. The youth are told that the revolution is not over, but has
only taken another form. The future must still be fought for; heroism
and self-sacriffce are qualities that all generations must possess. They
are taught that the new society is not only built on material conshuction, but human reconstruction; that old, selffsh, individualistic
values must be replaced by new collective ones, and above all, the
golden idol, Money, must be torn from its pedestal.
Another feature of the new generation is its deep feeling of love
of country coupled with an equally deep feeling of responsibility
for all mankind. The goal of Cuba's youth is not the end of underdevelopment for Cuba alone; it is the end of underdevelopment for
all peoples, that is, an end to world imperialism. It feels at one with
the worldwide youth rebellion against imperialism and capitalism,
especially with the militant youth of Latin America, Asia and Africa.
And when a young person ioins the UJC he takes an oath to be
ready to give his life in the ffght against imperialism wherever that
may be.
This identiffcation of Cuba's youth with the militant world youth
upsurge is something very real. It is no accident that Cuba's
youth newspaper, second in circulation only to Graruna, is
Iuoerrtud Rebelde, Rebel Youth. Nor is it believed that rebellion is
only for export, for every generation is a new one and faces
that are somewhat new and different. There is always need for
bellion against old habits, old prejudices and old ways of
that stand in the way of the most rapid further development of
revolution and the achievement of a communist society. And

because Cuban youth are taught to think this way they also have
the_highest
for all the positive progressive and revolutionary
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traditions of-refpect
thc past, knowing that no generation is weightless, suspended in space, but stands firmly on the experiences of the generations before it.

}now how to enjoy life. In Havana the young
with the sound of their gaiety, crowd th6
movies, theaters, nightclubs and parks. They love to dance and can
hold their own with the best of US youth. Rock music is very popular
and played over the radio constantly. Nor is sex a taboo subjecl. In
Iuoentud Rebeld.e's humor supplement, called DDT, sex comes in
CLrban youth also

people

ffll the

streets

for both serious and humorous treatment. one issue was quite hilarious

in its tongue-in-cheek bewailment of what artiffcial insemination has
done to the sex life of Cuban cattle. Sex does not dominate their
thinking, yet is not treated as something to be ashamed of, but as
something that is surely here to stay.
Of course, there are problems. If juvenile delinquency is not a
major problem, neither is it absent from Cuban life. With the stringent
rationing that exists in food and clothing there has even been some
increase in theft in the past couple of years. In 1g68, 28,000 crimes
"against property'' were recorded. While this is inffnitesimal in comparison to crirne in the United States which totalled 4.5 million
"serious crimes" last year, even o re delinquent in Cuba represents
a problem that requires attention.
One last impression: the most thrilling, exciting feature of Cuban
youth is their great elan, self-conffdence and total commitment to
the-goal-s of the revolution. If US imperialism burnt its paws messing
with Fidelt generation it will surely burn its hide if it tries to tangle
with this one. ?atria o Muerte," and "Venceremos," are ,ow the
cries of a ygung generation that knows what it means to have power

belong to the people.
O(CUBA

AT THE SIDE OF THE USSR"
Tss ConarrruNrsr Penry or Cuse is of the opinion that, in the process of
the people's struggle against imperialism, the Soviet Union is a fundamental bulwark and that that historic role has been expressed in its support
for Cuba's Socialist Revolution, to the Arab peoples in the Middle East
and in its aid to the Vieb:amese cause, We vrill never forget the tremendous sacriffces and efiorts the Soviet people have made for mankind. . . .
We declare from this rostrum that in any decisive confrontation . . . Cuba
will unyieldingly be on the side of the USSR.
From the speech by Cailos Rafael Rodriguez
at lune Moscou Confererce
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by foreign powers. An auxiliary civilian policeman who was
standing between us beamed as he listened.
Later that evening I went to Castle Square (plac Zamkowy)
where an open place has long since been leveled ofi, with benctres
and flowers, on the extensive site of the former Royal palace. On
the farside,-against the fragment of a wall that still remains, a huge
screen had been erected to show a long documentary fflm of the
attack on Warsaw and its obstinate defense in September, 1g8g. Here
again I happened to talk to an elderly woman who had lived tfuough
it all. And again I evoked friendly responses from those about me
(despite my heavily accented Polish) as I spoke with them concerning
the significance of the anniversary being commemorated.
Still later that evening I dropped in on a good neighbor of ming
the widow of a distinguished professor of law, who lives in my house
pression

MARGARE'T SCHLAUCH

Letter From Poland
Warsuts, September 2, 1969

I had a deeply rnoving exlerience. I witnessed some
of the cornmemorative ceremonies here in Warsaw connected with
the 30th anniversary of the outbreak of World War II, particularly
with the attack of the Nazis on the Polish capital city and its heroic

VESTERDAY
r

(if futile) defonse.

First of all, I walked about the streets in the mo,rning, passing
by the very numerous spots with tablets commemorating the fact

that each one of so-and-so many Polish patriots had been lined up
and executed by the Nazis. At each, there were heaps of red and
white flowers (the Polish national colors), candles were burning,
and soldiers were standing on guard. The Tomb of the Unlnown
Sol&er at the entrance to Saski Ogr6d (The Saxon Park) was particularly impressive. Tears sprang to my eyes as I passed it.
In the late afternoon I went to the Market P1ace of the reconstructed Old Town (just around the corner from where I live) and
wibnessed an impressive mass meeting conducted on the general
theme of "No More War." The main speakers were Mr. Spychalski
of Poland, Chairman of the Council of Ministers, and President Svoboda of Czechoslovakia. Because I stood far from the tribunal, because the loudspeakers (though loud enough) were not too clear
in delivery, and because, ffnally, my ear is not by any means Perfectly attuned to Polish, I didnt gasp all that was being said, although I could share in the response' Meantime I gnloyed chatting
with my neighbor, a tiny elderly wornan who had lived through a
concentration carnp and later a period of forced labor in Germany.
Of course she responded cordially when I expressed my admiration
of the heroic Polish people in their age-long struggle against op'
Mencenrr scur-eucrr, formerly Professor of English at New York university
and Iohns Hopkins, has lived in Poland since 1951. She has just retired as
Direc'tor of the'English Department of the-Unlversity oj _Warsaw. She_has p'r-hlished several book"s and ttxtbooks in Poland in English, also issued by the
Oxford University Press. She is a member of the Polish Academy of Sciences.
In recent years'she has been part-time visiting professor at the University of

professors' cooperative ). I simply wanted to talk to her about
and_ share her impressions. She had been in the city of
Lw6w then and she told me some hair-raising stories of the period
of Nazi occupation. One of them impressed me particularly.
(

a

those days

A Polish family had provided shelter for a Jewish one, by constructing a cave for them under the floor of the kitchen. Here the
fugitives managed to live, emerging only at night in order to move
about and breathe some fresh air. Finally when the SS-men were
making an investigation, a small child of the Polish family, aged
about ffve, spoke up quite innocently and said: Yes, we have guests
here who live under the kitchen foor. The result: both families exterrninated. It is understandable that my neighbor concluded: When the
Russian soldiers entered our city, I felt like kissing every one of them.
To young people flourishing at the end of the present decade,
especially those who live in the West, such reminiscences may seem
as outdated as tales of the Napoleonic wars, or even the fall of the
Roman Empire. But to older residents of this area they will seem
contemporary for a long time to come.
USSR OFFERS PRIZE IN FIGHT AGAINST ILLITERACY
Tnr Sovrnr UNroN has set up an International Krupskaya prize, named
after the wife of Lenin, amounting to $5,500, to be awarded annually
through UNESCO to individuals and organizations for outstanding contributions to the ffght against illiteracy in the world. The USSR is making a gilt
of a million school exercise books to help literacy campaigns.
Today the USSR is 100 per cent literate, but UNESCO ffgures show
that three in ffve of the adults of its member countries still cannot read
and write. There are some 700 million illiterates in the world tod,ay.
British-'Sooiet'W eekly, May 24, 1g6g

Connecticut.
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GERMANY, EAST

GermanI, East and W'est
A Study in Contrast
ELLEN PERLO

THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC:
YOUTH LOOKING FORWARI)
Intancy

IIVERYTHING was so clean, and colorful. The babies-small pink

blue bundles-were in spotless cribs on a porch, a white-clad
-nurseand
on watch. One fretful two-year-old

in a playpen was alone in
A teacherlnr.ri" *as with him,

a light room decorated with clowns.
trying to ease his discomfort from an inoculation reaction. Other
little boys were whooping it up as they rode tricycles on the wide
verandah along one side of the building. But mosi youngsters were
waiting for their parents to take them home: it was Friday afternoon.
We went down a long hall, entering several rooms at random.
Each room was bright and gay with colorful stufied and inflated
animals, wooden bloclcs, plastic balls, airplanes and other toys. Pictures on the walls. And at small tables for four, about three to a room,
little boys and girls were playing games with the teacher. There were
six to twelve tots to a room.
All were smiling and completely unabashed by the unscheduled

visit of eight

strange-talking picture-taking adults. One little girl
gladly sang a song for us, and then ran to hide her face in teacher's
skirt.
The boys wore gaily printed shirts and solid-colored suspender
shorts; the girls, with their corn-silk hair and bright eyes, looked like
Botticelli angels in flowered dresses.
These were children of workers at the Karl Liebknecht diesel
engine plant in Magdeburg, German Democratic Republic. This
mrsery, about a half mile frorn the plant and in the midst of a housing
Er-r,r,N Pnnr,o is on the stafi of frte World Magazine. She has just retumed from
a visit to the GDR with her husband, economist Victor Perlo, a frequent contributor to our pages.
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development where many of the workers live, cares for children from
three months to three years. There are r20 chirdren and a stafi of 17
to care for them-all tained as nurses and specialists in infant care,
and all very enthusiastic about their jobs.
Most of the children are resident-that is, they sreep at the nursery
fty", dry_r_ a week-, going home on weekendr, , f"*^go home every
night. we
the plan sleep, and dining areas, thf scaled-to-size
-saw
sanitation facilities
and the ffrst aid room.
one of teachers explained that it is an aim of the n,rsery to
teach the children at least one new thing every day, starting *ith
the vgry youngest-babies in their cribs. In"this ti"y,iL. said, By the
time they are ready for pre-kindergarten at four ylars, the boys and
girls are able to function in baiic way as social beings-diessing
-a
themselves,- tying their_ shoe laces, zipping their zippers,-eating ani
drinking, playing together in harmony,-hulpirrg one-inother.

. fh" nu.rsery building is_ modern in design and very well kept.
And, as mentioned, everything-rooms, children, toys, beds, etc.-

was so clean that it made an indelible impression on us all. That and
the bright and alert faces of the childrerl children of workers, children
are being taken care of by devoted professionars for the
-who
incredible sum of $2.00 a^ week. Something to rernember when skeptics bemoan the plight of East Germans.
Not all eligihls tots are able to attend the nursery, yet. In famiries
where the mother doesn't work, or where there is another adult at
home (a grandmother, or aunt, for example) the child is not able
to go to the nursery. But it is the goal of the GDR to increase the
number of personnel of these facilities so that there will be a place
for every child.

Child,hood

ORE FORTUNATE in this respect are the 10- to l4-year-old
children of the workers at the Karl Lieblnecht plant. practically
all of them who want to are able to spend a shift-two or three wee}s
-at the Maurice Thorez Pioneer Camp near Salzwedel, about 60
miles from }dadgeburg. One-third of the 750-camper capacity are
children of these workers, and there are three shifts per seaiorr. thur"
were also 100 soviet campers, mostly children of Russian specialists
and officers stationed in the GDR, and 20 Polish teenagers.
The afternoon we spent at the camp was very exciting. We were
greeted with cheers by the entire camp lined up on both iides of the
road from the entrance gate. Girls and boys were dressed in blue
shorts, white shirts, and blue Pioneer scarves. We were escorted
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around the grounds and what surprised me was the similarity between

the physical layout of this pioneer camp in the GDR and that of a
very posh camp I la:ow in New England. A large lake with wooded
shores, with provision for all water sports; cabins in partial clearing
but still amongst the trees, mainly firs; athletic ffelds and courts; dining
and recreation buildings. The Maurice Thorez camp had, in addition,
a huge outdoor theater.
We had an opportunity to talk with the children at some tength.
Whenever one of us stopped to ask a question, he was immediately
surrounded by dozens of chattering campers who wanted to give him
pins and buttons, ask questions about American youth and the Vietnam war, and talk about themselves. Even with the language barrier,
communication was good (some of the boys and girls, especially the
Russians, Iarew a little English; a few of us knew a little German;
and we did have an interpreter who did her best to be in six places
at once). It was very clear that these children were healthy, happy
and secure. They were even well behaved-by no means regimented.
Our visit was at the end of the second shift: many campers were
to leave the next day and a new batch would arrive. A camper show
was scheduled, and we were invited.
The perforrnance was on a par with a talent show anywhere by
children of 10 to l4-songs, dances, acrobatics, comedy sketches. It
was the reaction of the audience that we found especially interesting,
the enthusiastic reception that was given to each act put on by the
Soviet visitors-solid applause, whistles and stamping feet. And when
the Polish group (a prize-winning electronic combo with ffve girl
singers, all nattily dressed in grey mini-skirted, semi-military uniforms with scarlet trim, topped by jaunty berets) ffnished a series
of popular tunes, there was pandemonium.
Order of a sort was restored, temporarily, after six curtain calls
end an encore. Then we were called onto the stage and a difierent
kind of commotion took place: we were cheered, applauded and
then mobbed by hundreds of campers, all wanting to shake our hands
and tie their pioneer scarves around our necks. It was an unrestrained
and absolutely spontaneous tribute to us as representatives of the
American antiwar movement about which so many of them had asked
us earlier, and as believers in socialism.
Oaer

z$-Uniler

3O

THEN we spent an afternoon with some young adults, not
AND
enough of them or for a long enough time to be authoritative,

but enough to gain a few impressions. Our dialogue was open,
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and it revealed tllat
rebelion which is prevarent
-spuit_of
everywhere has_its parallel lhe
in the
GDR. But to a limited dtgee, as
it w-as expressed by our young friends.
rn the united states, youth's cry is "down with imperiarism." In
the GDR, this end was acco-ptshed 20 years ,go, *d none of the
youlg folks we spoke with had any desire for ttrJoia order to return.
Rather, every one of them expresied his belief in socialism and his
determination to work for its -advance.
But there were gripes, for. ..things,, mostly: Western gadgets,
higher incomes, iazner jazz, sexier sexl automobiles---especiallv automobiles-freedom to travel (this aimed at the countriesihat discrimi
nate against the GDR, not against the GDR itself) and the cuffency
to travel with, closer ties with young people an over the world, moro
opportunities to express themselves, the bureaucracy of older ad-

ministrators.

what appeared obvious to us is that the situation that exists in
west Ge-rmany-the appeal of the neo-fascist party, especiafly among
the-youth-would never get off the ground in the'GDR. The're seems
to be a frank recognition of the role of Germany in world war II
and a determination on the part of East Germans that such a monstrous situation must never be permitted to recur.
we- think the youag people of the GDR are wonderfutr, and it is
upon them that the ate of their country depends.
DIETER WENDE

THE FEDERAL RBPUBLIC:
NEO.NAZI GRIP ON YOUTH

" /Ar FTER THE autumn elections we will have at least E0 seats* in
the Bundestag." I had read this sentence in the west German

neo-nazi paper Deutsc.he Nachrichten (ctrculation: 100,000 copies)
but when the man sitting o-pposite me made this ,hiumphant forecast
verbally, I stopped short. I was sitting in one of the'rooms of the
ng9-3a_zi NPD_party's offices, the room of Richards, the party's press
chief. I
at once with-the gu_estion: "Aren't you afr^aid lf ueing
-parried
banned?" The questiot yur justiffed, for at the beginning of 1g6g th6
Bonn government had been insisting on a ban o" tG NpD. But
the answer of gray-haired, portly Herr Richards exposed this as
--;Tort""rt"ly, th" neo-nazi NDP (National Democratic party)
did not win
tlre ffve per cent oi the vote necessary for Bundestag seats, yet the l,4zz,lo1
votes it did win fully iustify the warning in this article.-Ed.
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drum-beating, intended only to throw dust in the eyes :f plltt
pure
-opinion.
Richards retorted jovially: "The gentlemen- of the CDU
*1ll k"ep quiet, for you lorow if they try to reproach us with our

NPD' (quo,ted from Das Parlament, April 10, 1968). In this way the
foundations for some youth associations were laid and in 1967
they were brought into existence.
The 'Young National Democrats" (age-group: 18-23) were
founded at the end of 1967 and have already shown themselves as
shock troops of the NPD. After the admission of Andreas Rau,
'the
man in charge of NPD youth work in Bavaria, the members of the
"Young National Democrats" got hard training in special "schools"
and they have their own iudo school in Munich. What is this'training
for? Democrats who have been beaten up for protesting against NPD
meetings know this best. The working program of the Young National
Democrats includes "training camps for leaders," "provoca,tion" trips,
political "schooling" according to the NPD program, and hard training (drill).
The NHB, the "National-Democrat Higher School Association," has

'brown' past, we'll rhyme ofi the names of all the nazis sitting_in
the leading body of tire CDU and the government. Material to this
efiect is already prepared."
These few sentences from a several hours' interview with Herr
Richards explain all too clearly why an open nazi party could come
into existence in the German Federal Republic and develop into a
factor of power: Why should the disguised nazis in the government
and the legislature do anything against their nazi brethren?
The strong youth membership in the NPD points clearly to the
danger of neo-nazism and refutes the claims of Bonn's Minister of
Inteiior that 'iightist radicalism is dying out"' In 1967, out of 35,511
NPD members 22 per cent were in the 16 to 80 age-group; in 1968
this percentage has gone uP.
But this development comes not as a surprise. The policy of
Bonn has been aimed right from the start at a revision of the results
of World War ll-and this soil breeds every kind of nationalism
just like an incubator. And this nationalist movement (it went so
iar that between 1955 and 1960 Bonn had to ban the wearing of
uniforms by some revanchists who were getting over$oisterous )
was the best base for introducing open neo-nazism in the Federal
Republic. After the open declaration of nationalism-by the governing
CDU lthe Par,ty meeting in Diisseldorf, 1965) and the founding of
the NPD (Hanover, 1964), the brown seeds shot up as after a warm
spring rain.
- The ffrst concern of the brown leaders behind Adolf von Thadden
was of course to rally the younger generation round the NPD.
The building-up phase of the NPD was characterized by a process
of centralizing the neo-nazi grouPs, directed by a leading cen'ter
called "National Youth Friendship Circle"-a good name reminiscent

of the'Himmler Friendship Circle" ffnanced by the SS. Indeed, the

neo-nazi "Friendship Circle" is headed by a ffnancially strong publisher: Klaus Jahn. In iust two years, the "Friendship Circle" man-

aged to draw the "Viking youth," !h9 "Eagles" youth_ association,
tlr" '?at iotic Youth Association" and the "German Youth' community into the ranks of the NPD. This body-also did the spadework for
the coopera'tion of these associations with the planned NPD youth
organizition. The Ministry of the Interior had to admit in 1968:
"T"he far-reaching ideological agreement of all right-extremist grouPs
has been partially responsible for the close cooperation \Mith the
108

reached the level of the Young National Democrats. This organization,
already existing at 17 universities, has the task of dampening the influence of democrats in the universities and of influencing students "in
the spirit of the declared aims of the NPD" (quoted kom Deutsche
Naclrichten, December 16, 1966). Of course not only these openly
neo-nazi groups operate among West German youth-the associations
launched by the CDU/CSU in the "Bundesjugendring' (top organiza-

tion of West German youth organizations) are equally dangerous.
One of these is the "German Youth of the East," camoufaged as a
democratic organization belonging to ,the Bundesjugendring and promoted by Bonn. The GYE does its best to stir up trouble among the
young people in the revanchist "Landsmannschaften' groups and promotes and heightens fascist ideology, e.g., in the case of the terror
attacks in Alto Adige (South Tyrol) which they exploited fully in the
press. The "AKON" (Akton Oder-Neisse) is even more closely tied
up with these terrorist a,ttacks. The armed activities and conspiracies
of AKON reach from Bonn to Pretoria, and the Italian police got to
know just how powerful this group was. After preventing an attempt
by AKON against I{ome Minister Taivani in June 1967, it found in a
coal mine near Lago dei Buoi over 100 guns, machine-guns, two
trench mortars and cases of munition. All West German AKON members carry the card of the NPD Party in their pocket too. Pluger,
a member of the AK,ON advisory council, is even the 'valid Aryan"
propagandist of the NPD.
All this makes it clear that in the open phase of neo-nazism in Federal Germany the right-extremist groups are rallied around the NPD:
through the "Friendship Circles" attempts are being made now to
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draw whole youth groups into the "National youth." There are other
Iinks too, for Ieading NPD, officiars are arso to be found in ,the governing bodies of other_youth organizations. Through this interpenetrat\e
groups are growing into idangerousiveapon
-tion,
"":-"?_r1J9uth
in the hands
of NPD leaders, and thJy all ,6*" a, toolsior *orropo'lirt
poJicy. The dangerous efiects of neo-nazi youth concentration are not
only expressed in a growing number of NpO members or by a high
propution of you-ng voters in the electoral results of the Nro-ttEy
are also expressed in the fact that today every fourth sordier in th;
Bundeswehr is a supporter or memb", oi t}r" NpD. This is a dangerous reserve pool and in garrison towns the NpD often gets ovei 20
per cent of the votes.
It is obvious that such neo-nazist contamination of a part of the
west _German youth could not have happened without the backgrgun$ created-by Bonn with its revanchist and militarist policy. And
it is also clear that the NPD-youth organizations and their^sub-groups
are now developing into a 'tegulating' factor of the state moiopoiy
system. Their shock troops emerge everywhere where students and
young trade unionis'ts protest against the dangerous developments in
Bonn. According to a report on January 2g, 1969, by the iVest Ger_
r-nan ne-ys agency DPA, on a conference of neo_nazi youth groups
in Frankfurt-on-Main, these_ groups are the ..opposite poie,, of ,-a"rirocratic youth movement. The results of this bio*n p^olicv are more
attacks and more swastikas daubed on churche. *a trade union
offices' These were the very same groups who in December 1g6g
marched up to_the border of czechoilovikia with placards and ibanners saying_:
,He-re begins the czechoslovak occupaltion zorre of Germany," and "Sudetenland-German land."
_H"y"g such a strong youth reserve is what makes NpD press chief
Richards feel so opti,ristic. He and his colleagues have iothing to
fear from the State bodies-and his young brown instigators will"provide the necessary votes.
Herr Richards has another reason to be wreathed in smilesl the
united efforts of provocateurs, informers, and the pressures exerted by
the- govenment have succeeded in spreading c6nfusion u*orrg th!
ranks of the democratic youth movemint which grew quite strong in
1968. And it will take a long time to remove this confusion even
youth, the
lhouglr some unions like the German Socialist Working
socialist High-school union and the German socialist -stod"rrt, *re
making strenuous efforts to break the growing neo-nazi wave. what
they need is unity if they are to apply their full weight,
Fron World youth, No.2,7g6g
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How the Steel Is

Tempered-Today
HAT IS a young Soviet person like in the sixties? Naturally

:t the image for me is made up of millions of young faces-people
of different natures and habits, of various professions and nationalities. They are people I had occasion ,to meet during my trips a1l
over the Soviet Union, at building sites in Siberia and the Far North,
at the construction sites of the greatest hydroeleetric stations of the
world, at previews of new fflms and ballets in which gifted
young artists took part, in the research laboratories of Dubna
and Novosibirsk.

They are people of purposeful creative endeavor and that is
probably rthe most important thing in the portrait of my young
contemporary.
When I use the word

"youth' I see especially in my mind's eye
the young people who have sent their ffrst awkward but sincere
poems to editorial boards I have been on.
I also recall Alexander Ryabushkin's face, lit up by a broad and
kindly smile. This lad, a Donbas miner, had recenily saved the lives
of 200 miners: he had discovered that in one of the draf,ts during
the night shift, methane (gas ) had caught ffre. Alexander boldly
extinguished it and was able to forestall disaster. This lad, son of
a guerilla ffghter who had been tortured to death by the fascists,
was decorated for valor with the order "symbol of Honor." Thus
heroic fathers who had sacriffced their lives for their country's freedom, have bred heroic sons. This is what I call a living relay of
generations. And that is how I see the "problem" of fathers and
children which is some,times distorted in our literature by writers
who ffnd and stress out of all proportion the elements of "conflict'
between the generations.
As the father of three grown children I personally do not believe
Bo*r Po"r*r, a leading Soviet writbr, is known to readers in manv countries
govel. { Story .About A Real Man. He is now editor of th6 magazine
f9r his (youth).
Yuraosf
He gives his views
soviet youth
view with a Novosti correspondent.

on

of the sixties in thislnter-
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in the antagonism of

generations. What can be the basis for it if
our youth believes in the same ideals and has the same aspirations
as their fathers? The fathers built the ffrst cities in the taiga, the
children are gowing wheat in the virgin lands and building the
ffrst atomic electric stations and icebreakers in the world. And then
the so-called working "third semesters" of the studentsl During the
summer boys and girls build farms and hospitals, schools and roads,
kindergartens and workers' settlements.
The fathers performed heroic feats for the sake of the free and
h"ppy life of us all. But millions of boys and girls who are their
children and grandchildren are building this life today.
When I thumb through my old notebooks I recall people whose
life and work is much like a heroic feat. Take for example the
young researcher from the Komi ASSR, Nikolay Ushkin, who made
an outstanding scientiffc discovery by ofiering a modern classiffcation
of sulphur deposits founded on new methods of prospecting. This
80-year-old rnan has a remarkable backgroundr village school, work
at an enterprise, an institute from which he was graduated by correspondence course. When Ushkin presented his diploma paper to
the academic council it was presented as the basis for a candidate
dissertation. However when Nikolay defended it as such the degree
of doctor of technological science was conferred upon him instead.*
And yet another encounter with the youth of today: Arthur
Chilingarov is a lad I met in the Far North at Tiksi Bay. Literally
everybody knows this vigorous, young, intelligent, well-read man
who is a Komsomol leader in Tiksi. He never spares himself, works
overtime and takes everyone's affairs to his heart, whether it be
the seismologist, the seaman, or the reporter.
As ore in the blast furnace turns into metal, so the young
character acquires ffrmness and clarity of purpose in the process of
working. It is not in vain that we regard Maxim Gorky's words
"nothing is more maiestic than heroism in labor and creation" as
the banner of Soviet literature. And in my view there is no man
closer to young people than a writer who speaks to millions of
boys and $rls in a language of truth, sincerity, trust and lofty
citizenship.

what does a iouth" writer have to say to his contemporaries?
What moves young people in literature?
As an editor of the magazine Yunost I am compelled to answer
* rn the ussR

ilrts o*.
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is equivalent to that of ..doctor,,
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that
frequently. Let me cite a few exampres: the novelette
_question
by VJadislav Titov Defying a Legion of Deatlw'has become very
popuJar-over the last two years. It is a book written by a man wh'o
lost both hands saving a mine and his comrades from'ffre. Defying
a
of Deaths is a deeply touching story of a man wtro-trai
-Legion
taken his misfortune with great fortitudi, a itory of his love for
his wife, about his friends, people of the mining town who came
to vladislav's assistance in times of stress. rt is toilay's "story About
a Real Man." The Soviet reader s favorite perron is a man of
character. Young people are always attracted to him.
The _problem- of shaping a
T?n cannot help interesting young
people. It ha_s
done
so
all over the woild. No woider my
_always
comrades and I met people in faraway Guinea and vietnam whb
had changed their names and assumed those of pavka Korchagin,
Alexander Matrosov and Nikolay Ostrovsky.
These names have become sacred. for young people, ffghting
for their country's
and human dignity. i"i #rr"" i' thirrk
about- the youth of-freedom
the seventies I frequeitly take a r-ai
out of my table sent over to me from Vietnam. It has bullet"aor""
holes
in it and is covered with the blood of some unknown lad. It is
my own book, A Story About a Real Man. And, the blood on the
cover and on dte pages of this book are the new lines written in
it by the ffghters for freedom in Vietnam.
As the vice-President of ,the European society for culture and
a presidium member of the soviet cbmmittee oi w", veterans I
frequently travel abroad on.various pubric missions. I have recently
been in the FRG. In a small town oii the Rhine we were struck by
a s-trange "memorial" in its central square-a- stone map of Germany
with 1939 frontiers. It was a map of Hitrey's rhird deich. A torch
march was held near this
r1p l" the evening and the speeches
and slogans I heard reminded
me so much oi 1g3B and ^ttitl"r'.
orations that, as a writer and war corresponden,t who remembers
all the horrors of war so well and who spent nine months at the
Nuremberg trial
Nazi war criminals, I- decided to change my
literary plans and-of
start a book aiming to refresh the memoriS, arra
stir the conscience of
p_uopl", b_ecau.e the future d.epends on us
all. This book, called 4
ln the Final Analysis, has already come out
in the soviet union and is about to be pubrished in some European
counbies.

when

I

wrote

contemporaries

it I

thought about my children, their friends and

all over the world.
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ALBERT RHYS WILIAMS

JESSICA SITIITII

Journey into HistorY:
Nbert Rhys \fiilliams
On the October Revolution
A^LBERTRHYSWILLIAMShaswrittenabeautifulandinspiring
b*k,- p"iiitrr"a posthumously, about the Russian Revolution'

great liberawhich operied the era'of socialism'and set in motion the
tion moiements of 'the Twentieth Century'
along with
He was an eye-witness to the historic events of 1917'
and
Americans'
sympathetic
Iohn Reed and a small band of other
Russian
the
Through
Hls
i"r"tri"J1;;; ;t they were unfolding'the World as
Reoolutiono stands witir Reedrs Ten Diys That Shook
period'
of the
one
-_-Inof the twin American classics
earlier story,
his new book,f Williams deepens a,d,fftl' out the
is not hindThis
experience.
written in the white heai of immediate -voluminous
kept by
notes
sisht. for the materiai i, dt"*rr from the
research
careful
b-y
value
iy duy, given added
Wii#;
encom'
into accompanying'events #t'itt' could not have been-fully
way
any
in
book
earlier
the
pr"J r, ,ilu ii-"'. Nor is tfie fervor of
williams'
.
treatmen
Iur,"a by this more detailed and fact-fflled until the day of his
t"t"f,r,irti*y ardor and hopes were undimmed
a""ir, i" 1962, if temperediy the unforeseen vicissitudes, -problems,
war' that have held
;;;;;;i rr*tirity ,rJ'i,,t"to"i ""o" and world
world revolutionary
the
and
;;;fi;,h the building of socialismseemed so simple
days
*or"*"rrt, *hor" ,o"5 ahead in those

rililil

and clear.

and numerHaving written over the yeals several excellent books
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Russian Reoolution was reprinted here in t!f-Z Uy
Reeds
"l'tgntnJy
The same year a new paperback edition of
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rro"gi,t.n"t'bi International Publishers
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by Lucita Williams. Quadrangle

Books,
I

ous articles about the
!o"r"t union, which he visited many times
aiter the year 1917-18, williams was working on this new 6ook at
the time of his death, wanting to bring to tf,e new generauon the
blazing lessons of those times.
o_ur debt is grea,t indeed to Lucita williams, widow of the author
and his literary executor, for the devotion and skill with whietr she
saw this
task through to its magniffcent completion, sorting
'nffnished
and coordinating
her husband's masses oi notes and documents ani
making-severlf trips to the Soviet Union. And to virginia Marberry,
gifted journalist in her own right, who performei a miracle in
recreating williams' very spirit and style ih completing the book.
- [t ir not possible to cover in this ,iU"l" all th-e teeirlne events
gf ,h-" year and a half of Revolution Williams not only Sbr"rvud
but shared.
Arrivi-ng in Russia
spring of 1g17, Williams spent the
-in the
suspenseful months before
the Revo-rution tarking ," trrl
f*pr, i'
Petrograd (norv Leningrad) and the provinces,
,,
it
,"torUy
-sEeing
took,, place the ta,gibre transition ti power from
the weak and
vacrrrar-rng successive provisionar governments
to the soviets, and
taking-his stand, arong with Reed,fwho joined him
;; s"ii"#., 11
with the revolutionary forces of the pedpte.
A vivid and memorabre picture it ienin is interwoven in the
fabric of the book. Lenin
to avoid arrest, directing the
in {ap-S
revolutionary strategy of the
Boht'eviks from behina a"-r.ur"r,
sensing the exaot moment when the armed rising-must
come, winning
over reluctant comrades, risking his rife by iripp,ing-irto 'i*a"!
the night before to make sure tf,e insurrection wourd
take prace the
next day. Leain at the Second Congress of Soviets,
tfr" *trrii,g ,ft",
the taking
th9 winter parace, utt"ering thor" ti*piu, r"'iri#Lra,
-of
whlgtr marked the great historic turning"point of these
times:
"comrades, we sha, now proceed
to
take
up
the formation of
the socialist state."
And doing so, with a series of decrees ending ail exproitation
of
*rl ,by_man,-purtting all means of production and
natural wealth
and land in the hands of
_the peopre^, and the Decree oi-r""""
-ft
the ffrst act of the Soviet Goveinmint
",
in foreign poii"r-. ir-i""r"u
called on all the belligerents of world w* l-io'""uri'ffi"g
*a
make--a 'just and democratic peace" with "no inau-"iti"r,
io -i"
tions." (A program Woodrow Wilson f"t", i""orporr*i ,rir"*"ru,
fourteen points.) wiiliams emphasizes that whire
i*-"_
"d;;-*"
{iafe.;ta} of negotiations on tire soviet program, Lenin made crear
rnar tne Dovret Uovernment was willing to consider
any peace terms
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and all proposals," thus inaugurating the policy of peaceful.coexistence thal h^as ever since been- the heart of Soviet foreign policy'
Williams gives a detailed account of how, not long after, Lenin
literally ,"u"f, th" Revolution by insisting on the.tiqT"$.:f th"
robber Treaty of Brest Litovsk with Germany, instead of ffghting on'
weaponless, as Trotsky wanted to do- at a moment when defeat was
surel recklessly risking all the gains of the Revolution' He writes:

ordinary history, instances of human ineptness, errors, failures in
tryrng to accomplish what no men on earth had ever done before,
with results sometimes humorous, often tragic.
Williams dwells especially on the lack of violence and killing
in the early days of the Revolution, the restraint and mercifulness
of the people's tribunals, under Lenin's instruotions. How many lives
were spared, how many pseudo-friends and real enemies were set
free only to turn and take part in the counter-revolutiont Lenin
could be ruthless when the defense of the Revolution required it.
But we must never forget, as Williams stressed, that "it was only
after the White terror that the Red terror commenced."
The author describes how easily and quickly, w.ith how little
bloodshed, the feeble_ cou_nterrevolufionary firces'were put down in
the early days of the Revolution. The victorious assault oi th" winter
Palace cost only six lives. Kerensky's ministers were auested without
resistance, and later freed, Kerensky himserf having previously
escaped ignominiously in women's ciothes with the "heip of US
Embassy_ friends. But williams also shows the never-ending intrigues
to overthrow the new socialist governrnent carried on"from the
beginning by the reactionary us, British and other imperialist forces
whose
T*ilg and ffnancing_of counterrevolutionary ivhit" generals
led to the bloody civil war that came later, supporied by thJ armed
invasion of fourteen nations. It was not the s"iting ,rp of th" soviet
Government tha,t caused bloodshed, but the atteirpti from outside
to overthrow it.
. Il^ahjr.special youth issue of Nrw Wonro Rulrnw, marking also
the 52nd Anniversary of the Russian Revolution, the importarice of
that event to ithe youth of America today must be stressei.
williams, when he reported the Revolution and took part in it
by.writing-p_ropaganda urging-German troops to revolt afiainst the
Kaiser and later helping to form an international detaclment to
-workers'
h,"p
state, was himself only 84 years
_agf"rg the young
old. John Reed when he arrivod on the scene had just'turned 80.
The two women who shared many of their experientes, and wrote
of them in articles and books of their own, were still younger:
Louise Bryant, ]ohn Reed's wife, and correspondent Bessie Beatty.
Albert Rhys williams and John Reed came back to America
in 1918 to tell the truth about Soviet Russia, to agitate against ,the
armed intervention, to urge recognition of the fiit socia'iist state.
I was blessed to be a_*olg those on whom their gorden words fell
as they went around the country talking aboui Lenin and the
Revolution and the dawn of socialism. Miny thousands of young

Toclay historians agree that Lenin's policy of Pelce, nolv, peace while
it J%u" ffght the imp|rialiits, saied th_e Revolution. The
we build'an

tactics
;;;;; ;;gi""n"yiry *t i"t', hE wo"-, by which his.coldly realistrc
a policy that'was overwhelmingiy popular' forms
igainst
fr;;Iil pt;;"?;cl
-the

one bf

great ilramas of history.

watching Lenin at the herculean task of bringing-order out of
the incrediile chaos inherited from the barbaric old regime, the
irr"pt a"d powerless Provisional Government and the years of world
together the divided Bolsheviks to give direotion
*ai, ard keeping-Wit[u*r
not only shows his greatness and genius
in the struggie,
,, , ,"rrotrr"tionary leader, but diaws a most endearing picture of
him as a human bling. With numerous incidents he illustrates Lenin's
modesty, simplicity, ielfessness, hon-esty, his sensitivity and concern
for the'welfui" of lrir comrades (and sometimes of his enemies, too),
his attention to the small band of Americans of whom Williams
was one, his endless capacity for listening and learning-as well as
teaching. Williams estailished a warm and intimate relation with
him duiing frequent meetings. Lenil took time during his $usiest
hours to aivise-Williams about the best way to learn the Russian
language, interpreted for him at meetings where- they both spoke'
o*"r"d to- instruct a small American group in the meaning of
..He was ,the least rigid, the most flexible of men when
",0""r,
Marxism.
it came to tactics," "the most thoroughly civilized and humane maII
I have ever known, and, if politeness is consideration of others, the
most polite"; these are typical comments.
,temperament, his frequent
Williams also descrifies Lenin's joyous
laughter:

zHi, ho*or and happiness bubbled uP ?t every oPportunity,
expressed in a hundred- iittle ways, even in his walk, his way of

de^vouring a newspaper with his eyes, or_the voraciousness and exactness with-which he tackled each new task"'

In other words, Lenin loved his work.
All the glory and grandeur of the Revolution, of ,the great liberating forces set in motion in those days, shine through the pages of
this book. Alongside of them are numerous sidelights found. in no
r16
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Americans, workers, college students were influenced by their message
to devote their lives to work for socialism and peace.

How good it would be

if

the stirring impact of the Russian
Revolution on the youth of 'those days could be duplicated by the
infuence of Inowledge of these events in a difierent historical period
on the radical youth of America today, in relation to their own
problems, which are still a part of the unfol&ng of the same historic process.

That the period of revolutionary ferment in the Soviet Union
has now been succeeded by the period of the growth of a stable
and mature socialist society, defended and built against incredible
odds, spells the triumph of the Revolution and not its failure, as
so*e of the Movement people in their opposition to anything "established" so mistakenly feel. Many new types of problems confront
the ffrst socialist state, which has never ceased to face and ffght
the murderous hostility of the world imperialist system headed by
the United States. And the greatest problem of a1l, holding back
the solution of many internal problems, as did World War II, is

that of averting a new world war in this nuclear age' The _Soviet
Union today carries out its policy of peaceful coexistence while at
the same time it is forced by the imperialist-initiated arms race to
put much of its substance needed for other things_ into the building
up of a mighty nuclear arsenal of its own, pending the_ time the
United Statei comes to its senses and enters into meaningful disarmament talks.
Meantime, uhere uoulil the socialist countri,es ard the woild.
liberation moDements be today uere it not for the stability and'
poau of the Sooiot UnionP
Whatever the weaknesses and divisions of the socialist system
of states, that system is the greatest force in the world in the ffght
against imperialism, in support of the world's working people and
all liberation movements, and in ending forever colonialism in
all its forms.
The socialist states of Eastern Europe owe their existence to
the USSR. The Soviet Union helped bring about the great Chinese
Revolution and sent tremendous aid for its socialist upbuilding until
the tra$c split-which must and will be healed-occurred. The Cuban
revolu,tionary leaders acknowledge the immense debt of socialist
Cuba to the USSR. And the glorious resistance of the Vietnamese
people in both North and South has been immensely fortiffed by the
masiive aid of the Soviet Union and other socialist countries agains,t
US aggression, aid that next to their own matchless heroism and
118

unconqnerable resistan-ce has been
the defeat of the invaders.

the greatest factor in

has,tening

I HAVE said, Albert Rhys Williams kept his faith until the end
and continued to ffght for ,the truth tfiat the socialist basis of
the Soviet state was ffrm and indestructible. rn one of the last articles
he wrote for us, after the ffrst soviet cosmonaut soared into space
(Iet.us not forget_it was th-e Soviets who pioneered in rpr""
"*pior"tion), he wrote these words which ro* ,p the meanin! of his
own
Iife and the purpose in writing this book:
"To live on in this exciting 'springtide of humanity,, and to note
what further headway the Revolutioriis making towa;d that age-old
dream of mankind-ihu
by man of s"pace aod his fLther
journeying to the moon "orqrest
the planets and the starst
"To live on and note hii progress in that not ress daring
and
difficult enterprise--th" conqrresi of man by himself-ti,-"-&"r""
on the road toward that good society in whicL everyone will receive
according_ to his needs, and from the Kingdom of Necessity
pass into
the Kingdom of Freedom.S

ASTRONAAT BORMAN VISITS USSR
uS esrnoweur Fneux Bonr'raN, one of the three spacemen to make

the

record-breaking l4-day- space journey in Gemini 7 in December
1g68,
and the tirst space rendezvous, visited Moscow with his family in
this
July
ye3r. He was the guest of the Institute of soviet-Am"ri""r,
R"ritions.
fuked about his impressions by Novosti press agency, he said in part:
"During our stay in the Soviet Union I *it ,rot only
with '-l, ,r"""
counterparts but also with scientists, public leaders, t'resident 'lritir"y
Podgorny and soviet citizens. Alr these meetings convinced me trat the
soviet people Iive by the same hopes that milins of Americans rive bv,
'l'hey want peace, a better life, and happiness
for their families and children.
In this r see a basis for an optimistic future in rerations between our
countries,

"|lr _main impression here is the warmth and cordiarity of the soviet
people..Ln
-Tr"y places in the world our countries.r" "6rfrorrurrg """f,
other. All this could not trut ]eave a certain imprint on our
thinkifig. All
tle.more unexpected and surprising were this iriendriness, good*ili and
cordiality.
opinion- space research for peaceful purposes is the ffeld in
, ."1" -y
whrch__cooperatron between our countries can be carried out most
suc-

. . . I have said many times and want to repeat once asain
that our earth looks so small from the lunar orbit tt rt it
r,u
"",, "rrir-i
covered with a thumb nail. when I looked at our small blue
plan'et, I
fully realized how worthless are ihe
of people i" ;;p;.i*;
-prejudices
with the need
preserving
earth
and
creafinf
a'better life for its
_our
-of
inhabitants. Perhaps
political leaders should be put Into space?,,
c-essfully.
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verse, wrote experimental plays

I,EV ANININSKY

Youth Onstage: New Forms

In Soviet Theater
THE past ffve years we have seen the triumphant invasion of our
fN
- stage by a new type of hero. The argumentative youth of today
are the source of the intellectual pattern

of current Soviet dramatic
art, with their probing discussions about the "personality cult" and
the atomic age, about physicists and lyricists, about cybernetics and
:ociety, falsehood and truth, the individual and society.
back we ffnd less subtlety and more feeling in plays: the
-Tenyears
artless factory girl of playwright Alexander Volodin, the d-angerous
love of Nikolay
elderly heroes, Victor Rozov's simple-Pogodin's
hearted youths who are horiffed by any kind of deception.
However, in order to understand the depth of present tensions, the
philosophic and spiritual currents in contlmporiy plays, one must
look back across fffty years to the beginnings of our present historical
era.

soviet art and literature took their beginnings from the Revorution.
Events occured for which neither words nor colors had yet been devised; conficts arose for which no theatrical forms had yet been found.
Everything was new, and ffrst of all Man.
Two_geniuses of Russian literature stood at the source of the young
-Soviet drama. Maxim
Gorky, with whom a thinking and acting proIetarian masterfully burst into literature, introducing discussiJns of
the meaning of life, the class struggle, the destiny of man discussions
that substantiated revolutionary action and merged with it; and Anton
Chelfiov, with his ffne, understanding of human psychology, his
knowledge of-everyday life, and his kindliness and-"o*p*rrlon fo,

orrlinsry people.
But the new drama was most elearly outlined by the new realities:
the slogans of the Civil War, the urgency of industrialization, the
r-mge of the ffve-year plans. The rhythm of the times penetrated into
the_ theater,,breaking up the old traditions, bringing nlw styles, new
esthetics. vladimir Mayakovsky, a poet who revolltionized Russian
Lsv
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ANNrNsxy is a well-known Soviet literary critic.

in the twenties. Billboards announced
the performance of new plays by vladimir Bill-Belotserkovslcy and
Vsevolod Ivanov, Boris Lavrenev and Vsevolod Vishnevsky,'plays
that presented the- epic sweep of revolutionary events, showirg^how
the-old_reality and old psychology were cro*Ltng.
In the twenties a second, a psychological trend, appeared in the
soviet drama. social cataclysms were presented in the fght of dramatic
family conflicts in the plays of_ Klonsiaatin Trenev anJ such prays as
Miklrail Bulgakov's pays of the Turbins. In the thirties,
"rd'prrticularly just before the war, emphasis was placed on the psychorogical
developm_ent- of the ordinary person: thus Alexey Arbuzov,s lriu*k
story and other plays, and Alexander Affnogenov's Distant point acquired wide popularity. In this way the chekhov traditions were revived and strengthened.
_ The war years that followed gave us the best plays of Leonid
Leonov, Alexander Korneichuk, Konstantin simonov, which largely
dealt with stories of soldiers ffghting against fascism.
Not much more than half a century ago Maxim Gorky wrote from
Italy to one of his Russian corresp-ondents: "In addition to the problems of working in the most difficult of arts the drama
- how is one
to write dramatic _plays in a country lacking strong natures,
where
man's nature is as hazy as a cloud on a windy dayp,,. S"y what you_will, this does not, apply to Soviet plays today. The
lreroes of soviet drama know iust wJrat they want, an-d ih"y
"ru "upuble of realizing their d.efre-s.
91"" having set themselves a goul, tliey
move toward it unflinchingly. They do not fear their desires ind thesl

desires are fulftlled.

- our plays_might be designated as dramas of realized. desires, and
this profoundly reflects the character of our time: our faith in reason
that can transform nature and reconstruct the wor1d.
At the turn of the sixties a new protagonist appeared in Soviet
,rr&-" sharply critical
ffafs, yr-1! new problems and cares, new
"rrrlomr
view of life.
This hero was discovered by victor Rozov, the father, as it were,
of the new youth. At the close of the forties Rozov's plays, presented
on the stage of juvenile theaters, excited hardly ,rry
The
"o*.i"nt.
maturing of Rozov's hero was a gradual process. In Ig52
he uttered
lofty words about truth and goodness in a hushed voice. In 1g5g there
were the same lofty words, but the hero had become more complex.
In his confusion, the hero frequently sounded like the poet yevtushenko declaiming at a huge poetry reading.
After a while the young hero became *br" restrained, more con-

tzL
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ffdent; he learned to talk without poetic emotionalism. Rozov saw in
this hidden $owth the features of the young generation that had not
received the baptism of war in the front lines. For the time being this
was enough. Taking a ffrm stand both on the stage and in life, Rozov's
hero was gradually accepted - not without certain reservations - by
theaters, critics and spectators. However, his limitations were in time
disclosed.

Rozov senses the rhythm of everyday communication between
people and things. That is why his plays are produced in the StanisI"rrly manner. In his play After the Wedding, everything is being
prepared for the ceremony: rugs swept clean, the shells of sunflower
ieeds decorously spit into saucers to keep the yard clean, good care
is being taken of the wine bottles, and it is known just how much
and what quality of meat is to be used for the cutlets. lust where the
host scratched up enough money to prepare such a wedding for his
daughter is the talk of the town.
But this is not merely the usual atmosphere of the domestic difficulties associated with weddings, of the long train of inevitable
worries, of the patient work, moneI, and hopes such occasions represent. Here a scandal will break out on the day of the wedding. The
lovely Klava will suddenly aPPear from nobody knows where, and
Mikhail, the bridegroom, will suddenly understand that his old love
has not died. At the same time Nyura, the bride, will also sense this,
and it will become clear that this wedding is false, and that all the
preparations were to no purpose, that there was no true feeling under
att this bustle and fuss over material things.
Who is preparing the wedding? Who is making the most fuss? Who
is most concerned about what the neighbors will think? Why, the
bride's father, of course, the master of the house, Salov. (Salo means
pork fat.)
You easily discern the relationship of this paterfamilias to other
such fathers in the past, for whom a stuttering fiance was a "blemished
article," for whom the main thing in a future wife was that she be
"healthy and smooth," able to function in a stable, preordained way.
But something has changed in Salovl While trying to serve his guests,
piting up a Babylonian tower of dainties at the wedding feast, it is
he who upsets this tower when he understands that a dishonest deal
is being made. For Salov has an acute sense of happiness and sorrow
predecessors belted their refractory ofispring to
- while his gloomy
teach them obedience, Salov bustles around to make his children
h"ppy. He thus attracts our sympath/, and we are sorry for him
iust as we are sorry for Nyura and for Mikhail who had sincerely
722
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believed that he was marrying for love until the other $rI, his halfforgotten love, Klava, appeared.
Mikhail had indeed fallen in love with Nyura, but with a "friendly'
love; he is sorry for her, he respects her. And if Klava had not appeared, the old, mad feeling would not have overwhelmed him, and
he would have married Nyura and all his life he would have thought
that everything was right and proper between them.
See how everything has become mixed-up
- freedom and necessity, volition and compulsiont How motivations have changedt How
complicated man has becomel Formerly, Rozov pitted kindness against
evil, freedom against stagnation. The evil ones, in their malice, ruined
the lives of the good ones, the evil ones were guilty toward the kind
ones.

And now? Who is guilty toward whom, when even in the heart of
{yrm Salova love of Mikhail ffghts her desire to keep him; it is no
flirtatious hussy who screams: "I'll raise the whole town!" This cry
comes from Nyura, an unhappy, loving, horrifted girl.
When Klavdia appears, it becomes clear that there was no real
love between Mikhail and Nyura. What was it then? What is tormenting the bride? Fear of losing a husband? No, it is something else.
Nyura had believed in her own happiness.
What about Mikhail? What is leading him to the registration ofice,
holding him_ at Nyura's side? Is it fear of some sort o] moral repression, or prudent calculation? His behavior, in fact, is dictated by compassion and sympathy. "Once you've given your word
- keep it, and
in particular in such matters. You're taking somebody else'slife into
your hands- Another person is trusting you with it, giving his consent.,,
_ Al{, why, ffnally, are they so afraid of breaking up the weddingp
Scandal, gossip? "What will the town say?" Fear of the unwritten ordir
of things?
No, it is not this they are afraid of. They are afraid of afironting
the guests who have been anticipating the festivities, who have come
to
their joy with them. "To whom are my obligations?,, thinks
_rlrr_"
Mikhail. "To all the people - that is to whom. To their expectations.
To their good opinion. To their wishes for happiness."
The force and dramatic tension of the situation lies in the fact that
victor Rozov understands that the world is not made up of falsehood
alone; it is simultaneously false and true. what truth does it refect?
The truth of people's eyeryd_ay life. "This is life, this is what they call
happiness- and peace of mind . . . " It is superfl.uous, in Rozov,s opinion, to ask the why and the wherefore of this life. It knows its own
'whys and wherefores," it is above any meaning. And from the point of
123
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view of this everyday happiness, contentment and human syrnpathy,
the real love that tears everything up by the roots and breaks the heart
is no truth at all; it is a mirage - "a mirage of the past, a ghost . . .
a dream." Knowing that this real world has its reasons, Rozov does
not dare to challenge it with an ideal dream.
The heroes of the play return from the registry office, both of them
pale and listless. The band strikes up a fourish, but your heart is
heavy - a human being has been broken, brought down to his knees.
How was this done? Not by blows or force, iust by silent waiting, by a
joint weakness, by anticipation of ioy and goodness, quiet and peace
of mind. A man sinks to his knees to the accompaniment of clinking
wine glasses; he exchanges his freedom for happiness, for destiny.
At the last moment Rozov plays his ffnal trump. What is it? True
love. Love that cannot be explained nor measured, that is independent
of everyday matters. Unearthly love, ffrst love. In Rozov's plays fust
Iove never goes rusty, it is removed from everyday things. This water
of life he keeps lbehind seven locks. He only uses it when all other
possible arguments have seemingly been exhausted.
Nyura will glance into Mikhail's frozen eyes, and amidst shouts of
"Bitter!"# she rvill suddenly snatch her wedding veil ofi her head.
"I free you!" she will cry, her eyes dancing, throwing ofi the burden
that has been weighing her down.
And the play ends immediately.
It is impossible to live freely for more than a second. In the following se_cond necessities will appear. In the following second people will
want happiness and contentment. And then a new mass of problems

will

arise.

ICTOR ROZOV's discovery of the young idealist who had not
experienced the war marked the advent of a new youth. But
then the new generation began to write about itself. First in poetry,
then in prose. The ffrst plays of Yuly Edlis appeared, followed by
those of Georgi Polonsky and Oleg Stukalov. Later Vassily Aksionov's
characters from his novel Ticket to the Sfors appeared on the stage
in their blue jeans and prospector's beards, with their fashionable
disputes. A new type of play emerged
- an argumentative play.
"We're terribly modern," said Yuly Edlis's heroes of themselves.
What did they look like? "Black clothing, a short beard," "A eheckered shirt and sweater, casual." "TrousersP Very narrow." The girls
-

*At Russian weddings the cry "Gorky, gorkyl" (Bitter, bitterl), raised frequently by the guests, is the signal for bride and groom to kiss.
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',stylish hairdo, bell shirt, spiked heels

s1antofeyes..."

-

ravishing.,, Oh, yes

_

omodern

A;nd.h9w do_tliey- talk? Impressively. When they do talk _ how
manly-their wordst Theiriavorite subyectsp Beethoven is all right, but
Shostakovich isn't bad, is-he?-and Remarque? And Hemingr"rit
Wt rt
about Brazilian rhythms? The Blue piJassos! Modern ir"rrit""t r"i
And-Xaviery Dunikovskyl Here is a short summary of one of them:
'A Iiomsomol _iazz wedding:_lenny Goodman, 'Louis Armstrong,
Michel Legrand, Count Basie, nddi" h.orr", and us.,,
. And to top it all, these modern boys an<I girrs love discussions about
domestic and world politics. what iarkr T"he ease with which
these
y-oungsters feed the audience gospel truths shoutrd convince
us that
-worthy
they are_authentically up-to-date,
of our time.
It is hard to check whether our heroes and heroines reafly do fft
this claim, since the entire action of the play here is *ri"r" *"
return to the main point
deverops in the sphlre of pure reason. The
protogue presents two mutuafly excrusive premises. He and
she are
on the stage. He is 'tick and tiied of accep^ting adults
at face varue,,,
and he "doesn't cate a straw about their v&oei and the
proper thing
to do is_ '$rink cognac," "and dancet and kissr and rovei', dt toot
,
"
and holds that one should believe anyhow,
:lgig
-,,!r,"'Toppery'
and that tl,e
best thing to do is for the whore graduating crass to
go to
Siberia and work at a construction
rhu,
H"'g"i;-iltrrr"r
,
_project.
job playing-in a restaurant
iazz or"liurir, (right side 3f .,rn"j. Sfr"
Ieaves for the construetion iit"
1r"ft side of itrg"j. I-ao'"?i'r."o*
whether this was intended a-s symbolism, but if Io it
*r" to ,o prrpose: to the spectator out inrront right is reft, and reft
is ,iehi *rrt r*.
The play is enacted around_the re"jection oi tt" ff;JE;;"u"
decides to go out to where She is. '
However, you would be mistaken if vou supposed
that all this
.leads
to traditional moraristie concrusions iorcerrrirrg the balefurness
gl.l:s?T-r", pals, and the radiance of the constructors of the new.
Mikhail shatrov wants to write in a "modern" manner.
rr"
ro,
construction workers because they combat hardships;
"rr", for
he cares
iazz players because they respeel Xaviery Dunikoirsky-rJnurrrry
Goodman. These 'tociar"-r""r"-r have no connection
wiih the plot of
the p!1 The unfolding of the action is purery
conjecturar: the iero is
visited by "heralds," "story tellers,,, ,Gt r"rr"r.,, 'One
shows ,g }ri,
clzricism, at the same time rev_ealing his capability
of betraying ,
woman' Another tells how he sufiered-during tte p"rioJor
trr"l"rrorraritv culg but did not rose faith. A third, h;int

his opponents have to san strikes his

il; ;;;"il

forehead;;;il;th;t"?u

lu"g
was
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mistaken. However, there is no need to follow aII the discussions
modern youth engage in. Whatever they talk about, the outcome is
predetermined, and the discussions carry too much resemblance to
the scholastic arguments of medieval monks, the difierence, of course,
being the subject - the monks argued about how many angels could
stand on the head of a pin, while modern youth conjectured about
the possibility of building communism in one isolated polar station.
The only thing that is interesting about these arguments is their vivid
demonstration of the fact that the inner world of the individual is immeasurably more intricate than these word battles would indicate.
Naturally, Mi}hail Shatrov must not be iudged by his Moilem
Boys alone, but by his other plays too: Gleb Kosmachoo, The Si,xth
of_Iuly, and more than anything else, perhaps, by the excellent play
TIw Brest Peace Treatq. However, even fi Modern Boys was nof the
best of his plays, it was unquestionably the most vivid example of the
disputes that reigned in playwriting at the beginning of the current
decade. For a number of years this youthful spontaneity embodied
the "new trends." When Vassily Aksionov tried his talents as a playy"iglt, he wrote lht:gas on Sale, a paradoxical, semi-fantastic ilay,
based on an absolutely abstract discussion of whether it pays to be
kindhearted, humane, honest
- positively in the spirit of the ultraintellectural disputes of Yuly Edlis and Mikhail Shatrov.
However, sooner or later the emotional, abstract, talkative plays
had to break out of their youthful shallowness and come face tdface

with the real emotional depth of individuals. This deepening is

demonstrated in the work of Edvard Radzinsky, author of a play that
was a hit in 1962: Yutre Tuenty-two, Old Men, This ffrst play *rs

aclnowledged merely as the latest version of the "confessiin'; of a
yolng lvag who wants to argue himseU into his right to exist. But
Radzinsxy*s second play was a real event in soviet dramatic art. It
appeared almost at the same time as Victor Rozov's The Wedding
Day, and both these plays became centers of literary criticism.
In 104 Pages about Lorse Radnnsky has eliminated all superfluous
personages. He has eliminated anything that might accidently interfere with the course of true love betrveen Natas[a and yevdokimov.
Stag-e director Anatoly Efros took everything superfuous ofi the stage.
He left a minimum of things, and this minimum is ffxed: the settings
do not change.
The lighting efiects are softly varied throughout the performance
the
outline of distant light on the horizon, the pattern of distant
stars in the sky. The color of the air is what undergoes constant
change. The atmosphere of love changes, pulsates, vibiates.
t%)
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But nothing stands in their wayl No domestic or other circumstances, there are only the two of them, and they love each other.
There are no obstacles.
The obstacle is in themselves. There is some inner urge that interferes. Radzinsky reveals the tragic aspect of love itself, an aspect
unknown to him before. He experiments: Iove is patiently obvi,ous,
clearly outlined. Here we might recall the famous picture of Flaubert
poring over the heart of Madame Bovary held in his hand.
Jhe -exp_eriment of Radzinsky is a study of this magic substance:
Radzinsky do-esnt Inow what will happen,'the resurt is
|et to astound
him. The author is emphatically obje&ive in his attituie
is a
- thisdebut
new Iladzinsky, not_ the one who argued in his plaryrriting
that his-young gaudily-attired, glib-tongued protagonists we"re real,
businesslike pe^ople; the very
yidre Tuenty-tuo,
_title of that pliy,
Old Menlwas fterce propaganda of this idea.
704 Pages about Looe is pointedly unobtrusive: there is neu-But
trality even in its title. The physicist yevdokimov is the dynamic, imperturbab-1e., gifted protagonist, hrppy in the good progress he is
making. why does it seem to us thai'yevdokimlv is ill i.rons? Let

us recall how the critics followed Natasha's lead, crying: 'E"gotistt
Supermant No compassion for peoplet"
Egotist! But he wants with a[ his heart to ofier his talents, his
energy, to people. 'success above all, not for myselft" is his conviction.
_ SupermanP But it is not for nothing lt rtat: iollowing words escape
him: "Real people - they are asharied
of all tende.nEss, because at
fhe bottom of y-our soul tenderness is too defenseless to be
spoken of

to everyone or anyone."
No c-ompassion for people? And this of yevdokimov, whose heart
tothroughout the eltire performance with rove for Natasha, the
19*
airline hostess with the 'horrible vocabulary," the ..charminn
o *o*"r'with *impossible hair," with her Aerofot slang.
Deftnitions in the utterances of critics rorrid like accusations.
But
where do these deffnitions spring from? It is Natasha who calls
him an
a superman, pitiless. And she loves himt The author also loves
!so!1st,
his Yevdokimov. Next to yevdokimov there stands, in the capacity

of
Jightning rod, the ironicar
of the girr physicisg ofo-utrovr,
_ffgor-"
whose entire life is permeated with 'teason,;' wfio Lats
j"iit, i,
order to do her work, or perhaps to play chess; in short, "rrd
to n"ir, ,o*u
objective. But Yevdokimov is not ostrltsova; he ir
ni,
strictness, his rigidity, are no departure from human "rtorul
""aThey
emotions.
are merely
form of manifesting human feelings: freedom
_a
ainamism, volition and courage.
""a
a
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Formerly Radzinsky held that principles were happiness, while
convictions could take the place of compassion, but now he understands that both freedom and happiness are built of one and the same
human stuff, that human beings cannot be wedged into this or that
scheme; man is too complicated for either a touchingly sentimental or
a fanatically rigid model.
Yevdokimov is in love. And he ffghts against his love. Rather, he
ffghts the principle of self-surrender, trust, and the complete comprehension he is not able to separate from love. He is furious with the
weakness of the human spirit in love. And there is a certain symbolism
in the faet that Natasha meets her former sweetheart, Yevdokimov's
friend Felix, a handsome weakling, a failure in anything he undertakes, always whining and ready to accept pity. Edvard Radzinsky
has a remarkable sense for names: Yevdokimov's ffrst name is Electron (he was born in the thirties, when his parents were "hard up for
humor"). Felix means happiness in Latin; the name Natalia comes
from the words 'hatal" or 'hative." And so here you have Electron
Yevdokimov ffghting against his love, for Natasha's love is faintly
tainted with the odor of Felix's wealaness.
But the greatest tragedy is taking place in Natasha's heart. This

"It's getting more and. more dificult. What
do you need me for? You are strong enough yourself."
To her, love is everything, her entire life. She submerges herself
completely in love. What can quench this thirst for love? An answering love, an ansrvering love equally submissive.
_Feli1, perhaps, would be capable of such emotions-soulful-eyed
triflers frequently turn into ffne paterfamilias. But she loves yevdokimovl How stale is Felix in comparisonl For the very reason that
Yevdokimov is above her, stronger, less accessible, her love for him
Iends reason and dignity to Natasha's life. "I want respecq', she whisoand
p-ers,
I'm not wortll of iq really." What respeciare you talking
about-you are lovedt The respect that is exalted, that is higher thai
Iove, the respect that makes rnan master of the world of-erectrons
and stars.
Natasha is both 'h"ppy and unhappy." She is happy because
Yevdokimov is worthy- of lo-ve. And unhappy because Jdmething in
him is independent of her love. The circle closes: this excrucialing
indep-e_ndence is the thing that makes him worthy of love!
'I'U go away, ]ust get up and go." Every time she wants to Ieave
_
him it is in order to save hei aignity. And every time reaving means to
destroy, to betray her_ dignid. Natasha struggles despeiately, she
ir sffig herself up, bit by bit. slowly she pays for her hippiness with
her pride. If he is to be trustedthere are no-other *ryr to^hrppiness.
she is afraid to believe, because something independenl of her f&e will
always remain in him, a remnant of his-freedom; while she, having
given her love, $ves all of herself with it.
But it is also impossible for her not to believe: she has come into
life to p-lace her trust somebody. she has come into the play as the
in
personiffcation of the happiness that comes along in life jusi by it-

heart has been freed of all its covers, and we actually see its pulsations.
"You like me."
"No . . . Well, I do. . . So what?"

"No . . . That is, yes . . " From their very ffrst talk in the cafe
everything that takes place in Natasha's heart follows this paradoxical
scheme: "No . . . That is, yes . . . " Through this brittle reiistance we
glimpse the tragedy of loss of self. She adjures herself not to surrender
to love- and calrnly surrenders. She exclaims: "Nol" and this negation
covers her entreaty that he make her utter the "Yes" she wants. And,
imploring herself : "Be ffrm! Be ffrmt" she invokes her freedom, all the
while damning both ffrmness and freedom, in fright that her craving
for happiness is stronger than her wish for freedom.
There is a certain inner logic in Natasha's whimsical behavior. In
the fact that having fallen in love with Yevdokimov she runs away from
Yevdokimov. In the fact that having been turned away by Yevdokimov, humiliated by him, she runs to him again and is ready to forgive
him. There is an invisible logic in all this: "The most difficult thing is
to live without an idol." Without an idol-that means without God,
without inspiration. The girl from Aeroflot has lost her heart to "an
inspired comrade." She expresses her thoughts as best she can, but we
feel that this is the very point at which love discloses the initial integrity of a personality. This is a moment of inffnite soaring. The moment
128

passes. And what happens?

seII.

However, what happens of itself in life is the subject of the
authot's painful meditatio,n. He has given to an earthly woman the

atbibutes

of an unearthln mercilesi inner vision, so that she is
?-rt:p t9y*4 her own happiness without seeing how

unable to take

give-s he_rself, humbles herself, losing

her dignity and freledom.
life is a process of dying, and h'appiness is always
attained %t the price of loss," as in the-novek of braham Greene.
But it is better for a normal, earthly person not to know this-he will
not be able to endure th!
he wilr not ffnd happiness.
'Dont think too much-it-ll $9wledge,
kill_youj-' is Radzinr<y-s warning^t ni,
heroine. But she meditates, since her author meditales. of wha"t? Love,

3.!e-

Philosoph-ically,

she thinks, as

life itself, is a continuous submission of one's self. such
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refections are suicidal. Perhaps that is why we anticipate Natasha's
suicide throughout the play, for in her very happiness lies her unhappiness; she sees happiness as a betrayal of respect. Or rather, she
herself is_happy, but contemplation oi this happiness makes the
author unhappy. He poisons his heroine with freeiom, he conducts
his experimen! putting Hamlet's burden on her back. But Natasha is
not strong eno.rgh to commit suicide, she is too normal and lively a
grrl. She tears herself out of the experiment, forgets her ..ffrmness,,
and rushes to this monster Yevdokimov, and forgiv:es him everything!
But Edvard Radzinsky could not stand the sight of this spectacle.
So he purng up Natasha Alexandrova in the plane of whidh she is
stewardess ffve minutes before her happiness is completed.
mgr: were many puzzled questions in the disdussion that raged
around this play of Edvard Radzinsky: Natasha perishes so suddeilyt
The critics did not like this death of the heroine. Although ,o*" p"opi"
thought it was all for the best: at last yevdolcimov hi's been ,^h"k"r,
out of his self-conffdence and crueltyt perhaps he wifl be more compassionate in the fuhrre.
The critics who liked_the play said approximately the folrowing:
at last the soft and kindhearted Natasha-has enrrotled this fanatic
Yevdokimovl The ones who didn't like the play said: a pity, she didn't
suceed in
him; Turgenev's Lisa in her pla6e would have
-ennobling
ennobled the fellowt Both appraisals are based on tlie same sensation:
a wjary_lgnSilg_fo1 proportion, order, peace, and happiness.
But Edvard Radzinsky lanows something above thiJ longing. He
did not write his play with the idea of resolving it by the *rgil oi lo''ru
or through the- device of lies. He examined thJ magic of rovJ with the
ruthlessness of an analyst. And he saw the trutlt"
Edvald Radzinsky's play is an example of how the earlier argumentative plays developed- into the projection of authentic persoialities.
Former illusions crumble under the weight of real drariatic tension
in 704 Pages about Looe; yotthful moodi that seemed so wonderful
are dispelled. Life furns out to be more serious, more dramatic, even
tra$c, than he had supposed. And this is not due to external obstacles!
The richest dramatic qualities prove to be internal and unavoidable.
And these qualities contain the real beauty of human existence.

about Lenin have been appearing on the Soviet stage, and others are
in preparation.
-TG
latest plays on Lenin areThe Sinh of luly,\y lt'tikh{l Shatrov,
Betueen Rains, iiy Alexander Shtein and Tha Third Pathetique by
Nikolai Pogodin. lVhat is there in common among these works? To
attempt to reveal the image of the leader in the mobile, fuctuating
unity of tlle many aspects of his personality; to merge into a single
image the features of a statesman, leader, thinker, and man.
lf**rait Shatrov presents us with an "experiment in documentary
drama." He reconstructs one day in the life of Lenin, the 6th of ]uly,
I"918, basing himself on documents, stenograms, precise notes. This
is the day of the revolt of the Social Revolutionaries. We ffrst see
Lenin speaking at the 5fth Congress of Soviets, opposing the representatives of the S. R. party. Immediately afterward we see Lenin in
the German Embassy, forced to ofier his condolences for the assassination of the German Ambassador Mirbach by the S.R.'s.

N IMPORTANT aspect in the development of dramatic art in the
Soviet Union since the October Revolution of IgL7, has been the
concern of many playwrights with the image of Lenin. In connection
with the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Revolution in 1967, and the approaching Lenin Centenary, in April 1970, a number of new plajrs

4A
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The dramatic point of this tense activity, shovm in the sharp
changes of contradictory circumstances, is that there are no readymade solutions. Lenin takes decisions here and now: we as spectators
observe the development of the decisions, the inner logic of the action.
Alexander Shtein, author of. Between Rains, leaves Lenin alone on
stage. Mildrail Shatrov hacl a massive collection of documents con-

ffrming the events he depicts. But Alexander Shtein operates with
solitary meditation. The great inner monologue of Lenin: doubts,
questing, balancing various possible decisions, then the decision. The
idea of the New Economic Policy (NEP) is conceived right before
our eyes. Again, we observe the process of decision-making. Alexander Shtein told iournalists that he had "tried to write a psychological play, almost a chamber play, although its plot centers around important historical events." The word "chambey'' is more than controversial in the given context. But the enthusiasm is indisputable: to
reveal the image of the leader at a complicated moment of making
a decision, thus revealing from inside the personality of the man.
Nikolay Pogodin has his own approach to the same task. Tha Third
Pathetique crowns his Lenin trilogy, commenced three decades ago
with The Mon uith a Rifle, and later continued vnth The Kremlin
Chimes.In this third play Podogin depicts Lenin during his last days,
shows him meditating over the signiffcance of the work to which he
has dedicated his life. The playwright strives to bring the image of
Lenin to fulffllment, to unfold the humanistic aspect of his nature,
the inner purpose of his life. While the ftrst part of the trilogy
brimmed with the dynamics of the revolutionary act that had torn
181
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up the old world, and the second was permeated with the enthusiasm
of the construction of a new society, the third part identiffes the activities of the leader with universal humanist priirciples. It is a depic.
ti-og
9f the quest for the sum total of life, reflectin! the very essence
of being, of personality, and of the individuafs rerition to tile world.
. In unfolding the Lenin theme soviet dramatic art disprays its
basic qualities of striving to disclose the humanist idea betrina tue
action of the hero, the organic unity of his personarity and his deeds.
This same search is to be found as welln the prays of the sixties
iust discussed. llhe Lenin theme is of course a spiciar one, but our
dramatists persist in the conception of an integrate-il personality whose
contradictions move toward the ultimate goal of hirmony. But new
difficulties increasingly appear in the se*arch because man's complexity constantly grows.

did give us a jolt, as, no doubt, it was meant to. Three Days of Vic,tor
Chernysheo (script, E. Grigoryev; direction, M. Osepyan) has at
least a formal resemblance to Saturday Night and, Sundag Moming.
The moming before the weekend begins like most other mornings.
The silent munching in the kitchen is broken only by someone's remarl "Did you hear the price of beer was coming down?" No one
bothers to reply except with a shake of the head. Then comes the
clang and clatter of the machine shop with Victor more or less contentedly turning out one shiny piston after another until he is interrupted by a meeting called to discipline one of the foremen who has
insulted a girl worker. At the meeting the unrepentant foreman harangues youth in general and particularly the "pampered young kids
who come here linowing nothing about the iob." The trade union
oommittee tries to elicit some response from the meeting. Doesnt any-

Wrdtten for New World Review, tlvough
the courtesy of Nooosti Press Aeenia,
wha also prooided, the translation. -

ROBERT DAGLISH

A Moscow Diary of
Stage and Sereen: Some
New Happenings
pycel.inq article by Leo Anlthuky catied the storg of recent il,eoelop\he.
nents
in sooi'et drama u,p to .1g67, the rift_tah Annroercary"y"*. rlr" foltouiig
articl.e,by Robert
!1glxh,_roriter, uitic aid. translator, lon! ktaaort in'iior"ori,
y:\o alsg pl"ays English gyil American characiers in sooiet filris, has som.e ail.ilitional,
interesting conrnents. The arti,cle @as uritten a the beglnntng of the lg6g theatq
\easofl, so lt does rwt cooer the lytey plays. lt is repriited
frSm'the Imunry lg6g
Anglo-soviet Jonrnal, organ of the nfitxh society ior cuttiral aet"io^ Gtn tne
ussn.
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unexpected the situation here

in the arts can be at

times is illustrated by the following example.
rl,ast week I went with two Russians to an out-of-the-way
factory
club to see a fflm we had wanted to see so long and had Legun to
think had been withdrawn. It was said to be a st,rdy in depth"of the
contemporary scene like luly Rain and I Am Tuenty.

we were not disappointed, although the starkness br th" portrayal

to speak? No one does.
Victor spends Saturday afternoon at the cycle stadium after being
told ofi by a visiting relative for not remembering his father. But he
simply isn't old enough to remember anyone who was killed in the war.
Drinking a solitary beer in the stadium cafe, he overhears a touching
conversation between son and well-heeled father, who now lives with
another woman. "Yes, I'm glad you still trust me, my boy. It's a good
decision to get married and here's the ffve hundred rubles you need
to tide you over." When Dad has gone, Victor learns over another
beer that the marriage tale is just a fake and the ffve huridred rubles
is needed for a motor scooter.
Victor tags along with new friend for an evening of fast music
and girls, but somehow the extorted ffve hundred rubles sticks in his
throat. "Give your father back his cash," he says, 'IMe can do without
that." And to his friend's question about the girls, "Didnt you do anything with yours? That's what they're for," he replies, "Some peop.le
think it depends on which girl."
The next day there is a factory potato-picking tdp to the country.
The sweet pull of Mother Earth, helped by a few glasses of vodka
and the old foiks'reminiscences, puts Victor in a lyrical frame of mind.
But straight ofi the lorry on his return to town he runs into his street
pals. They all feel an urgent need to "top up" and try to iump the
queue in the shop. But for once-and how one feels the "onceness" of
it-someone protests. They corner him, a thin, nervous middle-aged
man, in a dark stleet, pin him terriffed against a wall-then let him
go with a caution. But after a few paces he turns and rushes them
with almost a scream. ''fou're like fascistsl I killed thugs like you in
the warl" Punishment is administered savagely by the masters of

one want
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the street, until a passing worker and then the police intervene.
After interrogation at the station by a monosyllabic but somehow
understanding sergeant, cleverly fflmed so that Victor and the boy

in the
of the fffties. Some visiting Western critics, who probably
know Rozot's work only through inteqpreters, tend to regard him as
a "problem-play''writer. The Soviet critic who talked to us last Sunday got nearer the mark when she called his plays "meditations."
Whether one has laughed, wept or struggled with intellectual doubts
during the play, the ffnal curtain always leaves one with the feeling of
having meditated far more deeply than usual about one's own way
of life. The difficulty about translating and staging Rozov's plays
abroad, however, is that these meditations and particularly the strands
of humor that run through them, are so closely interwoven with Soviet
problems. A Western producer, for instance, might see The Amwernents Organizer as entirely concerned with the old NIfi/D tertor,
while the Soviet producer can and does eonvince his audience that the
play is equally, if not more, about loyalty and treachery among friends.
In its natural setting the eternal, human theme comes out much
stronger than the passing, circumstantial one. Luckily, the directors
and actors who have made fflms from Rozov's plays have realized

who intervened give almost the same answers to the same questions,
Victor has to face his mothet's tears and reproaches, the contempt oI
a medical student friend, who through the ftlm has given us occasional
glimpses of a more purposeful life, and by that time the next working
week is round again.
'"Well, there you are, that's what it's like for a lot of young workers,"
said one of us as we walked home.
"Not surprising it's not being shown around much, is itP'
"But surely the fact that it was made at all is a hopeful sign?"
"Oh, the critics will just say it's a slander on our forrvard-marching
youth."
'?ity your daughter couldn't come along. I should have liked to
hear what she thought of it."
*The
odd thing is, she says she saw it on television."
'Never! That would mean showing it to millionsl"
"She says she did. Thought it didn't add up to much."
This week we learned from Literaturrwya Cazeta that, although
one well-know critic lwd said it was a slander on Soviet youth, the
Central Committee of the Komsomol had awarded Threa Days of Victor Cherngsheo a prize for the best ftlm of the year about young people.
OR THREE times a month the Moscow Writers'Club opens
its doors to the general public {or evenings devoted to the work of
some important living writer. Although members have been heard to
remark tJlat this is making their haunt not a writers' but a readers'
club, one hopes that such evenings will continue. Last Sunday's performance devoted to the popular dramatist Victor Rozov was particularly impressive.
Except for parts of a new play which Rozov read to us himself, I
had seen nearly everything that was presented to us in four hours of
stage and screen excerpts bu! although some of them went back a
qood ten years, nothing seemed in retrospect to have dated or lost its
present-day poignancy. The "seeing-of in The Cranes Are Flying remains one of the best crowd scenes in any war fflm. And the volatile
protest by young Oleg in A Noisy Day, in which, driven to desperation by his house-proud sister-in-law, he starts lashing out at her new
furniture with his fathey's cavalry sabre, we still have a salutary efiect
on more and more famiUes, nowadays busily furnishing their new flats.
Both these fflms were ori$nally plays and Rozov is the aclnowl-

TWO
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edged leader of a new realist trend that grew up in the theater
second half

this and their work has a universal appeal.
Rozov was in ffne form last Sunday, when he limped on to the
stage (it was a leg wound in the war that precipitated his development from actor to dramatist) and read to us from his latest manuscript, The Running Track. It is set in a successful but now fading
writer's fat in a skyscraper overlooking the Moscow Zoo, and the
sounds of the animals awakening or crying in the night are used with
subtle symbolic effects. The writer's son, who has a room in his father's
flat, is a sports trainer. His wife has left him and is now married to a
Soviet diplomat serving abroad. The writet's son has a son of his own
Iiving with him and the main confict in the excerpt we heard appeared to be between the mother's distant but still powerful infuence
(she wants him to go and spend a year with her when she and her
husband are transferred to London) and the influence of his father
with his mystique of sports and sportsmen.
Though he,worked in a new age and on new material, Rozov is
essentially Chekhovian in outlook and there are few Soviet writers
today who follow more successfully the master's advice: "Show people themselves as they are and they will become better than they are."

Ar S MOSCOW Etsening News puts it, the foreign

plays repertoire

a

tends to establish itself in waves. After a wave of Brecht, there is
now a wave of Jean Anouilh, seven of whose plays are on in Moscow
at present, including Le Voyagew sans Bagage at the Maly Theater
185
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a:rrd The Er-Conoict at the Arts. But so far I have spotted only one
remarkable new Soviet play. The mysteriously tttJed Depart to Stay,by
Shtemmler, is staged at the Theater of Drama, which caused such a stir
last season with its new production of The Three Sisters, now apparently no longer in the repertoire.
Out of a somewhat well-worn theme, the takeover of an unlanown

man's research by a well-established scientis! Shternmler builds a
formidable artistic plea for the scientist's right to work not like a cog
in a machine or an adjunct of a computer, but as a human being,
guided iby his own sacred human inspiration, and his own conceptions
of what is and what is not perfect. "You say you took over my work
because I was going too slow, not keeping up with the plan. You say
you did it for the sake of the cause, the ultimate goal. But what are von
going to do when the goal is achieved and there are no people left?"
he shouts at his opponent, while the younger men and women of the
laboratory, who have unwittingly betrayed him, stand around overawed, for once, by this war to the lcnife between their seniors. And
yet it is by no means a grh, didactic play. The young scientist's
humor is never far from the surface and the whole production scintillates with poetic interludes and a special modern touch for which
this theater has lately become famous.

MOSCOV INTERNATIONAL DANCE FESTIYAL
Tnrs stnvr:r,mn w JuNu some 100 young dancers (the oldest was 28) from
19 countries participated in the ffrst Moscow International Ballet Competition held at the Bolshoy Theater before an international audience and
jury. The impressive panel of judges, head by Ulanova, included Plisetskaya, Alicio Alonzo from Cuba and Agnes de Mille from the United States.
The only "Amerikansky'' with a national reputation competing w:rs
Helgi Tomasson, native of Iceland, now a principal dancer with the
Harkness Ballet, He won a second prize. In a recent interview (Washington Post, September 13) he rernarked that he found an awesome array
of talent. "I'd say 80 per cent were truly fantastic. I was hemendously
honored to win a silver medal." Another young American, Eva Evdokima,

a "consolation prize."
This competition, ofiering a unique opportunity to aspiring young
dancers, was unfortunately not well publicized in the United States, These
events will take place every four years and should equal in popularity the
regular Tchaikowsky piano competitions in Moscow. It will be remembered
that it was winning the 1958 contest that started Van Cliburn on his road
to fame.
In July 1970 the Ninth Conference of the International Society of
Musical Education for Children anil Youth will be held in Moscow.
received
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PAT SLOAI\

Sex, Morals, Family:

A Look at Soviet Experience
IS RATHER surprising at a time when one of the cur:rent boasts
rfTof the Wes! and especially Britain,
is the fashion for sexual "free"permissiveness,"
a1d
that
no
more
attention has been paid to
{oq'
the brief
"permissiveness"

history of
in the Soviet Union. For it has had
historn and from that history there may be something for us to learn,
as there has been from so many difierent facets of Soviet development.
The technological advances of the USSR now receive full recognition here, not only from the devotees of socialism. The development of
education in the USSR has received much attention, and no doubt has
played a major part ('We must keep up with the Russians") in stimulating the mushroom gro\rth of new universities and technical colleges
in countries of the West in the past 20 years. The raising of Soviet
living standards has come to be recognized, even if gudgingly, and
the rate of rehousing the population has been recognized. Thi-atmosphere of Soviet industry, the role of the trade unions, the 4l-hour
ffve-day week, paid holidays of at least three weeks, care for expectant
mothers, the network of creches and kindergartens-these have all
received mention and have been discussed.
But beyond all this, and such cultural manifestations as music and
ballet, cinema and theater, Iibraries and books, extraordinarily little
has been said about one of the basic and increasingly important aspects
of Soviet life: morality. Not only in circles hostile to the USSR] but
a-mong friends also, very little has been said. This is peculiar in view of
the_present situation in the West, when old values are being challenged
and permissiveness proclaimed as the rightful successor to puritanism
and victorianism. This is not to say, of course, that permissiveness is
without its opponents.
For these reasons a brief survey of the development of Soviet
ethical ideas is important. And while, in the West, there is a gross
overestimation of the importance of sex in considering moral questions,
a
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we should still include in our purview, in its own right, the subject of
sexual morality and marriage in the USSR.
In the Wes! it is hard to treat morals and sex apart, but in the
USSR it is still possible to write of morals without mentioning sex or
mar:iage at all. Traditionally, "Christian" morality was $ven a certain direction by St. Paul ('1t is better to marry than to burn"). This
focussed attention on marriage rather than buming as the main issue.
It deflected attention from that other issue, "hold all things in eommon,'
important in The Acts, namely that aspect of morality that is concerned
with property relations. If we say, as a broad generalization, that
Pauline Christianity turned morality into concenhation on sex while
soft-pedaling all that might be ofiensive to the rich; and that Marxism
in the USSR at ffrst focussed attention on the immorality of property
relations based on exploitation while almost ignoring its "private life"
aspects, we reach a ffrst approximation to the situation as it stood after
1917. Today, as we see in Britain, we may say that the Pauline concepts
have withered away, with nothing coherent to take their place, hence
permissiveness in all things. In the USSR, since 1961, we may say that
while the stress on property relations continues as the basis for the
morality of society, increasing attention is being paid to the humanistic aspects. Thus personal morality, of man in relation to man (and
woman), is acquiring increasing emphasis.
The two major landmarks in this development have, alas, been
indeed ignored in the West. The ffrst of these landmarks was the inclusion in 1961, of a "Communist Moral Code" as an integral part of
the new Program of the Soviet Communist Party. The second was the
adoption last year by the Supreme Soviet of new Basic Principles of
Marriage and the Family. The latter followed Iogically from the former,
and the two together may be taken as a slmthesis, after 50-odd years,
on a Marxist humanist ibasis, of Soviet experience in the reaim of
rnorals and marriage.
In these,fffty years, the USSR has passed through several phases.
The ffrst phase, following immediately on the October Revolution,
was mainly concerned with revolutionizing property relations, and,
in the fteld of sex, substituting equality for the subjection of women.
In the ffeld of property, public ownership was substituted for private, the earning of income from work was encouraged while "unearned'incomes from property were increasingly made impossible. In
the penal system, the aim of reform was substituted for punishment, the
type of reform being closely linked with the idea of training and development through constructive labor. Equal pay for equal work and the
provision of maternity rights and privileges, musery schools and

kindergartens, all aimed at introducing real equality of the sexes. As
far as sexual relations were concerned, permissiveness tilas maximized.
To enable women to decide whether to bear additional children or not,
abortion was made legal in state hospitals, though strictly illegal outside. This measure, which then shocked the Western world, has of
course spread since to many non-socialist countries. Illegitimacy was
abolished, ffnancial responsibility for children was placed oa de facto
parents (married or not), legal prohibition of homosexuality was
abolished, and marriage and divorce were made matters of civil registration (though church mariages were permitted as a private matter).
{t thig stage divorce was so easy that either partner could cast away
the other without the lattet's being informed until afterwards.
So much for the "ending of bourgeois morality." But unevenness was
inevitable; towns changed more rapidly than villages, and the traditional Muslim regions have taken a long time to catch up with the
former Christian regions of Russia in accepting new attitudes to sex
and marriage (even since 1945 there have been reports in Soviet papers
of cases of forced marriage in Central Asia).
f91 about 15 years the USSR had the reputation of being the
world's most permissive country in sexual matters. In other ftelds,
property relations and the treatment of crime, it proceeded to restore
the economy ruined by war and intervention, to gather in homeless and
vagrant children and to educate them for socialist citizenship in
conrmunes patterned on the theory and practice of Anton Makarenko
(still regarded as the "patron saint" of Soviet educational method),
and to treat crime by reeducation in habits of constructive,labor.
But from 1928 on, after the First Five-Year Plan was initiated,
during the Stalin period, all this changed. As planning became more
comprehensive, the aim of plan fulffllment became the main point of
concentration. As far as personal ethics were concerned, conitructive
work for the community was rated as more important than personal
attitudes toward fellow man. And many manifestations of this occurred
in former years which have since been rejected as deviations from the
normal development of socialism.
_ From the permissiveness of the ffrst 15 years, marriage and divorce
laws were tightened up, so that divorce was made progiessively more
difficult. Abortion was again made illegal. Homosexuality wai again
outlawed (a decision apparently never since rwoked). Beside-the
rigidity of the Stalin period, we must also remember the terrible
dislocations and disruptions of family life which took place in the
war years, inevitably involving extraordinary measures to preservo
the family, and hampering social progress.

lr
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As to illegitimacy, abolished in 1917, there was no official restoration of it as such but only birth certiffcates of those born in registered
marriages were privileged by having the name of a father insoibed on
them. This distinction in birth certiffcate existed from the late 193Os to
the recent new Principles of last year, which, after much public discussion, again removed the discrimination. The Order of Heroine of
Motherhood was created for mothers of large families (no discrimination here as to whether a marriage was registered or not), antl allowances were paid to mothers of large families, on the same basis.
In the postwar period, one of the most important changes was
r€garding paternity. Up to then, unmarried mothers could sue fathers
for maintenance, and heavy sums had to be paid (one-third of earnings
for one child, etc. ) by fathers who were caught. Many fathers v/ere not
"disap,peared." In the post war confusion, the tracing of
gaqght
-or
fathers became almost impossible. The law was altered, a modest provision was made of state allowances for all fatherless children (unmarried mother or widow beneffting equally), and all such mothers
were given the right to put their children in state childrens'homes (or
remove them at will) if the burden was too great for them at home.
Then came the death of Stalin. There followed a period of reassessment which is still not concluded. It was expected in 1956 that such
a period might last ten years. In fact it is still going on. The rethinking of every problem in the light of Lenin's development of Marxism,
and the corresponding correction of what are now considered past
errors, are involved in a process to rvhich no time Iimit may be set. And
part of this process has been a realization that, while permissiveness
may have marked the end of traditional "Christian bourgeois morality,,,
and intense discipline may have characterized the Stalin cult, Communism must no longer place man's subordination to the Plan above the
Plan's purpose of serving man. For women, the right to abortion was
restored; and discussions began that led to reform in mariage and
family relations.

These social aims are clearly stated. And social methods of attaining them in "collectivism and comradely mutual assistance: one for all
and all for one; humane relations and mutual respect between individuals-man is to man a friend, comrade and brother." As to marriage
and the family, only this is said: "mutual respect in the family, aid
concern for the upbringing of children."
within this framework personal behavior should embrace 'honesty
r.rnd tuthfulness, moral purity, modesty, and unpretentiousness in
social and private life."

N THE NEW Party Program, adopted in 1961, the basis of behavior
in Communist society was set down for the ffrst time as a complete
"Moral Code." The Code gave full recognition to the needs of society
as the framework within which individual morality was to develop:
'conscientious labor for the good of society-he who does not work
nejther shall he eat'; *a high sense of public duty''; "friendship and
brotherhood among all peoples; intoleiance of national and iacial
hatred; an uncompromising attifude to the enemies of communism;

r

peace and freedom of nations."
L40

ORDS, merely words, it coulcl be said. But so too are'1ove they
neighbor" merely words, yet they have been accepted as a way of
-:
life
in theory by those who profess to be ChristianJ for some 2,000
years.
theory and practice may not coincide, it also may be said,
-But
as in the case of christianity. This too is true. But there is a difierence.
Two thousand years ago Christianity reaffirmed such already existing_maxims as "love thy neighbor," "go sell all that thou hast and give
to the poor," while leaving the social framework untouched. (..ren'der

t

untoCaesar...").
Tgday the Communist Moral Code of the USSR makes quite specific
the collectivist nature of the social framework, the com.rion so&al
tasks, the method of tackling them by mutual assistance, and then,
such
background,,requires ethical behavior on the part of
lgai_ns1
-a
the individual. Here, a complete fulffllment of the code means idevelopment simultaneously, of society and of its individual members. In
contrast to this, Dr. John Robinson stated when still Bishop of woolwich (Christian Morals Today, p. 29): "The moral teaching of ]esus
. . . is entirely inadequate . . . as a code. It says nothing whatevei for
instance, about how man is . . . to be a good citizen and a positive and
useful member of soeiety." He then goes on to stress thal moral decisions are inextricably moral and sociaf' (ibid., p. g5). If, from this,
he had proceeded to recommend a reading of the Soviet Moral Code
as an outstan-ding, contemporary example of a code "inextricably',linking tJre moral and the social his image would have emerged as considerably more clear-sighted that it in fact did.
If the Moral Code in the USSR were simply a form of words, with
no attempt to carry it into life, we might, again, hesitate. But in fact,
since 1961, the Moral code has penetrated the sorriet educational
sI!,t"Tt a greater stimulus to ethical behavior than any amount of socalled "Religious fnstruction."
In Soviet factories, in the early 196Os, quotadons from the Moral
Code were to be seen on walls (as Gospel texts used to adorn parlor
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and bedroom walls in the days of Eugland's Victorian gandparents).
In the formation of 'Young Communist Brigades" in factories, not only
conbibutions to good work are undertaken, but fulftllmen! in personal
life, of the terms of the Moral Code.
In the USA or Western Europe today, asked to sum up what it
means to live a rnoral life, people may give a thousand different answers. What indeed, in our society, is it? But in the USSR there exists
a Moral Code which, even thouglr by no means everybody Iives up to it,
provides for the coexistence of individuals within, and with, a morally

be regarded as "ffctitious." On inquiry, however, V. Nesterov of the
USSR-Great Britain Society has stated that this is not the intention
and that the Russian tetm senxAa (family) does not necessarily imply
children. He explains that the law refers to marriages "for some dishonest reason out of material considerations etc." (iuch, we presume,
as "marrying money'' or simply to acquire a foreign passport. ) In
"ffctitious" marriages, however, the rights of children are guaranteed.
Ithe old question of illegitimacy is now dealt with in a way which
ends-possibilities of embarrassment through having'Tatherless" birth
certiffcates. Under the new law, where no registered marriage has
taken place, the name of a father may be included in a birth cerlffcate
(a) as a result of a joint statement by both mother and father, or (b)

developing society.
We cannot be certain. We cannot forecast deffnitely. But the chances
are that in 2000 years the Moral Code of 1961 of the USSR will have
proved to have had far closer links with real life than that Christian
code, such as it was, propounded 2000 years earlier. Not, in this latter
case, that it was bad, but that it was incomplete and provided no
guidance at all for the dynamics of social development.

HILE the Moral Code of the USSR outlines the social framework
as well as the responsibilities of the individuals viithin it, the
aspect of morality whieh has monopolized most of the stage for years
in the Wes! sexual morality, is accorded only the above quoted references to "moral purity," "mutual respect'' and 'care for children." But
some time after the Moral Code was adopted a Commission was set
up to modernize the marriage code and, after much longer than originally anticipated, and a protracted nationwide discussion, its recommendations in ffnal form were adopted by the Supreme Soviet last year
(

1e68).

The essence of the new Principles is the importance of marriage
and the family. Weddings are given a ceremonial character. The equality of the sexes in this marriage relationship is reaffirmed. The volunlary
nature of marriage is stressed. The age of marriage is put at 18, but the
Republics rnay lower this by up to two years.
Dissolution, moreover, is made possible if it is established "that the
further joint life of the partners and the preservation of their family
have become impossible." This is normally a court decision, but may be
performed by mutual consent at a Re$stry Office if there are no
children. Divorces are permitted also on grounds of the imprisonment
of one party for more than three years, or incapacity "as a result of
disease or imbecility."
A rather obscure clause about "ffctitious" marriages which are 'honvalid," deffned as those "registered without the intention of creating
a farnily," has led to the question of whether childless mariages might
L42

by court decision, oi 1c; by the *othe, herself.
fn Soviet law parents have the joint obligation to care for their
ehildren and children have an equal obligation io care for aged parents.
fn case of death, these legal obligations fall on the next of kin.
Courts may ffx maintenance for the upkeep of children at as much
as one quarter of income for one child, one third for two, and one half
for more. But the court may use its discretion in lowering these
arnounts, and they do not apply if children are being fully maintained
by the State or a public body. Strict provisions are included in the
law concerning adoption, guardians and wards.
While one of the earlier reforms after the death of Stalin was the
restoration of Iegal abortion, it is of some signiffcance that recently a
number of articles have appeared in the Soviet press on the necessity
to replace surgery with effective contraception as Soviet women's main
clefense against unwanted childbearing. The right of women to decide
how many children to have, and when to bear them, is recognized.
But until foolproof contraceptives are everywhere available in adequate
quantities, abortion has to remain a woman's last resort. A:nd, on contraceptives, the USSR has so far lagged seriously behind the West.
However, in this ffeld, as in others where the USSR still lags, a spurt
forward is now under way. While Soviet doctors have reservations
about the pill, Soviet medical researchers under the auspices of the
Ministry of Health have for some time been conducting tests of
various modern contraceptives to determine which variety is the most
effective.

PATTERN of the Soviet family and the future cannot
be
THE
I discerned. The equality of women, the control of the size ofyetf"*ilies, the recognition that marriages are not "made in Heaven" but are
made and broken up by live men and women, the developrnent of pre-
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school institutions so that nursery schools and kindergartens play their
part in redtrcing the mother's burden, and current experiments in communal dwelling in Moscow, Leningrad and Kiev, all raise interesting
possibilities
It was in 1884 that the ftrst edition appeared of Engel's Ori,gin of
the Family, Priode Property and, the State. And,looking then towards
what he saw as the Communist future of humanity, Engels wrote of
the family: "\llZhat we may anticipate about the adjustment of semal

relations after the impending downfall of capitalist production is
mainly of a negative nature and mostly conffned to elements that will
disappear. But what will be added? That will be decided after a new
generation has come to maturity; a race of men who never in their
lives have had any occasion for buying with money or other economic
means of power the surrender of a woman; a race of women who have
never had any occasion for surrendering to any man for any other
reason but love or for refusing to surrender to their lover for fear of
economic consequences."
Nobody can say that-as yet-this h"ppy state has been achieved in
the USSR. There are still differences in income and affuence, there
are still problems of housing even if they are being tackled as a maior
operation, contraceptives are still unreliable and abortions may be repugant, both men and, women may sometimes be selffsh and lacking
in cornradely respect for one another.
But the social framework and the Moral Code have been devised in
harmony. Cooperation for the common good, if it runs right through
a social systern, eliminates the possibility of many maior clashes of
interest of the type that we know only too well in the West, Cooperation for the common good may often have manifestations that appear
smug to us who live in a society where "permissiveness" and "freedom"
are often but veiled s)monyms for nihilism. But the basic ethical
conbast remains-between a society that is "fred' and nihilistic, having
no sense of common purpose to hold it tgether; and a society which,
whatever its present faults, is geared to serve the common good,
common progress, and the freest possible participation of each contributing his or her own share to achieving the common goal. The new
era in the USSR involves a renewed search for unity between social
purpose and personal freedom.
The Moral Code of 1961 and the Marriage Law of 1968 are symptoms of the new outlook that is developing and, whatever setbacks
or obstacles there may be, the direction augurs better than it has ever
done under ethical systems in which individual behavior is treated
apart from the development of society as a whole.
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EDWARD KOSTYASIIKIN

Marxism, Morals and
Sex Education
IS no more complex area of education than sex education,
THERE
'r-

cornbining as it does morality with physiotogy, social life with
private life, aesthetics with law. At the same time no problern is
more involved and controversial than that of preparing young
people to deal with the personal problems of adult Me, perhaps
because each man's personal life is so uniquely individual, so full
of contradictions and in fact has been so little explored.
In this article we shall deal briefy with the general aspects of
sex education in the USSR, showing how this education is founded
upon the views on sexuality prwailing in our society. These views
have several aspects: social, philosophical, psycho-physiological, and
moral.

Intimate Relations Within the Sooial Frarnework
THE Soviet Union, the theory of sex education is ffrmly based
ITNon the Marxist-Leninist theory of the moral nature of marital
and family relationships, of love, and of the task of preparing the
younger generation for adult life. In Marxist-Leninist philosophy
the relationship between love, sexual relationships and the family
is stated with the utmost clarity: man is not merely a ;biolo$cal
creature endowed with reason, but is also the product of all social
relationships. The family is one particular instance of mant dual
biological and social nature: "The production of life-of one's own
life by means of work and of odrers' by having children-is a dual
relationship, on the one hand nafural and on 'the other social."

The family's function of producing children, not to mention its
economic function and its function in the psychology of the individual, of itself relates the family closely to society, and is earefully

ft
,tl
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by legislation. "ff marriage were not the basis of

family," Marx wrote,

it

the

would rroi be the subject of legislation
any
than, say, friendship." This leads us to a very important
-more
conclusion: intimate relations become, in certain situltions, part
of social relations, and as such are not only governed by moririty
but are codiffed and controlled by the state.
For the ffrst time in the history of philosophy, Marxism-Leninism
approached -love as a-social phenomenon baGd upon two objective
principles, the natural and the social. According 1o this view, the
impor'tance of the social principle constantly increases as human
reason comes to control more and more of human conduct, including
man's intimate life. Sexual life, as Lenin has said, not only dependi
upon what nature provides, but may be elevated or debaied by the
cultural environment.
soviet education, including sex education, is based on the social
and economic standards of our socialist socie'ty, including standards
of marital and family relationships and inteipersonal rlhtionships

in

general.

A

,"ry

good accounl of the basic concept of proletarian monogamy

is given^by s.-Laptenok in a book recently publirhed in the B"y"lorussian ssR: "In a socialist society, the love between husband and
wife is based upon complete equality of the sexes, their care for
each other, cornmon responsibility for the upbrin$ng of the children,
and mutual help and support in social and-personar-rife. communist
morals are becoming the norm for millions of people.,,

one of the basic principles of morality in the ussR is

women have equal rights with men.

of

that

the working population 4g
per cent are women. The working mothers among them receive
every possible help from the state: about l0 million*children under
sch-ool age-spend_th9
91y i" nursery schools and day nurseries, while
millions of school children attend "extended day ichoors" in which
they are looked after until their mothers return'from work.
More than half the stafi of trade union o,rganizations are women.
Millions of deputies to the various government bodies are women.
In the Turkmenian ssR, where only a few decades back the Moslem
religion conf,ned women closely to the home, with minimal education, the Minister of Education is now a woman, professor Bibi
Polvanova, who holds a doctorate in history. In 1g66, 428 women,
more than all the women members of parliament in all the western
European countries put together, were elected to the ussR supreme
Soviet.

soviet society has completely eliminated the situation which
r48

existed based on past attitudes. About these Marx has stated, ..The
attitude to women as helpless victims, subservient to the desires
of society, is an expression of the deep degradation in man's attitude
towards himself."
Th9 emancipation of women makes genuine purity possible in

.

191,e,

jult

as

it

liberates women from humiliatioir, ineqirality and

disguised domestie slavery. The new Marriage and Family'Code
w-hi9h passed into law in June 1968 demonstrates wi'th particurar
clarity the absolute equality of men and women in matrim6nial and
frr"ily matters. This code establishes the legal rights of all the
members of a family, husband, wife and children, ois-a-ois each other
and society, both in marriage and at divorce.
Young people grow up from school age with ,the assurance that
they vill be able to ffnd work and set thimselves up in life, which
also helps to bring purity_ and integrity into their l&e in the early
years, when it is rnost radiant, deep and fruitful. Such wide opportunities exist in the Soviet Union for young people to ffnd woit, .to
receive vocational training, to- earn a good wage and obtain good
accommodation, that practically any young couple of ma:riagJable

age can conffdently and independently set about building their
rnatrimonial home. It is not sulprising that the average agJ of inhabitants in many of the new towns in si eria and tf,e s6viet Far
East does not excred ?5 or 26.It is interesting to note that the most
noticeable shortage in these fantastically expanding towns is the
shortage of places in maternity homes.

Youthlul Ser Impulses, Reason and Restraint
LTHOUGH they emphasize the social role of marriage and the
family, Ma_rxist sociology and educational theory a-re, at the
same time, ffrmly opposed to any minimization of the importance of
the intimate relationships between human beings, of r6ve and of
the desire for personal {ar_nily_ h_appiness. They are against any
.
tendency to_ subordinate individual iexual relations entir-ely to the

our society. sexual attraction and physical desire
have an objective natural existence and act as a poiverful motive
and regulating force in the relations between men aird women.
None the less, ther_e are complicated aesthetic, psychological and
moral standards which apply to the human sexuil instinit. There
is an inseparable relationship between human pleasures and the
human intellect, human reaso-n in particular. The
lreat physiologists
and psychologists, I. M. Sechenov and L p. pavlov, |roved convincingly that, under social influences, man's sexual lnstinct has
business of building
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changed and developed into human love, far removed from the
closed cycle between attraction and the sexual act which is characteristic of the animal world.
It is important therefore, to consider what is involved in love
and what it leads to. In the USSR, as in other countries, there is
a gap between the age at which young people attain sexual maturity
(L2-15 years on average for girls and 13-16 for boys), the age
when they attain full civil status ( 18, although in some Reptrblies
marriage is allowed at 16) and, most impotant of all, the age of
efiective working independence (19-21). How to restrain for several
years the internal pressure of young people's physiological urges
is as complicated a problem in the Soviet society as in any other,
hut the social, intellectual and sporting activities in which our young
people are constandy engaged, together with their work, are efiective
safety valves for sublimating the surplus energy of youth and turning it to useful pu{pose. Furthermore, the serious attitude towards
love, the respect for the female and consideration for her physical
well-being, which are constantly inculcated by teachers, are powerful
moral inhibiting factors, providing that control of the emotions by

morality, which governs the relationships of young people and their
love life, is friendship-love-marriage-family, love leading as naturally
to marriage as normal sexual relations to the birth of children for
whose correct upbringing a healthy, stable family is necessary.
Notions sanctioning "free love," sanctioning pre-marital sexual relations, asserting the independence of love Lnd marriage, etc., have
had some circulation, but none of them has been able to stand up
against the "obiective logic of love," arising from the very nature
of Soviet society.

human reason and

will without which love

remains

a

purely

animal act.

Soviet educators rcalize full well, however, that in the words
of Balzac, to reason when one should feel is the mark of an earthbound soul. The main problem in sex education is therefore to
inculcate high moral standards in emotional rnatters.
It is not merely accidental that, in the USSR, there is a complete
absence of pornographic literature and nudism, and that over-emphasis on sex in any context is rowned upon.
Young people themselves have a desire to strengthen the family
unit, a respect for marriage and chaste love. This is shown by the
growth o{ the tradition of colorful and digniffed wedding ceremonies,
the celebration within the family of the birth of a child, and the
attention shown to newlyweds by trade union and other public
organizations.

In a suwey

fessor

carried out by the eminent Soviet sociologis! ProA. G. Kharchev, 95 per cent of newlyweds interviewed in

Leningrad gave personal love and the moral motives connected with
as their main reason for getting married.
There are sexual relationships which do not lead to the estabrishment of a stable family, there are unsuccessful marriages and there
are divorces in the USSR, but these are deviations frorn the norm.
The nonnal line of development acoording to our standards of

it

14ti

The Sooiet Concept of Sex Eilucation
ItrERE we eome to the real point of this article. Without the foreII
goirg brief review of thJ other aspects, however, neither the
practice nor, necessarily, the theory of sex education would be clear
to the reader.
The main methodological concept behind sex education in tho
Soviet Union can be summarized in the words of the great educator
Anton Semenovich Makarenko: "In human society, and rnore especially
in a socialist society, sex education must be rnore than education in
physiology. . . . Civilized behavior in love depends on learning restraint
in ctrildhood. Sex education should be an education in that delicate respect in matters of sex which is called modesty. Sexual attraction is
something that education cannot deal with in a satisfactory way from
the point of view of society if thought of in isolation frorn the total development of the personality, and love is not a simple oflshoot from a
purely animal sexual attraction. The real loving in love can only be understood on the basis of experience of human affection that does not
depend on sex. A young man will not love wife or sweetheart unless
he has also loved parents, colleagues and friends, and the more he has
loved others in this way, the more elevating will sexual love also be.
Moreover, the sexual instint, ioined with and ennobled by social experience .
becomes one of the sources of what is greatest in
aesthetics and highest in human happiness."
Coeducation has, of course, become a permanent feature of the
Soviet education system. Except for some difierence of standards in
physical training and certain differences of subject in the labor training syllabus, all school curricula and syllabi are the same for both
boys and girls. The child's and, later, the adolescent's sex education
and a,ttitude towards the other sex begin here, in shared work, play
and out-of-school activities-their whole life togther in school and

at

home.

We should point out here that among

teachers there are many
149
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different ideas of sex education. Some think that no special place
should be allotted to the subject in schools, and what is more that it
is some kind of a violation of professional ethics to mention this most
intimate aspect of human life. This leads to an attitude which can
simply be described as hypocrisy, as illustrated by the following:
Scene: a classroom. All excited, a little boy runs to his teacher.
"Maria fvanovna, we've got some baby rabbits. The buck rnated with
the doe and then the babies were born. Not right away I dont mean,
afterwards. . ." "Misha!" the teacher exclaims, blushing furiously,
'it's not nice to say things like thatl"
_ M3"y oJ our leading educators, writers, and philosophers have
thought otherwise. Tolstoy, Ushinsky and pirogov and, at a later
period, Blonsky, Shatsky and many others, considered sexual life
and
conneeted with it to be a special philosophical, social,
-everything
psychological
_and-educational problem. Young p-eople cannot be left
adrift with only blind instinct to guide them.
More correct in their approach, of course, are those who acknowledge the nged to introduce gradually into the educational process
special methods and forms for developing in children those qualities
of character speciffc_ to their own sex, and this work obviously iequires
a differentiation ;to be made between boys and girls.
_ The-start, of puberty is a very relative notion, much less definitely
observable than its end. In the educational context it usually means
the sudden acceleration of physiological development: the bLginning
of menstruation among girls and the production of semen by boyJ.
This introduces many new problems into educational wor\ Loth'at
home and at school.
A remarkable feature of the Soviet school is the extent of its outof-class activities, carried on within the framework of the vast pioneer
organization, wherein educational guidance is combined with independence and initiative on the part of the children ,themselves. Children can join at the age of ten. For the ffrst year or two, a Pioneer
patrol usually runs smoothly; both boys and girls play happily together, and both sexes take an active part in running group afiairs.
The interesting point, however, is that in some sixth grade (age
12) patrols, girls begin to take charge of the participation activities.
By the seventh grade, the overwhelming majority of active members
are girls, keen pupils in neat uniforms, well scrubbed and very
obedient to their teachers. The other side of the coin is, however,
that the boys are rowdy and undisciplined.
This is clearly the result of the teacher's failure to attach due
value to educating the sexes and to understand the nature of adoles150
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cents' s,ocio-psychological developmen! with its consequent inf.uence
on conduct.
Experienced teachers, from grades ffve to seven (11 to LB years)
onward, suggest the names of lively boys instead of diligent girls for

active posts in their organizaion, thus killing two birds with one
stone; boys are given an extra outlet for the abundant social energies
and their natural, purely male urge for activity and power is satisffed.
Allowing for this urge to be "cock of the warx*' iJ ako part of sex
education.

This is certainly not to say that it is the beginning of discrimination a_gainst women. In mixed groups, girls, even when they hold no
official p-ost, in fa_ct play the leading part, being emotionally more
mature, better balanced, more sensible at solving group prbblems.
In discussions of problems, in running collections, car"paigns, work
assignments and Pioneer affairs, with their clear-headed, hardworking
and logical approach they act as a counterbalance and ofiset the
boys' boisterousness.

in

Sexual lllorality
THE above instances, we have dealt with only one of many

Ed,ucation

IfNaspects of sex education and by no means the most difficult.

Teacher

control of the behavior and social activities of youngsters in a group
is far :imp_ler than controlling the sort of contacts, beginning as
personal affinities, unconscious attraction and so on, which occur
from the age of 14 to 15 onwards.
Early contacts between the sexes, still removed from any physical
asts, are in their very nature highly personal and infividuai and
resistant to outside interference. Adolescents have to face up to this
elemental natural force by themselves. It is one of the mosf difficolt
tasks of education to provide "braking power": high moral and ethical
standards, psychological preparatiorr,-aid so on. feachers and parents
need to show the greatest tact, caution and perspicacity, the
freatest
ski]lin Yi"g to-influence their charges, who are longing for complete
independence of decision and action.
Such generally-used methods as giving 15- to 17-year-olds more
work and sport, more club activities, camping, drama, etc., quite often
prove inadequatg to co_ntain th_e pressure of the emotions or straightforward physical impulses of the more highly-sexed adolescents,-the
weak-willed, those who are not very intelligent and so on. fn other
words, any generally arrang-ements in our schools, especially in regard to senior students, need to be supplernented by i greai deal of
painstaking individual work by teachers.
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Let me give an example from my own experience. Viktor in grade
nine-A and Elena in nine-B were halfway through the year when
their work began to fall ofi sharply. The usual techniquei-lecturing
them,_ reprimanding them stiffly and even sending foi their parents
-produced no efiect. Their work got worse and worse. They couldnl
work properly because they spent their class time waiting for the
recreation period to see each other and be in each other's company.
They took hours to walk home and at home sat dreaming over their
textbooks, looking forward to meeting again the next day. I simply
transferred Viktor to Elena's class and put them at the same desk.
Their desire to be together was completely satisffed and from then
on, they worked diligently at their lessons in order to impress each
ottrer.

A special laboratory on problems of sex education, headed by prov. N. Kolbanovsky, has been set up in the Institute of psychology o,f the ussR Academy of Pedagogi"il s"i"rr""r. Research on this
complicate,d problem is being done in various maior institutes of education and universities by L S. Kon, A. V. petrovsky, N. S. Lukin,
V. A. Krutetst y ,!d others. Such research aims at providing practicing teachers with scientiffcally-based rules and methods for-use in

fessor

sex education.

!f placing the emphasis on the ideological, technical, ethical and
aesthetic education of young people, a firm moral foundation is laid
for the healthy development of their personalties.
Teachers and doctors give the necessary talks on hygiene to
boys an$ girls separaie! ai a certain age. Pupfu in grades eight to
ten study the physiological processes in deta]l as pirt of a "broad
course on human anatomy and basic biology, but no undue atten-

tion is given to sexual problems, particularly questions of sexual relations. rt is taken for granted that one of the essenual everydav tasks
of education is to foster chivalrous conduct among Uoys ana tne
softer feminine virtues among girls; therefore no undoe attention is
called to sexual matters.
Lenin very rightly said that 'healthy sport, varied intellectuar interests, study and research, all done collectively if possible, are better
for young people than eternal lectures and discuisions on sex and
making use of life.'"
In other words, from the point of view of educational experience,
moderation is an important factor in sex education, not only in the
school, but on ra&o and television and in the press, etc. In this
respect the USSR is of course quite different from many other countries.
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What Is Communist Labor?
T PRESENT, over 85 million Soviet workers are embraced by
/Ar the Communist Labor movement. What makes millions of people

join this movemen! which calls for a higher sense of responsibility
and greater effort? And what is the Comrmrnist Labor movement
itself? A directive from "above"? Another name for tle famous Stal&anovite movement of the 'thirties? Or a process conditioned and
brought about by the development of Soviet society as a whole?
The Communist Labor movement would be impossible, if the
Soviet economy had not made a trernendous leap from backwardness
to progress and if profound qualitative changes had not taken place
in the working class.
In 1928 workers and office employees made up a mere 17.6 per
cent of the Soviet population. Now the ffgure stands at B0 per cent.
In 1968 the number of workers exceeded 56 million. This rapid
quantitative growth has been accompanied by serious changes in
labor's composition. The share of young workers has soared, and a
fast growth has been observed in the skilled labor percentage. The
I"959 census showed a Z}-fold increase in the number of skilled

workers over 1926. Manual occupations have almost disappeared. The
very nature of labor has changed: the worker increasingly acts as
one who organizes and directs machine-operated processes: the functions of control, estimation, checking and adjusting, that is the functions of brainwork, often prevail in his work.
This requires of workers more general and technical knowledge.
By 1959 the number of workers having a higher or secondary education had increased ffve times, compared to 1939. At present, about
half the workers have a secondary education. Improvement in labor's
educational level was particularly rapid in the last few years due to
the fow into industry of high-school graduates. Extramural training
is provided throughout industry. At the Likhachev Motor Works in
Moscow, for instance, every third worker sfudies at high school,
technical school or college. The works has an institute of its own,
Vrecrrnsrev Kosrrxov is one-of the young-roporters of the Novosti press Agency,
tfirough whose courtesy we have received this article.
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preparatory courses for entrance into college, and several universities of culture.
Such an improvement in general educational and technical training, covering millions of Soviet workers, creates the necessary conditions for turning labor into a creative process, which is an indispensable condition of Communist labor. Growth in the educational
standards, ideological maturity and theoretical knowledge of Soviet
workers leads to the Communist Labor movement becorning an inner
requirement of a member of socialist society.

Communist Labor Voilwr
VERYBODY in the Soviet Union knows the name of weaver
Valentina Gaganova. She was one of the ffrst to earn the title
of Communist Labor Worker. What, however, distinguishes her from
dozens and hundreds of other weavers? Better performance? No,
quite a few women weavers are as skillful and hard-working. To ioin
the Communist Labor movement, one needs more than mere good
worl he must be prepared for personal sacriffces to promote the
common cause, and show concern for the fate of his workmates.
It is this that can explain the behavior of Gaganova when from a
foremost team, having higher earnings, she went over to a lagging
team made up of young workers. She knew she would earn less
in the new team (the pay of each depends on the fulffllment of
quota by the whole team), she knew there would be new troubles
and difficulties of both a production and psychological nature. Why
did she go thenP Obviously, there is gteat need to prove oneself in
the worst of conditions, and great satisfaction from the awareness
that you have helped your mates to acquire conffdence in their own
hands, in their own skill, that you have taught them what you know
yourself. Gaganova made her new team a shock team. Now there
are thousands of her followers in the country.
In this example one may see very well the difference between
the Stakhanovite and the Communist Labor movements.
To efficiency, Comrnunist Labor adds moral factors, extending to
a worker's behavior outside the faetory, his family life, social conduct and culture. Therefore one may surPass all his colleagues in
efficiency, yet fail to be awarded the Communist Labor Worker title.
The practice of the movement gives many examples of how a
worker is deprived of this title for what may seem immaterial
reasons such as a quarrelsome disposition, dishonorable aonduct in
the family, etc. Of course, there are many problems in judging the
moral qualities of a man to be Communist or not. The Communist
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Labor movement is relatively young and has not yet developed
accurate and thorough criteria.

Precepts

of Communist Labor

Teatn

OWEVER, the main conditions for participation in Communist
Labor do exist. They are a generalization of the variety of forms
that it has taken in industry and in other spheres of the country's
economic and social life. The precepts of the Communist Labor
Team, naturally, fully include the conditions of socialist labor,
notably: to increase efficiency, improve the quality of products, make
the best use of new equipmen! and contribute to innovations. Further
distinctive features of a Communist attitude to labor are: to raise
your educational and cultural level, strive for more technical knowledge, help your workmates, improve your ideological and theoretical
knowledge, be an example of good behavior in family relations, and
take an active part in social work.
Of course, life never ffts into a Procrustean bed of once adopted
forms and recommendations. As the Communist Labor movement
develops, ever new forms and demands appear. In Lvov, for instance,
a movement of "spasibovtsy'' has spread among young workers. The
"spasibovtsy''-as a rule members of Communist Labor Teams-in
their spare time render free everyday services to people in their
neighborhood. There have appeared repair shops for TV sets, washing machines, watches, etc., voluntary coaches for lagging children,
voluntary music teachers, trainers, Iecfurers, excursion guides. They
work for just a "spasibo"-Russian for "thank you."
Here one can see not only something traditional stemming from
the early Communist Subbotniks when people voluntarily worked
without pay on their day off, but also a manifestation of the new
traits of today's worker with his high skills and his high degree of
conscientiousness.

Cond.itions

lor

Comrnunist Labor Title

THE Communist Labor movement, just as in any cause that
rfNinvolves millions, there may arise and do arise various problems
and snags.
The point is that a wish to follow the advanced. forms of social
life may lead to overlooking the availability of socioeconomic prerequisites for this. Thus, Communist Labor Teams have been set up
in a number of places, notably, small towns, district centers and
rural areas, where technical progress is just beginning to penetrate.
The leaders who helped form these teams seem to have been guided
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by a commendable wish not to keep the working masses away from
from the progressive movement. But what is sad is that in so doing
they did not try to provide the necessary technical base without
which the very essence of Comm rnist Labor as highly-equipped,
skilled labor is lost. The error in making such moves stems from
in insufficiently clear understanding of the Communist Labor rno/ement as a higher form of socialist emulation, a form that has reflected the advances in the country's socioeconomic life.
The newspaper Praoda has repeatedly declared itself against such
practice, explaining that labor can really be called Communist only
when, apart from including moral factors, it is based on the use of
modern scientiffc and technological achievements. If a team, for
instance, uses equipment that is badly obsolete, in a shop that
is poorly lit-however great the conscientiousness and selflessness
of the workers-it cannot qualify for the Communist Labor Team title.

lt Vorks in Practice
I{ERE IS a concrete example of what tasks face a plant that has
IJ
Hout

decided to compete for the title of Communist Labor Enteqprise.
1965, after long discussion at all levels, the workers at the
Tallinn Volta factor/, which already had several Communist Labor
Teams, voted they would work to win the title.
Aware that this was to be a long difficult process, the Party
and trade union committees at Volta, relying on the worker activists
and the administration's help, worked out a long-range plan for the
socioeconomic development of the plant whose ful-ffllment was to
create the oonditions for Communist Labor. The plan, extending over
four to ffve years, was approved in 1966. It included the wishes and
suggestions by individual workers and whole teams.
Reconstruction of Volta was started as planned. Apart from technical reequipment, measures were taken to improve basically the
worhng conditions at the plant: the introduction of industrial aesthetics, anti-noise and vibration measures and the reconstruction of

In

lighting are but few of them. To reduce the sick rate, the plant
has built a health-improvement complex and a recreation base on
the Baltic Coast.
At the start, 840 workers and office employees at the plant did
not have an eight-year education. All those who rvished to study
received aid. At present, out of those who do not have a secondary
education, only a few do not study-for health or family reasons.
The workers attach great importance to the development of
traditions at Volta and to the education of youth in a spirit of honor
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for labor. New workers

receive the greatest help from the teams
that have already won the title of Communist iabor Teams. For
lelp i1 the social development plan, the plant invited sociologists
from the Estonian Academy of Sciences.
The very fact that such measures are being carried out creates a
healthy atmosphere at the plant. According to the trade union committee, since the start of the implementation of the plan, labor discipline, especially among young workers, has improved, accidents

have been redueed, labor-management conflicts have become very

rare, labor productivity has been increased, and the competition
between individual teams for the Communist Labor Team title has
become more intense. Whether the plant will be awarded the title or
not, it is absolutely clear that the conditions for successful developof communist forms of labor will be created there.

Is Sociay as a Whole Ripe?
THE formation of communist morality and a communist attitude
- to labor is a long and complicated process, and it would be
lvrong and premature to suggest that all of Soviet society is fully
ripe for Communist Labor.
For example, a shop of Communist Labor at the Chkalov Aircraft Works in Novosibirsk does not have a quality inspection department. "The workers' conscience is stricter than any inspector,"
says Communist Labor Worker Timofei Sidorov. 'IMe work according
to &is principle." The workers do not demand any extra pay for
this 'telf-inspection." But in the same Novosibirsk, the following
experiment was carried out recently. All the stafi members of a
certain plant were given 50 per cent pay rises. It was hoped that
this step would lead to better performance and quality production,
as there would be no need for increasing output at the expense of
quality. These hopes were not, however, realized. The administration
had to re-introduce strict quality control.
All this shows that material and moral criteria present a rather
intricate, interlacing pattern. To underestimate the moral preparedness of a collective or individual worker for communist Labor
means not only to hurt them deeply, but also to undermine their faith
in_themselves._By contrast, a premature conferment of the honorary
title may
a discrediting of the movement in the eyes of
-lead _to
millions of workers competing for this title. This is why rocai party
and trade union committees make a thorough analysis of the worl
of teams working for the communist Labor Team title to insure that
it really goes to those worthy of it.
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G. DILIGENSKY and M. NOVINSKAYA

Students of the West

And the Anti-Monopoly Struggle:

A Soviet View
We belieoe thts uitical but sgmpathetic and understand,ing oiew of the
stuilent rnot)qnent of our outn and' other Western capitalist courrtries roill
be of spoctal lnterest to the roaders of this issue of, NWR, deooteil to
problerns of youth. Thts arttcle ans publislwil dn the S-oaiet magazine
Miroy"r" Elonomika i Mezhdunarodnaya Otnoshetia (lVorld, Ecunamg and'
Inteirwtional Relations), No, 2, 1969. The fianslation, by Notsosti Press
Ag*!, aryeareil ln Reprints from the Soviet Press, Iune 27, L969'

|THE

great upsurge of the mass student movement is one of the
more notabie features of the present political scene in most of
the developed capitalist countries, and this has evoked the most
diverse iudgments and opinions, at times highly contradictory ones.
Reactionary bourgeois politicians and publicists, while often admitting in one form or another that the problems posed by the student
movement are real and acute, regard it primarily as an element of
*normall'
the "anarchy'' and 'troublernaking" which undermine the
development of present-day capitalism. Among the broad circles of
Western intellectuals, however, the sfudents are more and more
often regarded as a lcind of purfying new social force, as &e
leaders of a movement whose mission it is to smash the amoral,
callous rule of technocracy and the monopolies. Some spokesmen
for these circles contrast the sfudents' revolutionary outbreaks with
the seeming passivity of an allegedly "bourgeoisiffed' working class.

r

in the Corrternporary Vorld.
rTtHE place of shrdents in the system of social relations
Students

under
capitalism has changed substantially in the past several decades.
Early in the present century and to a considerable extent between
the two world wars, the students were a relatively restricted and
privileged social group. As a rule, extensive opportunities were open

!'

to the university or technical school graduate; the nature of

the

education he received, his social origins and connections, enabled
158

him to count on becoming an independent enterpreneur (a businessman or a member of a "free profession"), on having a successful
professional career in industry or some other ffeld of activity, on
a more or less independent and creative future, In practical terms
these expectations might prove unfounded, but due to the students'
social status as highly qualiffed specialists on the one hand, and
their mainly bourgeois origins on the other, the bulk of them
generally favored the prevailing system, both psychologically and
ideologically.
As the scientiffc-technical revolution has advanced and statemonopoly capitalism has developed, a number of factors gradually
accumulated that have led to important changes in the position and
composition of the student community. The startlingly rapid numerical growth of the student body is leading to their becoming a comparatively mass stratum of the population in capitalist counhies.
In 20 industrially developed countries of Western Europe, North
America and Oceania, the total number of students rose between
1950 and 1964 from 8,159,000 to 7,O47,000, more than doubling in
the United States and Canada, tripling in France, the FRG and
Belgium, and almost quadrupling in Sweden. Today the United
States has roughly 5,000,000 students, France 600,000, the FRG 850,000, Italy about 300,000, and Britain more than 200,000.*
Under the impact of a certain amount of democratization of
secondary education, the social composition of students has changed.
While even today students of working class extraction make up an
insigniffcant proportion of the total enrollment at higher schools,
a certain rise in the standard of living of workers' families, coupled
with the fact that secondary education is more accessible than ever
before, has led to a rise in the proportion of students of proletarian
origin. There is an even greater rise in the numbers and proportion
of students from the constantly growing groups of the working intelligentsia, white-collar workers, and so on. This trend toward democratization of the social composition of the student body is also
the inevitable consequence of the increasing needs of capitalist p,roduction and of society as a whole for highly qualiffed personnel, and
this process makes for important changes in the students' position
and frame of mind.
A considerable section of the students, particularly those from
the working strata of the population, are hard up ffnancially. The
number of stipends and their amounts are quite inadequate, which
* Stetistital Yearbook, 1965, UNESCO, Paris, 1966, pp. 252-4,

ZBO-A4.
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it all but impossible for many of the young PeoPle to complete their studies. A good many of them are forced to combine

The scale and militant character of the student struggle in the
united states have made it a maior factor in aggravating the internal
political situation. well organized in its activities (from meetings and
demonstrations to the oocupation of r:niversities ) the student movement keeps gaining in ever new strata of the youth. Last year the student struggle considerably influenced the presidential elections; in
point of fact, it made the Vietnam problem the central issue of the
election campaigp, thereby helping to stir up the antiwar sentiments
of the broad strata of the population.
In 1967-68, political radicalism became a truly international feature
of student actions; in France and Italy, the FRG and West Berlin,
]apan, Belgium, the Netherlands, Sweden, and other countries, the
students are ffghting against American aggression in Vietnam and for
a thoroughgoing democratization of their own countries' political life.
In the course of the political crisis in France in May-]une 1g68, the
student youth were one of the most active forces in the mass struggle
against the personal-power regime. Students in the FRG startd
militant actions against the antidemocratic "Emergency Laws" and
the reactionary bourgeois groups' monopoly of the means of mass
information. Many student organizations that have emerged in the
capitalist countries in recent years are putting forward anti-monopoly

makes

study with work (in France, 40 per cent) and many leave the university before ffnishing (in ltaly, for example, only nine per cent
of university students graduate).
Increasingly affecting the situation of the students is the contradictory nature of the social proeess engendered by the scientiffctechnical revolution. Capitalist society has proved unable to bring
its system of higher education into line with the development of
present-day productive forces, which entails expansion of the sphere
of intellectual labor and requires rapid changes in the standards
and nature of the training of specialists. Even though there is a
shortage of top specialists everywhere, many college graduates cannot ffnd work in their own ffeld, most universities' physical resources
(quarters, equipment and so on) are utterly inadequate, in many
cases the system of education is conservative, even archaic, and the
students often lack elementary conditions for normal study. The average student today is no longer a member of some privileged caste;
his present condition is quite often unsatisfactory and his future precarious. This explains the direction the mass student movement has
taken of late. It is characterizedby profound criticism of the existing
system of education and demands for a fundamental democratic reform of the higher school.
The crisis in higher edueation, however, cannot explain the radical
political nature the student movement is more and more openly assuming, nor tlre unprecedently rapid upsurge of the students' political activity. In the political sphere, the student movement is far
from conffning itself to demands connected in one way or another with
the problems of the higher school (appropriations for education,
grants or scholarships, tJre planning of the kaining of specialists, providing jobs for them, and so on). The broad student masses are
taking part in struggles involving the most acute political problems.
Of course, in respect to ideology and politics, the students today
are far from a homogeneous group. Among them some are conservative-minded-a number of student organizations are reactionarybut the political activities of the bulk of them are developing mainly
in a radical, democratic direction.
In the United States, for example, in the early sixties the student
movement launched actions for the rights of the Negroes, and later
became the largest organized mass opposition force to the government?s Vietnam poliey. In the last three years, more than 1,000 higher
schools have been involved in actioars o,n these issues.
160

and socialist programs and slogans.

The poliUcal radicalism of the student youth requires a soberminded scientiffc estimate and explanation. Such an estimate is important not only for evaluating the real revolutionary potential of
the students but also for arriving at a valid criticism of the tendentious
theories of 'ttudent revolution" which nowadays influence the student
youth in the West fairly widely.
The diversity of shades of such theories can be reduced in the main
to two concepts.
The ffrst, offered ori$nally by Prof. Herbert Marcuse, regards the
student youth as a special social segment of the 'morally alienated."
The maior advantage of such groups, in which in addition to the
students he places the lumpen proletaria! the unemployed, and the
ghetto Negroes, is, in his view, that they and they alone are capable
of moral revolt and of resolutely rejecting society. The working class
allegedly is incapable of such an attitude, for it is bound up with the
system of material requirements forced on it by a 'technicalist society"; the possibility of satisfying these requirements makes the
workers incapable of realizing their alienation and of revolting. Marcuse absolutizes the moral and ethical motives of social protest, regarding them in essence as the only possible precondition for a revo161
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lutionary spirit, which itself he reduces to a de-ideologized blind
rebellious consciousness.*
The other concept of the revolutionary role of the youth and students stems from the idea of turning them into a new basic social class
that has allegedly taken the place of the proletariat in the system
of capitalist relations of production. Some adherents of this viewpoint have even drawn a parallel between the 19th century proletariat
and rnodern youth: in the Marxist analysis of capitalism they have
mechanically substituted the concept of "youth" for that of the "working class."+* At any rate, both concepts agree on seeing the youthprimarily the student youth*as the main, or even the sole, revolutionary force,
Certain grounds for the spreading of such theories have been created
by the fact that in a number of countries the student movement often
advances more radical slogans and employs sharper forms of struggle
than the mass working class movement. This is particularly evident
where reformist and trade union ideology dominates the mass organizations of the working class.
In the main traits of their social consciousness, the students today
do indeed differ from the other mass strata of capitalist society. But
the difference is by no means as deep or as fundamental as the
theoreticians of the 'tevolutionary exclusiveness" of the youth would
have one believe. Moreover, it cannot be reduced to being "more"
or "Iess" revolutionary, for the level and nature of revolutionary
consciousness cannot be deffned merely by quantitative criteria. Such
a deffnition requires ffrst of all a qualitative analysis, a deffnition of
exactly what revolutionary spirit we are talking about.

a country are no longer conffned to insuring capitalist exploitation and
"order," that is, of safeguarding the capitalist system. Enhancement
of the role of the big capitalist corporations and the growing tendency
of the state to intervene are closely tinlrcd with the extension of these
functions and the development of a ramiffed system of measures designed to subordinate the destinies of individuals, and people's spiritual
life, to the aims and programs of the ruling groups. Side by side with
state-monopoly regulation of public life, and playing an important
role in the system, is the greater use being made of various ideological
and psychological methods of infuencing people, as for example implanting a "consumet'' ideal, standardizing demand,s and desires via
use of the means of mass communication and so-called mass culture.
Such methods are designed to develop in the ordinary person a feeling
of sociopolitical passivity, a conviction that all important social and
political problems should be settled by a %ompetent" elite. Bureaucratization of the most diverse spheres of the life of society is one
expression of this trend.
While the overwhelming majority of the social strata and groups
feel the impact of these processes in one way or another, they see this
impact differently, and not always with equal clarity. The bulk of
the working class protests most energetically against those concrete
manifestations of state-monopoly regulation which most directly
affect their economic condition, such as the income tax policy, the
capitalist methods of modernization and concentration of production
that lead to increased unemployrnent, and so on.
As the proletariat is the direct object of capitalist exploitation, its
social protest is directed primarily against the more obvious manifestations of this exploitation, most often taking the form of struggle for
adequate living standards. This struggle quite often forces 'the bourgeoisie to make concessions, large or small, which it later makes up
for in one way or another. By being able to m,aneuver in this sphere,
contemporary capitalism to a certain extent prevents the working
masses from recognizing the sociopolitical problems of their situation,
retarding the development of the economic struggle into a broad political movement.
Coming out against state-monopoly dictation are a considerable
portion of the petty and middle bourgeoisie, as well as members of
the "free professions." But among these strata this frame of mind
assumes in the main a conservative character. The ideal which their
ideological spokesmen counterpose to the danger of being dictated
to from above usually amounts to "economic liberalism" and "free enterprise"; it is no accident therefore that they not infrequently form
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ROOTS of the students'political radicalism should, in our opinTHE
r ion, be sought in the fact tllat their obiective situation makes them
especially susceptible to the forms of social oppression that are becom-

ing more and more characteristic of contemporary capitalist society.
What we have in mind is the tendency inherent in state-monopoly
capitalism of subjecting all aspects of the working people's life to the
dictates of the narrow monopoly groups which conkol the key means
of economic and political power.
The functions of the bourgeois machinery of government within
c Herbert Marcuse, One-Dhnensianal Man, Boston, 1964; interview in New
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the soil for such reactionary political movements as Goldwaterism in
the United States, to mention just one.
Criticism of a number of major features of state-monopoly capitalism that is fairly sharp, though in many respects one-sided and inconsistent, eomes from artists, writers, scientists and engineers. Since,
however, it is all more or less a question of the mass strata of the
population, this criticism ffnds its broadest and most energetic support among the student youth.
It would hardly be correct to link such attitudes of mind arnong
the students with the direct interests of one of the large social classes.
The increase in the proportion of students who come from families
of workers or from sbata of white collar workers or working intellectuals who are substantially in the same boat, of course plays no small
Pafi in the development of democratic aspirations among students.
However, since many of them, including active participants in the
radical Left movement, are the ofispring of the big, middle, and petty
bourgeoisie, this fact explains little. Likewise oversimpliffed, in otu
view, is the notion that reduces the social essence of the student movement to the sentiments of the petty bourgeoisie ( although the pettybourgeois origin of many students undoubtedly leaves a certain mark
on their behavior and psychology).
The growth of social and political activity among the students is
one of the more striking and concentrated expressions of the new
role the mass strata of the intelligentsia are beginning to play in the
life of capitalist society. The changes in the position and oomposition
of these strata are converting the intelligentsia into a social force
profoundly opposed to capitalism. But so far it is merely a trend,
developing extremely unevenly in difierent oountries and in different
groups of the intelligentsia, coinciding with processes of ideological
and political differentiation. Because of the speciffc features of the
conditions in which the students ffnd themselves, and their resulting
psychology, this trend has reached the fullest and most extensive development among them.
The main feature of the students as a social Soup is that it unites
people who do not yet occupy a deffnite place in production and in
society, yet at the same time are dependent on institutions the activity
of which directly determines their future place in life. The most acute
problem for any student is his social and professional future, and his
thoughts and worries are, in the ffnal analysis, concentrated on this.
As has been stated before, many students ffnd it impossible to solve
this problem satisfactorily because of the undemocratic organization
of higher education, and its scandalous lag behind the times. On the

other hand, capitalism tries to solve the problem of training suficient
numbers of highly qualiffed personnel (intensiveness varying in
degree in different countries) by subordinating higher education to
the maximum degree possible to the ends of "total" social regulation.
Concretely, this is expressed in narrowing education and its progressive specialization, so as to adjust it to the direct needs of capitalist
production.
Thus, many American universities have become virtually factories
for the wholesale production of specialists in some one narrow ffeld,
who are then virtually unable to pick any other ffeld of endeavor
more appropriate to their ability and inclination, and who have no
perspective for developing creatively. Following the same path are
the "neo-capitalist" reformers of higher education in Western Europe.
Such changes in the organization of the higher school are one of the
consequences of the general trend toward increasing the proportion
and specialization of mental labor, which leads to the loss of many
once independent intellectuaf' professions, and to transforming people into performers of a task that needs no initiative, mere cogs in
the social and production mechanism. This prospect has given rise
to shaqp protests among students.
The transitional state of this group-as yet outside any independent
labor efiort but closely approaching it-causes the students to hold
on tenaciously to tlose values which they will inevitably lose once
they take a speciffc position in an industrial or other organization. This
means asserting their independence from society, a lack of commitment, freedom from daily submission to orders from other people, and
opportunities to choose the life they want. This "disassociation" is a
reality and is p,erceived by the student youth themselves as a purely
temporary condition; the choice, once made, converts the young person from a comparatively free individual into one subjected to-allaround subordination.
Today, owing to growing specialization and the simultaneous rise
in professional requirements, one's main chosen role in life ties one
down much mole ffrmly than jn- the past, and to change one's specialty is becoming ever more difficult. Psychologically, thereforg the
student youth feel especially painfully the contradiction peculiar
to the present stage of development of capitalism. On the one hand,
there is the constant need of reorienting oneself in view of the
growing tempo of changing working conditions; and on the other,
the ever greater difficulty of reorienting oneself in view of the ffxed
function of every individual in a productive or public organization.
Their protest against everything that restricts their comparative free-
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dom now or will restrict it in the immediate future, against all aspects of life in capitalist society which subordinate the fortunes,
capabilities and spiritual life of the average person to the inhuman
purposes of the powers that be, is therefore all the sharper.
The main content of the students' everyday life makes them
realize this subordination to the full. The contrast between the
creative, intellectual life that the process of acquiring knowledge
presupposes and the status of robot in capitalist production and t[e
social mechanism influences the consciouiresr of th" student youth
all the more forcefully, the more clearly they understand that their
new interest in and taste for creative eflort, engendered by sfudn
will ffnd no satisfaction in their work on their future jobs.-Closeiy
related to this feature of student psychology is the warm support
that condemnation of the "consumer society''meets among them. A
oonsiderable portion of them will not accept the ideals of ..consumerism," which is designed to replace intellectual life and public
activity in the system values of modern capitalism.
Because of all these aspects of their psychology, the students differ
considerably from the bulk of the "adult" scientiffc-technical intelligentsia,- especially from engineering and manageriar personner.
Among these shata, moods of social protest are ,eitrain"d- to ,o*e
degee-by their speciffc moral dependence on capitarist organization,
primarily in the interests of their professional or offici"l cieer. such
interests give rise to individualism and passivity with respect to
public afi-airs, and in many cases turn yesterday's rebel siudents
into mouthpieces for social conformism and bourgeois ideology.
Another maior characteristic of the students aJ a sociar group is
.
their compagq":r, due to their concentration in rarge edricational
institutions. while the members of the mass intellectial professions
are disassociated from each other, as a result of belongirg to one
of th9 many professional or hierarchial groups each ,,ilth"its own
specific interests, students for
most part are distioguished by the
-the
fact that_ they a1e substantially
J$ough by no *"rlrr absolutely)
agitated by similar problems an9- by the high deveropment among
them of a group consciousness. These facts on the whlole favor thE
Left democratic trends in the student movement; they insure the
more active spokesmen of these trends wide influence over the
bulk of the students and make it easier to initiate militant mass
actions. In the united s-ta!es, for example, membership in the Left
student grganizatioys includes 200,000 university and coilege students
out of 5,000,000; but as shown by the r*e"p of the fctions led
by these organizations, their influence is actuaily far greater.

A considerable portion of the students regard such concrete questions as the nature and organization of education, iobs, their future
profession, and so on, as part of the more general problem of relations between society and the individual, and of the purposes to
which the functioning of the s,ocial organism is subordinate. This
trend is directly stimulated by the fact that capitalist relations of
exploitation and dependence influence the condition and consciousness of the students not only through their concrete and immediate
manifestations, but also as a common prospect after their graduation.
For this reason the students do not concentrate on the concrete
aspects of existing social relations to the degee we ffnd among
people who are already worting and are often absorbed in problems of pay, lvorking conditions, professional advancement, and
so on. This makes it easier for them to grasp problems of social and
political life that may not necessarily be related to their own direct
interests but in whioh they see an indication of the inhumanity and
injustice of the social order, the predominance in politics of the
selffsh interests of oligarchic groups, the authoritarian nature of government, and so on. It is characteristic that the young Americans
who refused to take part in the Vietnam war stated that their decision was a protest against the "system of depersonalization which
turns the youth into a crowd of robots," a rejection of the morals
of America today.*
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HE THEORETICIANS who regard the students as the "leading
revolutionary force" refer not only and not so much to all these
traits of the students' oonsciousness as to the all-encompassing rebelliousness allegedly inherent in them, and to their capacity for spontaneous, violent protest, associated with no clearcut organization or
ideology. Thereby they appear to bypass the question of whether there
might not be a higher type of revolutionary spirit-the rational revolu-

tionary consciousness which Marxist-Leninist ideology cultivates in
the masses. singing the praises of irrational rebellion is a disservice
t-o the- student
it stimulates the development of exactly
-stTggle;
those features of the movement which refect its ideologicar and oiganizational immaturity.
The weaknesses of the student rnovement are actually, in a Iarger
sense, directly related to its strong points. This super .,r-r-revolutionariness" carries the imprint of the social and political inexperience of the student youth. Their age and soeial traiis impart to their
"

Nl* 1* fn*e. Marine City, Califomia, 1968, pp. 5, tg.
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protest a romantic, emotional and irrational character. Only tlhe experience gained through direct participation in the labor process
and the social relations conneeted with it can inculcate in people
a concrete and realistic idea of capitalist social organization, the
ltrength of the class enemy, the real possibilities and techniques of
ffghting this enemy. Students lack such experience and therefoie lack
a scientiffc, profound understanding of what are the most expedient
means and objectives of the struggle under the given concrete conditions. The sequence of the various stages of that struggle, the various well thought out tactics and the compromises necessary in certain situations come harder to them than to the bulk of the working people. Hence the extremist moods the student masses often
easily yield to, and the rejection, characteristic of certain groups of
students, of limited slogans and demands, of parliamentary activity,
te,mporary political alliances, and similar methods of class struggle,
which they interpret as unprincipled political intrigue. On the other
hand, freedom from social bonds and duties develops among students
both individual and group irresponsibility. For many students it
becomes psyehologically more important to demonstrate their protest their rejection of existing social practices, than to gain concrete results of true social signiffcance.
AII these social and psychological traits foster among the student
youth a critical, even a sharply negative attitude toward political
organization, toward belonging to a party, toward any clear-cut
ideological and political platform. As was suggested earlier, their
"revolt" against dictation by the bureaucracy is of an emotional
and romantic nature, so that often it is impossible to tell against
whom it is directed. It easily takes the form of a type of thinking
in which, to quote the progressive American philosopher H. L. Parsons, "power is confused with authoritarianism, leadership with
manipulation, philosophy with dogma, and individual action with

in individual countries, is marked by extreme variation, by diversity
of currents and shades. In a number of countries communist studenis
play an important part in the student movement, and today the influence of Marxist ideas among students in the west is greater than
ever before. Leftist principles have also left their impiint on the
general ideological atrnosphere of the movement.
The outlook of a good part of the student youth was formed under
the infuence of ideological-theoretical trends which criticize capitalism from a humanist point of view, more or less ignoring the criss
basis of capitalist social organizations. As we fiave Jeen from
Marcuse's con_ception, the revolutionary spirit propagated by such
trends has little in common with scientiffc understanding of ievolution as a complex process of social change. For them, i.revolution,,
is primarily a moral and ethical category, a total rejection of existing

freedom."

In

add{tion, the student youth

with their

pronounced group

to the idea of the generation
gap, to antagonism between fathers and sons, and a certain section
of them are therefore inclined to assert their independence of the
"old," "traditional" political organizations as a matter of fundaconsciousness are especially receptive

mental principle.
The social and psychological phenomena and trends noted above
explain to a considerable extent why various anarchistie and ultraLeft ideas have spread fairly widely in the student movement.
On the whole, the students' ideology, internationally, as well as
168

society.

In the minds of many young people already inclined toward ex_
actly this kind of difiuse "total" protes! such ideas easily turn
into a desire to do away with whatever arouses their particular
indignation in the society around them-in the main, buieaucratic
organization and the "consurner" way of life. For this reason, the
struggle against the capitalist system as such often seems to them
far less urgent than setting up some absolutely new way of life,
one precluding alienation and the pursuit of wealth. "The ievolution
now beginning," stated
group of Sorbonne students at the height
-a
of the disturbances in the
Latin Quarter last May, "calls in question
not only capitalist society but industrial civilization as well. Tire
"orsumer
rnust die a violent death. The society of alienation
-society
must die a violent death. we are striving for a new and original
society."*

The extreme vagueness of such social ideals and the confused
co-ncept of th_e economic and social roots of the bourgeois way of
life explain the mainly negative character of the students' revolutionary consciousness, the striving to settle all urgent problems at
one iblow. Hence the idea of "immediately blowing up the whole
existing social organization with its mores and culture and the
utopian plans for establishing "p*" democracy'' conceived as
*student
power" in the universities and "working people,s power,,
in ente{prises. It is co_nsidered possible to solve theie problems
primarily by "direct and sponta4eous action," without any planned
organization of political struggle.
* Zegel, I*s tilles de mad, Paris, 1968, p.

62.
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Not all in the Left student movement hold these extreme views
of this particular complex of ideas; but they do reflect in one way
or another-though highly schematically, of course-the logic, the
kind of thinking of most of the more active and ideologically

motivated trends. After what has happened

in the recent past,

student actions can no longer be regarded as mere ultrarevolutionary
phrasemongering. The tactic of violent action, of barricade battles,
has become widely popular among the students of many countries.
This exbemism is of course to a large extent nurtured by the
romanticism characteristic of youth, by their striving for no compromise in matters of ethics, It is no accident that Che Guevara has

become one of the most popular heroes of the West European
students. What has impressed them is the crystal honesty and courage of the Latin American revolutionarl, the passion of a heroic,
selfless struggle that pervaded his ideas and activity. However,
neither the Guevara cult nor the attempts of some of the student
organizations to transfer guerrilla tactics to West European soil
can be explained ,by romantic motives alone.
Having assimilated the reasoning of their ideological mentors
about the "bourgeoisiffcation" of the working class in the West and
of its inability to go beyond 'lconsumer" orientation, the ultra-Left
students are inclined to regard the peoples of the Third World as
the only truly revolutionary mass force. Solidarity with the national
Iiberation movement is in general highly characteristic of the frame
of mind of the student youth, and here it is not simply a question
of solidarity, but of elevating to an absolute the particular forms of
the revolutionary struggle engendered by speciffc conditions in a
number of countries. Refected in the shifting of their hopes to the
Third World is the lack of faith of many students in the revolutionary potential of the working class in the developed capitalist
countries, and at the same time an awareness of the weakness of
their own ties with the society surrounding them and the realization that they are powerless to force their slogans and methods of
struggle on the bulk of the working people.
Such a frame of mind naturally creates the basis for Maoist propaganda to a certain extent influencing the student -or"*"ni. Th"
demagogy of Maoism, which preaches "absolute" revolution, regardless of
conditions, and. counterposes "the revolutionary
spirit of-obiective
the poor nations" to th9 allegedly bourgeoisiffed working
class movement, can, primitive though it is, delude the extremisti
among the student yolthj Playing no small role in this is the support given Maoism, whether because of political naivet6 or because
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of a certain would-be revolutionary snobbishness, by some 'iurers of
men's minds" among the Western intelligentsia.

As stated by Western Marxists, the ultra-Leftism and romantic
utopianism of many factions of the sfudent movement are a peculiar
form 9f growing pains; -revolutionary and socialist ideas a:re only
beginning to penetrate the
great bulk of the student masses and
it is only natural that ffrst they should be conceived in primitive

and utopian form.* This is obviously correct; as it is ah6 correct
that the experience gained in political struggle makes it easier for
the youth to grasp scientific revolutionary-ideology and develops
among them an interest in Marxism. In their searcl for the trufh,
student activists turn more and more not to the works of Marcuse
and Debray now in vogue, but to those of Marx and Lenin.
What Next, Then?

THE PRESENT weaknesses of the student movement should not be
- regarded as insuperable. But the movement cannot rid itself of them
by relying on its own forces alone. Standing in the way are

the

peculiarities of the students as a social group mentioned. earlier, the
imp,act on them of certail currents of petty bourgeois ideology, as
well as their own extremely unstable, fluctuating c6mposition, i"hi"h
makes it difficult to pass on to new generatiorrr oi students the
soup social and political experience accumulated in the course of
struggle. The student movement can acquire the consistency, sobermindedness and organization it needs so badly only in alliance with

$e working cla_ss, with its political and trade ,rrrio, ,rgarizations.
19, ,-t T precisely the working class that in large -err*-u possesses

all

those qualities which the student youth; by the verl, nature
-of
of their position in society so sadly lack.
A practical basis for such an alliance is the considerable community of ideals and aspirations shared by the students and the
present-day, working class. It is this community of interests that
is completely de_nied by the theoreticians who hord that only the
youth have revolutionary po-tential, and preach the "bourgeoisiffcation" of the working class. In
however, the proteii against
the very same social and moral-reality,
aspects of capitarist opp.ersiori that
arouses the_ indignation of the student is deviloping
in"r", more
tensely in the minds of th_" working masses and Lecoming
concrete.
complete _subordination, their Iack of opportunity for self-direction
at work, their restricted prospects for the future, the general social
*

See

the discussion in Lo Demoaratie Nutoelle, June-July, lg6g,

L7l
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of the personality, and the lack of opportunities for free
development are recognized by many workers as most acute and
vital problems. This a\^rareness is reflected in the new trends of
depression

struggle and the slogans the mass working class movement advances.
More and more often these go beyond purely economic demands,
beyond trytng to secure broader rights for the workers and democra-

tization of general and vocational education. The working class
is deeply interested in implementation of the main political demands
of the student movement, namely a foreign policy of peace and
democratization of domestic political life. Finally, only tlie working
class
capable of carrying out and completing the revolutionary
-is
transformation of capitalist society and the building of socialism.
Irrespective of the leiel of development of the socialisi consciousness
of particular groups and national segments of the proletariat, anticapitalism is inherent in the working masses' psychology.
Tt is beyond doubt that the workers' approach to these questions,
and theA ideas on how to solve them, difier in many ways from
what the students propose and are t ying to do. The ciass-conscious
worker today doesn't believe that real democracy and personal freedom, or the triumph of a new social system, can be gained by means
of a single resolute action. He is aware of the magnitude and complexity of the vast job of reorganization required to translate these
ideas into reality. The worker knows perfectly well from his own
experience that nothing can be done without a united and centralized
cla_ss organization, and he therefore reacts scornfully and sometimes
indignantly to the appeals of the ultra-Left extremists .to ffght
fgainst _any and all organization." These ideological and prychoIogical difierences were revealed, for instance, in &e course il
"ortacts between workers and students during the May-June 1g6g general strike in France.
such difierences can be eliminated only as the bulk of the students
assimilate scientiftc socialist ideology. Hence the laying of a foundauo1
{or a lasting and efiective alliance between ihe-working class
and the student movement clearly depends on the Marxist-Leninist
vanguard of the working class, on its ideological and political work
among the student yo"q. opening up important prospects for this
are the measures recently taken by the commuirist parties of a
number of countries to step up their activity in this very important
sphere.

util"

recognizing the unsoundness of the theory that the students
it would be extremely wrong to
underestimate the potentialities and prospects of the student moveare-
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the only relolutionary force,

ment as one of the more active and militant detachments of the
antimonopoly front. Their role is determined not alone by the ffghting character, the intensity of protest against capitalist practices
peculiar to them and by the ability they have shown to stir up the
broadest strata of the working people to political and other public
activity. No less important is another factor. The student movement
puts forward particularly sharyly the problems of social development which assume ever greater signiffcance in the struggle against
the economic and political rule of the monopolist oligarchy. These
are the problems of an all-around democratization of all levels and
spheres of public life, of a democratic alternative to the present
forms of class rule and the ideological and psychological infuence
of the bourgeoisie, and problems of the status and rights of the
individual.

The student movement by itself is unable to work out

sound

solutions to such problems; but in drawing attention to their moral
aspects, to the inhumanity of capitalist relations, it makes its speciffc
and very important contribution to the development of the democratic
mass struggle. The conhibution is a real one, and this in spite of the
obvious damage that the largely emotional character of the "student

revolution," which at times leads to utopianism and Leftist adventurism, does to the democratic forces. It expresses, even if in
irrational and not infrequently distorted form, the needs that are
gradually ripening among the broad masses and, by heightening
their intolerance of modern capitalism, creates the decisive soeiopsychological basis for extension of the revolutionary struggle.
A close alliance between the students and the working class is
important not merely because it will broaden the forces of the antimonopoly coalition. It will at the same time help the student movement to rid itself of its present shortcomings and the mass workers'
movement more widely and more actively to develop its struggle
for r.adical changes, for democracy and socialism.

"Sorcr youth are loyal to the principles of intemationalism anil they
will continue to give all-round assistance and support to the iust struggle
of students of all continents for peace, national independence, the democratic rights and freedom of sfudents, as well as for active reform and
the democratization of higher education. . . We are sure that the interests
of the overwhelming majority of students are inseparable from the interests
of the working class, and that the basic demands of the sfudents can be
satisffeil only as a result of their joint stmggle."
From a pamphlet issued by the Soviet Delegation at the
9th International Festival of Youth and Students in Soffa, July 1968
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every level-from municipal Soviets to the USSR Supreme Sovietreceive their electors, as do their older colleagues. And at the next
session they are able to say: "This has been suggested by the people
living in my area." Sometimes the wording isr "This has been suggested ,by the young people."

Youth in Politics

VOUNG
t

qEVERAL VILLAGES in Georgia recently held youth

LJ with

meetings

this one item on the agenda: a report from Latavra Skankogashvili, deputy to the Georgian Supreme Soviet.
Latavra, a Z&year-old colleotive farmer, lives in the village of
Dvabza, When she received official conffrmation in March 1967 that
she had been elected a member of the legislature of her republic,
she was pleased but petriffed. Latavra is a tea grower. Does picking
tea faster than anyone else, she asked herself, qualify a person for
the legislature? But ,there it was. The people of the district had
elected her. They must have felt that she would justify their trust.
After the ffrst few months, she discovered tha,t she had many
more abilities than picHng tea. Her electors, especially the young
ones, had given her speciffc assignments. One village wanted its
eight-year school to be made a ten-year school; another wanted its
kindergartens open the year round, not only in the busv seasons; a
third wanted a stadium and school built.
Leaffng through a notebook full of such assignments, Latawa
should have a real sense of achievement. The Georgian Supreme
Soviet acted favorably on most of her requests and recommendations.
Her responsibilities spread to areas l-arger than her constituency
when she was elected to a standing commitee on conservation. She
studied the problems involved and suggested legal measures to control misuse of natural resources. She made several appeals to rural
youth, and they responded with suggestions and, more important,

with action.
At Latavra's call, youth detachments rushed to check a dangerous
insect pest that was moving in from the woods in Borzhomi C,orge.
Later she was asked to compile a repot on soil erosion and pest
control in citrus orchards.
Once a month, everywhere in the country, young legislators on
Vr-aonrrn Mr-yursNro is an engineer-furned-editor. He worked in the ffeld of
railway transport in Novosibirsk for several years, and Iater refurned to Moscow
to become head of the Press anil TV Section of Komsomol. He is now Assistant
Editor-in-Chief of the Molodaya Gvardia publishing house.
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PEOPLE now account for half of the country's population.

Th"y comprise 40 per cent of those gainfully employed in industry and construction. They form the core of researchers in the modern
branches of science: cybernetics, nuclear physics, radio electronics
and the like.
A considerable number hold legislative posts. Some l-2 per cent
of the depu'ties to the USSR Supreme Soviet are under 80. The same
age group is represented to a somewhat smaller extent but generously
-by an average of 10 per cent-in the Supreme Soviets of the union
and autonomous republics. In the local Soviets, 330,000 of the deputies are young people. At 23 a citizen can be elected to the USSR
Supreme Soviet, at 2l 'to the Supreme Soviets of the union and autonomous republics, and at 18 to the local Soviets.
The practice in many countries is to vest parliamentary and municipal authority in people much past their youth. It is not unreasonable,
of course, to entrust the solution of vital social problems to people
whose age and consequent experience guarantee sober consideration.
On the other hand, youth does offer important judgmental values
of its own. ft is more sensitive, more active, less patient politically.
Young people react energetically to events. They tend to act on
their ideals, and they hate halfway measures.
By emphasizing these attributes inheren't in youth, we do not by
any means underestimate the merits of more mature age groups. We
simply think it wiser to have the combination of qualities provided
by difierent genera'tions, for everyone's good.
The broad participation of young people in state administration
gives thern the background they need to take over. They acquire, well
in advance, political knowhow; they gather experience and try themselves in practice. Young legislators Surid ]afarzade, a driller from
Azerbaidzhan; Arkadi Iiozlov, a Byelorussian worker; Anastasia Gumenyuk, a Ukrainian farmer, and many others have enlarged their
political and social horizons. Previously they excelled in their own
narrow trades and professions. Now, as deprrties, they must become
capable adminis,trators as well.
The Komsomol, or the Young Communist League (YCL), plays
an important part in many spheres of Soviet life. The central and
L75
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republican Kornsomol organizations have the right to initiate tre$slation. They suggest aotion to the central government and the republics on many major youth issues, for example, laws regulating the
employment of teenagers, those stipulating shorter worlcing hours
and work weeks for young people who study while holding a job,
those providing better holiday facilities for teenagers and those allocating funds for the construction of clubs in newly developed industrial areas of the Far East, where the bulk of the workers are young.
Representatives of youth organizations are found among collegium
members in the Ministry of Culture, the Ministry of Higher and Specialized Secondary Education and the State Committee on Radio and
Television. They are often invited to conferences at other ministries
and departments when the discussion relates to youth. Such direct
involvement enables the Komsomol to draw the attention of government bodies to the needs of young people.
Young factory workers submit their proposals for collective agreements. The Komsomol organization in the factory or office is consulted when young people are hired, ffred or promoted and when
housing and resort accommodations are allocated.
Groups and laboratories for sociological research have been set
up by the USSR Komsomol Central Committee, the Komsomol Central Committees in the union republics and the regional Komsomol
committees. Their widely circulated polls help publicize the opinions
of young people on matters of moment.
These polls have demonstrated that young people are increasingly
active politically. Indifference to politics as a tendency is practically
nonexistent. The changes are both quantitative and quattative.
Ural sociologists compared young peoplds political involvement
ir the twenties and sixties. The resul,ts are interesting. In the twenties,
i.e., iast after the Revolution, 90 per cent of the time young people
spent on politics went to meetings, rallies and demonstrations and
only 10 per cent went to eoncrete activities. The proportion in the
sixties is entirely different: 70 per cent is spent on concrete public
assignments and only 30 per cent at meetings and rallies.
- Jh: rh:ft i: iustifted historically. In_ the twenties young people
Iacked political maturity and their cultural standards *"[ jo*]".
The more socially consciou_s had to spend much more time educating
their coevals. There is much less need for that kind of propagandizin[
now and therefore more emphasis on activity.
In the past most of the speakers at meetings were activists; nowadays many ordinary young people speak their minds and decisions
are taken after thorough discussion. The nafure of youth meetingq
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has changed radically, and quite o{ten they

tum into heated debates.
This active interest in politics and the emphasis on action energize the young deputies and the leading Komsomol bodies. To maintain the conffdence of their electors, they must keep in step with
the times.

qOVIET young people openly state their opinions. Soviet youth

v

organizations publish 63 magazines and LSG newspapers for children and young
in printings totaling 12,6 million copies a
-people
year. Soviet youth publishing houses print over 40 million books a
year. There is a central youth radio station, lunost (youth). All TV
studios in the country have youth sections and programs.
Youth papers trrold regular, and very popular, forums on current
topics. They also publish readers' letters of all kinds, including the
critical variety.
Every so often Komsomolskaya Praoil.a., the leading youth paper,
will receive a lotter frorn a young person who lives a long *ry fiom
Moscow. It may report some arbitrary decision on the part of a local
administrative body. The-newspaper will then send a correspondent
to the area to look into the rnatter. The ffndings are repor,ted in the
paper and {e guilty brought to public notice. After reading suclt
an article, a local bureaucrat is inclined to weigh his actioni more
carefully. A letter by a raak-and-ffler ean have wide repercussions.
- I.ast year both chambers of the ussR supreme soviet*the soviet
of the union and the Soviet of Na,tionalitieJ-set up standing youth
comrnittees. similar committees were set up in tht parlianients of
the union republics. The usSR supreme soviet announced that these
commi,ttees would give detailed consideration to the education, vocational training, emplo-1ment, Iiving conditions and reisure of young
people and would submit appropriate draft laws.
Pu_ two youth committees in the ussR supreme soviet consist
of- 62 deputies (81 in each), including member-s of the communist
larty wh9 have worked with young people, representatives of the
Komsomol, young factory workers, scientists, iducators and cul_
tural workers.
Soviet youth is $ven every opportunity for political activity
and
uses the opp-ortunity. The countiy wants'mrr/-ore of
its citizens
active- in politics, the young ones particularly. Their
to public welfare mt',st-be competeri and imagina,tive. To
"ortib,rtio*
reach the
high standards called for, much needs to be ione uy-tt
,
the Komsomol and other organizations.
"-iorri"t
Cuntesy Soviet Lifg Septemba 1g6g
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NELLY KUZI\TETSOVA

A Scienee
Named

Center

"Youth"

in_ 1968,
-Early
-_
Vilndus under

a scientific-proih.tction association (SpA) uas sot up in

of tlw Central Cornmittee ol the Komsomol Organiof Ltthuania, This yruth firm aas named "yaunistd' ahich, translated fr_om Lithuanian, mea:ns "youth." APN corresponiLent Nelty Kuznetsoya telh of the oo* of young scientists, speciahists anil stuilenis in it, of
ohat the SPA actually does.
aegls

zation

HE LIST of the ffrmt staff, including the management and all
three departments-scientiffc organization of labor, economic research, and the introduction of inventions-consists of no more than
thirty people. The members of the stafi of Yauniste receive salaries
on a par with those paid to the personnel of laboratories of scientiffc
organization of labor and economic research belonging to state establishments. Its director*Sigitas Kalvenas, head of the sector of plasma
phenomena in the Institute of Physics and Mathematics under the
Lithuanian Academy of Sciences*was entitled to a monthly bonus ot
200 rubles, but he refused to take the money and works in the ffrm
without remuneration. As to the other employees of Yauniste, work
there is their only job and therefore they receive their regular salaries
in the SPA. As to the executives who are not on the staff ( and they
are the main force working on the execution of orders ), they receive
piece payment corresponding to the cost of the order executed, brrt
not more than one half of their regular salaries. The only exception
is students, who are entitled to receive up to 40 rubles per month
What are the aims of the SPA Yaunist;? The ftrm is an embodiment of the desire of the young scientiffc and technical intelligentsia
to develop science at a rapid rate, ,to enhance the enforcement of
the economic reform in ,the country. At the same time, Yauniste gives
each young scientist or student the maximum possibility to express
his or her individuality, an extremely important thing for every young
person. Here he must independently search for and ffnd the optimum
solution to a problem. The very nature of the association obliges the
voung man to stand on the foremost boundaries of science. This
teaches him to ,think independently, gives him conffdence in his own
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abilities, and, therefore, inspires him to undertake still more difficult
work- Besides,-it giv-es him a feeling of being the full master of things,
which makes him able to raise anE sorve p"roblems of ne.w prcspects
and tendencies in science.
The ffrrn receives verydifierent orders, which opens up the
possiof participation in their execution by people of minv speciallitrty
ties and various qualiffcations. what sort tf^ ori"r, ,r" it
lurt ru"n
one has a code number: .ya_I,,, ,\a_Z,o etc. Theyinclude,
for examplq
_colplex electronic instruments, a raboratory Llectromrlrli'*r,r, high-tension magnetic fferd, or a pre-estimate of reserves
of subterranian waters fiat are suitabre for supprying several
Lithuanian
to.vrrns and.can be put ,to use without pr"ii*iirrry
prorp""Urg. e,
-,*\-yp rvas produced of a uniqtrie electro-roeitg";, upfr.rt,r,
:1tig
tor
oncologists which permits a visuar determinatio"
Jr tlru ^nature
gir:.r the.doctor the possibitity
r*-"a-rrl"iy ,""irg
:f_l.llT:l:-rd
"i
whether it is a malignant one or not.
ft frequently happens that a young scientist is interested in a
problem that cannot be incruded in the pran of his own
instit'te
setting aside other problems; in this case he comes
to yaun_
)4,ithoyt
iste-with a proposal. Here- he is helped to ffnd a client
,"i, ; a rule,
he becomes the leader of the .roik. L this way, y"""g
,"lr*h*
Antonis chesnis once came to spA with a ,rgg"itio'that
an instrument for measuring the parameters of the semiconductor
diocle be
produced. He himself ,eeded this instrument for
his candidate of
science thesis. But this same instrument proved to
be
for the rnsdtute of physics of semicond,-i"torr, too. It ""ry-""olrrr*
was produced
proved to be unique. It has U""" r"giliJr"a
9r{:,.1"d
tne voung1""scienUsfs invention.
",
This is what the monetary resurts of the work of yauniste
Iook
-orders
like. From June to December 1g6g the ffrm pranned to
furffr
to the total sum of 146
_thousand rubres; in iearitv it rutnuea tnem
to a sum of 160,878 rubles,
14,g78 rubles more than ptrrr"a. V"rriste made 27,46s rubres-79r<opeks profft in tg6a.
A;i;;-;ilanuary
1,,1969 it already had 10,d74 rubres zo kopeks in
its bank account.
'[hat means tha,t without spending
a singre rubre from the state
budget, Yauniste managed io organire the young scientists
of the
republic to exeeute orders to a veiy considerable ,""*
;;;;.
-r.roJtr,r",
"i
, The prospects that oBen up to ithe participants il th"
draw to it such a ,r,rrniu, of requ_ests^ that yauniste
simply cannot
comply with them ail. It is obriged to hord
,"r"*'5rl-ilrrtio,
trials. However, young-specialists and students
""ry
,'r" ;;; ii"rr,rg",
less
than
harf
of
tach
brigade must be ,eG"t"ti rr"*' ,rr*
-not

f ,!:y
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midst. This year special students' brigades will be established, too.
There is one more principle of selecting cadres for Yaunistepreferences are given to those who have been on Kornsomol work
and have good organi zational abilities. Lukashyavichus-Lukoshes, for
example, has been, and still is, a supernumerary secretary of the
Leninsky District Komsomol Committee of Vilnius. In Yauniste he is
the secretary of the Komsomol organization.
Recentln when the gaduates of Vilnius University were being
offered jobs, almost every third one asked whether it would be possible to work in Yauniste. But only three could be accepted there.
Where does the net profft (profft excluding salaries of stafi workers
and piece payments to ,those not doing stafi work) go? Twenty-ffve
per cent goes to the account of the Central Committee of the Lithuanian llomsomol organization, and two per cent goes to the Komsomol
organiza,tion of the enterprise where the order was being executed.
The Komsomol members from the Institute of Physics and Mathematics who participated in the work of Yauniste, for example, were
able to purchase, with this two per cent, movie camerai, tourist
tents, a motorboat for their sport section (used for water skiing ).
At present they are setting up a floating rest home, complete with
yachts and boats.
But the bulk of the profft goes for important social actions. Last
summer, for instance, Yauniste organized special courses in physics
and mathematics for secondary school graduates who wished to
enter the university. Of the 50 boys and girls studying at the courses,
46 were accepted.
Yauniste ffnances the young specialists' club "Under the Zodiac."
But with the growth of possibilities the scope of Yaunistds
activities grow, too. At present SPA is designing a zone of rest in the
ancient capital of Lithuania, Trokai. It will be a summer camp with
a complete sport complex, where young people will be able to rest,
ffnd amusement, hold seminars, conferences, meetings, discussions.
In the future Yauniste plans to build a Young Scientists' House
in Trokai, complete with a hotel, conference hall, cafe, etc., as well
as a hostel for its s,taff employees.
And, most certainly, part of the proffts made by Yauniste will go
for the publication of the works of young scientists, for scientiffc
competitions which are already being held. A compotition has even
been launched among iournalists for the best essay or article about
the life and work of young scientists.
All these plans are-quite practical, since SPA has already signed
contracts for the nex,t few years for a total sum of one million ,.rLI.s.

Legal Status of Soviet Youth
On the statuw and, rights of young people i,n the USSR, their particdpotion ln the economic, political and, cultural life of the countty.

fILJ
TNDER the socialist

goverDment of the Soviet Union there exist no social
or other barriers to protection of the in&vidual in society, such as the
humiliating dependence of a young person on the income level of his parents,
&scrirnination because of belonging to one class or another or on grouads of
religious, national or racial origin.
The Constitution of the USSR, the constitutions of the union and autonomous republics, and Soviet legislation, guarantee to the young people the right
to wo,rk, full civil rights, free and wide access to science, culhue and education.
Youth's right to work is guaranteed by the widest opportunities for vocational uaining and by the legal requirements for guaranteed employment and

payment

for their work and by special protection for the labor of

workers.

Socialism

in its

essence signalizes

the end of the thousand-year

young

enslave-

ment and stagnation of working youth. On the very fourth day of the Revolution, the Soyiet Government established a six-hour working day for juveniles,
while retaining eight-hour-day wages, Only four hours work was permitted for
young people 14

to

16.

Today youth makes up half of the population of the Soviet Union. Over
40 pq cent of- all wo-rkers in the national economy are under B0 years old.
Out of _overy thousand lathe
700 are young workers. Out of every
-operators,
thousand engineering and technical workers approximately 4S0 are under gd,
Young people make up 45 per cent of all scientiffc workers.
In order to establish optimum conditions for working youth for acquiring
specialized skills, raising their qualiffcations and getting the necessary education, Soviet legislation provides for a shortened working week, time out for
study with wages paid free or reduced tickets for travel in the USSR and so on.
special_legislation, young specialists who have graduated from secondary
_By
and higher education institutions, are guaranteed jobs in the ffeld for whicl

they have been trained.

In all factories, plants, state farms and other enterprises plans have been
put into effect for raising the general educational and cultural-technical level of
the workers and employees, without separating them from production. This is
done by guaranteeiag the necessary places for workers and employees in the
s9h99ls for working youth ( daytime or evening in accordance with working
_
shift), i:r specialized secondary and higher institutions of learning, and also
in the production and technical training courses inside the factory.
The rtght of yotmg people to ed.uadion is insured by free education in all
its accessibility t9
by a system of state stipends (for higher
educational institutions), by the"ll,
extensive development of evening and correspondence schools, and the special privileges allowed working youth to enable
them to eontinue their studies.
schools and
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In the soviet union, irrespective of what new types of school have been
established at difierent
of derelopment, the ftibwing principles of the
socialist organization of.stages
peoplet educafron have remained",ichanled:
The state character of tfe system of education, excluding iy private
sghoofs; the uniting in a slngle system of all educationat a.rd frioirig institutions beginning with pre-school and ending with the higher schools; tfie d"rrrocrauc structure of schools at all levels-from the bottoin to the top; equality
gf *:" and women; equal rights of a[ the peopre of the ussR wi^tl r"htion
edu3atign uld+" right to instruction in tleii native language; close ties of
-t9
the
school with life, with the actual practice of communiit Jonstruction, the
combination of study with socially useful labor appropriate to age level, close
ties of the schools and other educational and training instituti-ons with the
mass_organizations of the workers and with soviet sociJty as a whole.
Jh9 soviet system of-public education includes: pre-schoor education; general education schools of difierent types; educatiooil irstitrtio* of a lower
tyqe (regular _and vocatio.nal and uadiichoors); of a middre type (technicums)
and of a _higher type (universities and institutes). It also iiclucles difierent
extra-mural institutions for children and adolescents and cultural-educational

6,490,000, 85 Young Pioneers and chil&et's journals with an annuar circulation of over 100,000, There are special yout} iections of radio and television.
Tl"l__1" three-. youth publishing houses in the country-..young Guard,',
_._"Youth," "On Guard'-which pr'.blish over 40,000,000 copies 6f books i y""..
soviet youth have unlimited possibilities for participating in physical culture and sports. Today in the USSR there arJ 2,00d sta,&a, ibout SOO00
sport arenas, more than 60,000 soccer ffelds, and about 40e000 vorey ba[,
basket ball and tennis courts. rn 1g40 there were about 62,000 physical tulture
-200,000.
collectives in the ussR, and at
present time more than
Every
_the

institutions for youth and adults.
Tg{uy
-rl our c-ount5/ 80,000,000 people, a third of tho population, are en_
gaged in different forms of stu_dy_.-Half ofthe population has
or middle
education. There are in. the ussR 214,000 g"i"ral educational"schools
"'lrigt",
(with
aboyt 50
pupils), 750 institutes and"universities. There are g,47g,000
lilliqn
students, of whom 4,107,000 are sfudying in technicums and 4,81i,000 in
higher educational establishments.
. In- the system of professional-technicar education represented by 4,000
schools, there are great opportunities for young people t^o acquire Jny skill
or profes_sion, In the past ten years our 'rowei iradle-technical' schools have
trained about 7,000,000 workers for the national economy.
__-1t th9 present time one fourth of all the students in the world are in the
usSR. The 800,000 scientiffc workers in the ussR constitute a fourth of all
the scientiffc workers in all the countries of the earth. Among them t6,600
are Doctors of science; 152,800 hold the degree of can&dite of science
(equivalent to us Doctorate), 18,500 have thelitle Academician, corresponding-iVlember or Professor and 52,000, the title of Lecturer (reader).
rn
expenditures of the government for education and the training
-1968
of- children
increased by 400,000,000 rubles over 1g67, and amounted
to
9,50Q000,000 rubles.

- hl"g the years of Soviet power the peoples of the former
skirts of Tsarist Russia have undergorr"

national out_

a s&iai and cultural transformation that
would have taken centuries to achieve under the old conditions.
Higher education in
corrntry- will continue its unintemrpted developBy 1970 we shall -our
have about ffve million students in our 'higher scho6ls
T"*'
(college level), by 1980-eight million, twice as many as in 1g67. "
Th.e social rr,ghx of young peopb are guaranteed by paid vacations,
free
medical care, a wide network of sanitaria ard health rrrortr,' rest homes,
tourist
bases and sport camps, and cultural-educational instifutions.

In the ussR there are about 120 Komsomor (c_ommunist youth) and youth
in 24 languages of the peoples of the ussR, with an annual cireu_newspap_ers
Iation of over three billion; 26 young pioneer nev/spapers with an annual
circulation of over a billion; 2l youth journals with i"'arroual circulation of
182

year- about 8,000,000 young people are trained

in physical culture

collectivei.

__ soviet yout}, Iike the whole soviet people, have wide politicar rights.
Young men and women who have reached the ige of l8 have tG right to vote.
Article I35 of the Constitution of the USSR sa1,s alsor

Ey"rI citizen, of _the USSR who has reached the age of 2g is eligible
for
" election to the supreme
soviet of the USSR, irrds'pective of race or
nationality,. sog religiori, education, domicile, sociit oiig5rn, frop"ity ,t"t",
or past activities.
In accordance with Article L4r of the constitution young people have the
right to nominate their own candidates to soviet golr"ro*eot- orlans through
youth organizations. soviet youth have 182 repreientatives in ihe supreme
Soviet of the USSR, highest organ of state power.
Women in the USSR have full equal rights with men.
Article 122 of the ConstituUon of the USSR states:
Women in the US-SR are accorded all rights on an equal footins with
men,in all .sphelp of economic, government, cultural, pd[U"rl-;;f oth;;
socral actwrty. rhe possibility of _exercisirg these rights is insured bv
womenrD,emg accorded.the same riqhts-as men to work, payment for worli,
re.st,an{ Ieisure, social insurange and education, and als6 by state protection

of the interests of mother and child, state aid to mothers'of Hs; iilili"s
and to unmarried mothers, mater_nitr leave with t"[ prv,-""a if,3-provision
of a wide network of maiemity hoires, nurserier
g2g,g1g women, or 44,6
In the March 1969 elections to the local Soviets,""a'tiria"ig*i.il.'-'
per cent of the entire number of dqluties, were elected. A large number of
*:r"-unde_r^_80 years-of age; 425 women were deputies to"the Supreme
PuT
Soviet of the USSR at its last session.
The constitution of the_ ussR, (article 126) gives the right to the sovier
people, includ'ng-the_ youth, to unite in their o*, ,rorr-goi"rnmental social,
spor! cultural and other organizations.
A characteristic quality of soviet youth is thetu intemationali.yn anil dnterrwtional sokd.arity. In the fust days_ol its existencg the soviet Republic came

9ut -for _peacu, against militarism and chauvinism, for friendship of ihe peoples.
In the S_wiet Union propaganda for war is forbidden by law.'
At the Fifth session of the-surFreme soviet of tLe ussR a permanent
rtp{"g commission was established on youth affairs, attached to ihe soviet
of the union and the Soviet of Nationalities of the Supreme soviet of the
ussR. The Youth commission includes representatives -of the governmen!
trade union, youth, sport, public and other organizations and iniitutions of

the country.

Similar commissions have also been organized in the local Soviets.
Material prepared by the
UN Depa.rtment of Social Detselarymt in th,e USSR.
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Standards

of the National Bureau of

Standards, stressing that these are the
words of an American, not a Soviet

official: "The Soviet Union can now
a four-room aparhnent for

ffin[fi]8",.n

prodrrce

THE FIRST HALF CENTURY
The Sooiet Unlon: The First Filty civil war flickers out."
Iears, ed. by Harrison Salisbury.
Flickers outl Tens of thousands of
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1967. revolutionaly youth, the best and the
484 pp., $8.95. New American Li-

bt.ry, $A9. 544 pp.,

paperback,

$1.25.

OW AVAILABLE in

paperback,

this book fu based on a series of
articles that appeared in the Nea York
Times dwing tlle Soviet Union's 50th
anniversary year, when facilities for
extensive observation and travel were
provided for a dozen or more of that
paper's correspondents and deparhnent

editors. Doqpite the anti-Soviet bias
of the editor and some of the con-

tributors, these accounts add up to an
impressive picture of the ffrst haLf cenfury of socialism and its achievements.
The picture would be even more impressive and the truth of history better
served had the obstacles to these
achievements been more fairly presented. Eor example, tle opening 50year chronology by Lee Foster of the
Tim,?A education deparfonent, notes

(under December, 1917) that "the

counter-revolution against the Bolsheviks was supported by the United

States, Britain, France and Japan."
The counter-revolution was in fact instdgated, by these powers. Nothing appears in the chronology (although Harrison Salisbury gives it passing men-

tion later) about the

armed, lnteroention

of

subsequent

theso four na-

tions and ten others, seeking to overthrow the new socialist regime. "Subsequently," notes Mr. Foster, "the great

brightest of them, workers, peasants
and intellectuals and Communist leaders, shed their blood to drive out the
counter-revolutionary generals sup-

ported from abroad, the Wrangels,
Yudenitclu, Denikins, Kolchaks and
the rest, and the troops of fourteen
invading nations.

The actual taking of power by the
Soviets, supported overwhelmingly by
the peoplg cost few lives. The bloody
civil war was carxed by the efforts of
the capitalist allies to strangle socialism in its cradle. How vain was that
effort was shown not only by that

"flickering out" of the civil war by the

defeat of the revolution's enemies, but
also by the great common victory in
1945 which saved from fascism those
of the former interventionists who
became wartime allies of the USSR,
An outstanding chapter on "Build-

ing the Soviet Society: Housing and
Planning," particularly pertinent to
one of the main problems of our country today, is contributed by Ada Louise

Huxtable, Ti,mes architecfure critic.
Describing the "gargantuan consEuction" she saw under way in several
cities, Miss Huxtable calls the Soviet
housing program "the most concenbated

attack on t}e industrialization of building anywhere in the world at any time
in history," and "one of the most signiffcant achievements of the Twentieth
Century." She quotes A. Allan Bates,
director of the Office of Industrial

to

$3,500 that would cost g1OStates. What the
Russians have done is to develop the
$8,000

000

in the United

in the world to produce acceptable low cost housing on a

only technology

large scale."
The author writes that in order to
solve the great housing shortage in
the cities, construction had often been
"quick, crude and untrained." These
flaws have all been well reported in
the US press, but it had failed to report "the rernarkable advance in building technology in the Soviet Union in
the last decade, Ieaving other countries
far behind," trVhile errors are still vis-

ible, she declares that, starting from
virtually nothing, delayed by war, defense and military spending, there had
been a "startling breakth,rough."
Miss Huxtable goes into the stylistic
deffcieucies of past periods whe,n design
was sacriffced to haste, She now ffnds
that despite some continuing monotony, Soviet builders and architects have
established "a commendable design

standard" that

is

'innovatory

raUonal and commendably handsome"
and "are moving steadily toward styl-

istic sophistication,"
She makes special note of the human
aspects of Soviet housing achievements,

with rents, even in the newcr, better
equipped and roomier apartments today
'hever more than four to ffve per cent
of income." Best news of all, especially

for women, is that while the problem
has not yet been fully solved, multi-

family occupancy is being eliminated,
and the goal of one family to an apart-

is being achieved in Moscow
and other large cities.
Fred Hechinger, on education, finds
that "a visitor to Russia learns quickly

ment

that chil&en erioy a very

special

status." Childreris stores are the best

of all, with

excellent selecUons of

clothes and toys. Spacious, well equipped pre-schools are provided, where the
ahnosphere is "free and easy, but the
day organized according to a stict time.
table." The role of pre-school educa-

tion is taken more seriously than in
the United States. There is more stress

on play, group activity and moral
training.
In eight- and ten-year schools visited,

Mr.

Hechinger found

the

student-

teacher relationship as "one of mutual
respect tempered by informality." Perhaps the highest praiso of the Soviet
school system is found in his story ol
an American diplomatt daughter who,
after attending a Moscow public school
for a few months, startled her parents
by asking: "Why do I suddenly want

to learn so much?"

Mr.

Hechinger described teaching

methods as highly competent, though
he felt them too rigid in some respects.
But he found that a relaxation ii taking place, with more elective subjects

now introduced

in the

upper

grades

and much more &scussion of the need
for certain reforms. The same process
is taking place in higher education,
He found that rural schools lagged
behind those in cities because of the
reluctance of many teachers to go to
more remote areas.
Theodore Shabad Tdrnes correspondenden! geographer and author, contributes a most intelligent and well-in-

of the immense
Soviet resources and their developmen!
especially in Siberia, and ieports
formed discussion

knowledgeably on questions of popuIation and manpower distribution. The
"The Economic Machinery"
_chapter on
by H. Erich Heineman is already rather
outdated, since he was able to report

only on the plans for the reform in
economic management which were iust

beginning to go into efiect, and their
meaning does not seem to have been
too clear to him.
The chapters on the arts defy at-
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E, Salisbury on the theater and literature,
Milton Kramer' on art, Harold C.

BOOKS

Schonberg on music, all agree that the
harsh repressions of the Stalin period

within the cultural world. The case of
Anatoly Kuznetsov shows the complexity of the situation and how difficult it
can be to draw the line between an
honest writer who loves his country

frankly (a category to which Kuznetsov
himself had once appeared to belong)
and the irrational betrayer of countqr,
party, wife, child, pregnant sweetheart

are over, but ffnd much to criticize in
the official conservatism of the present.
The whole question of freedom in the
arts is a continuiog cause of ferment

and supports the socialist system, yet
who feels that inevitable shortcomings
can only be corrected if dealt with
(contiruted, nert page)

turned out to be.
What is lacking in these chapters is
an understanding ol the role in hold-

tempts at summary. Harrison

baclq $1.95.

,TIHE BRILLIANT young English art
I critic John Berger conffdently
writes in the introducUon to his study
of the work of the Soviet sculptor
Ernst Neizvestny that he believes he
has made a useful contribution to art

criticism, at this historical period:
"By taking and considering in depth
a particular example, it throws light
on the character of Russian art, the situation of the visual artist today in the
USSR, the meaning of politically revolutionary art and some of the consequences of revolutionary consciousness."

Placing Neizveshry's work both in
the context of the USSR and ln the
context

of the worldwide struggle for

an encl to

imperialist exploitation,

Berger extends his vision far beyond
any Darrow, subiective consideration
of the aesthetic value of Neizvestny's

matters are the needs whieh art answers,"

It is thus Neizvestny's relevance to

the world today that Berger proceeds
to demonstrate in his subtle and wideranging analysis. This is creative art
criticism indeed, continuously opening up new vistas of feeling and sensibilitn rich in reference and illusions,
illuminating in a new and original way
the significance of man's struggle today against inequality on a worldwide
scale:

"The people of three continents are
involved in a struggle which they will
never abandon until they have achieved
freedom: not the nominal freedom of
independent States, but the freedom for
which all others so far imagined have
been a preparation: the freedom ftom
exploitation. When they have achieved
this freedom-and at the longest it will
be within a century-they will produce
art unimaginable today. Unimaginable
by us today because the freedom they
win may change the condition of
man. Meanwhile somo of Neizvestny's
sculpture is an interim monument to

the endurance necessary at the
ginning of the struggle."

claims

Apart from the exbemely interesting
analysis of the artist's work, Berger has
with consummate skill illustrated his
study with photographs, reproductions
of drawings, paintings, designs and
that gives further depth and substance

come to see that the arranging of artists in a hierarchy of merit is an idle
and essentially ililettanto process. What

r.80

to the

ing back the trend toward greater
euvering

achievement:

"I wish to make no competitive
for the importance of Neizvestny's art. Obviously I consider his
art important, or I would uot have
spent a year thinking anil writing
about it. Yet during t}lat year I have

Kuznetsov

freedom for writers that is played by
the never-ending anti-Communist man-

ART AND REYOLATION
Art onil Reoolution, Ernst Neizoestny
and the Role of the Arttst in the
USSR, by John Berger. Pantheon,
1969. 19I pp,, illustrated. Paper-

and closest friends that

of the imperialist

countries,
and the constant danger of nuclear war.
Clive Barnes gives an interesting

and enthusiastic history of 50 years
of Soviet ballet. While he feels that
some of the older productions are too

tradition-bound, he sees today a "newfound flexibility of purpose." He pays
glowing tribute to outstan&ng achievements in new ballets and to the superb

and matchless training and artistry of

Soviet ballet performers.

Schonberg

too has the highest praise for the performing artists in music.

US doctors on the high competence of
Soviet surgeons and the excellent equipment of hospitals visited, and the

high ratio of doctors and nurses to
patients. Sullivan says: "The treatment
of cancer in the Soviet Union has been
organized on a naUonal scale that is
probably rrnique in medicine." He dis-

cusses birth control, "the pill," advances in psychology and neurophpiol-

ogy and problems of pollution of air
and water and how they are handled.

A separate chapter deals with Soviet
space exploration.
Robert Lipsyte writes of the great
role of sports exempliffed by tho fact
that in 50 years the Soviet Union has
increased sports participation, once
only for the privileged, from 50,000 to
50,000,000 people and become one of
the world's leading athletic powers.
While the e&tor seems to have con-

ceived

of his role as balancing

the

record of great and undeniable achievements set down by many of the Times

Several of the most interesting chapters are those on science and medicine

reporters with negative comments of
his own, he does make clear the em-

shackling effect

peace.

by Walter Sullivan. He tells of the
of Lysenko's hold on
science in a period he feels can never

recur, and the great rebirth that has
since taken place in the science of
genetics in the USSR along with overall scientiftc growth. In "Keeping the
Russians Healthy and Happy," he describes the widespread public health
service and medical care free to the

w'hole Soviet population,

He

phasis

of Soviet foreign policy on
In the new introduction to

the paperback edition he stresses the
need for US-USSR collaboration to
avert the unleashing of nuclear weapons, the ugency of discussions between the two countries on limitation
of missile weapoily, and the potential-

ities of collaboration should there be
an end to the hostilities in Vietnam.

quotes

J. s,

THE ESSENTIAL WALTER

be-

engrossing presentation.

Munnev YouNe

We Are All Poets, Really, by Walter

Lowenfels. International Publishers,
1968. 160 pp., $5.95, paperback,

Lowenfels. Intrepid Press, 1966. 56
pp., $1.50. Thou Slwlt Not OoerkilL

by Walter Lowenfels. Halhic Publications, f968. 59 pp., $2.50. The
Poetry of My Politics, by Walter
Lowenfels. Edited by Robert Gower.
Olivant Press, 1969. 161 pp., $10.95.

The Portable Waltel by Walter

$1.95.

IRYING to review four books by
Walter Lowenfels is like trying to
review life: each moment has its clear
face, but when one tries to set out
the multitudinous effect of the cou-

I
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verging and outunoving whole one is at
a loss lor words. Literally. For all the
words seem in the Poems. One has

either

to start quoting the

catching one after the other

Poems,

of

the

clearfaced moments, or else to write
one's own poem, recreating words fiom
the ground upwards.
I have had the good luck to know,
sometimes well, a number of true
poets: Hugh McCrae in Australia (not
i*own ortiide), Dylan Thomas, Edith
Sitwell, PauI Eluard, Nikolay Tikhonov,
Tristan Tzara, Pablo Neruda; Walter
Lowenfels belongs to this company. In
these recent publications of his, prose
passages or letters mingle with th-e

ir".r", brrt there is no sense of a different voice. In the verse the voice
takes on a greater intensit/, a greater
concentration of energies, but there is
no manifest dividing line. The whole
purpose and direction of a life has
hecome poetry'
But what do we mean bY thatP Again

the ffrst thing to Put out of mind

is

any idea of the poet-pose, of the Poet

striking an attitude or assuming his
singinfi robes. W'e Are All Poets, Reallg
is moie than the title of a book: it is
the pervasive emotion, the angle of
vision, the basis of diction and imagery. In a way all dividing li1es brea-k
d6wn: Prose,/poetry poetry,/life Walter/yott poetry/history time/timeless-

ness.

is

affinrty, obviouslY, with
Walt Whitman, and Lowenfels has
duly paid his tribute to that poet. But

There

theie

ls

also a basis in surrealism with

its dream of setting free the hidden or
submerged creative faculty

in all men

and bringing about a universal lyric-

spontaneously arising from the
shared depths-and here we touch on
the affinity with Paul Eluard.
Both Whitrnan and Eluard are, like
I-owenfels, poets aPParently easy to

ism

deffne and yet very elusive

in

their

protean expansions, in the spaciousness
of the embrace or in the extraordinarily
188
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tLin narlition between the word and
tlie einotion, the word anil the life it
represents: the spaciousness al1ll"yt
peopled with real presences and the
emotlon always one that is shareil.
If Walter has his affinities with
Whitman and Eluard, it is not because
of any imitation or echo; it is because

of thit

remarkable purity

of the flow

of life into and out of the words, life
in the last resort indisUnguishable from

the words, the breathing moment. It is
the conquest of Time, which has no
existence outside the voice, the rhythm.

Perhaps this brings us a little nearer
to what I mean in saying that here living and singing are one, not merely
because the tune and the rhythm have
invaded the poet and refuse to leave;
but because living is also the ceaseless
struggle to become conscious of what
living implies. Living here and now,

a deiperaie here and now' an inffnitely

r"*atdirrg here and now.

Lowenfels

himself is always explaining what this
means, or putting it into practice. ?he
Poetry of My Polittcs is one long lucid
labyrinthine exposition of what I am
trying to say.

The instantaneous or concrete present is t"he total existence of the poet at
any moment, at the moment when Past
and future are included in the present,
and when all worils sing. But because

he is also all men, his

instantaneous

present brings to a head all the great
issues of the epoch, all that is most
characteristic in the sufierings and aspirations of men in that epoch. Hence
ihe success with which Lowenfels deals
with the issues. They are never seParat€
matters, something that he has to think

about as the "problems of the age."
They beat in on us from all sides,
speak up out of the depths. So he
never writes a "political poem." He

rwrites poetry which is all himseU and
which is therefore instinct with the
great human issues that politics in genleral deals with or fails to ileal with,
distorts or confuses with abstractions

and opportunist delimitations. His poebry is the struggle to &sentangle this
enormous totality in terms that most
fully utter his emotions, his sensations
in that instantaneous present,
He is thus able to use, as no other
poet I know, the vast spaces reeling
away into quassars and whatnot, and
the inffnitesmally small region of the

secure base in 1955 with Sormets of
Loae and, Liberty. From 1g5g he
reached his full strength and has since

vanishing particle.

J*cr

Last ntght I rccketed
aboae the railio region

of

known books are Cezanri, His Life

the

and Art Md

No ligamerfts there of our twhteil seloes
so foubd up
nobody suspects anyone
ol telkng the truth,
u)e uere all looers in celestial boilies.
And there I saw you,
childbrother,

ln the u,omb of the galafiic center
aching to be bom
_ one mlnute ahead of the appointeil
bi.rthday full of stngi,ng telegrams
and, flnwers anioing iust in time

to say 0e too can looe

anil lioe
the Geiger-counter

l,eoel.

of human aod ,r"-

tural process from the inhuman

and

unnatural pressures and distortions at

work on us all the while, and

thus

reaching beyond them the true human
essence which all
pesticide-s, all the

the strontium
lies and

and
tlnannies,

cannot_ destroy. He is thus the poet of
hope, because the revelation of aisaster

can go no deeper. (Thou Shalt Not
Ooerkill, The Portable Walter, and all

the rest.)

Though his earliest book of verse is

dated 1925 and he was learning all
the whilg his bme role seems to me
to.begin efiectively with the two pamphlet poems of 1958-4, then to

Biographg.

ffni

its

I. M. Turner, A

Critical

LBNINGRAD

The Architectural Pl.anning of Sr.
Petersburg by I. A. Egorov, Translated by Eric Dluhosch. Ohio State
University Press, 1969. 287 pp., illustrated. $15.00.
NYONE who has fallen under the
spsll of Leningrad, that most enchanting of cities, will ffnd this an absorbing book. First published in the
Soviet Union in 1961, its author I. A.

.fI

Egorov,

Holding fast to the human center,
he becomes the poet of Peacg in the
inffnite agitation shaking his nerves
and the furthest stars, obsessed with
the _ problem of disentangling the
shocks and spasms

Jecr LrNosav
Lrrsosey is the well-known Australian-born British novelist, poet, biographer and_ critic. Among - his besi-

spec.tnnn.

a.booe

gone on conffdently expanding, This later phase seems to me to put him
among the group of world-poets with
true prophetic voices.

a

well-known Soviet archi-

tect- and town- planner, has been very

well served by the translator Erit
Dluhosch.

An architect himself, Mr. Dluhosch
presents us with an English text of this
highly analytical study" that is at all

tinres graceful and easily intelligible to
the non-specialist. By means of close
verbal analysis and shllfully selected
drawings and photographs thl reader is
able to observe the unfolding of the
design of this youngest of the great
European cities, from its foundation
in 1708 to the mid-lgth century, at

which time the overall pattern oF the
superb urban plan as *6 s"" it today,
was-completed in the heart of the city.
The planning and design of our own
cities are at present very much on the
agenda, at Ieast as far as talk and
speculation are concerned. This account of the ffrst hundred and fffty
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establishment of the
architectural plan of Leningrad should

years

of the

be of the greatest possible interest to

everybody conoerned lvith

such

matters.

OCTOBER

selections from his philosophical and
historical writings. The Egyptian Dooe

is a novel.

Leontiev appear particularly original
profound. As a Russian in a
country swiftly moving towards vast
revolutionary changes Leontiev brings

DAOFESSOR Carr's multi-volume
A History of Sooiet Rtrsla is to
date the most massive study of the
establishment of the new Soviet Government written in English. This present volume, presumably published to
commemorate the fiftieth anniversary
of the USSR, is a gathering of articles

the writing of this period,

pects of Soviet history and development-collectivization, industrialization,
the trade. unions, the infuence of
Chernyshevslry's novel What is to be
Done? on the revolutionary movement,
the Revolution's historical signiffcance.
The essays are infused with Carr's

of the considered
his deep concern over
many years to understand the full
meaning of the Russian revolutio'nary
intensive knowledge

subiects and

experience.

DATED PROPHET
Against the Current, bY Konstantin
leontiev. Translatecl bY George

Weybridge and TalleY, 1969. 286

ThP EgYfirm D_ooe,
pp.,
-b] $7.50.

Konstantine Leontiev. Translated
by George RoaveY. WeYbridge anil
Talley, 1969. 250 PP., $7.50.

ITIHE FIELD of translation ftom the
I Rosrian h"pprly continues to
widen. Konstantin Leontiev, 1881-1891,
not before available in English, is presented in these two volumes as his-

torian, philosoPher and novelist,
Agalnst the Cunefi is maile uP of
190

by

RI]TH EPPERSON KEFTIIELL

or
a

written over many years on special as-

lg27 . lg45

Neither as philosopher, historian,
wdter oo aesthetics, or novelist does

The October Reoolutdon, Before and
Afta, by E. H. Carr. AUred A.
Knopf, 1969. 178 pp., $4,95.

t

TWO NEW NOYEMBER BOOKS
THEODORE DREISER AND THE SOVIET UNION

special prophetic note

of

coming

"catastrophe" in his writings. Nevertheless they remain, Iike so much of
hopelessly

dated.

CHEKHOY
The Oxford Chekhoo, Yol l.

plays

\-r

have alreaily been published in
II and III of this impressive
edition of the great writer's plays anil
short stories. When complete this will
be the ffrst English translation that
Volumes

includes all of Chekhov's writing arranged in chronological order. (The
short stories of 1895-1897 have been
published as Volume VIII of the edition. )

Mr. Hingley is a sensitive translator
and interpreter of Chekhov-see his

prefaces and extensive notes in each
volume. These one-act plays were for
the most part written very early in the
writer's career and, while slight in comparison with the great Plays he wrote
ioward the end of his li{e, t}rese brief
"vaudevilles," as Chekhov called them,
are both funny and sad in the manner
that, fully matured, came to be known
as "Cheljhovian." Very much freshened in this translation, these amusing
and touching sketches should renew
their appeal, especially to amateur
groups who have kept them in production in earlier versions for many
years.

NEW MASSES: AN ANTHOtOey
OF THE REBET FORCES

Short

Plngs. Translated by Ronald Hingley. Oxford University Press, 1968.
209 pp., $5.60.

ftHEKHOV's later fullJength

A dramatic, personal account of Dreiser's 77 days in the soviet union
ten years after the Revolution, when the then defender of "free enterprise" confronted the new society, and of his subsequent fum to
social causes. The author was his secretary during the trip and ofiers
a new and exciting view of Dreiser as noverist and radicar
'$z.Eo

edited by

JOSEPII NORTII

With an Introduetion by Maxwell Geismar
wgekly N1w Masses was at the vortex of the culhrral upheaval
of the 1930s. This anthology aims to restore to new generatiois their
most valuable heritage. These important selections of drawings,
poeby, stories, reportage, etc. express the revolutionary spirit ol
that dpamic journal.
$7.50 cloth; $3.25 paperback
at yout bookstore or
INTERNATIONAL lPUBLISHERS
38I PARK AVENT]E SOUTII
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10016
Write us for a compl,ete catalogue of Ma.rxist kteraturo
f^he_

NEW WORLD REVEW-|E6 Fifrh Ave., Suire 308. N.y., N.y.

I I enclose $3.50 for l-year sub (4 issues)
E .(Special
l -enclosg $__*--___,,___.....for..........._.....copies
prepublication price 75c; S

Canadian and foreign 94.50 for sub

-
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SOVIET EDUCATION
by Elizabeth Moos .

Musi reading for

A Collection of Readings from Soviet Sources

Edited by STEPHEN P. DUNN

concerned people,

b,7 Senaiors Fulbright

and Kennedy, General Hugh Hester
and Prof. D. F. Fleming. Says Senator
Ernest Gruening

Sociology in the USSR

..

SOYIET
DEMOCRACY

By JEROME DAVIS
wiih chapiers

Books fron IASP

Nbw {rom the people
who broughl you

in the lntroducfion:

"Everyone shoud read Dr. Davis's
book, for we are living in the mosl
dangerous period in American history."

The book cosis $3.75, but

NWR

readers may obtain it at the special
price of $3.00. Order from

NEW WORLD REYIEW
I56 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, N.Y. IOOIO

by JESSICA

SMITH

Reporting-in-depth, wifh {acts that

millions of Americans should know,
aboui how Soviet people parlicipate
in running their counlry.

the Nafional Council
of American-Soviei Friendship

Published by

$1.00 per copy

Order from

. This encyclopedic volume provides a detailed and comprehensive
d*cription of_th.e current stato of sociological study in the soviei Union.
All aspects o{ the discipline are cove..d. The colllction, which is compiled from articles thaf-hav-e appeared in SOVIET SOCIOLOGy, preren-ts.comparative studies of recent daia produced by Soviei research,

including exiensive statistical material.
The book largely fills the void in Wesfern knowledge of soviet soci.
ology, which is a rapidly expanding field of sfudy in tt USSR.
"
$12.50

An Essay on Yugoslav Society

NEW WORTD R.EVIEW
I56 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, N.Y.

BRANKO HORVAT

IOOIO

Professor Horvai. who is Director

of fhe Yugoslav lnstiiuie of Economic
of the eionomic. social and political
dovelopment of Yugoslavia from- the time of worli war Ir up' to the
Research, provides a crifical analysis

Soviet Films
Nozz

in

Rel,ease:
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Reod \ffhaf the

Soviet People Reod

An Atlfiisenstein Program

REPRINTS FR,OM THE
SOVIET PRESS

.

A iournal o{ unabridged

Ten Days That Shook the World
(New sound version, wilh musical

from current Soviet

.

Bezhin Meadow
(Musical seore by Prokofiefrl

Kolerina lrmoilova

material

EVERY

TWO WEEKS

seleclion

of significani

editorials, reporls, fexls of
documenis and speeches

. I

am

Twenty

.
Released,

by:

ARTKINO PICTURES. INC.
723 Sevenlh Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10019
Telephone: Clrcle 5-6570

MURRAY YANOWITCH
This two-volume collection brings togefher

Two Years $48
$25
Three Years $70
No risk subscripiion offer
Your money refunded to cancel your
subscripfion after you receive three
issues. Please use exact address below

and include Zip Code with

$oviet Economics

Compiled by

a careful
articles,

One Year

Coming:

Gontemp orary

newspapers

and periodicals

score by Shosiakovich)

.

pre.sent da.y. 11 1950 fhe Yugoslav National Assembly passed a law inaugu.
rating workers' management in fhe Yugoslav
ln ifs firsi decaie,
""onoriy.
ihe workers' councils economy achieved the hiqhest
rate of qrowth in the
world but in the last few yeirs unexpected difiiculties ,r.re'encorntered
and economic growth declined. Professor Horvat outlines *h"i lt"r iuppcned and why, and then considers possible future developments.
$12.00

your

the most significanf economics

thai have appeared i-n soiiet scholarly prrritr'-.r".-ii" p"rr
lticle; years.
roveral
The volumes provide a compreheniiie
piciure

ot currenf Soviet

and detailed

field of economics, as well
ar of current economic praclices u'nd ini+itutions. The
r,".
boon compiled from ma+erial that has appeared i, runrt"+iii-ii
""tt"iii*
i;nosLEMs oF'EcoNoMlcs-. Professor i;;";il
is a member-of +t"'o"p"r+monf

of

mailing instructions.

research and theory in the

Economics, Hofstra Universify.

$12.50 per volume
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NOW Is The Time To Learn
About The Prospects For
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